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Abstract 

The introduction of the Social Inclusion Partnership (SIP) programme in Scotland in 1999 

emerged as part of policy commitment to achieving social inclusion. The significance of this 

policy context to the SIP programme came through the move within urban policy 

programmes from focusing solely on tackling urban deprivation to also target resources 

towards rural and coalfield areas and socially excluded groups. With tl-ýs change in approach 

came an explicit commitment to tackling the social exclusion experienced by young people at 
both the neighbourhood and local authority levels. Within this policy context, this studý- set 

out to compare the approach adopted by one thematic SIP (the Big Step) and one area-based 
SIP (Drumchapel SIP) to promoting social inclusion for young people. Using a case study 

methodology, data was collected using a combination of interviews with SIP stakeholders, 

young people and a range of external 'experts', supported by analysis of SIP documents and 

observation of SIP meetings and other formal events. 

Three key themes frame the focus of this study. First, an investigation of the theoretical and 

policy influences steering the approach taken within the case study SIPs to achieve social 

inclusion for young people illustrates a clear theoretical and policy framework driving the 

work of the SIPs influenced by concerns to achieve social inclusion by promoting a mixture of 

rights and responsibilities for excluded groups. The result is an explicit programme of work to 

promote social integration through active participation in society and the economy. Alongside 

this, however, emerges an implicit concern with managing the individual and social costs of 

young people's exclusion from labour market and other socially acceptable activities in order 

to reduce the problems associated with young people. Second, the practice of the case study 
SIPs was compared across three key areas: the working practices of the SIPs in responding to 

the agenda on 'strategic working'; the views of respondents on the relative value of working in 

partnership; and the involvement of young people within the decision-making structures of 
the SIPs. Clear distinctions in the practices of the case study SIPs were identified. This 

provided an opportunity to reflect on the relative contribution made by area-based and 

thematic SIN to the promotion of social inclusion for young people, and from this to revlelvk, 

the wider applicability of the findings from the case study SIPs as the third theme of the study. 
Extrapolating trends emerging from the case study SIPs, the study concludes that both types 

of SIP contribute to, ýA, ards promoting the social inclusion of young people, , Aith area-based 
SIPs addressing the social exclusion of young people within the ývlder communin' context and 

thematic SIPs foregrounding the interests of young people. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

In Scotland in the late 1990s, for the first time in thirty years of Scottish Office funding being 

available to support specialist urban policy programmes, a significant change occurred ývith 

the introduction of Social Inclusion Partnerships (SIPs). The invitation in 1998 for new 

partnerships to apply for SIP funding was significant In that it was available not only to 

partnerships concerned with urban deprivation, but also to partnerships based in rural and 

coalfield communities and those concerned with excluded groups v6thin and beyond the most 
deprived neighbourhoods in Scotland. This development related to the introduction by the 
Labour Government of a policy concern With tackling 'social exclusion' since coming to 

power in 1997 (Fairclough 2000). The Ministerial announcement of the introduction of the 
SIP programme illustrates the centrality of the social exclusion policy context to the 
development of the SIP programme: 

Wlxn ue announcui our intention to clesignaw new Social Inclusim Parinmhips, ue rx-ognt . sai that 
social exclusion blights the liuýs of may., y people across Scotland - jrcm multipý depýiLý urban areas 
tofragde rural cmyrmnities, fom7er wal-nvmg amz and speafic exc&dai groups. Wearethmfow 
&wmzýq& that tbew newpaymersbips sbmId tackle social ex&tsion uhamer and in ubxewrfo77n it 
exists. (Scottish Office 1998c) 

The SIP progranu-ne replaced a relatively new policy programme introduced by the 
Conservative Government in 1996. Programme for Partnership (PfP) had been introduced to 

roll out a partnership based approach to urban policy programmes in Scotland in the wake of 
the perceived successes of the 4 pilot New Life Partnerships that had received a ten year 
funding allocation from 1989 (Scottish Office 1993). However, only two years after PfP was 

introduced, and one year after the Labour Government had been elected, the Scottish Office 

invited the partnerships gaining funding under PfP to convert to SIP status w1-iile also 

providing an additional funding allocation to allow new partnerships to apply for SIP funding. 

The suggestion from this move was that Government wished to see centrally funded urban 

policy initiatives responding to this new policy commitment to tackling social exclusion. 

This concern to address the problems associated with social exclusion has become central to 
both policy and theoretical debate in recent years. It is a concept that has taken on a resonance 

'%6thin mainstream social policy (see Levitas 1998; Lister 2000) as vý-ell witl-dn specialist urban 
policy programmes that focus on localised/neighbourhood level problems (see Parkinson 

1998; Geddes 1997). Within theoretical debates, the ten-n has gained popularitywithin Europe, 

and more recently in the UK, as a way of highlighting concerns about the multidimensional 
nature of depri\-ation (Room 1995; Madanipour 1998), while also acknowledging that this is an 
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active process involving excluders as well as those who are excluded (Kleinman 1998). It is a 

term that is said to allow recognition of the potentially dynanuc nature of exclusion as a 

process that is transferable amongst social groups and within families (Atkinson 1998). 

In policy and academic terms then, the concern with tackling social exclusion and promoting 

an inclusive society has become a central point of debate allowing pohcy-makers to frame 

social and urban policy programmes within this apparently 'new' political ethos, while at the 

same time allowing academics to revisit debates on social problems with a new 'impetus. 

Within this context, academics have questioned the rhetoric of the policy framework that has 

emerged in this area, with some challenging the lack of policy acknowledgement of structural 

inequalities relatuig to class (Byrrie 1999) and poverty (Spicker 2002). Further, there are those 

concerned that the language of social exclusion may suggest and reinforce perceptions of the 

excluded as a separate social group who form a discrete 'underclass' (McDonald 1997); an 

approach that implies an individuahsation of the risks associated with exclusion and the 

problems facing the most excluded members of society (Furlong & Cartmel 1997). 

The rhetoric of 'social exclusion' has revitalized debate in social and urban policy and 

provided a new language upon wl-iich to allow policy-makers concerned with tackling the 

worst social and economic problems to hang their programme of work. Within this context, 

the developments in urban policy in Scotland introduced with the Social Inclusion Partnership 

programme are intended to widen the traditional focus of urban policy programmes to 

respond to and target resources towards the most excluded groups in society as wen as 

towards deprived neighbourhoods. Thus, the development of the SIP programme from April 

1999 saw the introduction of 14 'thematic' SIN concentrating on excluded groups within and 
beyond the most deprived neighbourhoods in addition to the 34 area-based SIPs, 21 of which 

were the converted PfP initiatives and 13 where new area-based SIN gaining funding with the 
development of this Programme. 

The development of the SIP programme introducing thematic as well as area-based SIPs is 

clearly influenced both by this new policy context on social exclusion, while also introducing a 

new phase in urban policy programmes in Scotland. Thus, the introduction of i policy 

concern to target resources towards excluded groups alongside the traditional targeting 

towards deprived neighbourhoods provides the framework for the development of this study. 

Both the Scottish Executive Development Department (the pen-nanent government 
department responsible for SIPs) and the Department of Urban Studies at the University of 
Glasgow were interested in understanding the potential implications of the developments in 



urban policy programmes in Scotland at this tune due to this move beyond a purelyarea-based 

approach. These two bodies, therefore, collaborated on the development of the theme of this 
ESRC CASE studentship; defined as a comparison of the measures to promote social 

inclusion within area-based and thematic SIPs. This bemg a new policy development meant 

that little was known about the potential of the thematic approach as compared with the 

traditional area-based approaches. Questions around the potential of these different forms of 

urban policy partnership to work towards promoting social inclusion remain central to the 
focus of this study. This study, therefore, attempts to contribute to understanding of the 

potential of this development within urban policy programmes in Scotland. 

In taking forward this study, it emerged that a central focus of social inclusion pohcý', both 

within and beyond the programme developed around funded SIPs, related to concern about 

the exclusion of young people (Lloyd et al 2001). The decision was, therefore, taken to 

undertake a qualitative case study methodology to compare the approach taken within two 

youth-focused SIPs, one area-based Prumchapel SIP) and one thematic (the Big Step), both 

based in Glasgow. Within Drumchapel SIP, the focus on young people was part of this SIP's 

wider neighbourhood focus, with young people identified as a population in need of specific 

interventions at the neighbourhood level. Within the Big Step, the central focus of their work 

was the exclusion experienced by care leavers in Glasgow. 

The central aim of this study is, therefore, to compare the approach adopted by one thematic 

and one area-based Social Inclusion Partnership (SIP) in order to assess their potential for 

promoting the social inclusion of young people. Specific objectives are defined as follows: 

t. To compare the theoretical and policy influences underpinning the agenda on social 
inclusion taken forward within the case study SIPs. Particular questions to be pursued are: 

" What are the main theoretical influences underpinning the approach taken by the case 
study SIPs? 

" How has the policy agenda on social inclusion steered the priorities identified and 
taken forward by the case study SIPs? 

" To what extent is the focus on young people taken forward within the case study SIN 
motivated by concerns with social justice or with maintaining social control over this 
group? 

To compare the practices of the case study SIN in , ý\-orking towards achievirig soc a 
inclusion. Particular questions to be pursued are: 

How is the policy agenda on strategic working taken forward through the ,; ý-orkmg 
practices of the case study SIPs? 
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" What are the perceived benefits and limitations of the partnership approach as an 
organising principle to take forward the work of the SIPs? 

" How are the case study SIPs promoting the mvol-\, -ement of young people 'witl-iin the 
decision-making structures of the SIPs? 

3. To consider the wider implications of the approach taken by these two forms of SIP. 
Particular questions to be pursued are: 

" What explanations can be offered for any similarities or differences in the approach 
taken by the two case study SIPs? 

" What is the potential contribution that can be made by each of these types of SIP in 
promoting social inclusion for young people? 

" What lessons for policy and practice can be taken from this policy focus on both 
excluded groups and deprived neighbourhoods? 

The chapters that follow consider these issues in more detail. Chapter 2 starts by setting out 

the theoretical and policy developments surrounding the policy concern with social 

exclusion/inclusion in relation to how this terrninology has been understood and taken 
forward wid-iin the UK policy setting and the specific relevance of the policy focus on young 

people that has emerged within this context. This discussion serves to provide the theoretical 

context for understanding the influence of the social inclusion policy context surrounding the 
developments occurring through the SIP programme. Chapter 3 then outlines the trends in 

urban policy programmes over their thirty-year history leading up to the introduction of the 
SIP programme in 1999. In so doing, policy concerns relating to: promoting strategic working; 

working in partnership; and cornmunity involvement are identified as central themes which 
SIN are expected to respond to in their programme of work. These three themes, therefore, 

provide the main areas of comparison between the two types of SIP when reflecting on the 

practices undertaken in the case study SIPs. 

Having set out the theoretical and policy context of the study in Chapters 2 and 3, Chapter 4 

provides analysis of the developments emerging with the introduction of the SIP programme. 
Analysis of SIP documentation highlights the key developments to have emerged with this 

programme and through this illustrates the centrality of concern with young people that has 

emerged with this initiative. Chapter 5 then justifies the methodological approach adopted in 

taking this study forward. In so doing, issues relating to the underlying ontolo ical and 91 

epistemological approach taken, the selection of the methods to take this study forward and 

the key stages in progressing the research through data collection and data analysis are all 

presemed to explain how the study,; vas undertaken. 
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Chapter 6 then turns attention to the case study SIPs, where analysis of SIP documentation 

provides infori-nation on the local context within which these SIN have emerged. It focuses 

on the priorities identified at the time of applying for funding and the processes involved in 
developing the SIPs' plans relating to partner and community involvement, wailable 

partnership resources and the time involved in developing the SIPs' application for funding. 

This chapter offers a picture of the case study SIN at start of their fife and frames later 

discussions that take forward detailed analysis of the practices of the case study SIPs. 

Chapter 7 contributes towards answering two of the research questions, as outlined above. 
Firstly, the chapter reflects on the theoretical influences underpinning the approach taken by 

the case study SIPs in working to achieve social inclusion. Secondly, the chapter considers the 

extent to which the focus on young people taking forward within the case study SIN rnaýlr be 

motivated by concerns with social justice or with maintairung social control over this group. 

Chapter 8 looks at the working practices of the case study SIPs and focuses on answering the 

question of how the policy agenda on strategic working is taken forward through the working 

practices of the case study SIPs. The principal concern of this chapter is to compare the 

approach to working pursued by the case study SIPs and through this to reflect on the extent 

to which the chosen approach suggests that the case study SIPs are working 'strategically'. 

Chapter 9 then turns attention to the agenda on partnership working, where the central 

question of interest is to compare the perceived benefits and limitations of the partnership 

approach as an orgarusing principle to take forward the work of the case study SIPs. While the 
discussion on strategic working presented in Chapter 8 centres on outlining how the SIPs 

were working to acl-iieve their aims, the discussion in Chapter 9 highlights how those involved 

in the case study SIPs perceive the partnership framework as facilitating or lirrtitmig the work 

that they are undertaking. 

Chapter 10 looks at the contrasts between the two SIPs in their approach to involving young 

people in their work. Here the aim is to answer the question of how the case study SIN are 

promoting the involvement of young people in the decision-making structures of the SIPs. In 

so doing, attention is given to the forms of involvement promoted within these SIPs, the 
factors influencing the approach to involvement that are taken forward and the motivations 

underpinning the chosen approach to involvement promoted within each SIP. 

Finallv, Chapter 11 drxvý-s on the data presented in earlier chapters to present key findings 

from this study NvHe also reflecting on the wider appficabihty and pohcy Unphcations that 

emerge from undertaLng tlýs study. 



It should be noted that this study began in late 1999, and the fieldwork was undertaken 
between late 2000 and rrud-2001. Developments in policy since 2001 are not considered in this 

study in order to set the data collection and policy analysis within the same period. 
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Chapter 2: The Agenda on Social Inclusion 

Introduction 

In order to begin to build a picture of the theoretical and policy context within which Social 

Inclusion Partnerships (SIPs) have developed, this chapter sets out to consider the underlying 

influences steering the current policy commitment to acl-ýevirig social inclusion. To consider 

t1-iis issue, the chapter focuses on setting out the influences that have led to the development 

of theoretical and policy interest in social exclusion/inclusion in the UK. In particular, a policy 

commitment to achieving social inclusion has emerged as a central plank of policy under New 

Labour since the late 1990s; which has brought with it a distinctively British interpretation of 

the policy problems and the responses needed to address these. While it is argued that the 

notion of achieving social inclusion is open to differing interpretations, in practice what has 

emerged within the UK policy context is a targeted programme focusing on those who are 

excluded from mainstream economic and social opportunities. Within this context, it is argued 

that the rhetoric of achieving social inclusion promotes the alleviation of barriers to inclusion 
facing the most excluded groups both within and beyond the most deprived neighbourhoods. 
However, underpinning this policy agenda is a more or less explicit concern With tackling the 

problematic elements of social exclusion in terms of the costs to wider society. In particular, 
deprived neighbourhoods and excluded young people emerge as central areas of policy 

concern. With that in mind, the chapter ends by raising a number of questions relating to the 

potential implications of this policy framework for the practice of SIPs. 

Developing Debates on Social Exclusion 

Policy concern With 'social exclusion' has only a relatively recent history 'in the UK, where the 

terrn has taken centre stage under the New Labour Government (Fairclough 2000; Levitas 

1998; Percy-Smith 2000). In part, the popularity of this terminology relates to the differing 

interpretations that can be applied to it. The first task of this chapter is, therefore, to begin to 

unpack the potential meanings associated with tlýs term. 

The concept of 'social exclusion' is historically associated with French society where it -, vas 
first used in the 1960s to refer to people, usually immigrants, livi-ng on the periphery of society 

with no access to social insurance (Gore 1995). In the 1970s the ten-n took on a more general 

usage to refer to all groups ývho did not have access to social insurance benefits. Subsequently, 

the understanding of being 'excluded' A-idened to include a greater number of social groups, 

including lone parents, disabled people, the long term unemployed; in short, those seen as 
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social rrusfits' (Silver 1994; 532). Its ongins are, thus, associated vvith a particular political 

tradition relating to French Republicarusm. As Silver (1994; 537) states: 

[Tbe term] not only miginý Franx, but is dqý* axhored in a partiodar wwrpreutwn of 
Frm& remhaioý bistory and RquNicm tbu& From this penpecaw ýxdusion'zs conaiud not 

77 

s ý7ý* as an econanx or political phmanawý; but as a doiciaxy of 'ýohdayity', a brea k in the social 
fabný. 

Other authors similarly use this terminology to refer to the relationship between social groups 

and wider society. For example, Cousins (1998; 128) suggests that social exclusion refers to a 

process in wl-iich "the relationship between the individual and society [has] ruptured", while 
Room (1995; 106) talks about people as socially excluded when they are left out of the 'moral 

order' of society. Thus, there is a consensus amongst these authors that social exclusion refers 
to a breaking of citizenship ties and the resultant deficiencies and inequalities that emerge for 

some social groups from this breakage (Gore 1995; Cousins 1998). 

Continwng this concern with individuals and their relationship to society, Silver (1995) 

outlines three paradigms of social exclusion based on different forms of social integration. 

Table 2.1: Three paradigms of social exclusion* 
solidwity Specialisation mmmpý 

Conception of integration Group sohdarity 

Source of mtegration Moral 

Ideology 

Discourse 

D- 

jL-, cpubhcan 
Exclusion, 
Social Cohesion 

Individual 
Interdependence 
Exchange 

Liberal 
Discrimination, 
Market Fadure 

Social closure 

Citizenship 
Social Democratic 

Inequality, Underclass 

Seminal Thinkers Durkheirn Locke Marx, Weber, Marshall 

adapted from Silver (1995; 62) 

The first paradigm, sohda'ýity, relates to the French Republican view of society where social 
exclusion is the result of a breaking of the social tie, a failure of the relationship between 

society and the individual. Implicitly, this approach suggests that there is a core of shared 

values and rights, around which social order in constructed. The DurkheM**an influence of 
this approach is seen through the concern with social integration between groups in order to 

achieve a society where shared interests supersede those of individuals, groups or class 

ii-iterests (Silver 1995; 66). The focus is, thus, on an interpretation of social cohesion, where 
civil society promotes cultural solidarity and where social exclusion emerges from a threat to 
the social order. 
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The spaý-ýisation paradigm, on the other hand, draws on liberal conceptions of socievý-, where 

societies are composed of individuals with diverse interests and capabilities, and the structure 

of society is built around divisions of labour and exchange in both econorruc and social 

spheres. Th=is individualist approach, evident in British and American social policy (Cousins 

1998), highlights differences between individuals that lead to specialisation ývithin the market 

and amongst social groups. Within this paradigm, social order is maintained through voluntary 

exchanges between individuals driven by their own interests and motivations. Individuals may 

exclude themselves by their choices, may be excluded because of the patterns of interests 

within society, or exclusion may occur as a result of discrimination, market failures or 

unenforced rights (Rodger 2000). Thus, individuals may (voluntarily) participate in some 
domains while being excluded from others. Exclusion from one social domain, therefore, does 

not imply exclusion from all. Social exclusion within this paradigm is not viewed as being as 

problematic as within the solidarity paradigm as a result of individuals being free to move in 

and out of spheres of exclusion and inclusion (Silver 1994). 

The third paradigm views exclusion as the consequence of group maxyuý. DraVITIng on Weber, 

and to a lesser extent Marx, social order is achieved through coercion occurring within a set of 
hierarchical power relations (Silver 1995). This view of social exclusion is most evident in 

social democratic countries such as Sweden (Cousins 1998), where exclusion occurs through 

conflicts between groups based on class, status and power (Saver 1995). Within this setting, 

social exclusion occurs through insiders protecting their domains against outsiders by 

constructing barriers and restricting access to occupations, cultural resources, and goods and 

services, while promoting solidarity amongst 'Insiders'. Within the monopoly paradigm, 

society is recogrUsed as being inherently unequal, while order is maintained through control 

over 4the excluded' (Saver 1994). 

While the term has a long history within the European context, the origins of debates on 

social exclusion in the U-K are quite different due to the dominance in the LTK of concern with 

income poverty. The liberal/conservatiVe ideology pursued by the successive Conservative 

Govern. ments throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, not only denied the e. 'astence of poverty 

in the UK, but considered the growth in inequality between groups during this period as a 

positive outcome in order to encourage the market to work freely and efficiently (Pantazis 

2000). Within this political climate, the language of social exclusion offered Consen, ative 

politicians a way of engaging in social policy debates at the UK and European level "A-Ithout 
damaging their political image by acknowledging the existence of poverty (Berghman 1995). 

As a result of this political framework, UK academics used the term social exclusion as a wav 
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I of highlighting concerns with growing 'relative povertý , (Townsend 1979) at a time ', A-hen i 

sign-ificant minority of people were being left behind during a period of economic gro"; %-th 
D Through this increasing overall living standards for the majority (Hills 1995; Gordon 2CDCO). 

relativist approach, 'social exclusion' became a term used to highlight concern with the social 
divisions caused by some members of society being excluded from the opportunities and 

resources enjoyed by the majority (Walker & Walker 1997). As Walker (1997; 48) states: 

... it is iwreasingý appannt that the tmditzý cmapt qfpouTV pmzides an zýýte desoiption 
of the anwzvows of the tens ofmillions ofpeople uho do not remw an adequate share of Eu), ope's 
gmzmguvdth. 

Tl-ýs particularly British academic perspective on social exclusion focuses on the fact that 

more people in the UK, and other Western European countries, are wealthier than at any 

point previously and that consequently those who have not gained from this general growth in 
living standards are relatively excluded from this overall growth. 

European writers on social exclusion reject tl-ýs focus on income poverty through its central 

concern with addressing distributimd aspects of exclusion (Room 1995). In contrast, the 
European concern with 'social exclusion' focuses on group interactions and participation in 

society, so emphasising relatimd issues of exclusion (Room 1995). Increasingly, writers in the 
UK are coming to acknowledge this understanding of social exclusion as distinct from 

concerns with poverty as it allows conceptualisation of a more multi-dimensional perspective 
(see Madarupour 1998) that potentially allows better understanding of the 'complex dynamic 

of life trajectories' (Byrne 1999; 2). 

However, while accepted as a useful term in some quarters, there are those who have concerns 
that the language of social exclusion is either a way of distracting from the underlying social 

inequalities that frame the experience of exclusion (Lister 2000) or recognise that there is no 

clear definition of social exclusion (Watt & Jacobs 2000). That said, three underlying principles 

can be seen to frame understanding of social exclusion. Firstly, there is recognition of the 

importance of agoxy M creating and sustaining exclusion Mithams 1998). As Atkinson (1998) 

points out "exclusion implies an act, with an agent or agents" (p. 7). , oreover, 'agen ' re rs \1 cy fe 

to both the excluded and the excluders (at both individual and institutional level); where 

people are the victims of exclusionary behaviour, act as the agents of others exclusion 
(Kleinman 1998) or alternatively behave in such a as to create their o,, A-n exclusion 
(Burchardt et al 2002). 

Secondly, social exclusion is a dynxnk process (Byrne 1999). This dynamism links to the 

concern with agency noted above, where social exclusion is seen as occurring over time, is 
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influenced by access to resources and takes place within a specific social setting, within which 

the actions of agents frame the experience of exclusion. As Byrrie points out: 

Note that the te? m 'so" exclusion' is iný dywnzcý exciusion happew in tane, in z tZine (f 
history, x-id &wm7iw' the lizx! s of the iýýýs x7d co&mZ that are exc&d& and qj those 
irýýals and cokthes uho are not Note also that a1d)ough the w? 7n is dea* systýmz . C, t1k Iý to 
say it IS about the chara-ter of the social systowmd about the qýzanuc deuiopmaz of social stnictio-es, 
at the sxm twx it has ýýIicationsfor agmg. Exclusion' is sw7e6)ing that IS done by sonze people to 
od)erpeople (emphasis in origirial) (Byme 1999; 1). 

Thus, social exclusion is understood as being both dynamic and multi-dimensional through 

the interplay of these different factors that act to create and recreate social exclusion. Thirdly, 

social exclusion is seen as a mkiz; e concept. This relatively refers to the unequal risk of social 

exclusion between groups depending on where they five, their family circumstances and their 

access to resources ý-Wls 1998b; Rutter & Madge 1976). As compared with previous debates 

on poverty, some authors are, therefore, aware of the potential of the discourse on social 

exclusion as allowing extrapolation of complex factors of exclusion that go beyond solely 
focusing on income poverty. 

Understanding Social Exclusion in the UK 

While the language of social exclusion potentially does allow a more complex understanding 

of the barriers and inequalities faced by some groups, there is awareness that this language is 

opaque and does not allow a clear concePtualisation of what policy is intended to achieve 

when proposing to tackle social exclusion (Burchardt et al 2002). In response to this 

intangibility, Levitas (1998) has created a three-fold analytical framework through which to 

reflect on potential influences on the New Labour approach to social exclusion'. TTiese relate 

to: 

Sociýd integration &Kvurse (SID): social exclusion is the result of lack of access to the labour 

market and other forums that promote social integration through active participation in 
society. 

Moral imdenizs discouyw (N4tJD): social exclusion is the result of people's lifestyles. Of 
particular importance are concerns about welfare dependency, youth unemployment, 
single parenthood, crime and drug use. 
Raist-tiha-iw dixmm (RED): social exclusion is the result of divides in society that occur 
through a lack of access to financial resources. This is a reworking of the traditional 
debates on poverty dorninantwithin UK theoretical discourse. 

The term 'Ne,, A- Labour'refers to the reformist arm of the Labour Pany that emerged Ln the 1990s (seej, nes 1996). 
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The social integration discourse draws on a similar agenda to that pursued through Silver's 

solidarity paradigm through focusing on building links between individuals and wider society. 
The key difference for the UK policy context is the focus on labour market participation as 

the central route through which to achieve social integration (Lee 8z: Mune 1999). Indeed, it is 

argued that within the UK policy context there is not the same concern with social cohesion 

in relation to a shared group identity as the Durkheimian 'anomie-integration' concept central 

to European policy (Andersen 1999). Rather the focus is argued to be directly on "the 

requirements of the economy (competitiveness and job creation)" (Levitas 1998; 19). 

The moral underclass discourse has been popular in policy thinking in the UK since the late 

1980s when the term was imported from the United States2 by Charles Murray (1990) to 
highlight concerns about a perceived growth in welfare dependency amongst young single 

mothers and unemployed young men. Underpinning this position is a view that there are 

social groups endowed with a different set of values from the mainstream, an idea initiated 

through Oscar Lewis's 1960s research on 'cultures of poverty'within inner cities (Lewis 1998). 

The redistributive discourse, unlike SID and MUD, moves from focusing on the actions of 

individuals to instead focus on the social context within which exclusion is experienced 

-uc concerns with (Levitas 1998). RED is, therefore influenced by particularly UK acaden i 

poverty and structural inequalities (Burden 2000; Oppenheun 1998a), where poverty should be 

recogn-Ised as a causal factor in creating and reinforcing social exclusion (Oppenheim 1998b; 

Spicker 2002). Through this approach, the focus is on redistributing financial and social 

resources to reduce inequalities rather than fitting people into an inherently unequal society 
(Lister 2000). Sitting within a traditional 'Old Left' social democratic model, Lister argues that 
RED fits more with egalitarian notions of 'social justice', whereas SID and MUD are more 

closely aligned to notions of 'social cohesion': 

7-he prynary o4ýcý here [in RED] is social Justice in contrast to the other = ckscýs, J70) are 
actiu-m& by the pnma-ry o4b: iiw of social cohesion cvwl distinguiAd by a lack of concem uith, uider 
, ýwqualities (Lister 2000; 39). 

As part of this debate, what emerges are different levels of policy intervention in order to 

achieve an acceptable level of 'inclusion'. To explain further, Lister argues that equality of 

opportunity focuses on provichng opportunities within an unequal economic and social 

2 In the US context, there has been a more or less explicit racial element to the underclass discourse (MacDonald 
1997b), Villith African-American and Flispanic Americans over-represented amongst the urban poor and thereforc 
Niewed as being culturally distinct from other groups. This is a vie'w contested by authors such as Wilson (1987), who 
argues that 'cultural' factors are not race specific, rather diey emerge through social conditions impa, tI ir,, differentially 
o1i different groups. 
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system. The lack of acknowledgement of class divisions that frame opportunities and create 

social exclusion for some marginalised groups Gordan 1996) suggests that the principal 

concerns of policy are to ensure that people are contributing to the economy and socien- 

rather than being valued as individuals (Sen 1990). By not acknowledging ; vider structural 

inequalities, the potential for 'inclusion' is likely to be tirnited to how people are best able to 

navigate the opportunities made available within an unequal socio-economic context (Lister 

2000). In contrast to this position, Lister argues that egalitarian conceptions of social justice go 
further by attempting to produce more equal outcomes rather than just increasing available 

opportur-lities; although she points out that the concern with equality of outcome is not simplý- 

about evening out outcomes for all, rather it is about finding more acceptable 'degrees of 
(in)equality' (Lister 2000; 43) that take account of structural barriers to social participation 
(Askonas & Stewart 2000). Thus, the central concern within the egalitarian view of social 

justice is to ensure a 'fair' distribution of outcomes, whether in relation to resources or access 

to opportunities (see Rawls 1972; Sen 1990). 

According to Gray (2000), this traditional egalitarian perspective on social justice is no longer 

tpolitically feasible'. Rather, he argues that 'inclusion' offers a viable political alternative that 

promotes social cohesion as its guiding principle. As a communitanan, Gray's view of a 

cohesive society is one in which there is a general consensus around a basic set of values and 

goals shared by all, alongside a lack of widespread alienation or margmalisation of disaffected 

groups. Through tl-lis approach, the aim is to promote consensus between groups by 

emphasising shared morality and values, while minirnising conflict (Forrest & Kearns 1999). 

Thus, 'social inclusion' is thought to occur where every member of society has access to "fair 

opportunities and the satisfaction of basic needs" (Gray 2000; 30). Indeed, Gray is clear that 

this approach is distinct from that promoted by egalitanans: 

Supponm of so" i. -vý do not pumw an i" of egalita rian justice, but an ideal of cu-n nm life. 
MS will sureý condom rwny inýities. But not all. Inclusion is indým-ya to mw of the 
irýities that egqlitanýans condem Policies pmmoting indusion wX sanet-ines genaxe irýities 
d)at are rqgw&rI by egalitanans as w4r but am vieý by adwcates of inýn as fair. (Gray 
2000; 22-23) 

In highlighting this distinction, Gray (2000) argues that supporters of a cohesive approach to 

social inclusion promote the goal of equality of opportunity, while accepting that there may be 

unequal outcomes. In short, the distinction between promoting social cohesion or soci'ý 

j IV 11 justice as the policý- objecti e relates to the relative importance placed on promoting either 

equality of opportunity or equality of outcome as the goal of policy (FranUn 1997, Marshall et 
J 1997). As later discussions in this chapter illustrate, it is this social cohesion model of 
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inclusion' that has emerged as central to New Labour policy since coning to power. To begin 

to explore this, attention now turns to the influences that have steered the policy conuTutment 

to social inclusion that has emerged under New Labour. 

The Development of a New Policy Agenda: 'Social justice' under New Labour' 

It was noted above that social exclusion was a term used by the Conservative Government as 

a more politically acceptable policy concern than that relating to poverty. For the reformist 

arm of the Labour Party in the early 1990s, however, in developing their new policy focus, the 

concern with tackling social exclusion emerged as a central policy priority (Lund 2002). The 
debate that follows outlines the influences that have led to the policy programme on social 
exclusion that has emerged since the New Labour Government came to power in 1997. 

The first significant development was the commissioning by John Srnith in 1992 of the 

enquiry into social justice and economic well being that culrninated in the publication in 1994 

of the Borne Report: SOCi91JU5tiX. - Strategiesfor NatimdRmmd (Borne 1994). The combination 

of 'substantive policy and political positioning' (Levitas 1998) that emerged through this 

report was significant in that it proposed achieving 'social justice' by promoting econon-uc 

efficiency as the main policy goal (Oppenheirn 1998b; 11). Through tl-iis approach, the main 

aim of policy was the 'extension of econonuc opportunity' (Borne 1994; 95) through 

encouraging labour market participation as the main route through which to increase 
household income and maintain economic stability (Borne 1994). This focus is argued by 

Levitas (1998) to promote a more limited notion of 'social justice' as centrMig on goals relating 

to equality of opportunity notably relating to labour market participation or other 'socially 

useful activity' (Borne 1994) rather than promoting wider egalitarian concerns with achieving 

equality of outcome. Indeed, this policy shift has been cited as promoting 'endowment 

egalitarianism' (White 1997) as the main policy goal, where the concern is to facilitate skills 

acquisition, training and welfare incentives that encourage participation in the labour market 

as the main route through which to tackle social exclusion: 

[T]he main ekmo its of the aninission'S rom stratqy are mbum" egalitarianign (zJjý hfoaiws 

a7 uidming access to produaý, v owbunwws, such as skills), supplcý by ývz actrw, redist-ributru, 
udfa, w StV&... (White 1997; 79) 

The second dex-clopment to influence the policy focus taken by the reformist an-n of the 
Labour Party in the mid 1990s was the publication of 77x Rmrow Inquiry inm Inarne xzd Weald) 

As the discussion in tl-ýs section ývffl show, the policy concern with 'social justice' discussed here is distinct from that 
discussed earlieras an egahtanan concept focusing on structur. ý inequalities. 
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(Hills 1995). The report outlined an analysis of the growing income divide between rich and 

poor households over the period between 1977 and 199C, paying particular attention to rises 

in unemployment and income differentials, alongside decreasing welfare benefits and a more 

regressive tax system (Levitas 1998). The implicit focus of this report A-as to highlight the 

plight of those who left out of the economic advantages enjoyed by the majority during a 

period of economic change in Britain. Thus, concern with social cohesion can be seen through 

the acknowledgement of a growing income inequality identified as 'damaging both to the 

social fabric and to economic efficiency" (Levitas 1998; 41). What was highlighted in this 

report was an awareness of the wider societal impact of an increased social and economic 
disparity between rich and poor. In response to these concerns, the report recommended 

promoting a more active labour market and flexible benefits and tax system to better allow 

economic inclusion, while also promoting specialist measures to revitatise deprived areas Ws 

1995). 

What these two reports share in terms of priorities is a concern with promoting participation 

in the labour market as the main route to tackle social exclusion. Through this approach, there 
has been an explicit policy comniitment to ensuring that policy interventions take account of 

the need for greater social integration within a framework concerned with economic efficiency 

as the central policy goal (Oppenheim 1998b). The 'centre-left consensus'that has emerged in 
tl-ýs context, therefore, defines social inclusion within a 'social integrationist' discourse, with 

paid employment seen as the main route through which to achieve an inclusive society 
(Levitas 1996). 

Blair's leadership of the Labour Party developed this social integrationist approach further 

through the promotion of a 'stakeholder economy' (Rodger 2000). Radice (1996) illustrates 

this perspective when citing a speech given by Blair when in opposition: 

I beliew in a `StakAlder oýmw7y'in uh& aoyone bas the apporimity to suca-tri x-id emyaw the 
mTonsibdity to cmtribw. It IS based on dx idea that wdess ue mobdise the efforts a7O talmts of the 
u&e populatior; u, - wd] fad to adiae our ecmmw potautial.. A stakebolder eommzy is one in 
uhicb oppamazity IS extexted, nxm mav&d x7d no group of ýýýs locked out. (Blair cited in 
Radice 1996; 10-11) 

Rodger (2000) argues that the language used by Blair highlights his commitment to the ideals 

of active participation by everyone whether through labour market participation or through 

some other socially useful activity. Clearly then, the concerný%-ith labour market participation 

as the principal route throughwhich to achieve integration, is on1v one element of an inclusi,, -e 

society. Aligned to this arewider ideological principles related to encouraging participation in 

order to ensure that everyone is playing an active role in the economy and society more 
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generally, and through this that they are taking responsibility for their owii inclusion. To a 

certain extent, this approach fits into Hutton's (1996) belief in a 'stakeholder society' NA-alun 

which welfare and citizenship are linked through reciprocity between state and individual. 
Where the views of Hutton (1996) and the Labour leadership diverge is on whom the policN, 

should focus. While Hutton (1996) supports the idea of a society where all citizens contnbute 
to and gain from the welfare state, thus encouraging reciprocity between all members of 

society, the Labour leadership have explicitly chosen to target attention on those in greatest 

need. Through this approach, there is no explicit concern ýVith creating coRecti,,., e 

responsibility amongst all social groups; rather the focus is encouraging those on welfare 
benefits to participate within the market economy (Thomson 1998). Consequently, the 

responsibi ility agenda has a limited applicability to those who are the sub*ect of policy 

interventions to encourage their 'inclusion' into the mainstream of society. 

This concern with 'stakeholding' as a route through which to draw out reciprocity between 

individual's rights and their responsibilities to wider society, links to the final conceptual idea 
to have emerged under Blair's leadership of the Labour Party; the promotion of 

commurutananism (Rodger 2000). As Gould (1998; 233) argues: 

7he icIm that are doned by tkeir mki=Ap to the camwitty, not in iSObtionfn7n the 
cunrMauty, is Mair's gwwwfing idea, his core political imi&. 

Blair's commitment to communitarianism is argued to be influenced by the work of John 

Macmurray, a Christian socialist whose approach to communitanianiism focuses centrally on 

promoting civic duty (Levitas 1998; Lund 2002). In contrast to much writing on 

commurutarianism, which focuses on promoting moral order at the community level, and 

implicitly suggests a form of social control (see, for example, Etzioru* t993, Gray 1996, Tam 

1998), Macmurray focuses centrally on community as a location for mutual action (Levitas 

1998). Thus, as Lund (2002; 197) states: 

MaaruvTay dx4t the person, not the coda-tiw, uus the prin-wy &ý of socwry -a sentinvqt 
a4arl by Blair in his claan that codk-tiw aaion sbou& adux" the interests of the individzý not the 
colkaiao-l 

For Macmurray the focus on 'community' is less related to managing neighbourhoods per sae, 

and more about promoting relationships between people in 'all fon-ns of social interaction. 
Thus, Macmurray's perspective centres on individual awareness of mutual ties, and through 

this emphasises the interplay bev; veen responsibility, individual agency and choice x%-hen 

engaging, v\-Ith others (Leviuis 1998). However, the extent to which the policy commitment to 

corrunui-utarianism promoted under Nevr Labour since coming to power remains influenced 
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by Macmurray is questionable given later discussions on the moral agenda that underpins 

concerns about deprived neighbourhoods and vulnerable young people. Indeed, it is argued 
later that there are clearly elements of social control within the current pohcý- focus that 

suggest closer 1-inks to Etzioni's view of communitarianism than Macmurray's. 

7he Policy Agenaa on Social Exclusion wider New Labour 

This discussion of the key influences steering the policy direction taken by the reformist arm 

of the Labour Party while in opposition gives a strong sense of the policy agenda on social 

exclusion that was to emerge once the Party were in power from 1997. As Lund (2002) notes, 

the policy programme taken forward by New Labour under the banner of addressing social 

exclusion highlights five key elements, each of which are now outlined. 

The first priority is rooted in the idea of 'work for those who can' (Lund 2002). Gi%-en the 

earlier point about the policy programme promoted by New Labour targeting those in need, 

this policy priority clearly relates to encouraging those who clau-n state benefits to participate 

in the labour market (Levitas 1996). This policy priority is not merely about encouraging 

people into the labour market, but underpins an explicit political strategy where people are 

encouraged to View job-seeking as part of their contract in gaining access to welfare (Mead 

1992). A range of policy programmes have been developed to take forward this policy priority, 

including variations on the New Deal initiative to tackle unemployment of particular groups 

e. g. young people, the long term unemployed, disabled people, older working age people and 
lone parents. In addition, further work incentives are offered through policy initiatives such as 

the National Minimum Wage intended to 'make work pay', a range of Tax Credits and the 
National Childcare Strategy (Lund 2002). 

The second priority refers to 'security for those who cannot work' (Lund 2002). According to 
Lund, fl-iis priority centres mainly on ensuring that older people and disabled people who are 

unable to work are supported by policy measures. With regard to the working age population, 
little has been done on this priority. For older people, the most notable development has been 

the replacement of Income Support with the Nlimmurn Income Guarantee for pensioners 
(Lund 2002). The group who have, in fact, emerged as central to this policy priority are 

children, evident through the policy comn-litment to 'eradicating child poverty in a generation' 
(DSS 1999). To respond to this priority a range of poficy measures were introduced, notably 
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Child Benefit for all families with children and the Working Family Tax Credit and the 
Children's Tax Credit for low income working famihes,,; \-Ith children'. 

The third priority is the attachment of rights to responsibilities (Giddens 1998). The earlier 
discussion of the stakeholder/community agenda offers the most coherent illustration of the 

concern with responsibilities as well as rights emerging through New Labour policy. 
Specifically, the concern with encouraging labour market participation offers illustration of the 

responsibility agenda in practice, through linking up entitlement to benefits with an active role 
for job-seekers. 

Fourthly, there is a priority to target resources towards deprived areas (Lund 2002). Grovk, m'g 

concern about the divide between the worst neighbourhoods and the rest of the country has 

steered the early work of the Social Exclusion Unit to focus mainly on developing the 

Neighbourhood Rmeud Strateg (SEU 1998; 2001). Through this initiative, there has been I 

growth in new targeted initiatives aiming to address the needs of the most deprived areas, 

including a range of 'zones' (e. g. Employment Zones, Education Action Zones and Health 

Action Zones), Surestart initiatiVes and New Deal for Communities ý-Iills 1998a). 

Accompanying the concern with targeting towards the most deprived areas, the final priority 
highlighted by New Labour has been a commitment to 'inclusive' mainstream services (Lund 

2002). The main aim of this measure was to link up mainstream provision with the needs of 
the most excluded and through this approach to draw attention to how specialist and 

mainstream programmes could work together to meet the needs of those identified as in 

greatest need. Indeed, as the second DSS (2000a) annual report states: 

... cow public sowes sbould bear the pnnury mspormbility for tackling depiiumon, [bourwr/ 
ta7red inwne7wns foaised on depriL& arw or d)ose aitý at spa* ch" groups... sbould 
covztrw to baw a key role in tackling the problem in the areas uhere d-x-y are gwatest. 

Clearly, some of these priorities are developments of policy influences steering Conservative 

policy rather than new ideas introduced by the New Labour Government. Indeed, concern 

with encouraging 'active citizenship'was a central principle of the Conservative Government 

from the late 1980s (Kearns 1995), while promoting a policy commitment of rights and 

responsibilities was also central to policy programmes to promote labour market participation 
(Mead 1992). Along witli the explicit focus on targeting the needs of the 'deserving' poor such 

as low-income families, older people and children, the contribution made by Ne; ýv Labour is 

the presentation of a range of policies as inter-related priorities. Býl packaging these Lip 

4 In new Tax Credits were introduced to replace these: Working Tax Credit and Children's Tax Credit. It is 
not the purpose of this study to reflect on these changes. 
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together under the banner of acl-ýeving social inclusion there appears to be significant change 

in policy when in fact much of the rhetoric of policy involves a reordering of previous poticN' 

priorities. This MVolves taking some traditional social democratic principles and some ne'ýk, 

right principles and through this creating what is referred to as a 'Third Way' politics 
(Fairclough 2000). Underlying the political commitment to a Third Way pol-itics are four 

ii propositions: 

" Globalisation is the root cause of much economic and social change since the 1980s 
(Fairclough 2000). 

" Previous governments have faded to respond to growing social inequality meaning there is 
now a need to undo the damage done (Burden 2000). 

" The most effective means of bringing people into the mainstream of life is through 
participation in work and mainstream society (Giddens 1998). 

" Achieving social justice does not require significant redistribution of resources from rich 
to poor. Rather, what is needed is a 'decent floor' income level for all, promoted through 
links between the tax and benefits system to support those who are in work and on a lo,, x 
income (Hewitt 2000). 

The policy comnutment to achieving social inclusion is framed by these overarching policy 

concerns; which serve to further reinforce the relationship between the pohcy commitment to 

social inclusion and the underlying value system of social cohesion. This is seen in particular 
through the concern with promoting a 'decent floor' income for those at risk of social 

exclusion, rather than promoting 'Old Left' egahtanan notions of redistribution. 

Achieving Social Inclusion: priorities for change 

While, the above discussion has outlined the priorities and influences underpinning the policy 

agenda on social inclusion, here attention turns to the specific policy themes that have 

emerged in practice with the development of this policy prograrnme. FIrstly, there is the 

overarching thematic focus that is evidence from the U-K Government annual report 
Opponunityfor A 11: tackling pumty and social exclusion PSS 1999), wl-iich provides a picture of the 

issues identified by the U-K Government to achieve an inclusive society (see Appendix 1). This 

document outlines a set of U-K-wide priorities, some of 'iýO-ýich are to be addressed through 

reserved responsibilities relating to tax and benefits, while others are to be taken fonvard by 

the devolved administrations in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. The annual report 
socill a ScodandzJvr avyone maam (Scottish Executive 1999a) outlines the priorities 
for acl-ýevlng social inclusion in Scotland (see Appendix 2). 
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In producing annual reports for the UK and for each of the devolved administ rations, x%-hat 

emerges are links between the policy commitments that require responses from the UTK 

government and those that require attention from the devolved administrations. For example, 

in addressing poverty and unemployment, the Scottish annual report acknowledges the role of 

the UIK Government in developing policy responses via the tax and benefit system. Alongside 

t1lis, a range of measures were proposed to be taken forward as part of Scotland's devolved 

responsibilities to respond to need in relation to matters such as education, health and 

regeneration of deprived areas. Indeed, as was noted upon publication of the first Scottish 

annual report in November 1999: 
A chwuing our xnhtwus taTet can ady happen tb? v4 partirnkp zzid) co&ý across the UK 
We share a cwnm m7nnvnent to &im-, ýzg sociýd Justice.. Ea rlier this yva r the UK Gbvov 7 i"'s 
UýSýnityfbr A 11. wkling pomty and so" excluswn'la id out UK hndxnarks in mserud areas 
and u, - hax taken these on boaxi In dewhýwl amz ur map out distmaiw Scottish mezmovs. 
(Scottish ExecutiVe 1999a; 4) 

What these two annual reports do is outline a set of targets for policy: 32 for the UK 

Government (outlined in Appendix 1) and 29 for the Scottish Executive (outlined in 
Appendix 2) along with illustrations of the particular policy measures being employed to 

achieve these targets. Each year the publication of the annual report is intended to outline 

progress made in working towards meeting these targets through a range of statistical 

measures and a discussion of the policy developments that have occurred in the previous year. 

Both annual reports frame their concerns with social exclusion and poverty around a broad 

1-ife-course model, with targets set around meeting the needs of children, young people, 
farnihes and working age people, older people and communities. Under these headings, the 
following list highlights the issues that are of central policy concern: 

" Lack of opportunity towork. 
" Lack of opportunity to acquire education and skills. 
" Childhood poverty and deprivation. 

" Disrupted families. 

" Barriers to older people living active, healthy lives. 

" Poor health. 

" Poor housing. 

" Poor neighbourhoods. 
" Fear of crime. 

Disadvantaged groups. (Percy-SrrUth M. 1j; 7-8) 

The focus on the most excluded members of societýr is apparent from these prionties, as is the 

concern with poverty and unemployment. However, what also emerges as central to the policy 
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programme in practice are concerns to tackle some of the problematic aspect of people s 
behaviour. For example, as Appendix 1 shows, the UK targets highlight concernwith teenage 

parenting and drug and alcohol misuse, while as noted in Appendix 2, in Scotland there is 

concern with poor diet, smoking and school truancy. Thus, what starts to emerge is a concern 

with tackling and limiting the negative behaviour of individuals alongside the more explicit 

policy rhetoric around increasing opportunities to participate in mainstream society. 
Consequently, what starts to emerge are implicit concerns with the moral underclass discourse 

(MUD) alongside the previously acknowledged concern with the social integration discourse 

(SID). 

As Part of this overarching life course model, two distinct policy priorities have emerged as 

central to the agenda on social exclusion; a concern with addressing the needs of deprived 

neighbourhoods and of tackling the problems of excluded young people. Evidence of the 

centrality of these priorities can be seen through the policy priorities taken forward through 

the work of the Social Exclusion Unit (SEU) in the Cabinet Office' and the Scottish Social 

Inclusion Network (SSIN)' in the Scottish Executive. For example, within the SEU the first 

five reports to be published were concerned with: 

truancy and school exclusions; 
rough sleeping; 
teenage pregnancy; 
young people (16-18) not taking part in education, training or employment; and 
neighbourhood renewal (SEU 1999) 

In Scotland, the reports published by the SSIN Action Teams were similarly concerned with': 

" excluded young people 
" inclusive communities 
" the impact of local anti-poverty action (Scottish Office 1999) 

That deprived neighbourhoods and young people have emerged as central policy priorities 

could relate to several factors. One potential explanation is that neither of these issues are the 

responsibility of a single government department to address. Indeed, the long history of urban 

policy prograrnmes, discussed further in Chapter 3, is intended to respond to this need to link 

up government departments and service providers to provide a co-ordinated response to the 

The SEU is no'", part of the Office of the Deputy Pruine Nfinister. 
6The SSrN is an advisorý- group of 'experts' that provide support to the work (4 the Scottish Executive m taking 
for, ý%-ard theworlý progranune around achieving social inclusion. 

There %vere five Action Teai-ns in total; the other two were concerned with evýduating policv/practAce initiatives and 
, ood practice in achieving chaiwe. 
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needs of deprived neighbourhoods. The current policy conunitment to 'Joining up' (SEU 

1999) suggests a renewal of an on-going concern with co-ordinatLing responses to social 

exclusion. On a similar point, it was noted by Hamson (2000) that urban policy programmes 

aim to address 'wicked problems'; meaning problems that are difficult to define in themselves 

and that, consequently, are difficult to find coherent solutions to. Arguably, the concerns with 
deprived neighbourhoods and excluded young people that emerge through the social 

exclusion policy agenda suggests an awareness of this 'Wicked problem' status, as does the 

general policy concern with tackling social exclusion. The final topic for debate in this chapter 

is to consider further this focus on deprived neighbourhoods and young people within the 

social inclusion policy context. 

Focusing on Depyiz& N4bou4mý 

Given the policy comnutment to addressing the needs of deprived neighbourhoods profiled as 

part of the social exclusion policy agenda, an extensive number of new area-based 

prograrnmes have emerged across the UK (Foley & Martin 2000). While it is clear that in 

policy terms there is a commitment to promoting area-based initiatives (ABI's), the debates on 

the relative merits and limitations of this approach highlight disagreement over the underlying 

causes of deprivation and the resultant policy responses that are thought to best address this 
(see, for example, Parkinson 1998b; Smith 1999; Gordon 2000, Oadey 2000). For example, 

supporters of area-based targeting suggest that the benefits of this approach relate to the 
following issues: 

" With some areas having high levels of economic and social problems, specialist targeting 
programmes provide extra resources to add to mainstream provision to better meet need. 

" Because problems are concentrated, a greater number of deprived people are captured if 
resources are geographically targeted than if they are spread more evenly. 

" Focusing activity on small areas within tight boundaries can, potentially, make more of an 
impact than if resources are dissipated. 

" Unlike national mainstream programmes, area-based programmes are often characterised 
by a 'bottom up' approach, underpinned by partnership working. This can result in 
effective identification of problems and delivery of solutions. 

" Successful area-based programmes may act as pilots and ultimately lead to changes in 
delivery of mainstream policies. (see Smith 1999) 

Critics, on the other hand, question many of the assumptions that underlie the rationale for 

area-based targeting. For example, Parkinson (1998b) highlights the follo, 'A"Mig problems: 

Area targeting displaces problems bem-een different neighbourhoods while not adding to 
the overall economic and social well-being of the cityas a,; vhole. 
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" Providing particular communities ,; %-Ith increased resources creates dependency and so 
prevents residents finding ways out of the deprivation faced. 

" Not all people requiring resources through regeneration initiatives live in areas of mulLiple 
deprivation; these people are, therefore, missed through the area-based approach. 

" This approach is unlikely to work as the causes of the problems he outside the area and 
relate to economic, social and institutional change occurring within society. 

However, while there is clearly debate on the relative value of this approach, perhaps the most 
fundamental reason for political support being given to area-based initiatives (ABI's), is that 

this policy intervention offers a 'political tool'to focus explicit attention on the most deprived 

areas (Smith 1999). It is argued that the promotion of ABI's successfully side steps tackling 

the widespread nature of deprivation, while giving the impression that the problem is being 

addressed: 

7hese responses at best concavrae resources in areas of higb needfor dx- wmýg razons, and at umt, 
seriousý miskad us into think ing that ue are tackling the pm blan uhen in fact we are oný p roducing 
palliadws to alleviate the uvm syý. (Oatley 2000; 89) 

In taking this approach the central emphasis is on tackling the problems occurring within 
deprived neighbourhood in terms of both the economic and social phenomenon emerging 
locally and that are thought to be compounded by the concentration of poor people within 

poor areas. The view that policy has failed to successfully respond to localised deprivation 

using area-based initiatives (Chatterton & Bradley 2000) is argued to relate to the internallsed 
focus of policy, where there is a pathologising of the area, within which both the incidence of 
deprivation and the causes of the problems that emerge there are directly attributed to the area 

itself (Oatley 2000). This focus is implicit within the review of past area-based policies in 
England undertaken as part of the development of the Neighbourhood Renewal Strategy (see 

PAT 16 2000), where it was highlighted that both economic and social change had been key 

indicators in the increased division between deprived and non-deprived areas. In particular, 
the increase in lone parent households and an increased availability of illegal drugs were 

recogrUsed as having had a disproportionate effect on disadvantaged areas (PAT 16 2000). The 

policy agenda promoted as part of the social exclusion focus explicitly ackno,; vledges the 

relationship between deprived areas and excluded groups, either as a result of the 

concentration of excluded groups leading to the creation of 'poor areas', or poorly resources 

areas creating and reinforcing the social exclusion facing particular people (Glennester et al 
1999; Powell & Boyne 2001). 



The complex relationship between people, households and places leads to authors questioning 

whether there is a particular 'area effect' that means people living in poor areas do less vvell 

specifically because they live in a poor area (Atkinson & Kintrea 2001). To explam further: 

C ... ama ejfoz' suggest that dx-m is mom going on in an aru Am siný tbe co? wNtratm of poor 
people, It may mean that the sl?,, -* fact of conantration produxs sonx fiirdxr or cwzpaazdi% 
disaduv=ge (Smith et A 2001; 1343). 

While there are those who argue that the levels of deprivation in poor neighbourhoods are 

caused through wider socio-econornic phenomenon creating concentrations of poverty (see 

Turok & Edge 1999; Webster 1999), there is a body of literature that finds that: 

... there are causal associations betuxm poor ne0bourboods x7d other social PrOblans uhich are more 
than the wnsequences of nwcmeXn0Yr7iCfarces or haux&ld characteristics, ezxn if thew is no agwm7" 
mer exactly uhich social outconzs are the result ofuhicbjaaors (Atkinson & Kintrea 200 1; 2279). 

While there are those that take issue with this concern with area-effects, notably Kleinman 
(1998,1999), there is an extensive literature that sets out the case for acknowledging the 

additional impact of place on the experiences of excluded people (see Ellen & Turner 1997 for 

a review of this discussion). One of the central reasons for the rejection of the notion of 'area- 

effects' is its' associations with cultural explanations for exclusion, which suggest a 
pathologising of poor people (Oatley 2000). Indeed, it is exactly this moral element to the 

experience of spatial exclusion that has underpinned the 'underclass' debate developed by 

authors such as Murray (1990), who argues that, in the LYK context, welfare recipients (notably 

young unemployed men and teenage lone parents) are forming an underclass in response to 
available state support and the lack of incentives to work. 

Rejecting this pathologising perspective, but accepting that a cultural element to the 

experience of spatial exclusion has emerged, authors such as Wilson (1987) and Wacquant 

(1993) have argued that people living in American 'ghettos' are excluded through econorruic 

change, leaving some groups out of the opportunities afforded by the majority. Thus, while 

there is an acceptance of an emergent 'underclass 8, this view is set vý-ithin a context where it is 
believed that the cultural response is a reaction to available opportunities, wl-dle the result is 

that people are 'absolutely disempowered' by their spatial exclusion (Byrne 1999). 

Although it should be noted that is recent years Wilson has replaced discussions on the 'underclass', with referuiý-es to 
the 'ghetto poor' (Wilson 1993) in or-der to distance his erspective from that adopted by right V-rMg liberalwriters who IP suggest i pathologising of the urban poor. 
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The extent to which a moral element to the current polic-, - concern ; 6th social exclusion has 
.1 

influenced the policy responses currently taken forward is difficult to accurately assess. As 

Davoudi & Atkinson (1999) point out: 

[A]Ithough, in gmeral, the debaw on so" exclusm lacks the moraIistzcv7dpeyoratrx ozvtaivs J-, idl 
haw charactoised the tazderdzs debate in the USA... it could follow the sanx path if it i's 7" 
tazderpýrý ly a ckar dxowfical mderstxAng of the causal proxsses uhicb an p"cing cvchism' 
(p. 226). 

In drawing out the centrality of the area-based focus to the policy priorities taken forward as 

part of the UK and Scottish policy commitment to achieving social inclusion the aim has been 

to highlight the centrality of area-based initiatives to the overarching policy focus taken under 
New Labour. This is an issue that is considered further in Chapter 3 when looking specifically 
at the urban policy context of this study. However, for the purposes of this discussion it is 
important to stress that the causes of social exclusion are identified as relating to individual 
and household characteristics alongside socio-economic phenomenon. Thus, the policy 
concern to focus attention directly on the area within which problems are occurring Is likely to 
be steered by a concern to both directly manage and intervene to tackle the problems 
occurring within deprived communities, while also offering a politically acceptable way of 
addressing the inequalities between poor and non-poor neighbourhoods. It is in relation to the 

problematic aspects of youth that the moral element to the concern with social exclusion 
becomes more explicit. 

Focusing on Exchid& Young People 

In relation to the policy concern with young people, two themes emerge. Firstly, there is a 

general policy concern with tackling the exclusion of young people evident through the life- 

course model adopted within Oppomauýyfor All (DSS 1999) and Sodaljustke.. a Scotl,. vzd uh, ýr 

ewr , wne matters (Scottish Executive 1999a), within which young people are identified as a key 

group in need of policy interventions to address their social exclusion. Secondly, there is a 

specific concern to tackle the exclusion of young people at the local level. TI-iis is evident in 

Scotland through the SIP programme, where 11 of the 14 thematic SIPs and many of the area- 
based SIN explicitly highlight concerns with tackling the exclusion of young people (see 

Chapter 4 for more on this issue). In addition, the SEU neighbourhood renewal programme 

also highlights concern, ývith the exclusion of young people: 

a si, ý770av7t n7izm* qj young people t*1 expen'axe a rarzW ol'prolimis xid iaite 07SCS In 
Aolawiw. The scale of tlxsc problmis iý 171 mvý, cases than &is coto2t? y's past expen . exe and 

'CC zmrw Av i odk, 7- app, nmdv conjuralie awUries. (PAT 12 2 ý. ) ýý ý_/ -, 12) 
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This concern with the increased risk of difficulties and problems experienced by young people 

is argued by Furlong & Cartmel (1997) as emerging from radical change in labour market 

opportunities open to young people. Patterns within the youth labour market hive changed 

significantly since the early 1970s, with more protracted school to work transitions meaning 

more young people staying in education for longer. The result is that the majority of young 

people are semi-dependent on family for longer periods of their life Uones & Wallace 199-11 

Furlong & Cartmel 1997). This is compounded by changes in social security benefits which 
have increased the risks to vulnerable young people and made transitions for some young 

people more hazardous and differentiated than Mi previous generations (Dean 1997; Borland 

& Hill 1996). This awareness of increased risk at the critical transition stages for young people 

is also noted within the policy documentation produced from the Policy Action Team looking 

at young people's exclusion (PAT 12 2000), which notes that the following make up the 

central areas of risk for young people: 

poor early development 

poor school attendance 
" being 'looked after' by a local authority 
" contact with the police 
" drug mi'suse 
" teenage parenthood 
" non-participation in education, employment and training (PAT 12 2000; 44) 

However, while these 'risks' are identified as increasing the potential for young people to face 

social exclusion, there is no acknowledgement given to the social context within which these 

risks are experienced Pean 1997; Jones & Waflace 1992). In particular, it is important to 

acknowledge the obstacles that frame young people's access to opportunities. For example, 
the structural frameworks within wl-iich some young people live 'in terrns of class position and 
the associated opportunities and barriers related to this arguably play a part in frarning the 

opportunities that are available: 

Social inýitv contmes to exert a puta* hold acu people's Ikes, h it mcreasiýý dw so at the 
kz, d of the iiýý radur than the gymp or class... People's life oýwxff r07= bigbý strmamyi at 
dr same tvm as tbg ýxýgý seek sokions on an ýý radx-r than cofik-tix, basis 
(Furlong & Cartmel 1997; 4). 

Thus, it is this interaction of individualised trajectories of risk alongside the structural 
obstacles that limit the opportunities available that both shape the risk of social exclusion 
Licing particular young people and the potential influence of Goverrunent initiatives to 
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respond to young people's social exclusion. However, the extent to which this social conte-. Nct is 

acknowledge in the policy responses offered to target the exclusion of young people requires 
further review of the policy interventions that are being promoted under the banner of 

achieving social inclusion. 

That young people are viewed as a source of social and local problems is commonly 

recogrUsed in much of the literature on young people's experience of exclusion (see, for 

example, Coles 1995; Roche & Tucker 1997; Dean 1997). Thus, there is a view that young 

people are seen both within the wider policy context and in their relations with adults as 

representing an 'index of social ills' Uones & Wallace 1992). As illustration, the high policý- 

profile given to youth unemployment, teenage pregnancy, youth crime, teenage drinking and 
drug use indicates the policy concerns to reduce the problems associated with young people 
(Novak 1997). The moral agenda underpinning this focus is that the breakdown of family life 

and traditional values is the cause of these problems (Murray 1990). As Frank Field is cited as 

saying: 

We'W got a number ofyoung people uAo are now mtsi& the labour market, uigo'Ve cmit& their oun 
uDdd, partly tbyo4 drugs, partly t4yo4 CMIX, pardy tbym* drau)67g uelfare, a7zd ubo aw not 
prepared to Join Gmýa Britain Ltd again on the toms that ue offer. (cited in Novak 1997; 29) 

Young people within this interpretation are viewed as a problem for the order of society; an 

approach that fits within the social cohesion model of an inclusive society outlined earlier as 
being promoted under New Labour. In this context, increasing levels of participation in 

activities such as youth traýýing and intermediate labour market initiatives is intended to 

maintain high levels of social control over young people in order to allow greater monitoring 

of their actions, while also reducing the problems associated with this group Uones Wallace 

1992). Clearly then there is a policy commitment to engaging with young people in order to 

respond to their lack of participation in mainstream economic activities such as education and 

employment. However, added to tfýs, the problems associated with young people at the local 

level also account for the concern with targeting the needs of young people within the SIP 

programme in Scotland and the Neighbourhood Renewal programme in England. 

Given that there is a high concentration of young people living in deprived communities 
(Central Office of Information 1995) it is arguable that tackling this localised problem is an 

attempt to combat one of the key problems relating to deprn-ed neighbourhoods; that of 

residents fear of young people (Scott et al 2000). Tl-ýs partly links back to the earlier discussion 

of area-effects where young people in particular are a group identified as likely to develop an 

underclass position (N lurray 19990) witl-ýn w-hich thev are also seen as the group most likely to 



participate in alternative or anti-social lifestyles that bring them into conflict with adult 

residents within deprived neighbourhoods (Byrne 1999). Indeed, as Byme (1999; 119) argues: 

We m& gofurther by, anpbybtg a spafwAý dynan-ýc x7d see the x=gmk7n baza3m rud' x7d 
eldm as repmso=g an arogaa wzi(axy uitb the )uuth a=ucla behT at kast obe basis of dy nezv 
ailtum. (Byrne 1999; 119) 

Thus, an implicit secondary aim of the current policy agenda around area-based inlitiatives is to 

tackle the problematic aspects of youth exclusion within the most deprived neighbourhoods. 
Within this context, excluded young people emerge as doubly problematic for poficý-: through 

their lack of participation in acceptable econonuc or social activities and through their 

problematic status at the neighbourhood level. 

As part of this concern with tackling the problematic aspects of youth both generally and 

within the neighbourhood context is an underlying policy motivation to take a preventative 

approach to avoid long-term problems. There are two clear policy messages that emerge from 

this preventative agenda. The first is that the policy concerns with 'early intervention' that 
have emerged as part of the social inclusion policy agenda promoted through the targets set 

out in the Opponunity for All (see Appendix 1) and So" Justice (see Appendix 2) Annual 

Reports clearly illustrate a concern to interact with problems or potential problems at an early 

stage. This is evident through the range of targets in these annual reports that focus on the 

needs of young children, and those relating to educational attainment and transitions from 

school to employment. The second policy message is that, by addressing problems early and 

avoiding social exclusion occurring, the intention is to reduce the social and economic costs of 

social exclusion that relate to, amongst other things, unemployment, homelessness, drug 

misuse, poor health and anti-social behaviour (PAT 12 2000). 

The discussion outlined in PAT 12 (2000) draws specific attention to Government concerns 

with both tackling the problematic aspects of youth and in so doing in the future ain-iing to 

take a preventative approach in order to avoid the continuation of the cycle of deprivation 

(Burden 2000). In taking this approach, there is clear concern to tackle the social costs of 

young people's exclusions at the individual, household and commurUty level. Specifically, it is 

noted that there are costs associated with: young people not achieving their full potential; 
families having to deal to teenage pregnancy, school truancy or drug and alcohol misuse; and 

community tension over the problem nature of youth in relation to anti-social behaviour (see 

also PAT 8,2000). 

However, perhaps more important to the policy concern with early inter-vention, and tackling 

the exclusion of young people in particular, are the econonuc costs associated vath this 
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phenomenon. These are noted in particular as relating to the cost of providing services to 

address needs related to this group e. g. homelessness and drug rrUsuse services; as well as the 

costs to the wider community associated with benefit expenditure, costs of crime and 
foregone tax and National Insurance contributions from young people not being in 

employment. In addition, there are also concerns about the economic costs to wider societý'- of 

offending (both in terms of the costs of damage or theft and the criminal justice services 

needed to address this behaviour), 'illegally earned income' and the need for altemative 

interventions to link excluded young people into mainstream social and economic activities 
(PAT 12 2000). Clearly then, the U-K Government's policy agenda on youth inclusion is 

explicitly driven by a need to better manage this perceived problematic stage in life to avoid 

young people being a social and economic burden on society. 

What is evident from this joint policy concern with deprived neighbourhoods and excluded 

young people is an agenda that explicitly alms to encourage an active role for excluded groups 
both at the neighbourhood level and more widely. This is framed within a context where there 

is an implicit moral agenda that identifies the tackling of the problematic aspects of social 
division as leading to a more cohesive society. Through this approach, it is clear that the policy 

agenda being taken forward is concerned to promote a rhetoric where individuals are expected 
to fulfil their duty to wider society within a framework of rights and responsibilities-, as fits 

with Macmurray's perspective on communitarianism. However, the moral agenda taken 
forward in relation to the focus on young people in particular suggests a wish to manage the 
damaging social and economic effects of young people's actions; which suggests closer links to 
EtZiorU's moral agenda on communitarianism that promotes social control as the vel-iicle for 

maintaining social order (EtziorH 1993). 

To better understand the influence of d-iis policy rhetoric on the practice of the case study 
SIPs, three research questions emerge from this discussion that are taken forward in later 

chapters. Firstly, Chapter 6 begins to unpack the policy influences emerging through the social 

inclusion agenda and how these have steered the priorities identified by the case study SIPs at 

the time of applying for funding. Chapter 7 then reflects on the practices that have emerged 

within the case study SIN in promoting social inclusion. This chapter also reflects on the 

theoretical influences underpinning the approach taken by the case study SIN to promote 

social inclusion, while specifically exploring whether the focus on young people taken forward 

wid-iin the case study SIN is motivated by concerns with social )ustice or with maintaining 

social control over this group. 
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Conclusion 

It has been argued in this chapter that the emerging interest in social inclusion within UK 

policy has been steered by a particularly British interpretation of the problems and the 

necessary responses to achieve social inclusion. TI-iis has been shown to relate in part to a 

concern with tackling poverty and low income through labour market participation, while 
linking tl-iis to more general concerns with promoting a more cohesive society through 

encouraging reciprocity by promoting an agenda on rights and responsibilities through 

encouraging 'active' roles for those currently 'excluded' from mainstream society. However, a 

more implicit element of the policy agenda on social exclusion is a concern to address the 

most problematic and costly aspects of exclusion relating to the concentrations of problems in 
deprived neighbourhoods and the problematic behaviour of young people. Indeed, the 

centrality of policy concern with young people that has emerged within this policy agenda 

provides clear articulation of the policy agenda on social exclusion as centring on addressing 
the problem behaviour of this group and the associated economic and social impact of this on 

wider society. 

This debate on the LJK policy interpretation of social inclusion has provided a conceptual 
framework through which to take forward reflections on the particular theoretical and policy 

influences steering the work of the case study SIPs. The comparison of area-based and 
thematic SIN taken forward in this study therefore allows reflections on the relative 

importance on the problematic aspects of exclusion within these two types of SIP. In order to 

set this conceptual debate M the other relevant policy context, Chapter 3 turns attention to the 

agenda on urban policy that has led to the current programme around area-based and thematic 
SIPs; and through this reflects on the policy imperatives underpinning the agenda on urban 

policy as this is taken forward within SIPs. 



Chapter 3: The Agenda on Urban Policy 

Introduction 

Having set out the wider context of emerging debates on social inclusion in Chapter 2, 

attention turns here to the urban policy context of this study. Since the introduction of urban 

policy programmes in the U-K in the late 1960s, there have been significant changes in 

ideological and political positioning that have influenced the approach taken to address 'urban 

problems'. What this shows is that by the 1990s urban policy programmes were dominated by 

a concern with partnership working as the main vehicle for delivering local responses to urban 
deprivation. As such, the central aim of tl-iis chapter is to explore the policy developments that 
have emerged over tune which have led to the current policy interest in partnership working 

as the principal operating tool for Social Inclusion Partnerships. 

This chapter argues that the use of partnership approaches to address urban problems dates 

back to the 1970s in both England and Scotland. While there have been differences in the 
development of partnership approaches in both places, Scotland's policy comnuitment to 

partnership working fori-nally emerged in the late 1980s with the introduction of New Life 

Partnerships, and rolled out with the introduction of Progranu-ne for Partnership in 1996. It is 

argued, therefore, that the introduction of the Social Inclusion Partnership programme is set 

witl-ýn a particular historical context and represents the latest Ma line of partnership based 

urban policy progranu-nes, while being influenced by the cross-cutting policy interest in 

achieving 'social inclusion' as discussed in Chapter 2. With that in mind , it is argued that 
historical concerns with partnership as a vehicle for encouraging 'strategic working' and 
ccommunity involvement' remain central with the change from Programme for Partnership to 
Social Inclusion Partnerships. As such, the chapter ends by outlining the key debates relating 

to the current policy interest in partnership working, strategic working and community 

involvement and in so doing raises questions on these issues that are taken up in later data 

chapters. 

The History of Urban Policy Programmes in the UK 

It is conu-non for debates on urban policy to start from the assumption that urban policy only 

refers to the specialist urban irutiatives that were first introduced in the late 1960s to address 

the econornic and social decline in urban areas (see, for example, Harrison 2000). NX"Ue this 
focus on specialist urban policy in-itiatives is central to the discussion set out in tl-iis chapter, 

and indeed to the focus of this thesis as a whole, it is important to recogruse the long history 

of urban policý- measures that preceded this specialist policy programme. Blackman (1995), for 
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example, argues that urban policy has been a concern of politicians since midustri-ahisation 
brought large numbers of people to live in towns and cities in the 19th century. The resultant 

shift In population, leading to increased population density within the emerging urban 
locations, highlighted a need for public responses to the social problems wl-iich were emerging 

in this context, including civic unrest, housing need, poverty and poor health (Hill As a 

result of this urbanisation, throughout the late 19th and early part of the 20'h century a range of 

interventions were introduced to address the needs of urban areas, specifically focusing on 

improving education and health, while also addressing needs relating to housing and 

unemployment (Fraser 1984; Pacione 1997). 

Further, in the post-1945 era, an extensive range of policy developments were undertaken to 

respond to the needs of post-war Britain (Blackman 1995). At that tirne, there was a particular 
focus on physical regeneration of urban areas through extensive house budding, slum 

clearance and the development of industry and housing Within 'new towns' (Atkinson & 
Moon 1984). By the late 1960s, Britain as a whole was enjoying economic prosperity and many 

of the post-war policy developments had been implemented. However, in that context there 

was a crediscovery of poverty' W 2000) which brought with it a shift away from a policy 

concern with land-use planning, replaced by awareness of the particular experience of poverty 

and deprivation occurring with discrete urban areas (Atkinson 2000). That the policy concern 

was with poverty in relation to particular geographic areas was argued to be a result of 

awareness of linked social and econornic disadvantage leading to multiple deprivation for 

people living M deprived areas (Lawless 1986). 

Until this time, urban policy measures had been undertaken by focusing on individual policy 

issues in isolation. For example, education, health, transport, planniing and housing were 

addressed within a departmentalised context, both at the national and local authority level 

(Pacione 1997). However, in the wake of this policy concern with inner city deprivation, a new 

set of urban policy programmes' were introduced that were intended to overcome the 
departmentalism of mainstream programmes by providing additional funding to local 

authorities to address the needs of deprived areas within their boundaries. The aim of this nev 

programme budget was to allow local authorities to bid for access to an additional funding 

source that could be used to address a range of local needs not discretely related to a specific 

policy area (Atkinson 2000). The first funding round to develop in England was the Urban 

I There have been v. u-ious names given to the specialist targeting initiatives introduced to address urban dedine 
and urban problems over the years includLing: 'urban pohc%-', 'inner-ciný polic-, -', ' urban regeneration' and 'urban 
rene-, v. T. For the sake of clarity, I Nvih talk about these initiatives generically as 'urbxi policy programmes'. 
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Programme (Ljp)2, which began in 1968, while in Scotland the Urban Programme began Mi 

1969. This discussion is not intended to offer a comprehensive account of the range of urban 

policy programmes that have been undertaken over the years, merely to illustrate the poliq 
focus that emerged through tI-1is development. 

7he Deudopnzoqt of the Urban Aýwvm 

The discussion that follows shows that the Urban Prograrnme was developed in England as a 

specific response to an identified social phenomenon. Atkinson & Moon (1994) have 

identified three central reasons for the development of this prograrrune at this point in history. 

Firstly, as was noted above, there was a policy concern with addressing localised deprivation. 

Consequently, there was a period where discussions took place inside central government on 
how to develop a more co-ordinated approach to meeting social need (Atkinson 2000). The 

development of the Urban Programme was, therefore, intended to acknowledge the need for 

cross-departmental thinking on localised deprivation, an approach that followed policy 
developments in the United States where their Var on Poverty'had started in 1964 (Atkinson 

& Moon 1994; 37; see also FEggms 1978). 

Secondly, the expansion in public services after 1945 meant that by the late 1960s there were 

growing concerns about the costs of providing public services (Blackman 1995). With 1967 

bringing the first devaluing of Sterling since the war, there was a significant concern about the 

economy's ability to continue to expand to meet growing public demand for services. The 

development of the Urban Programme at this time was, therefore, seen as a cost-effective way 

of addressing localised need through 'supplementing' mainstream programmes and effectively 

using the UP funds to 'add on' resources to areas defined as having additional needs 
(Atkinson 2000) without further rolling out mainstream programmes across all areas. 

The third motivation for the development of the Urban Programme at this time relates to the 

increased levels of immigration that had taken place throughout the 1950s and early 1960s in 

response to labour shortages in specific parts of the country. This led to a much greater 

presence of ethnic minorities, specifically within English cities. The introduction of the Urban 

Progranune was, therefore, intended to address the social problems emerging as a result of 

tensions within ethnically diverse areas (Lawless 1986). Indeed, it is argued that: "[t]he spark 

that fired government action to tackle urban problems was Enoch Powell's 'riN-ers of blood' 

speech of 1968 in which he criticised the rate of imn-ugration into Britain" (Pacione 1997; 24). 

2 It is Nvorth noting however that as well as the Urban Programme there were -also Commuruty Development 
Projects and Educational Priority Areas that emerged in the late 196Cs. 
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The Urban Programme, therefore, offered a response to the "racialization of British politics" 
(Atkinson 2000; 218). Further, the advantage of this approach was that it allowed policx to 
focus on addressing inner city need in relation to alleviatmg racial tension without specifically 
drawing attention to the fact that resources were being targeted towards ethnic nuinonties at a 

time when measures of this type would antagonise the ma)ority of the electorate (Atkinson & 

Moon 1994). 

In Scotland, there were two distinctive features of the Urban Programme as compared with 

the English progranune, which are worth highlighting. Firstly, while there was a realisation 
that the same economic and political concern with limiti-rig the growth in public spending in 

the late 1960s was evident in Scotland (Lloyd et al 2001), McCarthy (1999) argues that the 

approach that developed in Scotland was undertaken under a distinctly Scottish set of 

circumstances. In the main his argument is that, because Scotland is a much smaller area 

within w1-: iich public services are managed and administered, there have been fewer problems 

with division between local and central government than has been presented as occurring in 
England. As such: "Scottish urban policy has displayed a distinctive approach within which 

policy formulation and implementation has been closely Mtegrated" (McCarthy 1999; 561). 

McCrone (1991) similarly finds Scotland's approach to urban policy to be better integrated 
than in England, while facing the same level of problems in some areas. That said, this does 

not suggest that there has been greater unpact because of this integration of local and central 

government in Scotland, merely that there was not the same degree of isolation between them 
(McCrone 199 1). 

The second distinctive feature of Scottish urban policy in the late 1960s relates to the lack of a 
large ethnic Minority population in Scotland. Thus, the concern with targeting locafised areas 

of deprivation in order to focus attention on ethnic minorities was largely missing from the 
Scottish Urban Programme (McCormick & Leicester 1998). Rather the focus at that pointwas 

centrally on addressing 'special need'within deprived areas (faylor 1998). With the exception 

of these distinctions, it is likely that the same issues of concern that motivated the 

introduction of the UP in England apply within the Scottish context; in particular that this 
funding initiative was used to offer an 'add on' provision to target the needs of deprived areas 
(Atkinson 2000). 

TruwA Vi Urim Policy AM-oache-s 

Since the introduction of the Urban Programi-ne in the late 1960s there have been a number of 

changes to the approach that has been taken to address urban declMe. These can be broadIv 
I 

categonised as relating to specific econornIc and political mifluences donuinating at particular 
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periods in time. It is less important to highlight what the specific programme ', ývas that has 

been developed at a particular point M history than to point out the significant influences that 
have underpinned the approach taken. As such, the discussion that follows dravý-s attention to 

the trends in policy across five time intervals: the late 1960s; the rrud 1970s; the 1980s; the 

early 1990s; and post 1997. Later in this chapter, attention is given to a small number of key 

issues that have emerged as central to the focus of urban policy programmes in the 1990s 

which develop further ideas set out in this section. However, for now it is important to set this 
debate in its historical context. 

The Late 1960s: a social pathology approach 

V[hile the earlier discussion on the introduction of the Urban Programme in England and 
Scotland highlighted the importance of targeting resources towards deprived areas in order to 

address the concerns with spatially concentrated deprivation, there are those that argue that 

what emerged at this time was a pathological view of those who were being targeted for 

interventions. As Atkinson & Moon (1994; 33) state in relation to the development of the 
Urban Programme in the late 1960s: 

... gnm thefar readying nature qfmifa m state policies, the causes ofany ms"al pam-ty had to be the 
ýat&kgiul-'behaviour of dx people or camzinities uko nma., ý7& in pom-ty 7blSeffatixlydimted 
atwnti . on auuyfiun systmikfadums and5micuoul inýualities and on to the more liqý issue of 
how to &al mth iiývalslgmups still in pawq. In effect, it bacAnx a questwn of bow best to 
oýxV poVIes 'behaviour. 

The idea of a 'pathology' emerging within specific areas relates to two inter-related concepts. 
The first concerns the idea of a 'cycle of deprivation' witl-ýn which children are argued to grow 

up in families and neighbourhoods with poor facilities, which then impacts on their schooling 

and subsequent job opportunities. The cyclical nature of this localised deprivation comes 

through this process trapping them in deprived areas and leads to the next generation growing 

up with the same limited opportunities (Cameron & Davoudi 1998). The second concept 

relates back to the notion of a 'culture of poverty' (Lewis 1998) where people living in 
deprived areas develop their own cultural values that are different from the dominant values 

of the society around them. The outcome from this is an alienation from the rest of societý- 

and behaviour that is costly to society as a whole, e. g. crime, vandalism, drug misuse and 
3 welfare dependence (Cameron & Davoudi 1998; Murray 1990) . 

It is , A, orth noting that the onginal context of debates on an emerging 'cultural for-in' wi b iti-iin urban areas was 
cited in Amencan liter-ature In the 19Ks and 1960s (see Wilson 1987, Le,; A-is 1998) as awav of highlighting a racial 
pathology, u-gued to i-elate to the lar-ge Black and Hispamc population in inner city neighb'ourhoods. 
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The concern with poverty and deprivation that emerged in the 1960s occurred ý%-Ithin a 

context where most of the country was experiencing economic improvements (Alkinson & 

Moon 1994). As such, the emergence of spatial concentrations of deprivation durmg this 

phase arguably led to the belief that people themselves were responsible for their 

circumstances. As was noted in Chapter 2, this pathologising of social groups is a theme that 

reappears in policy at regular intervals, notably In the emergence of concern about the 
(underclass' from the late 1980s onward (Wilson 1987, Murray 1990) and ; Ahich arguably 

continues through the current policy focus on 'tackling social exclusion' (Levitas 1998). 

The Mid 1970s: an economic crisis 

In the 1970s, there was a shift away from this social pathology approach when attention 
turned to focus on the economic factors that cause deprivation at the local level. This ; A-as 

seen through increased attention being paid at this time to structural factors of econornic 
disadvantage (Wilks-Heeg 2000). Within this period, there was concern about the economic 

changes emerging from the decline of manufacturing Mdustries, which led to a policy focus on 

addressing the impact of fl-iis economic crisis on people living in deprived neighbourhoods 
(Cameron & Davoudi 1998). 

The emergence of high levels of unemployment and inflation in the nud-1970s led to the first 

post-war 'crisis' in Britain's political and econornic environment. The econorruc crisis that 

started in the rrud-1970s was also to open the door to the first major challenge to the post-war 

collectivist state that had dominated in the UK since 1945. This challenge to collectivism was 

successfully led by the Conservative Party, who profiled the New Right ideology as centring 

on a n-unimal state, individual liberty, choice, the free market and entrepreneurial spirit 
(Deakin & Edwards 1993). These principles were introduced in order to address the concern 

with econornic decline, but offered a new approach to policy that was to later to successfully 

taken forward under the Thatcher Governments. 

The 1980s: an ideological shift 

The ideological positioning of the Conservative Government, with their support for Nexv 

Right thinking, cannot be under-estimated as an influence on the direction of policy from the 
late 1970s and through the 1980s. Indeed, as Parkinson (1998a) points out, the 197")s "; vas an 

era where state control over developments was encouraged, and "ývhere the targeting ot- 

resources towards areas of deprivation was directly led by local authority activities. However, 

with the election of the Thatcher Government in 1979, the approach to urban policy was 

influenced bya new set of priorities, which Parkinson (1998a) outlines as follo-, ývs: 
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" Urban entrepreneurialism' rather than state interventions. 

" Developing physical rather than social (i. e. people) capital. 

" Wealth creation alongside welfare delivery. 

" National government leading on initiames in place of local government. 

The programmes developed through the 1980s built on this new approach through a return to 

property based and physical regeneration (Cameron & Davoudi 1998). Indeed, as Deakin & 

Edwards (1993) point out, the enterprise focus aflo, ýved a policy shift x; výiy from the 

promotion of pubhc-sector management methods to instead encourage private sector 

management methods; perceived as a superior approach in ten-ns of achieving efficient use of 

public resources Peakin & Edwards 1993). 

As a result of this enterprise focus, the first signs of the concern with a 'rolling back' of the 

state In favour of private involvement in regeneration was introduced in an attempt to reduce 

public spending (Parkinson 1998a; Geddes 1997). Three significant developments were cited 

as affecting urban policy programmes at this time: 

Active involvement of the private sector was encouraged through econonuic, social and 
environmental regeneration. 
By making urban areas attractive, private business was thought to bring 'trickle down' 
benefits such as job creation to deprived areas. 
The role of elected local goverriment was reduced in favour of partnerships involving 
business leaders and govenunent officials. 

(Harding & Garside, cited in Geddes 1997) 

The concern to move beyond state decision-making in favour of private sector involvement 

was part of the profile given to economic efficiency. In reality, urban policy programmes led 

by or actively involving the private sector did not emerge in any great number at that time. 
Thus, the likely benefit of 'trickle down' (even if this had been possible) was not evident in the 

majority of inner city and peripheral estates suffering from high levels of unemployment and 
disadvantage (Pacione 1997). In addition, there was recognition that in some deprived areas, 
levels of deprivation increased as a result of this policy focus reducing the role played by 

government in providing for the needs of deprived neighbourhoods (Silver & Wilkinson 

1995). 

The Early 1990s: a i2enod of rationalisatio 

After Thatcher's focus on enterprise and physical regeneration in the 198Cs, the election of 
John Major in 1990 led to a further change in approach. The principal issues that dominated 



Major's approach to urban policy related to the need to rationalise the range of funding 

programmes that had emerged over the years. Specifically, there was a concern to tackle the 

perceived 'initiativitus' that had dominated urban policy programmes up to that time (Wilks- 

Heeg 2000). The publication of the Audit Commission report (1989) on urban regeneration 

and economic development was certainly one influence on the approach that was taken, given 

the concerns raised in this report on the lack of coherence in the urban policy initiatives, and 
highlighting a 'patchwork quilt' of initiatives that had emerged in the 1980s to address urban 
decline W 2000). Thus, the key policy development at this time was to encourage greater 
linking up of programmes to more effectively tackle economic and social deprivation ý-awless 

& Robinson 2000). 

The rationalisation that occurred at this time centred around three specific issues. Firstly, there 

was a shift away from an 'agency-type' model to a 'partnership-type' model, which was 
intended to shift responsibility for urban management to the local level (Tiesdell & 
Allmendinger 2001; 907). Secondly, the influence of the 'new public management' discourse 
(Walsh 1995) led to a concern with encouraging competitive bidding to assist with deciding 

who should get access to limited available urban policy programme funding. Through this 

approach, local partnerships were to compete with one another for a share of the available 
funding by setting out a business case for their planned activities (Turok & Hopkins 1998). 
Thirdly, there was also a concern with illustrating outputs from the work undertaken by urban 
policy programmes. The emergent 'audit culture' from this priority was also part of the 'new 

public management' approach developed at this time, and which has been important to policy 
since this time (Tiesdell & Allmendinger 2001). 

1997 onwards: the social. exclusion agenda 

It has been argued that New Labour's urban policy focus has not offered significant changes 

to the policy approach introduced by John Major in the early 1990s (Geddes 2001). This is 

particularly relevant when considering the main themes highlighted above relating to 

partnership working, competitive bidding and promoting an output focus; an of which 'ývill be 

shown later to be continued themes under the current policy focus in Scotland. 

However, while this continuation of a previous policy focus is in many ways true, the 
discussion on the trifluence of debates on social exclusion outlined in Chapter 2 suggests 
further developments in the policy approach. Notably, the concern with ensuring that 

resources are targeted towards those in greatest need, both in relation to areas of deprivation 

and excluded groups, is one element of the New Labour approach that has galined a high 

profile in the policy developments taken forward by the current UK Government (Tiesdell & 
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Allmendinger 2001). Secondly, there is a greater focus on budding up the evidence base 

around the position of deprived areas. In particular, there has been a drive to increase the 
localised statistical information that is available and wl-iich can be used to provide a baseline 

position from which to identify where particular problems he, while also providing a tool that 

allows assessment of change over time (PAT 18 2000). These priorities clearly build on policy 

priorities relating to new public management priorities by focusing on efficient use of 

resources through the concern with targeting towards those in greatest need and auditing 

change through monitoring frameworks. 

This bnef summary of the history of the histoncal influences on urban policy programmes 
between the late 1960s and the late 1990s was presented in order to show the main issues that 
have dominated policy at panicular tunes. This is intended to provide the backdrop to taking 
forward more detailed discussions on the main issues of concem within urban policy 

programmes in Scotland, which it will be shown, are clearly influenced by many of these 
histoncal trends. In particular, the development of the partnership focus that now dominates 

urban policy programmes, both in Scotland and in the U-K more generally, is shown below to 
have emerged in response to the political and economic influences outlined above. 

The Emergence of Partnership Working 

Given that the initial motivation for developing a funding stream to tackle urban problems in 

the late 1960s was to encourage cross -department working within local authorities to meet 
local need, there has always been an ir'nplicit partnersl-iip focus within urban policy 

programmes. At that early stage, however, the focus was on encouraging cross-departmental 

working within local authorities. It was not until the late 1970s that formal partnership 

working was first seen in English policy through the publication of the 1977 White Paper: A 

Pol4for Imier Cities4. The am of this policy initiative was to encourage greater levels of co- 

ordination between local and central government (Lawless 1986). With the introduction of 
Urban Programme funding, central goverm-nent was cast In the role of funder, 'while local 

authorities and voluntary organisations were recipients of funding. The focus of the White 

Paper was to encourage effective alliances between central government and local service 

providers through partnership arrangements, which was to offer a more formal decision- 

making structure Peakin & Edwards 1993). 

4 The White Paper on Tolicy for Inner Cities' focused on the policy position in England & Wales, so did not 
include Scotland. 
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While not covered by the formal policy framework of Po4for Inner Cities, M Scotland the first 

partnership initiative to tackle urban decline also emerged in the 197"'s. The Glasgow Eastern 

Area Renewal (GEAR) scheme was set up in 1976 by the Secretary of State for Scotland in 

response to similar concerns to encourage integration between local and central government. 
Through GEAR, a range of agencies were brought together' to tackle the problems affecting 
deprived areas in the city (Lawless 1986). While GEAR represents a significant partnership 
development in Scotland, unlike the 1977 White Paper in England, the GEAR irutiati\-e was 

not set in a legal framework. Consequently, Scotland did not have a formal agenda on 

promoting partnership working as a route to tackle urban decline, as was evident in England 

at that time (Bailey et al 1995). 

As was noted earlier, the election of the Conservative Government in 1979 shifted the focus 

of urban policy towards the involvement of private business in the regeneration of urban 

areas. With this focus on physical regeneration in England, the 'enterprise culture' dorninating 

in the 1980s meant a shift away from the public sector as being the most effective body for 

delivering change. Within that ideological position, it was thought that there would be a move 

away from the policy agenda on partnership working, it having been introduced by a Labour 

administration. In fact, the partnership agenda continued, albeit that it assumed the 

characteristics of the ideological framework of the New Right (Bailey et al 1995). The most 

notable development was a shift away from direct relationships between local and central 

government, as had been advocated through the Inner Cities White Paper (Lawless 1986). 

This meant in practice that power was shifted towards the centre, where control of finance 

was located, and with this, spending decisions were shifted away from local authorities. 
Instead, urban policy prograrnmes promoted the allocation of funding to a wider range of 

stakeholders, including the voluntary sector and private industry (Wilks-Heeg 2000). 

By the late 1980s, the concern with partnership working was embedding into urban policy 

thinking and involved a wide range of different stakeholders, including central and local 

government, other public agencies', the private sector, voluntary sector and community 

groups. However, there were different applications of the practice of partnership between 

Scotland md England (Bailey et al 1995). For example, in England, Nlinisters promoted 

5 The agencies involved were: the Scottish Office, Scottish Development Aglency (econonuc development 
con-ipam), Scottish Special Housing Associati Iin1 'on, Strathclyde Regional Councý and Glasgow Dist ict Council 
(representing the two layers of local government in Scotland at that tH-ne). 
(, This refers to quangos and Executive agencies such as the Manpower Services Commission and Local 
Enterprise Companies. 
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partnership working as the principal means of regenerating deprived urban areas. In 

application, however, partnership was seen to be fragmented, exclusionary, biased towards 

particular sectoral interests and increasingly used as a 'smokescreen' for the centralisation of 

power and the reduction of local authority control (Bailey et al 1995). In Scotland, however, 

the more informal partnership arrangements that had emerged, 'in particular GEAR, had been 

much more successful at co-ordinatmg local activity (Lawless 1986). 

The development of Nezv Lifefor Urban Scodand Partnerships from the late 1980s was the first 

formalised partnership based urban policy programme to emerge in Scotland. Using a 

partnership arrangement led by the Scottish Office, the New Life Partnerships involved a 

range of stakeholders at the local level including local government, other public agencies, the 

private sector, voluntary sector and community groups. The aim was that these Partnerships 

would work to address a range of localised problems including: unemployment, educational 

attainment levels, housing choice and localised crime (Bafley et al 1995). Of course, this 

partnership initiative has also had its critics, with evaluators highlighting the limits of this 

programme, in particular relating to the lack of evidence of long term sustainability of the 

measures implemented (see, for example, Cambridge Policy Consultants 1999; Cambridge 

Economic Consultants 2001). 

Urban Policy in Scot&nd the b? ýý oftannersbip uvrking 

The approach to urban regeneration introduced with the New Life Partnerships in the late 

1980s brought with it a shift in thinking in Scottish urban policy. The partnership approach 

adopted through New Life Partnerships was thought to offer a number of specific benefits. As 

the Scottish Office (1993; 1) iflustrated, the main objective of this approach was: 

... to purwe a carýr&msiw, co-odiný long wrA straVc approach' to regmuatun haMeSSIng dx 

mDurces of dx pub& andpmate seam and ka carvrw=es. 

In 1993, a review of urban policy in Scotland was undertaken, in part to offer the first formal 

assessment of the progress made by the New Life Partnerships, while also offering the first 

chance to reflect on how best to use available urban funding in a more strategic way to target 

those areas in greatest need (Bailey et al 1995). As Bailey et al (1995; 71) state: 

Als... marks an a7pnx2t ackwxe I. n the dew*m" of the pannersbip cmaV in that, aldxxo its 
startzW poWt IS the acceptmw of intTrated, canpr&msiLe and mdh-sezoral appmmf, 7es to ii ýhm 

The concept of a 'strategic approach' emerged in policý, at this ti ei hout any specific cl rification of ; vhat im wit 111 ari 1 
was meant by this ten-n. Later discussions *in thýs chapter will reflect further on the potential meanln', ", s associated 
with this term. 
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deprizý it looks fona-rd to bozv 1ý7ý rmurns might be used stmtTicaUy to adyiex nuxu'raian 
anpact i. n areas ofgmatest depriwtim 

Clearly then, this was intended to be a time of extensive change within Scottish urban polio'. 
With the exception of the piloting of the four New Life Partnersl-iips, urban policy M Scotland 

had not changed significantly since the introduction of the Urban Programme in the late 

1960s. The main vehicle for accessing urban policy programme funds remained with local 

authorities applying directly to the Scottish Office for a share of the urban progranune fund to 

support local projects'. Thus the 1993 review of urban policy offered the first sigruficant 

change to the approach taken, and culminated in the introduction of Pmgrxvmfor Partnmhip 

(PfP) from 1996. 

With this change in approach, PfP meant a fon-nal rolling out of a partnership approach 

within urban policy programmes in Scotland. The most significant change introduced with this 

initiative was that, instead of a year round open application within which local authorities 

could apply directly to the Scottish Office for funding for specialist initiatives, Programme for 

Partnership involved locally based partnerships applying for a share of the overall Urban 

Programme budget that could then be used to fund a range of locally based projects 
depending on local need. Through this change of approach, there was to be a greater targeting 

of the limited Urban Programme budget towards those areas as in greatest need (Scottish 

Office 1996a). In addition, responsibility for decision-making about which local projects to 
fund was also to be moved from central government to these locally based partnerships 
(Turok &Hopkins 1997). 

In keeping -with the new public management discourse of the day, the decision over which 

areas should get a share of the PfP budget involved a competitive bidding process, which was 

intended to encourage local authority led partnerships to put together a business case for 

getting a share of the budget to create Priority Partnership Areas (PPAs). The bidding process 

allowed successful Partnerships to access a block of the Urban Programme budget for a 

period of years (in practice either for five or for ten years) to allow the development of a co- 

ordinated long-term programme of change to address local deprivation. In an attempt to 

compensate to some extent for this targeting approach, a proportion of the Urban Programme 

budget was set aside to allow local authorities to apply for Regeneration Programine (RP) 

SI will refer to 'projects' and 'project funding' throughout the thesis when referring to specialist senwe 
provisioiis that are not part of mainstream service deliver,,,, and wherc funding is short term. 
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fundine in place of not gaining funding under PPA. RPs, unlike PPAs, did not have to 

involve loca. Uy based partnerships, but merely required local authorities to provide eN-idence 
that there were deprived urban neighbourhoods within their boundaries that would benefit 

from this funding source (Scottish Office 1996a). The central criticism of the introduction of 

the competitive bidding process is the emergence of 'winners' and 'losers', with some areas 

gaining significant resources and others losing a previously valuable source of additional 

income (see Turok & Hopkins 1997 for a critique of this approach in Scotland). 

Three key developments dominated the partnership approach introduced 'v6th New Lfe 

Partnerships and rolled out through Programme for Partnership. Firstly, there , A-as a central 
focus on encouraging a wide range of stakeholders to work together at the local level, 

including core service providers, the private sector, voluntary sector and community 

representatives (Scottish Office 1989). Through this approach, local stakeholders were to 
bring together their shared concern with regenerating the local area (Scottish Office 1996b) in 

order to better co-ordinate local activities. Given the role of local authorities as lead partners 

in PPAs, while also being responsible for managing RP activities within their local authority 

area, there was also an attempt to encourage co-ordination between local authority level and 

neighbourhood level activities. Further, by working together, Partnerships were also to offer 

an opportunity for individual partner activities to be co-ordinated to better meet local need. 
Thus, these partnerships were intended to perform a 'gap filling' and co-ordinating role at the 
local level (Scottish Office 1996b). 

Secondly, as part of the application for funding, both PPAs and RPs were to develop and 

submit 'regeneration strategies) relating to the areas targeted. These strategies were to ((set out 

a comprehensive and co-ordinated approach to regeneration of deprived areas" (Scottish 

Office 1996b; 8) which would involve the Partnerships presenting the follový, ing information 

when applying for funding: 

"a vision statement and key priorities for action; 
" the partners represented, including community members 

" an analysis of the local economic, social and physical problems creating urban decline-, 

" the proposed programme or work to be undertaken through the PPA/RP activities, 

" how the partnership would link in with other regeneration activity being taken forward by 
partners and others; 

9 When PfP "-, is introduced, 80% of the Urban Programme budget went to the II Prionty Partnership Areas 
the remaining 20% of the budgetwas allocated to the 9 Regeneration Progr-unme areas (Tumk & Hopkins 

1997). 
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m the plans made to undertake monitoring and evaluation of activities. 
(Scottish Office 1996a) 

The main message from the introduction of PfP is that Partnerships were to exphcitlý- 
iflustrate a coherent strategy for acl-ýievlllg change through working In partnership in return for 

gaining access to funding (Geddes 1997). This suggests that a contract is created between the 
Scottish Office as funder and those Partnerships that have set out a programme of work using 
Scottish Office resources (Hutchinson 2001). 

The third development that emerged with Programme for Partnership relates to the outcome 
focus promoted. What emerged as central to the PfP approach was the introduction of annual 

reporting mechanisms based on the activities of the Partnerships over the previous year. 
Within these, evidence of resource inputs, outputs, and longer-term outcomes, as well as 

stakeholder involvement in the Partnerships was to be reported in order to allow the Scottish 

Office to assess the level of impact made. This concern with 'auditing' Partnerships conforms 

to similar trends occurring within English urban policy progranu-nes such as City Challenge. 

The difficulty with this approach occurs when the needs of the neighbourhood are superseded 
by the need to be seen to be achieving measurable impacts quickly and this becomes the 
driving force of the Partnership's work (Tiesdell & Allmendinger 2001). Clearly then, the same 

management ethos dorninant within English urban policy was evident within Scottish policy 

with the introduction of partnership based urban policy programmes. The extent to wl-Lh this 

approach has been continued through the development of the Social Inclusion Partnership 

approach is now considered. 

Urban Policy in Scotland Post- 19 97 

It was argued earlier that significant aspects of the policy approach introduced by John Major 

in the early 1990s have been continued within New Labour's approach to urban policy. The 

above discussion of the key developments within the PfP initiative therefore remain central to 

the approach to urban policy promoted in Scotland since New Labour came to power. In 

particular, the change from Programme for Partnership to Social Inclusion Partnerships" 

(SIPs) from April 1999 has maintained concern with: 

competitive bidding for a share of the total SIP fund; 

promoting a partnership approach to co-ordinate locA activities; 

10 Chapter 5 provides an account of the numbei- of SIP,,, their location, funding and thematic focus with the 
change trom PfP to SIPs. 
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" promoting community mvolvement within partnership decision-making; 

" outlining a strategy for action when applying for funding; and 
"a concem with assessing outputs from these Partnerships. (Scottish Office 1998d) 

However, while there has been a continuation of this overarching policy focus, there ha,, -e also 
been new developments introduced with this programme. 

Firstly, the introduction of a policy concern with 'social inclusion' in Scotland (see Chapter 2) 

meant that the announcement of the introduction of Social Inclusion Partnerships (SIPs) was 
framed within this policy context, with SIPs identified as: 'new partnerships to promote social 

inclusion' (Scottish Office 1998a). Indeed, it is stated that SIPs were to: 

"... bring ugd)er the d, 2yw principles that infý the Gumnm), v's appnwd7 to social exclusiow d)c 
needfor a co-aýý approacb; to tackle prnvitm of exclusior4 as ud] as exclusm 'tscýl, - and to 
damnstrate (Scottish Office 1998d) 

Social Inclusion Partnerships were, therefore, to perform a specific role wid-iin the overall 

social exclusion agenda by co-ordinatIng local activities, through a preventative approach that 
focuses on promoting innovation (Scottish Office 1998a). 

Secondly, Donald Dewar announced that the introduction of the SIP fund was to address 

some of most problematic elements of the PfP approach. Specifically, there was an 

announcement that all PfP initiatives would continue to receive their funding until the end of 

their allotted life cycle" on agreement of conversion to SIP status 12 
, while there was also to be 

a competition to invite new SIPs to apply for funding (Scottish Office 1998a). As the fist of 
Partnerships outlined in Appendix 3 shows, the 21 ex-PPA and ex-RPs continued to gain 
funding upon conversion to SIP status, while a further 26 new SIN also gained funding at this 

time. The criticisms levelled at the competitive bidding process for its lack of openness and 

emphasis on quality of applications, rather than level of local need (Turok & Hopkins 1997), 

led to Donald Dewar announcing that a new index of urban deprivation would be 

commissioned that would infonn the selection of new Partnership areas (Scottish Office 

1998a). Thus, there was an attempt to more explicitly frame the competitive bidding process 

within a context where the quality of the application for funding and the level of need N, ere 
both considered in the application process, while at the same time rolling out the number of 
Partnerships gaining access to funding. 

II Tluswas five ycm-s for RPs and ten yem-s for PPAs, ah st arting m 1996. 

12 In practice this meant that ex- PfP initiatives were to outhne, in the same -, vay as ne, ý%- SIPs, their abilitv to work 
to the social inclusion agenda by promoting co-ordination, prevention and innovation (Scottish Office 1 998d). 
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In addition to these developments, three further issues emerged as exphcit pohcý- priorities 

with the introduction of the SIP progrxmme: 

Promoting the 'levering' of resources towards the priorities of the SIP (Scottish ExecutiVe 
1999b). 
Coflecting localised statistics to measure change in key policy areas over the hfe of the 
SIN (Scottish Executive 1999b). 

A widening of the targeting agenda to tackle both area-based deprivation and the social 
exclusion facing particular social groups. 

Each of these points requires further discussion to understand their relevance to the policy 

position developed with SIPs. Looking firstly at the idea of 'levering' outlined above, there are 

three potential ways of understanding this policy agenda as relating to 'levering', 'pooling' and 
'bending' of resources. With regard to km-ýzg, the focus is on bringing additional resources 
from specialist sources to the priority area/group targeted by the SIP, for example National 

Lottery funding and European Structural Funds. Poolýzg, on the other hand, alludes to the 

policy concern with co-ordinating partners) resources to effectively target need. Through tlus 

approach there is not any additional funding made available, merely a linking up of the 
budgets of partners. B&z&ng illustrates the third approach, which focuses on encouraging 

partners to bring additional resources to the partnership priorities (Scottish Office 19980. 

However, a lack of clarity within the policy documentation on this subject has led to some 

confusion over wl-iich of these priorities it is that is central to the policy focus. For example, 

the SIP guidelines on monitoring and evaluation (Scottish Executive 1999b) state: "SIPs are 

expected to use their funding to lever in mainstream funding and resources from other 

sources" (p. v). What this means in terms of either where resources are to be 'levered' from or 

what aspect of levering is to be prioritised e. g. from mainstream resources of agencies or from 

other specialist resources, is not clear. Further, the guidance of applying for SIP funding also 

states a commitment to 'bending' of resources towards the SIP priorities (Scottish Office 

19980 without any clarification of the sources from which bending is to occur. The way that 

this policy imperative is understood and implemented through the work of the case study SIPs 

is, therefore, considered further in Chapter 8 when reviewing the strategic working approach 

of the case study SIPs. 

Secondly, as was noted earlier, the collection of localised statistics has emerged as a particular 

concern under New Labour through the focus on building up an evidence base upon 'which to 

assess the u-npact of policies. As part of this process, with the introduction of SIPs, the 

Scottish Executive unposed on 'all area-based SIPs a requirement that they collect locallsed 

statistics i-elating to a range of 'compulsory indicators'; a list of NO-Lich is outlined in Appendix 
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4 (Scottish Executive 1999b). The list indicates that monitoring of a wide range of social and 

economic issues was to be undertaken by SIPs. As part of the annual reporting mechanism, 

area-based SIPs were to report progress made in relation to these indicators, whAe thematic 
SIPs, as a result of their lack of geographic focus, were only expected to collect 'appropriate 

statistics )13 (Scottish Office 1999c). The introduction of the Social justice targets in November 

1999 further (see Appendix 2 for detai-1s) confirms the concern with measuring impact from 

policy programmes. However, the Social Justice targets are intended to be achievirig using a 

wider range of policy instruments, including mainstream programmes, SIPs and other 

specialist initiatives. Measurement of the impact made in working towards these targets is set 

out in the Social justice Annual Reports, based on statistical data collected by the Scottish 

Executive (see, for example, Scottish Executive 2001). 

Finally, the most significant development with the introduction of the SIP agenda has been a 

widening of the targeting approach to move beyond focusing only on areas of urban 
deprivation to also tackle social exclusion within rural/coalfield communities and exclusion 
faced by particular groups. This is a significant shift in focus from a programme that for thirty 

years had concentrated on decline and deprivation within deprived urban areas (Cadey 2000). 

The Minister for Area Regeneration, Calum McDonald, in 1998 explains the motivation for 

this change in focus: 

Wlbm ue annowxai our intention to &signae new Sociýd Inc&sion Tannerships, ue m-ognisal that 
social exchision bligbts d)e liz, ý ofmv-ry people across Scotland - *rn Ym&pý depriarl urban areas to 
fragile rural camwitties, jom7er coal-mvwig areas a7zý Ivafic exch&W groups We are therow 
detem7ý7& dmt thew new partnersbips sbm& tackle social exc&sion uhora-r w, ý in uhz, ýfm 1 it 
exists. (Scottish Office 1998c) 

The invitation to new applicants to apply for SIP funding, therefore, widened the targeting 

approach to acknowledge different geographical levels at which deprivation occurs, as wen as 

recognIsing that there were groups not concentrated in deprived areas who nonetheless face 

social exclusion. The changes in the policy focus taken with the introduction of the SIP 

programme in practice are considered further in Chapter 4; where the location, funding 

distribution and thematic priorities of new and converted SIPs are reviewed in detail. 

Tl-ýs review of the shifting policy trends in changing from PfP to SIPs illustrates that the SIP 

prograrrIrne builds on previous urban policy initiatives while adding a specific polic-V 

perspective influenced by the concern 'with social Inclusion. In particular the concerns with 

13 As noted in Chapter 5, thematic SIN generally work at the local authority level rather than the nei,, hbourho, ), i 
level; consequently, in practice most thematic SIPs are exempt rom coflecting locallsed stat i, ýt 
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promoting partnership working as a vehicle for promoting community involvement, while also 

promoting strategic working remain central policy concerns v6thin the SEP progranu-ne. That 

the policy programme that has emerged under New Labour has extended the policy 

commitment to also focus on better co-ordination of resources and improvements in data 

collection at the local level to better measure impact merely serves to develop rather than 

change the previous policy focus. 

It is the use of this funding source to target resources towards excluded groups and rur, ý 

areas, in addition to the traditional focus on urban deprivation, that illustrate the most 
fundamental change in policy with the introduction of the SIP programme; which also 

explains its centrality to this study. Beyond this particular development, on-going concerns 

with using urban policy programmes to promote partnership working, strategic working and 

community involvement remain central to this policy programme. As such, attention now 

turns in tl-ýs final section of this chapter to the debates emerging around these three issues in 

order to reflect on their potential influence in relation to the development of area-based and 
thematic SIPs. 

Key Policy Trends within SIN 

Literature on these issues has concentrated on the potential influence of these policy priorities 

in relation to area-based initiatives. The introduction of concern with thematic groups as well 

as areas of deprivation, therefore, has implications for understanding the policy concern with 

partnership working, strategic working and with community involvement. By reflecting on the 

main issues that have emerged in relation to these three themes, this section offers a chance to 

consider questions of relevance to this study that are taken up in later discussions on the 

practice of the case study SIPs. 

Pywaing Parvx4ip Working I 

Debates on the meaning of 'partnership' highlight a fundamental distinction between 

partnership as an organisational setting or alternatively as a process of working (Edwards et al 
2002). While SIN in themselves clearly represent partnership as an orgarusational setting, it is 

the processes of partnership working that are of interest to this debate. The reasons that 

partnership working is promoted within an urban policy context are thought to relate to a 

range of factors. Firstly, partnerships offer a vehicle through which to find solutions to 

complex local problems (Geddes 1997) through involving a wide range of stakeholders ý%-ithin 
local decision-making (Bailey et al 1995), not the least of which is to facilitate a role for the 
local community in this setting (McArthur et al 1996). Secondlý,, partnership fits ,; 6thin the 
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increasingly marketised state system that promotes quasi-state agencies (e. g. quangos) rather 
than local government as the main vehicle for service delivery at the local level (Geddes 1997). 
This is part of an overarching political shift since the late 1970s, where partnership offers one 

route through which to challenge local authority control over local decision-making (Hastings 

1996). Thirdly, partnership working is thought to fit within the current governance framework 

that has seen greater pluralism within service delivery between state, quasi-state, voluntary 

sector and private sector providers (Geddes & Le Gales 2001). 

Thus, there are a range of political and policy imperatives that underpin the conumitment to 

promoting partnersl-iip working as the route through which to achieve change at the local 
level. However, reviews and analysis of partnership working have raised a similar number of 

criticisms of this approach to working as the gains outlined above (see, for example, Cadey et 

al 2000, Mayo & Taylor 2001). Most notably, partnership working brings with it potential for: 

conflict between partners (McArthur et al 1996); power Uinbalances between partners 
(Hastings 1996, Mayo & Taylor 2001); difficulties with establishing where responsibility fies 

(Kearns & Turok 2000); and differing expectations of partners of the gains to be made from 

working in partnership (Hastings et al 1996). Arguably, these challenges to partnership 

working suggest difficulties that can limit the practice of partnership working, regardless of the 

policy commitment to this form of working (BaUoch & Taylor 200 1). 

Perhaps more fundamental to understanding the drivers for promoting partnership working as 
the route through which to address localised deprivation has been the criticisms levelled at 

government for introducing this approach. One element of this was highlighted by Hastings 
(1996) who argued that the approach taken within Scottish policy to promote partnership 

working has historically involved government promoting partnership working in order to gain 
the benefits of local stakeholders working together while not making any explicit attempt to 

change the orgaMsational arrangements of individual partners. Thus, the view is that 

improvements can be achieved by introducing partnership frameworks without aný' direct 

policy interventions to change the way that specific orgarUsations work. Further, the 

introduction of locally based partnerships to deliver change suggests that responsibility for 

achieving change becomes a local issue to be dealt with by a range of stakeholders at the local 

level (faylor 1997). However, that local problems emerge within a wider socio-econornic 

context and that central government plays such a strong role *in steering the pollcý' agenda that 

is taken forward within partnership settings, highlights difficulties with identifying the real 

gains that c-m be made from these forms of partnership. With the development of both 

thematic u-id area-based SIPs, the same issues in terms of the potential and challenges of 
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partnership working are likely to remain, given that partnership working, 'whether at 

neighbourhood or wider levels, involves the same processes of working. The questions this 

raises relate to the particular contribution made by these two types of SIP with regard to the 

specific benefits and challenges that emerge within these contexts as a result of differences in 

membership of these types of SIP. These questions are taken forward in the discussions 

presented in Chapter 9. 

Strawgic Working 

As was noted earlier in relation to the policy commitment to strategic working, what emerges 

is an ambiguity in understanding of what this policy agenda is intended to convey. To 

illustrate, it was noted earlier in this chapter that the introduction of partnership approaches in 
Scotland was underpinned by a concern to encourage a strategic approach through co- 

ordinating partners and encouraging a comprehensive approach to working. However, 'in 

practice, the agenda on strategic working has emerged quite differently, With urban policy 

partnerships expected to outline a strategy for action within a traditional linear policy cycle 

where priority setting, implementation and evaluation follow on from each other (Fiogwood & 

Gunn 1984). The stages in d-iis linear model are outlined as follows: 

Aims --> Vision -), Identifying Problems & Opportunities -> Defining Objectives -> 
Assessing Resources & Capabilities -+ Developing an Operational Plan -> Taking Action -> 
Monitoring & Evaluation of Progress --> Revisiting Aims, Vision etc. (Dean et al 1999) 

This focus suggests that a strategic approach implies a practical tool for working, with 
Partnerships promoting a 'rational model' of working (Dean et al 1999) through the setting 

out of aims and objectives before moving through the relevant stages to work towards achieve 

these goals. Thus, by setting out a strategic plan, Partnerships are promoting a 'strategic 

direction' for their work (Dean et A 1999). 

While this offers one way of thinking about strategic working, it does not explicitly engage 

with the more intangible ideas related to co-ordinating partners or resources; ideas that were 

implied as of relevance to the initial policy concern with promoting partnership working,, ýý-hen 

this term was first coined at the time of introducing the New Life Partnersl-ýps. Within this 

conception of strategic ', ývorking, Healey (1997) suggests that the principal ob)ectl%, e is to 

promote 'sustainabihty' of the activities undertaken in partnership. In so doing, there should 
be attention paid to encouraging an understanding of the framework ývithin which (urban) 

policý, takes place, including the policy process, who gets involved, and how, and the 

I -related objectives at the loca level (He ey 1995: institutional conditions for achieving inter I al % 
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Thake 1995). As compared with the 'strategic planning model' outlined above, this vie, ý%- of 
strategic working focuses more on the way that Partnershýips work, rather than the specific 

plan of action developed and implemented wltlýiin the Partnership. 

Through this perspective, the key issues of importance for achieving sustamabdity relate to the 

involvement of a range of stakeholders In the process of change, thus bringing a long-temi 

comrnitment from public agencies and community members in order to 'bad capacity'at the 
local level (Wilks-Heeg 2000). It is argued that capacity building as a goal of partnerships is 

strongly co-related to institutional capacity to work to a shared agenda, facilitated by internal 
factors such as shared values and external factors relating to a style of government that 

rewards joint working (Wenban-SrMth 2002). 

In addition, the agenda on sustamiability as a strategic objective also highlights the need to link 

the activities of partnerships into the wider policy and practice developments occurring at the 
local and regional level (Carley & Kirk 1998). This external 'networking"' function promotes 
the building of alliances between external organisations Goyce 2000) and through this creating 
inter-organisational co-operation' (Reid 1999; 132). According to Reid (1999), this approach 
suggests the creation of 'strategic alliances' through which there can be sharing of programme 
developments and knowledge. This issue fits within a policy context where partnership 
working is promoted in order to encourage partners to work together to better use 
increasingly restricted state finance (Lambert & Oatley 2002). In terms of external networking, 
this implies a motivation for working with others is to access additional resources. 

In relation to the work of the case study SIPs, this concern with strategic working raises 
fundamental questions about the way that this agenda is promoted within area-based and 

thematic SIP's. Firstly, there are questions about the way that these two forms of SIP may go 

about addressing tl-ýs policy priority of strategic working and, within this, the extent to which 

the wider concerns with sustainability and networking with external organisations are relevant 

to the programme of work that is taken forward by these two forms of SIP. These issues are 

considered further in the discussion presented in Chapter 8. 

CM7rMitVInwhen" 

The final issue of interest that emerges from the policy concern with partnership ývorking is 

the conunitment to commuruty involvement. Throughout the 1990s, the promotion of 

14 'network' is used here simply to 'imply relations between groups rather than any foriiially defiiicd 'network 

theory' (see Stewu-t 2002 for more on nemorking, ývithin Iovernance arrangements). I 
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partnership working has highlighted the need to encourage the inx-olvement of communities 

as a key stakeholder at the local level "all & Mawson 1999). This 'turn to comrnUruity' (Duffy 

& Hutchinson 1997) means that local people are encouraged to work in partnership with 

public sector, voluntary sector and private sector partners to tackle local problems (Bricknell 
2000). While not a new policy focus under New Labour, the conunitment to community 

involvement is further reinforced through the promotion of a 'collaborative discourse' (Foley 

Martin 2000), which explicitly promotes the budding of relationships between state and civil 

society as part of the communitarian agenda. 

As Mayo & Taylor (2001; 40) argue, this focus on community bn-ngs with it a suggestion that 

people are viewed as active agents in the process of change: 

7'be Caseforpannersbip uorking bas been deuioped, at kast in pan, uiAn dx context of stratEgies to 
com. ter burwicratic and prqfessimý pozeu. 7be aan is to raiuce excessau ýýý'pmvr by sbanng 
or g=g POZWr to cavmmaws. 

The notion of 'commuruty empowen-nent' (N4ayo & Taylor 2001) that is raised in this 

perspective, may be the ideal motivating factor in the policy cornnuitment to promoting 

comi, nunity involvement within local partnerships. However, the agenda on community 

involvement that has emerged is one that has left unspoken issues of power that structure 

relations between community and other partners (Hastings 1996), as well as between different 

levels of government and between different agencies (Robertson 2001). A number of writers 
take up this debate on the difficulties with achieving 'community empowerment', (see, for 

example, Carley 1995; Atkinson & Lejeune 2001; Mayo & Taylor 2001). Fundamentod to the 

issues that emerge within this debate is that, while there is much work done to involve the 

community, the focus is one that promotes community presence within predefined objectives, 

rather than giving communities a significant influencing role over the development of 

priorities for action (Cameron & Davoudi 1998). Thus, if community empowerment is the 

intended au'n of community involvement in partnerships, it is argued that the current 
framework does not aflow this to happen: 

Pannmhtp at hest atte? -rpts to rem& ina-aý aml at uom, ukkh means usuaily in prac=, 
q#m the o4ýz qfpolicy, at the my mostý sorm mle in h? Tknozation of straqw that hrv alnvtýl 
bem daidai on (Byme 19 9 9; 25 6). 

That said, there is recognition of the value of having community members as partners within 

urban policy partnerships (see, for example, Chapman et A 200 1, McArthur 1995). N IcArthur 

(1995; 70) in particular argues that: "community involvement is broadening the agendas for 

strategic discussion and exerting pressure on external agencies for resources" which suggests a 

N, Auable role for this group, even if real power-holding is unlikely to be achieved. Further, 
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Lloyd & McCarthy (1999; 810) point out that, within Scotland, the Urban Progranu-ne took a 

particularly 'bottom-up' approach in the development, resourcig and selection of projects, 

with the community playing a role in planning and implementing local projects. Clearly then 

there is a positive contribution to be made from facilitating community involvement in 

partnership settings. However, this occurs within a context where this group face constraints 

relating to unequal power, access to decision-making structures and 'clashes of culture' Puffy 

& Hutchinson 1997) which limit their potential influence within this setting. 

The policy commitment to community involvement has further come under attack for its lack 

of recognition of the heterogeneity of 'the community', both in relation to the different spatial 
levels at which community can be identified and regarding the groups to whom it refers 
(Hayton 1996). While the policy rhetoric on 'community' tends to focus on deprived 

neighbourhoods and adults within that setting, Chapter 2 highlighted that the advent of a 

policy commitment to achieving social inclusion has brought to the fore concerns with people 
both within and beyond deprived neighbourhoods. Thus, the emergence of a policV 

comrnitment to tackling the needs of deprived areas and excluded groups suggests a need to 

acknowledge the involvement of both 'communities of place' and 'communIties of interest' 
ý-Iill 2000) witl-ýn the decision-making structures of SIPs. 

The current policy focus on young people that has emerged as part of the social inclusion 

agenda brings to the fore issues relating to the involvement of young people within the work 

of area-based and thematic SIPs. Previous research that has focused on the involvement of 

young people within local decision-making settings has highlighted the potential of this 

activity in terms of the opportunities afforded to allow young people to feed their views into 
local plannmg and to gain from contributing in this way (see, for example, Geddes & Rust 

2000; Matthews 2001)_ Indeed, it has been argued elsewhere that many of the same issues with 

regard to the potential benefits and challenges faced by adult community members when 

participating in partnership settings are of relevance to the experience of youth Ln", olvement 
(Matthews et al 1998). 

However, while this may be true, there are also likely to be issues regarding the promotion of 

youth involvement that are particular to the experience of young people. For example, it has 

been noted in previous research that the motivation for involving young people in local 

decision-makirig settings is intended to promote their 'future citizenship' role through linking 

young people into current developments that they will play a part M sustaining over the long 

ten-n (Fitzpatrick et al 1998). This motivation for involvement potentially supersedes the 

contribution that young people can make in their current role as ý-oung people ; vIth a 
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particular stakeholder perspective to bnng to bear on the delivery of services (Prout 2c, -. ). 

Further, it may be argued that this focus is intended to impose adult controls over ), oung 

people to limit their problem status (Fitzpatnck et al 2000). Thus, in relation to the 

involvement of young people within partnership settings, a more complex picture of the 

motivations for involvement emerges than in relation to adult comr-nunity members. In 

addition, the particular context of thematic and area-based SIPs raises questions on the 

potential for differences in approach to youth involvement as a result of the different spatial 

scale of the SIP and the potentially different ways that involvement might be promoted within 
these settings. These questions are taken forward in the discussions presented in Chapter 10. 

Conclusion 

The discussion in d-iis chapter has offered a picture of the main historical trends in urban 

policy programmes since their introduction in the late 1960s, in particular relating to the 

shifting political, economic and ideological influences that have dominated the approach taken 

at different periods in time. With that historical context in place, further discussion was 

presented on the emergence of partnership working as the principal framework within wl-lich 

urban policy programmes have been developed in Scotland since the late 1980s. In presenting 

this information, it was argued that the progranu-ne rolled out through Programi-ne for 

Partnership highlighted a number of policy priorities influenced by the new public 

management ethos, notably relating to promoting an output focus and encouraging 

competitive bidding for funding. The principal objectives underpining Programme for 

Partnership were shown to have been maintained with the introduction of the Social Inclusion 

Partnership programme, albeit that the influence of the social inclusion policy approach is also 

evident. In particular, the introduction of both area-based and thematic SIPs suggests a new 

phase in urban policy M Scotland involving the targeting of resources towards excluded 

groups as well as deprived areas. Discussions in Chapter 4 take forward further details on the 

trends that have emerged in practice through this policy development. 

From this general overview of the main trends in urban policy programmes, three themes 

emerge as relevant to comparing the policy programme implemented through area-based and 

thematic SIPs. Firstly, partnership working as a process through ',; ý-hich stakeholders are 

encouraged to work together raises questions about the benefits and challenges that emerge 
from this approach to working. Secondly, the policy commitment to strategic workiilg raises 

questions both on how the policy commitment is understood 'ý\-ithin SIPs and on how SIPs 

are working towards achieving a strategic approach through their 'working practices. Fmia-lly, 

the central policy commitment to communitý, involvement -,; vIthin partnersl-ýp settings raises 
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questions about how the current policy focus on young people promoted through SIN leads 

to involvement of young people within the case study SIPs. These questions are explored 
further in later data chapters when analysing the practices of the case study SIPs. However, in 

order to inform that discussion and to expand on the development of the SIP progr e as an-irn 
this has emerged in practice, Chapter 4 now Presents analysis of the developments that have 

emerged since the introduction of the SIP programme since April 1999. 
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Chapter 4: The Development of Social Inclusion Partnerships 

Introduction 

Having in Chapters 2 and 3 presented evidence of the theoretical and policy context Within 

which this study took place, here evidence is presented on the developments that have 

emerged with the introduction of the SIP programme since April 1999. This chapter pro"'Ides 

the first set of data analysis relating to the overarching SIP programme; from which the 

selection of the case study SIPs occurred (discussed further in Chapter 5). The aim of tl-iis 

chapter then is to present data on the SIP programme as this emerged after its introduction 

and through this to reflect on the shifts in priorities with the widening of the targeting 

approach beyond areas of urban deprivation. Data presented in this chapter is taken from 

unpublished data provided by the Scottish Executive relatMg to the priorities and funding 

allocations of each of the SIPs during the period 1998 to 2002. The aim of this chapter is 

therefore to provide a descriptive position of the SIP prograirnme that will frame later 

discussions of the practices of the case study SIPs, while fittMg these within the wider context 

of the overall programme that has emerged. 

The data presented in this chapter shows that three trends are present. Firstly, there has been 

an increased targeting of resources towards Glasgow; a move seen both through a significant 

increase in the number of funded Partnerships in the city and through an increase in the share 

of funding coming to the city. Secondly, while the SIP programme has widened the targeting 

approach from its traditional focus only on deprived urban neighbourhoods, at this stage rural 

and thematic SIN still receive only a small share of the overall funding available. Thirdly, the 

relevance of the policy agenda on the social exclusion of young people set out in Chapter 2 is 
highlighted as a significant influence on the SIP programme, with both area-based and 

thematic SIPs focusing explicitly on this group through their targeting approach. From this 
discussion, this chapter argues that the relevance of the policy agenda on 'social inclusion' has 

brought with it an explicit concern with 'people' issues, both within and beyond the context of 

neighbourhood based 'place' influences. With this policy context in place, there is argued to be 

a clear policy commitment to tackling the social exclusion of young people using the SIP 

progranune as one route through which to deliver on this policy concern. 

Focusing on Urban Areas 

Before looking M detail at the trends emerging with the introduction of SIPs, it is worth 

proViding some general information on the mam developments that have occurred with the 

shift from funding of Progranu-ne for Partnership (PfP) to the introduction of SIN ii-i April 
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1999. The first development was an increase in the overall number of Partnerships. The 

previous Programme for Partnership approach introduced in 1996 had mo components: 
PPAs with funding for 10 years and RPs with funding for 5 years (see Chapter 3 for more 

information). The introduction of the SIP programme in 1999 superseded this arrangement 

while offering all PfPs the option of converting their funding status to continue gaining 
funding as SIPs. Thus, the 21 converted SIPs' immediately commanded a share of the 
Partnership budget alongside the 26 new SIN that gained funding from 1999; ;; ý-hile one 
further new area-based SIP gained funding from 20002. What is immediately apparent from 

this is that the number of Partnerships' has more than doubled from 21 under Programme for 

Partnership to 48 under the SIP programme. Appendix 3 provides a list of all of the SIN in 

place from 2000; this shows that the 12 PPAs and 9 RPs continue to receive funding along 

with a further 13 new area-based and 14 thematic SIPs. 

However, when looking at the funding allocations under PfP, as compared with after the 

introduction of SIPs, there is not a significant increase in funding to correspond with the 

increased number of Partnerships. For example, as Table 4.1 sh OWS4 , spending on PPAs/RPs 

was L38.9 million in 1998/9. With the introduction of SIN in 1999/2000, this rose to L47 

i-nillion, L52.7 million in 2000101 and L55.9 million in 2001/02. Given that the number of 
Partnerships had more than doubled in the intervening period (from -11 to 48) and funding 

had only risen by L17 million (representing a 50% increase) , it is clear that there has not been 

a corresponding increase in funding to coincide with the increase in nw-nber of Partnerships. 

The reasons for this trend are explored through the discussion in this chapter. 

Upon conversion to SIPs, all RPs that had not previously been partnership based made arrangements to set 
tip partnerships to manage this funding. There is no official documentation to sa% whether this \%as an 
instruction from the Scottish Office. However, given the promotion of partnership approaches, it is likelý that 
those RPs that had not already taken this step were instructed to do so in order to ensure continued funding. 
2 The new SIP was 'Glasgow Smaller Areas': an archipelago SIP targeting II neighbourhoods in the city. 

While I reter to 'Partnerships' to talk about converted PPAs and RPs as weil as new SIPs, it is %ýortli 
reiterating that some of the RPs prior to conversion Nvere not dealt \N ith \ý orking as partnerships to allocate 
this funding, 
4 Full details of the spending on all SIPs between 1998 '99 and 2001 102 is outlined in ý\ppendlx 9. 
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Table 4.1: Funding Allocations to PPA/RPs as proportion of total budget 1998-2001 

PPA/RPs 1998/9 1999/2000 2000/1 200112 

Total PPA spending 30,204,225 28,631,000 273284,348 26,971,9Cý4 

Total RP spending 857085000 6,5135000 5,425,450 5,446,69' ) 

Total PPA/RP spending' 38,912,225 35,144,000 32)709,798 I 32,418,597 

% SIP Budget 100% 75% 6 -)0' 

Total PfP/SIP spending 38,912,225 47,049,715 52,699,430 55,914,400 

While the overall budget did not significantly increase to acknowledge the much larger 

number of Partnerships gaining funding after the introduction of S11s, Table 4.1 does show 
that there has been a slight reduction over time in the level of spending targeted towards 
PPA/RPs. Indeed, both ex-PPAs and ex-RPs show steady reductions in their annual funding 

allocations between 1998 and 2001 from L38.9 million in 1998/9 to L32.4 million in 2001/02. 
Consequently, with the overall SIP budget increasing at the same time as the allocation to 
PPA/RPs was reducing, there has been a reduction from 75% of the SIP budget going to ex- 
PPA/RPs M 1999/2000 to 58% of the SIP budget going to these Partnerships M 2001/02. 

Thus, there has been a progressive shift in funding allocations from ex-PPA/RPs to new SIN 

over tl-iis three-year period. 

)XWe the above shows overall changes in spending on PPAs/RPs and SIPs over time, 

attention now turns to specific elements of the spending trends that have dominated this 

resource. It is shown later in the discussion that a significant proportion of the SIP budget is 
targeted towards Glasgow. However, to set this in its context, the first thing to note is the 
funding targeted towards Scottish cities in general. 

Ta7geting the Cities 

It is clear from the spending priorities emphasised through PPA/RP and followed on through 
SIP funding that one of the central concerns in targeting regeneration funding hýistorically has 

been to focus resources on concentrated areas of urban deprivation (Pacione 1997). This trend 
dominated the targeting undertaken within PfP and to some extent is still a central focus of- 

the targeting agenda of SIPs. A central element of this urban focus is the targeting of funding 

This row represents onk spending on ex-PPA/RPs. whereas the final ro\\ refers to spending on new SIN as 
well as ex-PPAs/RPs. 
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towards Scotland's cities. As Table 4.2 shows, half (17 of 34) of the area-based Partnerships 

are based in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee and Aberdeen 6. In addition, a further six of the 
fourteen thematic SIPS in Scotland target resources towards excluded groups in the cities. 
The fact that deprived areas in the cities are highly represented in the index of urban 
deprivation (Gibb et al 1998) is &ely to explain the level of funding and the number of SIPS 
located in these areas. Indeed, relative to the population llvm'gm' the cities (1.4 million people, 

representing 28% of the Scottish population) that almost half of the SIPS are focusing on the 

cities suggests that need as well as population explains the number of SIPS in these locations. 

Table 4.2: Funding to City Based PPA/RP and SIN 

Location 1998/9 1999/2000 200011 20011-1 

City SIN (area-based) 

Aberdeen 1,040,000 8095000 844,000 850,000 
Dundee (2 SIPs) 3,839,000 3,304,000 2)572,000 2,507,850 
Edinburgh (4 SIPs) 75589,000 6,518,000 5,886,298 5,810,250 
Glasgow (10 SIPs) 8,7005000 14)4375890 18,373,280 20,519,21217 
Sub-Total 21,168,000 25)068,890 27,675,578 29,6875327 
% of SIP hff ýet 55% 53% 53% 5-33'I'lo 

City SIN (thematic) 
Dundee (2 SIPs) 3563000 6053000 696,250 
Edinburgh (1 SIP) 205,000 567)000 574,000 
Glasgow (3 SIPs) 13158,825 1)8553828 13699)245 
Sub-Total 1,719,825 3)027,828 2)969)495 
% of SIP buc* 4% 6% 5% 
Total 21,168,000 26,788,715 303703,406 32,656,822 
% of SIP budget" 55% 57% 58% 58% 
Total SIP budget 38,912,225 47,049,715 52,699,430 55,914,400 
Because of rounding, percentages do not al-ways add up exactly. 

In terms of the level of funding provided to city based SIPs, Table 4.2 shows that the cities 

gained around L21.2 million (55%) of the L38.9 million budget under PfP In 1998/9. With the 

introduction of the new area-based and thematic Social Inclusion Partnerships from 1999, c1tV 
based Partnerships maintained their share of the total SIP budget at L26.8 million (57%) in 
1999 and L32.7 (58%) in 2001. While this indicates a rise in spending in real terms, there ,; k-as 

no significant rise in the proportion of the total spending over this three-year period. 

60f this total, 16 area-based SIPs are located in Edinburgh, Glasgow and Dundee. with onk one in Allerdeen 
(see Appendix 3)). 
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Ta? petý Glasgow 

While total funding on city based SIN has not grown significantly as a share of the total SIP 

budget, it is clear that Glasgow has gained both a greater nwnber of SIPs and a sigruficantly 
larger share of the SIP fund than under PfP. Indeed, the number of SIPs in Glasgow rose 
from 3 to 13 during the period 1998 to 2000, compared with a total of 5 in Edinburgh and 4 

in Dundee. In relation to the rise in funding to the city, Table 4.3 shows that, with the change 

over to SIPs in 1999, the total spend on Glasgow area-based SIPs rose from L8.7 million 
(22%) in 1998 to L14.4 million (31%) in 1999, rising to L20.5 million (37%) in 2001. 

Table 4.3: Funding to SIN in Glasgow 
SIP 1998/9 1999/2000 200011 200112 

Area-based SIPs 
Drurrichapel 1)875,000 2)755,280 2,756,466 
East End (PPA) 2,800,000 2)800ý000 2,868,000 2,907)000 
Gorbals 5623500 764)000 779,000 
Greater Easterhouse (PPA) 3,400,000 3,400,000 3,491,000 3,539,000 
Greater Govan 375,000 509ý000 896)981 
Greater Pollock 1)725,000 2,343,000 3,008,530 
Milton 200,074 764)000 942,125 
Glasgow North (PPA) 2,500,000 3,300,000 2,987,000 3,047,000 
SprMgburn 200,316 764,000 825,000 
Glasgow Smaller Area 1)1283000 1,818,125 

Sub-totalfor ama-based SIPs 8,700,000 14,437,890 18,373,280 20,519,227 

% of total SIP buc* 22% 31% 35% 37% 

Thematic SIPs 
Glasgow Anti Racist Alliance 593,325 780,500 783,250 

Routes Out [of prostitution]8 187,500 353,000 325,552 
The Big Step 378,000 722,328 590)443 

Sub-totalfor dxmatk SIPs 1,158,825 1,855,828 1,699,245 

% of total SIP budget 2.4% 3.5% 3% 

Total 8,700,000 15,596,715 20,229,108 22,218,472 
% of SIP budget 22% 33% 38% 40% 

The inclusion of the thematic SIN in this calculation further increases the share of funding to 
Glasgow by a further L1.16 million in 1999 rising to f 1.7 million in 2001. As a result, Glasgow 

has increased its total share of SIP funding to L22.2 million (40%) In 2001. This increase 

7 See Appendix 3 for details of the geographical location of all 48 SlPs 

Renamed in 2000 'routes out' froill ori, -, 
inallý being names . routes out ot prostitution' 



indicates that Glasgow now has a much larger share of the total SIP budget than under PPA 
funding in 1998, when the city held 22% of the total budget. 

There are at least two ways of explaining the reasons for this change in allocation of funding 

to Glasgow at this time: either as relating to the number of people in the citý- as a proportion 

of the Scottish population, or alternatively as in indicator of need in the city. In relation to the 
former, this is a generous allocation given that only 12% (611,000 people) of Scotland's 

population live in Glasgow, while a further 9% (452,000 people) live in Edinburgh, 4% 
(212,700 people) In Aberdeen and 3% (144,400 people) in Dundee9. However, in relation to 

addressing need, that Glasgow's share of funding has increased does not take adequate 

account of the deprivation levels in the city given that 58% of the top 10% of urban 
deprivation occurs in Glasgow". With that figure in mind, an allocation of 40% of the total 
SIP budget is relatively low. 

Not only does Glasgow increasingly command a larger share of the SIP budget than other 

cities (see Table 4.2), it is the only one of the four cities where funding on area-based SIPs has 

increased between 1998 and 2001. In comparison, both Edinburgh and Dundee saw 

reductions in their area-based funding allocation during this period. This is partly explained 
through these cities not increasing the number of area-based SIPs with the introduction of the 
SIP prograrnme; with only one new area-based SIP in Edinburgh and none in Dundee. The 

result is that whereas Glasgow has increased its share of funding through having many more 
SIPs, this is not the case in other cities. When also considering the funding allocations related 

to thematic SIPs, we see that Dundee's share of the SIP budget has gone from L3.8 million 
(lo% of the total SIP budget) under PfP in 1998 to L3.2 million (6%) in 2001. In Edinburgh, a 

similar reduction of spending from L7.6 million (20%) under KIP in 1998 to L6.4 million 
(11 %) in 2001 illustrates that, given the relative stability of spending on the cities as a whole 

over time, spending increases in Glasgow have come at the expense of spending on the other 

cities in Scotland. 

Within Glasgow, Table 4.3 shows that the majority of spending on SIPs is targeted towards 

the old PPAs. In 1998, the aRocation to the three PPAs was L8.7 milhon. By 2000, this had 

risen to L9.3 million (49% of the total spending in Glasgow) and L9.5 million (43% of the 

Population fiUres obtained from the General Register Office for Scotland: \N-\ý-ý\., -, ro-scotiand. I. Yo%. uk- 
The figures from this index of deprivation have been disputed resulting in a new index being 

commissioned by the Scottish Executl% e (see SDRC 2003). 
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total spending M Glasgow) in 2001. Compared with this, the remaining ten ne,, A- SEPs received 
only a relatively small share of the overall spending in the city. The notable excepuions -ire 
Drumchapel and Greater Pollok SIPs, both of which received funding allocations similar to 

those given to ex-PPAs. However, the remaining area-based SIPs and thematic SIPs in the cin, 

saw a much smaller share of the city's SIP funding. Thus, what these figures show is that, 

overall, Glasgow commands a much larger share of the total SIP fund than it did under PfP, 
but that this funding is both targeted disproportionately towards ex-PPAs and is further 

spread amongst a much larger number of SIPs than in any other locality in Scotland. 

Ta7geting Odx-r Urban Areas 

As well as the funding changes occurring in the cities, other urban areas have seen changes in 
their funding allocations after the introduction of the SIP progranu-ne. As Table 4.4 shows, 
there are now 11 ex-PPA/RPs and 2 new area-based SIPs targeting resources towards urban 

areas in Scotland outside the cities. In a sirnilar way to the city-based Partnerships, the concern 

of this focus is to target resources towards those areas identified as in the top 10% of urban 
deprivation, including North and South Lanarkshire, North Ayrshire and West 

Dumbartonshire (Gibb et al 1998). 

What Table 4.4 shows is that under PPA/RP, given that this progranu-ne focused only on 

urban deprivation, these areas gained the remaining L17.7 million (45%) of the Urban 

Programme budget not targeted towards Scottish cities (see Table 4.2). With the introduction 

of the SIP progranune in 1999, and only two more urban area-based SIN added, the total 

spend on urban non-city Partnership remained relatively constant at L16.6 million (35%) in 
1999 and L17.4 million (31%) in 2001. These figures suggest both a reduction in the 

proportion of spending on urban non-city SIPs as a percentage of the total spending on all 
SIPs, and also a shifting of the share of this funding from the ex-PPA/RPs to the new SIPs. 

In particular, Blantyre SIP increased its funding allocation from F500,000 In 1999 to L2.1 

million in 2001. Alongside this, the ex-PPA/RPs reduced their share of the total SIP fund 

from L17.7 million in 1998 to L14.9 million (27% of SIP budget) in 2001. This shifting of 

resources means that urban non-city SIPs have not gained in resource terms from the 

introduction of the SIP programme. Rather they have maintained in real terms the same levcl 

of funding, although this has meant less funding going to ex-PPA/RPs and funding shifting 

towards new SIPs in these areas. 
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Table 4.4: Funding to Non-City Based Urban PPA/RPs and SIPs 
Location 1998/9 1999/2000 

Old PPA/RPs 

Cambuslang 600,000 600)000 625)000 63 1,, _50 
Falkirk 550,000 550,000 578,7 5,0 585,6%11- 
Fife 1,178,000 751)000 630,000 64, -, 
Inverclyde 3,302,225 2,9983000 2)421,000 I )421, - 
Levern Valley 661,000 433,000 446,000 464,44; 
Motherwell North 1,530,000 1,530,000 1,629,500 1,640,7K 
North Ayr 11709)000 1,508,000 1,545)938 1,5 5 -, 000 
North Ayrshire 789)000 776)000 730,000 742,075 
North Lanarkshire 850)000 850,000 886,250 904,325 
Paisley, Renfrew 3,189,000 2)981,000 2)947,000 2,692,154 
Stirling 799,000 583,000 526,000 530,700 
West Dunbartonshire 2,587,000 2,193,000 2,087,000 2,076,000 
Sub-Total 17,744,225 15)753,000 15)052,438 14,886,497 
New SIPs 

Blantyre/North Hamilton 500,000 1)019)000 2,116,710 
Girvan 315,000 428,000 364,600 
Sub-Total 815)000 1,447,000 2,481,3310 
Total 17,744,225 16,568,000 16,499,438 17,367,807 

% of SIP Budget 46% 35% 31% 31% 

A New Targeting Approach: beyond the urban area 

Ta7geting RurallCodfield A reas 

The above discussion of funding changes within urban settings shows only Glasgow as 

gaining from the funding allocations introduced with SIPs. However, one further area where 
funding has been newly directed with the introduction of SIPs has been towards 

rural/coalfield areas". As Table 4.5 shows, there are three area-based SIPs targeting 

rural/coalfield areas; one in Argyll & Bute targeting deprived rural communlities and m-o in 
East Ayrshire and Clackmannanshire targeting former coal-mining areas. In addition to these 

area-based SIPs, five thematic SIN also target excluded groups living in rural/coalfield 

communities. Highland & Islands SIP and Scottish Borders SIP, for example, are directing 

resources towards excluded groups living In rural communities. Two SIN focusing oi-i young 

'' The identification of rural and coalfield communities is drawn from SIP bids where Partnerships ha\e 
defined their tarý, Yet area as either rural or ex coal-mining. 
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people m Perth & Kinross and Moray are targetIng both rural and urban areas, wHe Tranent 

SIP targets young people within this former coal mining area. Thus, targetmg towards rural 

and coal Mining areas is occurring within both area-based and thematic SIPs. 

Table 4.5: Funding to Rural/Coalfield SIPs 
Location Targeting Focus 1999/2000 200011 200112 
Argyle & Bute 
Alloa Sth & East 
East Ayr Coalfields 
Tranent 

Highland WeR Bemg 
Scottish Borders 
Moray Youthstart 

ea-based Rural 206,000 280)000 369, " 16 
Area-based Coalfield 750,000 1)017)000 1,0 3 8,0 0 CI 

Area-based Coalfield 741)000 1)042ý250 1,3761000 
Thematic Coalfield/Rural 94)000 1283000 156)000 
Thematic Rural 603ý000 886)825 890,500 
Thematic Rural 215,000 235,000 252,000 
Thematic Rural/Urban 424)000 576,000 447,000 

Perth & Kinross Thematic Rural/Urban 128,000 194,761 228,055 
Total 
% of SIP budget 

3,161,000 
7% 

4,359,836 
8% 

4,756,771 
8% 

Given the centrality of city and urban funding that has historically dominated regeneration 
funding initiatives, it is perhaps not surprising that rural and coalfield SIPs are not yet gaining 

a sigrUficant proportion of the SIP budget. As Table 4.5 shows, between the 8 area-based and 

thematic SIPs, a total of )ust under L3.2 million (7%) in 1999 rising to L4.8 million (8%) in 
2001 was targeted towards rural and coalfield areas. However, given that a total of 9.2% of 
Scotland's population live in rural Scotland (much of which is not likely to be defined as 
deprived), that 8% of SIP funding goes to these specific rural communities would suggest that 

the share of funding targeted to these SIPs is greater than the population estimates for these 

areas 12 
. However, the lack of reliable information on levels of rural deprivation in Scotland 

mean that it is not possible to estimate the level of need in these areas and the extent to which 

this allocation might usefully address that need. 

Taigeting Exch&W GmTs 

In addition to the widening of the targeting agenda to acknowledge the needs of 

rural/coalfield areas, this round of funding is also targeting resources towards excluded 

groups, both within and beyond the most deprived urban communities. In financial terms, the 

targeting of resources towards thematic SIPs, in the same way as was seen with rural and 

coalfield SIPs, represents a relatively small proportion of the SIP budget. As Table 4.6 shox\'s, 

12 Estimates of rural population in Scotland drawn from \N-\\ \N . gro-scot land., -, ov. A 
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just over L3.7 million (8%) in 1999 rising to L6 niAon (110/6) in 20 31 was spent on thernatic 
SIPs. Given that there are 14 thematic SIPs, Table 4.6 shows that each individually has a 

relatively low share of the SIP budget as a proportion of the total spend. It is, nonetheless, a 
larger share of the funding than that going to rural areas. However, that some of the thematic 

SIPs are focusing on rurally based groups (see Table 4.5), illustrates that there is a significant 

overlap between the rural and thematic targeting, with approxunately 32% of the total 

spending on thematic SIPs going to those focusing on rural areas. The reason for this overlap 

may relate to difficulties with targeting resources towards rural conu-nunities through 

traditional area-based routes, which focus on areas of concentrated deprivation. The thematic 

SIP approach, therefore, allows resources to be targeted towards wider rural areas than 

previous urban-based targetlng approaches. 

Table 4.6: Funding to Thematic SIPs 
SIP Target area 1999/2000 200011 200112 

Dundee Young Carers; city-wide 563000 105,000 104)000 

Dundee Xplore city-wide 300,000 500,000 592,250 

Edinburgh Youth SIP Arcl-iipelago 205,000 567,000 574,000 

FRAE (racial equality), Fife local authonty-wide 94)000 164,750 131,000 

Glasgow Anti-Racist Alliance city-wide 593)325 780,500 783,250 

Care Leavers, Glasgow city-wide 378,000 722,328 590,443 

Routes Out, Glasgow city-wide 187)500 353,000 325,552 

Hghlands & Islands Archipelago 603,000 886,825 890,500 

Moray YouthStart local authonty-wide 424,000 576,000 447,000 

Care Leavers, Perth & Kinross local authonty-wide 128,000 194,761 228,055 

Scottish Borders Youth local authonty-wide 215)000 235,000 252)000 

South Coatbridge area-based" 250)000 716)000 793,000 

Trarient, East Lothian school catchment area 94,000 128)000 156)000 

West Lothian local authority-Wide 188,000 256,000 209)000 

Total 3,715,825 6,185,164 6,076,050 

% of SIP budget 8% 12% 11% 

"Focuses on all 30 Enumeration Districts in South Coatbridge (a local area in North Lanarkshire) 

As, traditionally, funding has targeted areas of urban deprivation, the focus on excluded 

groups has maintained a spatial dimension, albeit in most cases targeting at a widet- spatial 

scale than that of the deprived neighbourhood. Indeed, the exact spatial scale of the targeting 

undertaken by thematic SIPs seems to vary widely between deprived urban areas at one end 

and city/local authority level at the other. Indeed, as Table 4.6 shows, 10 of the 14 thernatic 

SIPs are targeting at the local authority or city level rather than more locally. Ho, ýveven there 

are also a small number of SIPs targeting excluded groups at the neighbourhood level, either 
'Ill b 
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via an archipelago or single area-based approach. In Edinburgh, for example, the voutli SIP 
.1 

has chosen to take this archipelago approach to target resources at young people '"ithin 11 
deprived conununities across the city". The small number of thematic SIPs that have chosen 
to focus on deprived neighbourhoods are likely to have done so in order to target resources 
towards the needs of specific social groups based within the most deprived communities. 

Given that the majority of thematic SIPs have chosen to focus attention on excluded groups 

across relatively large spatial areas, the focus on excluded groups occurs at a wider spatial scAe 
than area-based initiatives focusing on deprived neighbourhoods. This thematic focus 

therefore attempts to respond to the view that there are specific social groups who are at risk 

of social exclusion, but do not five in the most deprived urban areas (Spicker 1995). HoX\-e%-er, 

there does remain a spatial focus to the work of thematic SIN whether this is archipelago 
based or city/local authority wide. 

The most notable development with the introduction of thematic SIPs is a concern with the 

needs of people within places. However, it is worth noting that this concern about people is 

also a feature of area-based SIPs, where targeting towards places to address social and 

econon-uc exclusion often either directly or indirectly focus on specific groups within these 

areas. For example, concern to increase local levels of labour market participation may involve 
developing initiatives to address educational attainment levels, long-term unemployment, drug 

misuse or youth unemployment. These initiatives will inevitably target particular groups 
depending on the issue under consideration. By implication then, many of the initiatives that 

are undertaken under the banner of area-based initiatives do not target everyone within the 
local area, rather particular groups and social issues are priontised. Thus, a thematic agenda 
has been undertaken implicitly within area-based programmes prior to the introduction of 

thematic SIPs. The main distinction lies with the fact that area-based SIN are concerned with 

a range of issues at the neighbourhood level, while thematic SIPs are concerned with a range 

of issues affecting a particular excluded group either at the neighbourhood level or within a 

wider spatial scale. However, this distinction is unclear in practice given that there is not a 

clear cut division between the work undertaken by area-based and thematic SIPs. 

I. -, See Table 4.7 for more details on the group focus of thematic SIPs. 
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The Policy Focus on Young People 

Having outlined the location of SIN throughout Scotland and the relationship between 

people and place that emerges when considering the function of area-based and thematic SIPs, 

the final issue to emerge through analysis of the trends emerging through the development of 

the SIP programme relates to the concern to target the exclusion of young people. Tl'us is 
illustrated most explicitly through the emergence of the thematic SIP agenda. As Table 4.7 

shows, 11 of the 14 thematic SIPs in place since 1999 are concerned to target the social 

exclusion of children arid young people as a central priority. 

Table 4.7: Focus of Thematic SIN 

Name of SIP Focus of SIP 'I 

Dundee Young Carers 

Dundee Xplore 

Edmburgh Youth 

FRAE (racial 

equalities) Fife 

Big Step, Glasgow 

Glasgow Anti-Racist 
Alliance (GARA) 

Routes Out, Glasgow 

HigWands & Islands 

Moray YouthStart 

Go, Perth & Kinross 

Scottish Borders 

South Coatbndge 

Tranent, East Lothian 

West Lothian 

Targeting social exclusion and increasing support to young carers (under 
18 years) living in the city. 
Tackling social exclusion of young people (11- 18 years) living in the city. 

Tackling social exclusion of young people (14-21 years) from eleven 
depnved neighbourhoods in the city. 
Aims to tackle extensive social exclusion issues for isolated and 
margmalised black and ethnic nunority conununities in Fife. 
Focuses on improving OPPortunities, services and inclusion for young 
people (15-25 years) leaving care in Glasgow. 

Focuses on combating racism In Glasgow through social inclusion for 

young people from black and ethnic minority communities. 
Focuses on preventing women entering, and supporting women to leave, 

prostitution throughout the city. 
Aims to develop approaches to tackle disadvantage experienced by young 
people (14-25 years) within fourteen identified areas. 
Enabling young people in Moray to become full and active cit1*7-ens while 
addressing the needs of 'vulnerable' young people. 
Prevention of exclusion for young people leaving care throughout Perth 
& Kinross. 

Improving training and employment opportunities for young people (15 - 
25 years) to encourage them to stay In the Borders. 

ReducMg the health gap between residents of South Coatbndgeand the 

rest of North Lanarkshire. 

PromotMg social inclusion of children and young people in Tmnent and 
local high school catchment area. 
Addressing early)-e. u-s (pre-school) needs and support in making tnuisition 
from school to work. 

* \N, 'here age lirnits aromd the youth focus are kno',; vii they are noted above. 
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On closer inspection of the priorities targeted, it seems that while there is some focus on 

children and early interventions, more of the thematic SIPs express direct concern about 
targeting attention towards specific groups of young people. The exact focus of the targeting 

approach adopted vanes between SIPs, with some focusing on youth generally and others 

concerned with specific aspects of youth, such as young people's caring responsibilities, their 

needs as a result of being in care or the experiences of ethnic minority young people. In 

addition, as was noted earlier, thematic SIPs also offer the opportunity to target attention at 

specific groups within either a rural or urban setting. 

In addition to thematic SIPs focusing on the exclusion of children and young people, area- 
based SIPs also highlight the needs of this group through their area-based targeting measures. 
Notably, 15 of the 21 ex-PPA and ex-RPs and 9 of the 12 new area-based SEPs explicitly state 
a concern to target attention to the needs of children and young people within their area 
targeting approach. Because of the wide-ranging programme of work listed as being 

undertaken within the 24 area-based SIPs that cite a concern with targeting attention towards 

children and young people, it is not possible within this discussion to give extensive attention 
to the initiatives that have been outlined. However, in general, the targeting measures in area- 
based SIPs that express concern with the exclusion of children and young people range from 

those that mention (almost in passing) that they -will take account of these groups in their local 

targeting measures, while others outline specific plans to develop extensive progranu-nes of 
work to address issues such as youth unemployment, school attainment, local services for 

young people and pre-school initiatives to support families with young children. Case study 
Box 4.1 gives a flavour of the types of issues that are mentioned, while also illustrating that 
both ex-PPA/RPs and new area-based SIPs are concerned 'With targeting attention towards 

children and young people. 

These examples show that the first two SIPs (the ex-PPA/RPs) outline no specific initiatives 

that they are undertaking to meet the needs of young people; rather the concern is ; A-ith 

ensuring that this group in particular gain from the measures being undertaken at the local 

level. Thus, the concern of these Partnerships is to improve outcomes for young people as 

part of the local community rather than focusing on them as a specific priority group. 
However, the new area-based SIP outlines more concerns about particular forms of exclusion 
facing young people at the community level. The reason for d-iis difference in approach is M'o- 
fold. Firstly, given that the social exclusion approach concentrates on people as well as places, 
focusing on people within the most deprived areas is now likel)- to be recognised, more than 

previously, as an explicit policy focus that SIN should address through theirwork. Second]N-, 
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as was outlined in Chapter 2, the concern with children and young people that has emerged as 

part of the social inclusion policy agenda (and which has been continued under the banner of 
tsocial justice' policy) means that both practitioners and policy-makers are concentrating 
attention on this group. Within t1iis context, ex-PPA/RPs are in a weaker position to draw 

attention to specific priorities relating to specific excluded groups as they win not have had to 
develop this targeting approach in the application for PPA/RP funding M 1996. New SIN, on 
the other hand, both area-based and thematic based, will have been able to frame their 

application around this policy priority. 

Case Study Box 4.1: Area-based SIPs Focusing on Children and Young People 

Throughout their time as a Regeneration Partnership and continuing through to their conversion to 
SIP status, Fife SIP consider their main priority has been to "Improve the chances of children and 
young people avoid[ing] beconung socially excluded as adults". The approach to achieve this end is 
through prioritising of funding projects that target young people and early years work. (Fife Council 

1999) 

Motherwefl North SIP was a PPA and upon conversion to a SIP flagged up their commitment to 
'focusing on children and young people' In their words "the Partnership has placed a high emphasis on 

early intervention to assist young people. This is reflected in the project funding assessment process 

that gives higher priority in determining funding to projects wl-ých 'demonstrate a level of participation 

and an outcome for young people"'. (North Lanarkshire Council 1999) 

Affoa South and East SIP in Clackmannanshire is a new SIP set up in April 1999 with the intention 

of addressing a range of social problems (including high unemployment, low levels of educational 

attainment, high incidences of limiting long-term illness). In order to do this they have chosen to focus 

on specific excluded groups: families and young children; emerging adolescents (transition from 

primary to secondary education); vulnerable young people (young offenders, truants, substance abusers 

etc); and disadvantaged adults (those long term unemployed, low skills/motivation and disabled people 

on benefits). (Clackmannanshire Councd 1999) 

As part of this targeting of young people, a number of themes emerge from analysis of SIP 

documentation. These broadly relate to: 

" Educational attainment. 
" Access to employment and training opportunities. 
" Drug and alcohol misuse. 
" Housing and homelessness. 

" Improving health. 

" Improving communication between young people and adults/ser%, ice agencies. 

" Involvii-ig young people in community fife. 
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Other issues, including crime/offending, unplanned pregnancy and familý- breakdown are also 

priorities, although less centrally so. These priorities are often inter-linked concerns, ývith, for 

example, education, employment and health identified as interdependent causes of exclusion. 
Thus, from analysis of the targeting approach adopted by ex PPA/RPs and new SEPs, 

promoting 'social inclusion' centres on three main priorities: 

Cýpyýýfor anpbyý- educational attainment, training and employment programmes. 
Health and promoting healthy hVMg and drug and alcohol programmes. 

Chic paný'ap*atw'n: promoting better communication between services/local adults and 
young people and linking young people into SIP decision-making. 

These priorities suggest a concern with promoting mutual responsibility between young 

people and adults. This is most explicit through the agenda on 'civic participation' where 

young people are encouraged to engage in dialogue with service providers and local adults to 

play their part in local decision-making. However, the provision of services for young people 

through educational, housing and health prograrnmes also suggest 1 reciprocity between the 

provision of supports that young people are then expected to take up. As noted in Chapter 2, 

this concern with reciprocity and responsibility on the part of 'the excluded' is part of the 

current policy agenda on social inclusion. 

However, in addition, two further motivations for focusing on young people through SIN are 

identified. Firstly, there is a policy coninuitment to target young people in order to avoid later 

problems, which returns to the point made in Chapter 2 about taking a preventative approach 

through 'early interventions' (PAT 12 2000). Many of the activities undertaken by SIPs in 

relation to young people fit within this agenda. For example, initiatives to engage young 

people in education and to address their health needs are aiming to intervene before long-term 

problems set in. Secondly, there is concern about the problems associated with young people 

and the costs to wider society of these problems. This agenda highlights both the fact that 

young people face problems such as homelessness, unemployment and poor health while also 
drawing attention to the fact that young people are themselves a source of problems through, 
for example, their participation in crime and drug misuse (PAT 12 2000). Whether concerned 

with prevention of future problems or current problem 'intervention (either as victim or 

perpetrator) there is a cost element to the motivation for focusing on this group. In relation to 

the preventative approach, the motivation is that early inten-ention will avoid the later 

individual and social costs of poor health, education or unemployment, A, hile the current cost 

to the tLxpayer of the activities of young people is also a cause for concern (PAT 12 2CCO 
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The guidance provided for SIPs at the time of applying for funding (Scottish Office 19980 
does not explicitly request that SIPs focus attention on young people through their intended 

work programme. The reason that so many have chosen to do so is unclear. However, there 

are likely to be two contributory factors that have influenced this focus. The first is that the 

policy steer emerging from the social inclusion agenda, with its express concern about the 

prevention of exclusion and targets to address the needs of children and young people, 
illustrates that Government are profiling children and young people as a priority group who 

are in need of policy interventions. Thus, that so many new SIN have focused on tl-iis group 

through their targeting approach, notably thematic SIPs, suggests an implicit understanding of 

the importance of this policy priority. The second reason, relates to the fact that service 

providers themselves have identified children and young people as a central policy priority. 
Indeed, the consultation undertaken in Scotland in 1998 to assist the Scottish Office with 
developing the strategy to address social exclusion found that respondents identified young 

people as a priority group: 

A broad category of *aig people' uas ida*6ed by the majority of n-sponses as being particular4l 
4 

udwable to social excluswn and also as an appnpiýaw taiget group forfast- track poliqý .... WIxIe 
nizy young pwple make the trxmtwn frmn A&6ood to 1rxkpmcb2t adu&bood wmcatbed, the 
idmtocation of this gmp recogmses that many do not x-id that these years am oAn marked /ý, radia-d 
dwW, intow stress and social cmfisionfor youngp"Ie. (Scottish Office 199 8 b; 3 0) 

The combined policy and practice concern about young people in Scotland, therefore, leads to 

a position where both funders and practitioners share a concern witlý addressing the needs of 

this group for a range of reasons noted previously to relate to the costs to young people 

themselves and to Wider society. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has served to outline the main policy trends to have emerged with the 

introduction of SIPs. Three specific issues were identified as significant to understanding the 

shift in policy and funding with this policy development. Firstly, there has been a continuation 

of a long-held conu-nitment to targeting funding towards deprived urban communities. With 

the introduction of the SIP progranu-ne, Glasgow in particular has seen an increase in the 

number of SIPs and share of the overall budget both in comparison with other cities and "; vith 

other urban areas. However, the concurrent increase in the number of funded Partnerships, 

No definition of 'fast track policy' is , I\eil. but it is likelv to refer to those areas ot' polic\ where 
interventions are likely to see quick results. 
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from 3 PfPs to 13 SIPs, does provide context for this increase in funding; ý\ith the ', ex-PPAs 
in particular still retaining a significant share of the funding provided to the city, while 
thematic SIPs have gained a relatively small share of the funding allocation. This policy 
development has therefore gone some way to acknowledge the levels of deprivation in 
Glasgow relative to other locations in Scotland and through this to both increase the nuniber 
of areas that gain funding and to target more funding towards the most deprived areas in the 

city. 

Secondly, the introduction of the social inclusion policy agenda has "ývidened the targeting 

approach to address the needs of rural and coalfield communities, in addition to areas of 

urban deprivation. This focus does, however, only commands a relatively small proportion of 
the SIP budget; a move that is in line with the relative size of the population living in rural 

communities in Scotland and the small number of SIPs focusing on these areas. That this 
funding source is targeting the needs of rural/coalfield communities is, however, a sigruificant 
development emerging from the policy focus on social inclusion by attempting to 

acknowledge the problems that occur within non-urban areas. Added to this, the introduction 

of thematic SIPs has meant that this funding initiative is also concerned with the exclusion of 

social groups. It is evident that the SIP budget is targeting a much wider range of issues than 

was the case with previous urban policy programmes. As with rural/coalfield SIPs, the share 

of the SIP budget on thematic SIPs is relatively small. That some thematic SIPs are also 

rural/coalfield SIPs means that there is overlap in the funding allocation between these two 

issues; a focus that reduces further the total share of funding allocated to these new initiatives 

relative to the funding targeted towards urban area-based SIPs. 

Thirdly, it has been highlighted that young people have emerged as a central priority within 

the targeting approach adopted by both area-based and thematic SIPs. While the area-based 
SIPs are focusing on these groups as part of their concern with urban deprivation, the 
development of new thematic SIN has exphcitly highlighted the policy and practitioner 

concern with the social exclusion of young people; with 11 of the 14 thematic SIN ldentifý-Mg 

concern with young people as a central priority. The reasons identified for this focus relate in 

part to a need to meet the needs of vulnerable young people to address their problem status 
both within deprived neighbourhoods, and in terms of the wider social costs of ), oung 

people's problematic behaviour. 

The relevance of the policy focus taken within SIN to this study relates in pan to the explicit 
development of a policy conunitment to focusing attention on people, "Aithin and bey0ild the 

rriost deprived neighbourhoods. In particular, this polio- prognu-nme bnngs -, \-ith it an explicit 



focus on young people that provides clarification of the policy concern "ith addressing the 

social exclusion of this group through both area-based and thematic targeting measures. With 

this policy context in place, Chapter 5 now turns attention to the methodology employed in 
developing and taking forward this study. 
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Chapter 5: Methodology 

Introduction 

Having In Chapter 4 outlined general information on the SIP programme by presentuil-, 

primary data on the development of this programme, attention here turns to the methodolop, 

involved in taking forward this study. There are five issues outlined in this discussion that are 

of importance to understanding the development and progress of this study: the first Mro 

relating to the context within whdch the study has been taken forward; and the latter three 

relating to the stages through which the study has gone from start to finish. 

Firstly, attention is given to the philosophical 'influences underpinning this studywhere it is 

argued that a realist ontological and epistemological framework offers a useful approach to 

researching SIPs within their social and political setting. Secondly, the decision to undertake a 

case study approach is outlined in order to illustrate the value of this methodological approach 
for answering the questions of interest. Thirdly, the first of the three stages of the research 

process is presented, where attention is given to the development of the study in the first year 

through the review work undertaken, the analysis of SIP data and the selection of the case 

study SIPs which helped to frame understanding of the context of this study prior to starting 
fieldwork. The second stage of the study is shown to focus on data collection undertaken to 

progress the research through from a theoretical to an empirical study, using SIP annual 

reports, interviews with a range of stakeholders, both inside the case study SIPs and beyond, 

and observation of SIP meetings/events to infon-n the study. Finally, the third stage of the 

research is shown to focus on outlining a range of practical issues relating to the management 

of the research process, including formally exiting the field, management and analysis of data 

and ethical use of the interview data. In setting out these five themes, the 'intention is to offer 

a picture of the various issues of relevance to progressing this research and the stages gone 

through in undertaking this study. 

A Philosophical Perspective on Social Research 

A body of literature exists which explores the relevance of philosophy to the process of 

conducting social science research (see, for example, Williams & May 1996, Hollis 1994). The 

main strands of thinking on this issue have tended to highlight contrasts between empiricism 

or idealism as the main ontological positions May 1993), and interpretivism or positivism is 

the i-nain epistemological positions (Sarantakos 1994). This dichotomy is to some extent 

rrusleading as research is often influenced by more than one approach (see Guba & Lincoln 

1998). In contrast to these perspectives, 7ralign offers an alternative perspective for pursuing 



social research (Sayer 1992). It is this position that underpins the philosophical perspect,,, -, 
taken within this study, and which is briefly outlined below. 

In setting out this position, it is important to stress that, while realism has offered a useful 
ontological and epistemological perspective for understanding the research area studied; this 
thesis it not intended to offer a realist theory of social inclusion. Rather, realism provides a 
pl-iilosophical perspective from which to explore the influences that underpinned my approach 
to data collection and analysis. 

A Realist PhiLWhy 

In both ontological and epistemological terms, realism provides an alternative to, first, 

empincist/positivist approaches, wl-Lh promote the view that there is an objective 
measurable world that research can observe and, therefore, 'know' (Bulmer 1982) regardless of 
people's interaction with it; and, second, ideahst/interpretivist approaches, which propose that 

we can only know what is perceived (Unwin 1992), with the role of research being to explore 
those perceptions (Bryman 1988). In contrast, realism proposes that there is a real social world 
that exists independent of our knowledge of it (Sayer 1992), but that, 'in addition, 'the 
knowledge that people have of their social world affects their behaviour [within ifl' (May 1993; 
7). 

Through this perspective, It is argued that the social world is made up of a set of mechanisms 

and constraints witl-iin which individuals take action, whether they are aware of these 

mechanisms or not, but that the actions of individuals also shape and reinforce these 

mechanisms and constraints (Sayer 1992). This acknowledgement of structural mechaniisms 

and the interplay with human agency draws links between realism and 'structuration theory' 
(see Cohen 1989; Stones 2001). As Cohen states: 

Stmcwration theory IS thorwghý consist" with this post positiustVieW of the nature o2d o4atiEvs of 
untok*, al iiýts. 7he stnicturationist ontokg 15 addmsed exclusiudy to the constittaix Potf nfids 
of social life the 96WIX hmnan capacities xidfundxwzial conditions tbym* uhich the cuum x7d 
ouxams of so" processes x-id ewz am generated and shaped in the mwufold uay in uhi& this can 
oaur. (Cohen 1989; 17) 

The realist approach, therefore, offers a view of the world that acknowledges the interplay 
between internal (subjective) features of action and external (objective) features of society 
(Layder 1994) and the influences that each have on the other. In epistemological terms, this 

means that realism goes beyond focusing purely on either perceptions (as with interpretivism) 

or observations (as ; A-ith positivism) to explore the relationships between people and their 

socialworld. 
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A realist perspective on social science research provides a useful perspective from which to 

undertake data col. lection and analysis through an understanding of factors relating to hw-nan 

agency and perceptions, while also acknowledging potentially unobservable structural factors 

that constrain and frame the way that the world is understood and interacted ',; vith. As such, 

realism has aHowed me to use ýý processes of interpretation to explore indiN-idual's 

unique perceptions and experiences (Sarantakos 1994), while using da&cnýx elements of theory 
(Sarantakos 1994) to built a. fuller picture of the social setting being researched. As Cloke 
(1991; 143) notes: 

... j. ust bxause the access of indiuýUs to d)eir oun social uvV& cannot but take place thm4 dxir 
oun woprutiwpnxesses, it cannot be asstaned d3at mwTmTaam andundenianc&zg am all d"t exist 
in sociý. Stmaura in society am producffi x7d reproducai pardy týý the mtopmwiom gran to 
than by bwm agmts, but d)ey am also produ: cwl and npmducai by daTer causes, ubicb are not 
aheays raxgýzised by d)m agmts 

Through a 'critical realist' perspective (Bhaskar 1989) the researcher is argued to be politically 

engaged when studying the social world (Williams & May 1996). As such, this perspective 

informs my approach to researching Social Inclusion Partnerships within their policy and 

practice setting. The dualism between structures and individual perceptions outlined above 

provides a useful framework for understanding the policy setting within which this research 
takes place (Gilbert 2001). For example, at a structural level, policy and practice take place 

within a specific political and social setting within which a range of potentially unobservable 

mechanisms exist, for example, in relation to power, ownership of infort-nation, and unspoken 

political agendas. This is particularly pertinent within a policy based study, where the policy 

rhetoric of 'inclusion' may, as was argued in Chapter 2, disguise or distract from the 

underlying motivation of the policy programme, whether people expressly perceive or 

acknowledge this distinction between rhetoric and reality. 

Developing the Research Focus 

Sekazýzg Qualitatiw Medx)ds: A case su&ly apprw& 

It was noted in Chapter 1 that the central aim of this study has been to compare the 

approaches taken within the case study SIPs, one area-based and one thernatic, to work 

towards achieving social inclusion of young people. Because of the nature of the questions of 

interest (see Chapter 1), a qualitative study offered the most approphate approach to 

investigating these issues, 'vý-hile a case study approach allm\-ed in-depth exploration of the 

studý- area. This 'intensive' approach is argued by Sayer (1992) to offer particular benefits in 

relation to realist influenced research as: "the primary research questions concern ho,, A- some 
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causal process works out in a particular case or limited number of cases" (p. 
-24-'); thus 

aflowing potential to study individual agents within thei. causal contexts (Sayer 1992). Gi 1 Lr - iven 

that a realist perspective means identifying a set of causal relations and looking for 

explanations for the production of certain events, qualitative methods facilitate this process; 

quantitative or 'extensive' approaches, on the other hand, lack this explanatory element (Sayer 

1992). 

The decision to pursue a case study approach was further reinforced by the opportunities 

afforded to use different data collection tools to gather information. As Robson (1994; 146) 

states, a case study methodology is "a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical 

investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using 
multiple sources of evidence". A case study approach, therefore, offers a useful way of 

gathering detailed information on the cases in question, and through this 'triangulation' of 

methods, and of data sources (in particular through interviews with different groups) can 

allow greater reliability of data through one source of data reinforcing the information 

collected through other methods of respondents (Robson 1994). 

This multi-method approach has a number of advantages over other forms of data collection 

and these justify its choice wid-iin this research project. The first is an ability to provide 
detailed information around the specific cases; the resultant 'thick description' (Guba & 

Lincoln 1981) that can be provided, helps to understand complex themes and theoretical 

issues within a limited number of cases. The second advantage of the case study approach is 
that it allows detailed analysis of the political, economic and social framework surrounding the 

case studies (Mannetto 1999), further reinforcing the relevance of a realist perspective in this 

study. The third advantage, in particular for small-scale doctoral studies of this type, is that a 

small number of case studies provide a manageable way of collecting detailed (and potentially 

rich) data with only limited resources (Bell 1993). 

The main limitation of a case study approach, with its focus on qualitative methods, is the lack 

of ability to generalise the data collected. As Sayer (1992; 243) notes: "actual concrete patterns 

and contingent relations are unlikely to be 'representative', average or generalisable". 'Mat 

said, Williams (2000) argues that generalisation within qualitative studies is possible if the 
focus is not on statistical generalisation, which assume that all cases are the same as the 

sample, but on creating 'moderatum' generalisations ýVilliams 2000; 215). As Bryman (1988; 

90) explains: "the issue should be couched in terms of generatizability of cases to theoretical 

positions rather than to populations or universes". Thus, lextrapolations' (Sch, ý%, andt 1997; 58) 

can be made where in-depth analý-sls of particular cases are assumed to apply within ývider 



social settings using 'speculative generalisations' (Williams 20CO; 212 is I ). For the purposes of t1ii 

study, bei. ng informed by this concept of extrapolation, within a realist perspectV, -e, offers a 
framework through which to link the deductive elements of literature and policy analysis ývitli 

the inductive elements of data collection, and through this to suggest ; 6der theoretical and 

policy implications of the practices evident within the case study SIPs. 

Progressing the Research 

There were three key inputs to progressing this research between its start in October 1999 and 
its completion in 2003; each of which are discussed more fully below. The first stage in%'olved 
an extensive literature and document review, which was to assist With understanding the 

research field 
, identify the central research questions and provide information to Mform the 

selection of, while also building a picture of, the case study SIPs. The second stage involved 
data collection relating to the case study SIN in order to build a picture of their practices and 
the perceptions of those involved with them. The third stage of the research involved the data 

analysis and writing of the thesis. Each of these three stages of the research are explored in 
detail in order to provide a fuller picture of the approach that was taken and the objectives of 

using these methods. 

It is worth highlighting here that, while there is an attempt to draw a time-Ime during which 

particular events occurred, this is not to suggest that each element of the study occurred 
discretely from the others. For example, as will be noted below, the collection of documentary 

evidence on the case study SIPs was undertaken at key stages of the research: to build a 

picture of their priorities, to gather background information on their work during the 
fieldwork stages, and to clarify their progress over time when undertaking the final stages of 

analysis. Thus, while there were elements of the research that occurred at discrete points in 

time, notably the primary data collection, there was also inevitably an overlap between 

activities. As fits with a realist perspective, this also allowed movement between theory and 

empirical data, and back again as analysis of the data evolved. 

Stage One: Setting the Scene 

Li teratumlPolicy R emv 

In developing this research in the early stages, the aim was to get a picture of the setting 

witl-iin wlýiich this study was occurring. This involved firstly revievi-ng the theoretical and 

policy documentation thatwas available in order to understand the contextual and theoretical 
debates that would inforrn the research questions taken for, ývard. There Nvere two elements to 

this literature/document i-eview. Firstly, there ý\, as an extensive hterature uid policý' 
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documentation published on social exclusion (presented in Chapter 2). Secondly, hterature and 
policy documents relating to the theoretical and policy context of debates on urban policy 
leading up to the introduction of the SIP programme was also reviewed (presented in Chapter 
3). 

SeZxting the Case Suidy SIPs 

Having undertaken the literature and policy review, the next task was to the gather a fuller 

picture of the SIP programme as this was emerging in practice in order to select the SIPs that 

would be involved in the study. To mforin tl-ýs process, unpublished data from the Scottish 
Executive was accessed which provided information on the number, location and focus taken 
by the 47 SIPs that received funding from April 1999'. This data, which was presented in 
Chapter 4, provided a picture of the SIP programme and informed the selection of the case 
study SIPs. Based on this information, three issues steered the decision over which SIPs to 

involve in the study. 

First, given the limited resources available within a doctoral research study, to facilitate 

manageability this could inevitably only be a small-scale study. A small-scale study would also 
be consistent with a realist perspective, given the emphasis on 'intensive' rather than 
(extensive' data collection. Thus, the decision was made that only two SIPs would be involved 

and that both would be new SIPs that had received funding from April 1999, rather than 

those that had converted from Programme for Partnership. This meant that both SIN would 
be at the same stage in their development; a decision made in order to facilitate comparison. 

Second it was agreed that the study would focus on Glasgow. This was partly a pragmatic 

choice, as Glasgow was the city where I was studying and to conduct fieldwork there would 

minimise fieldwork costs. However, in addition there was also a practical issue in that, as was 

noted in Chapter 4, Glasgow contains by far the largest number of SIPs. As it was decided 

that both SIN should be based in the same locality in order to increase ease of comparison, 
Glasgow offered the largest choice of thematic and area-based SIN from which to make a 
localised selection. 

Third, the specific decision to choose Dnimchapel SIP (as the area-based SIP) and the Big 

Step (as the thematic SIP) ý\-as made based on the evidence, presented in Chapter 4, that most 
of the thematic SIPs were concerned with young people. With that focus in mind, iiid its 

I This consisted of data on the focus of the SIPs (ývhether area based or thematic), the priorities for theirv. -ork, 
the size of the population covered by the SIP, the number of vears funding was provided for and funding 
allocations over the period 1998 to 2001102. 
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relevance to the wider policy concern with young people that was noted in Chapter 2, this 
meant that the youth focus of the Big Step made this a natural choice. From that, analysis of 
Glasgow area-based SIP priorities showed that only Drumchapel SIP and Greater Pollok SIP 

were concerned with youth issues as part of their area focus. The selection of Drumchapel SIP 

was made, again, on pragmatic grounds, as the partnership manager 'N-as known to nly 
academic department and was willing to facihtate access to the SIP. 

Having selected the case study SIPs, one further stage in the document analysis , vas 
undertaken before taking forward the fieldwork in addition, to the documentation provided 

which outlined the overarching focus of the 47 SIPs, as a central component of their 

application for SIP status, each SIP had produced a 'strategy document" which outlined their 

alms and intended approach, as well as a range of other contextual information relating to the 

structures of the partnerships and funding requested. Having this information prior to 

entering the field both allowed fuller understanding of the focus of the case study SIPs, and 
also provided a contextual picture that would assist with later analysis of the practices of the 

case study SIPs at the time of this study (when the SIN were between 18 months and 2112 

years into their funding cycle). DetaAs of this stage in the research are presented in Chapter 6. 

Gaining A ccess to the SIPs 

Having, *in principle, chosen the two SIPs to take part, formal access was stifl to be agreed. 
During the decision-making over which SIPs to select, informal contact was made with both 

of the SIP partnership managers In order to request that the SIP partners may allow me to 

undertake the research. Both partnership managers had agreed that they would be wdling to 
facilitate access to the SIPs, and to act as gatekeepers, but that it would be the SIP partners 
that would make the final decision over whether access would be allowed. Once the request 
was made, the partners on both SIP Boards agreed access. At this stage, it was confirmed that 
the partnership managers would function as the gatekeepers in accessing the SIPs. 

The role of the partnership managers as gatekeepers was integral to my ongoing contact with 
the case study SIPs. This allowed me access to SIP documentation, contact'ý\, ith SIP partners 

and access to meetings and other SIP activities. This gatekeeper role, therefore, '; ý%-as N'. 1luable 

in facil-itating the flow of this study in terms of access to the partners, to information and, 

iis process in Cliapter 6. In summary, after inviting expressions of interest rom potential S111,,, 2 More is said on tl i Z") 
those that were being considered for SIP funding were then invited to submit fill Implementation Plans, which 

-c as the strategic plan for the SIPs and which their progress 'would be ineasured against on -in annual , vou. ld ser-, 
basis. It is these documentswhich inform the discussion presented in Chapter 6. 
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perhaps most importantly, provided me with an informal point of contact 'with the SIPs o'%-er 
the period of the research. 

Stage Two: Progressing the fieldwork 

Having clarified the questions of interest and identified the case study SIN that would provide 
the empirical data, the second stage of the research (occurring mainly between October -'ý"-)O 
and September 2001) involved collecting further information on the case study SIPs in order 
to build a 'rich' picture of the practices within them. TI-iis involved: 

0 analysis of SIP annual reports; 
0 interviews with SIP stakeholders and 'experts'; 

m observation of SIP meetings/events. 

Each of these methods are reflected upon in order to clarify the intended auns and approach 
taken, as weU as the strengths and limitations that emerge from these methods. 

Doaonmwry Evidexe 

Juns 

In addition to the background context that was provided through reviewing the SIPs' 

Implementation Plans, the SIP annual reports (published each year in June, starting in June 

2000) were reviewed as part of the case study analysis. Throughout the course of data 

collection and analysis, this data source helped to frame my understanding of the progress of 
the Partnersfýips over time. As such, the annual reports provided a useful source of readily 

available data on the SIPs at various stages of the research from starting in late 1999 until 2002 

when undertaking analysis and writing up. 

Ap 

SIP annual reports for the period April 1999-March 2002 were reviewed as an integral pmi of 

the data collection process. In total six annual reports were reviewed: 

Drumchapel SIP: annual reports for 1999/2000,2000/01,2001/02 

the Big Step: annual reports for 1999/2000,2000101,2001/02 

st 

The benefits of this documentary source relate to two issues. First, having this data is a useful 

way of gathering infon-nation quickly and easily about the SIPs and so pre-'-ented me using 

tirne in interviews to gather descriptive information about the SIPs. Second, analysis of annual 

reports over time assists with understanding the progress made by the SIPs. Thus, by 
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following the evolution of the SIPs over this three-year period from their original 
Implementation Plan (discussed in Chapter 6) to their third annual report (to March 21CO'21) it is 

possible to see where changes that have occurred. 

L irn 

Inevitably, these reports only publish what the SIP wish to report about their activities. The 

potential limitations of this are two-fold. First, the reports tend to focus on "N, hat has been 
done in a relatively unproblematic way. This is unsurprising given that the reports are going to 
their funder (the Scottish Executive) and, therefore, will promote the successes and 
achievements. However, for my purposes it limited the value of these documents to merely 
information sources on what was being done, while reading between the lines for what was 
not being done. Second, these documents only report on what activities the Partnership has 

taken part in, they thus do not allow access to what partners think about the work programme 
or how things are being done. This method therefore only serves to support other approaches, 
in this case interviews and observation within SIPs. 

Inteý 

Interviewing is a widely used method of data collection (Fielding 1993). WHe a range of 

approaches to interviewing are available, from very open unstructured dialogue to very formal 

clearly defined questioning administered in a systematic and ordered fashion (Cook & Crang 

1995), neither of these extremes provide the opportunity to explore the deductive elements of 

theory-testing alongside the inductive elements of individual perceptions. Again, a realist 

perspective on research means that senu-structured interviews are the best way of allowing the 

opportunity to discuss and explore the theoretical issues of interest, while not precluding the 

views of the respondent on issues that they identify as of relevance to the topic. 

UsMg this semi-structured approach, interviews were undertaken with a range of stakeholders, 

including those involved with the two case study SIPs and a range of 'experts' who were able 

to provide wider context on the policy surrounding the case study SIPs. A total of 52 

respondents were interviewed between October 2000 and May 2001' with all interviews tape- 

recorded and fully transcribed'. Interviews were the main data collection tool in terms of 

prim. ary data to inform. this study. The documentary evidence mentioned above frames thi,, 

While this timetable is accurate in terrns of the 52 main interviews, there are m-o ad(fitional sets of inten-ie, ý%*s 
that are also discussed in this section: key informant intervie-, ý%-s N6th partnership managers ui July 20CO and 
second interviews -, vith partnership managers in September 2001. 
4 More NNU be said on the use of the data col-lected through interviews and other rnethods later in this chapter. 
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through descriptive information about the activities and priorities of the SIPs, while the 

observations, discussed later in this chapter, support and clariý'the data collected in inteme',; %-. 
There were several discrete groups interviewed throughout the course of the fieldwork and at 
key staged, each of these is now discussed. 

Kf, y Informant Interviews with Partnership Manage rs 

A im 

As part of the preliminary work undertaken to build information on the case study SIN 

before formal fieldwork started in October 2000, key informant interviews were undertaken 

with the two partnership managers in July 2000. These served to provide a background picture 

of the case study SIN in tenns of their approach and the progress that made during their first 

year of practice'. Having identified a number of research questions at this stage through the 
literature review and documentary analysis undertaken, this discussion allowed me to test my 

questions for relevance. From this I modified and developed my interview schedule before 

starting data collection in October 2000. The information provided by the partnership 

managers at this stage also allowed me to incorporate further issues that I had not previously 

identified, but which were pertinent to the work of the case study SIPs. 

Ap 

A serni-structured interview was undertaken around my research themes. This became an 

open discussion exploring issues I thought were relevant and others which were identified 

through the information the partnersl-iip managers provided. At this stage of the research I did 

not tape record our discussion, preferring instead to take notes of main themes and ideas that 

emerged from this setting. The decision not to record these key Mformant interviews was 

made for two reasons. Firstly, the aim was to gather background mfon-nation, much of which 

would be descriptive, so I did not require a transcript. Secondly, I wanted to offer an 

opportunity to discuss issues informally. The partnership managers were also informed at this 

time that they would be interviewed formally at a later date as part of the data collection 

involving staff and partners witl-iin the case study SIPs. 

S 

This initial key informant role played by partnership managers'ývas invaluable in allowing me 

to gather detailed information on the issues of importance , ývithin these SIPs. Talking 

informally with them about the SIPs provided richer understanding of the SIN than the 
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documentary evidence had been able to. In addition, 'off the record' comments on the 

particular dynamics within these SIPs, notably around partner relations and their imp. icted on 

the SIPs, were also highlighted which, although confidential, helped me to understaild the 

setting I would be researching. 

L irn 

In the course of our discussions, the partnership managers 'inevitably raised issues of relevance 

to my research. This being a preliminary confidential discussion meant I was not in a position 

to use this information. The main problem this raised was, when they were interviewed as part 

of the main interview data collection, we had to go back over ground covered at this earlier 
discussion. This seemed an inefficient way to collect information, and had I taped the key 

informant interview we would not have needed to repeat this discussion. Having said that, I 

felt that the key informant interview should be an information gathering exercise that allowed 

confidential discussion and clarification of background information. Overall, then, the lirrUts 

of not taping these interviews was outweighed by the opportunity afforded to get a clearer 

picture of the SIPs' practice before formally undertaking data collection with SIP partners and 

staff. 

Interviews with Case Study Staff and Partners 

A 

These interviews served as the principal form of data collection used to answer the majority of 

the research questions, specifically those relating to the role and practice of SIPs. Agency 

partners, SIP staff and community representatives -were the best people to inform me on many 

of these issues due to their proximity to the SIPs. They could also provide perspectives on the 

SIPs role relating to involving young people in the SIPs, which were compared -ý\Iith the vie'Ws 

of young people on this issue. The majority of these 37 interviews were conducted between 

October 2000 and February 2001. 

A 

All interviews involved a semi-structured approach as outlined previously. While all 

respondents were interviewed using the schedule outlined in Appendix 5, there was a range of 

representation amongst this group. The following three headings are given in order to present 

the data from different groups within the data chapters that follow: 

Both SIN had been operational for about a year at this time. 
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a agency partners 
a community representatives 
m SIP officers 

The latter two groupings are relatively unproblematic. However, 'agency partners' is used to 

refer to representatives from a range of public sector settings, as corresponds ývith the 

membership of the SIP Boards'. Later discussions on the ethical use of intervie,; v data explain 
the reasons for using this term to refer to a wide range of public sector representatives, where 
it is argued that this approach offers an appropriate level of anonymity of inclividual views 
when presenting quotes from respondents. How this approach responds to the need to 

occasionally identify the perspective from which the view comes, rather than from 'which SIP 

the view came, is also explained in that discussion. 

While the same questions were asked of all three groupings, there was awareness that within 
the overall grouping some respondents would have particular strengths relating to specific 
issues relevant to their role or perspective. Interviews with these groups took on average 
between 60-90 minutes depending on the availability of the respondents and the level of detail 

that they were able to give on the issues of relevance to the study. 

Figure 5.1: Interviews with Case Study Staff and Partners 

the Big Step Drumchapel SIP 

Board members (from agencies) 11 6 

Sub-group members (from agencies) 34 

Community/voluntary sector representatives 5 

Staff 53 

Total 19 18 

These participants were the first to be interviewed. I initially contacted every adult member of 

the Partnership Board from both Partnerships (the interviews with young people are discussed 

separately). Only one Board member from one SIP was not able to take part. Figure 5.1 above 

outlines the details relating to the interviewees in this group. Because of the larger agency 

representation on the Board at the Big Step compared with Drumchapel SIP, the number of 

agency respondents within tl-iis SIP was greater. However, in place of this there wel-e i number 

of community/local voluntary sector representatives In Drumchapel SIP. 

6Chapter 6 provides more information on the representations on the SIT' Boards at the tUne of this study. 
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This wide range of SIP stakeholders was interviewed in order to provide Niews from a range 

of perspectives relevant to the representation of those on the SIP Boards, while also including 

a small number of respondents who were involved in the SIPs but within the sub-groups -. 

The decision over who should be selected to participate from the sub-groups ý%-as pard), 

influenced by advice from the partnersl-ýp managers, where they felt that particular individuals 

would have something useful to contribute to the study. However, this 'purposive' sampling 

method was also informed by my attendance at meetings where I met people that I felt ý%-ould 

offer an interesting perspective to the study. For example, agencies that were not present at 

the Board level or particular individuals who seemed critical of the SIPs were invited to give 

their views. Within each SIP, three individuals from the sub-groups were interviewed. 
Between the two SIPs a further three individuals were invited to participate but declined to do 

so'. The reasons for only selecting a small number of respondents from the sub-groups relate 

in part to the fact that many people who were selected through their membership of the SIP 

Board were also present within the sub-groups, which meant that their views had already been 

collected. Further, it became evident that the same views were emerging from the sub-group 

members as from those on the SIP Boards, thus there reached a saturation point where no 

significant new data was collected. 

S- 

Overall, these interviews provided a significant amount of the data relevant to understanding 

the work of the SIPs. A number of central and emerging issues were explored and the 
differing perspectives between different partners were both identified and investigated. The 

role performed by partners and staff and their individual beliefs about the positioning and 

potential achievements of the Partnerships were explored through the interview setting. The 

senu-structured approach also allowed the differing interests and areas of expertise of ,, -arious 

participants to be addressed through not imposing too strict a structure on the questioning. I 

believe that each of the three types of respondent in this section added a different perspectiVe 

on the issues investigated. The realist position offers a useful framework for analysis of the 

data collected from these different groups through a recognition of the external mechanisms 

that exist and frame the particular perceptions of particular groups. 

7As is noted in Chapter 6 both SIN had sub-groups that took fomrard the thematic priorities of the SIPs. The 

respondents from this group were all agencý- representatives, but from agencies not represented on the SIP Board 

or from a different part of the organisation e. g. different palts of Glasgow City Council. 

The reasons for this related to lack of availability e. g. moving on to another post, or too busy/not ý, vding. 
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Lim ** 

There was no particular difficulty or limitation of using this approach beyond the usual 
limitations of interviewing in terms of the subjectivity of respondents and the resultant effect 

on the data collected (Bryman 2001). The limits of this method were balanced by having 

different methods of data collection to call up to support and reinforce the 'information 

collected from specific sources. Indeed, these interviews were integral to understanding the 

work of the case study SIPs and the perceptions of the individuals who were participating in 

this setting. 

Group Interviews with YounV, PeQple 

A 

Involving young people in the data collection was an integral element of the study, given their 

relevance to the focus of this research. HavMg asked adult respondents their views on the 
SIPs, young people's views were also sought on this issue. Further, as adult SIP respondents 
had been asked their views on the involvement of young people, it was appropriate to also 

give young people the chance to present their views on these issues. 

The interviews with young people took place towards the end of the fieldwork period 
(between February and April 2001). The reason for this was that I hoped that some of what I 

had learrit about the SIPs from talking to partners and staff, and from observing SIP activities 
(see below for more on this), would mform how I went about asking questions of young 

people. 

Taking advice from youth workers involved with both partnerships, it was agreed that I would 

interview young people in a group rather than individually. The reasons given for this 

approach were that they would potentially feel more comfortable about this form of meeting 

and it would allow me to gather the views of more young people easily (Barbour & Kitzinger 

1999). Figure 5.2 (overleaf) outlines general details on the four group interviews undertaken 

with young people within the two SIPs. 

The young people inten-iewed were those who took part in Board meetings or 'ývhere present 

in other fon-nal settings in the SIPs. The small number of respondents in this group, 12 in 

total, relates to the small number of young people who'ý%rere participating in these SIPs at the 

time of data collection. At that tirrie, two young people participated in the Drumchapel SIP 

Board and between three and four at the Big Step Bo. ird; all of A-hom were 1 rivited to tak- e part 
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in the interviews. In relation to the other youth groups associated with the SIPs, at the time of 
data collection the Big Step had only recently restarted their youth group so the number of 
young people participating was still low (approximately six or seven, most of whomwere -also 
involved with the SIP Board). In Drumchapel SIP, the youth sub-group had a relatively large 

membership of young people (about 15) but the number that participated regularly was lower 
(around 6 at each meeting, not including the two young people from the SIP Board)". The 

number of young people who opted-M to the study reflects those willing to be interviewed. 
Issues relating to representation in terms of age and gender were not directly relevant to the 
selection of young people as the sample number was so low. The age variation between the 
SIPs noted in Figure 5.2 is explained in Chapter 10 when discussing youth *involvement in the 

case study SlPs. 

Figure 5.2: Group Interviews with Young People 
SIP Group No. of respondents Gender Age 

The Big Step SIP Board 3 Male 20-25 

Drumchapel SIP SIP Board 2 Female 18-19 

The Big Step Youth Group 2 Female 18-21 

Drumchapel SIP Youth sub-group Mixed 14-15 

The questions asked of young people differed slightly from those asked of adult respondents 

inside the SIPs (see Appendix 6 for an outline of the topic guide). This was partly in response 

to a wish to explore slightly different issues than those asked of adults. For example, I was less 

concerned with getting their perspective on the framework for working (e. g. around strategic 

working practices) and more concerned with what they perceived as gaining from their 

involvement in the SIPs and what they thought their role was within that setting. This data 

was intended to offer the perspective of young people on their involvement in the SIN (an 

issue which is explored in Chapter 10). This approach was also intended to ensure that the 

questions asked of young people were those that young people rruight feel able to answer and 

which were relevant to their involvement in the SIPs. 

9 Further discussion on the number of young people participating in the SEPs is presented in Chapter K. 
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The young people who took part M the interviews provided a valuable perspecti"Ve on their 

involvement and perceptions of the case study SIN that balanced the adult views and 

provided a particular perspective of value to this study. For example, young people did not 

always hold the same view of the SIPs as that expressed by adults These intervie, ývs 'ý%-ere 

generally shorter, around 40 minutes rather than around 60-90 rninutes as "; vith staff and 

partners. However, this seemed an appropriate time to cover the issues of interest to the 

young people and for my purposes. Overall, having this perspective in the study has enriched 
the data, in particular relating to young people's perspectives on the youth involvement agenda 
(discussed further in Chapter 10). 

Lin 

The main limitation of this method came from the trade-off made in deciding to pursue 

interviews in a group setting with this group rather than one-to-one, as was the case with adult 

respondents. While one-to-one interviews may have offered more detailed information from 

individual young people, the general feeling was that young people would find the group 

setting more relaxed and easier to engage with (Barbour & Kitsinger 1999). It also served to 

make the discussion flow easily. Thus, regardless of the trade-off made, the benefits of 

speaking to young people in a group in terms of them having mutual support was felt to be 

most beneficial for their involvement. 

Interviews with External Practitioners and Policy-Makers 

A 

In addition to gathering views from people inside the case study SIPs, I felt it was important 
to get Views on the SIP policy agenda more generally from a number of people beyond the 

two case study SIPs. The aim of so doing was to allow Wider understanding of the context of 

the policy and practice setting within which the case study SIPs were operating. Some 

respondents in this group were also in a position to offer information on the policy and 

practice developments leading up to the introduction of SIPs in 1999 and therefore were able 

to offer useful historical context on this policy programme. 

Ap 

The decision on who to invite to participate in the element of the data collection was in part 

informed by suggestions from academic colleagues in the Department of Urban Studies and 
by my non-acadenuc supervisor within the Scottish Executive. It is within this particular 
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cohort that the purposive sampling approach was of most value as it 'was important to select 
respondents who would have an interest and information on the policy context of social 
inclusion policy in Scotland and/or involvement in the SIP agenda to inform and', A-1den the 
scope of this study. The 15 interviews with this group of respondents largel)- took place 
towards the end of the main fieldwork period (between February and Ma), 200 , 1) 1 2, -, . In so doing, 

the intention was that these interviews would contextualise and enrich the information that I 
had gathered from inside the case study SIPs. The choice over who to involve in this part of 
the study was partly motivated by a wish to gather more specialist information that wis not 
widely available, and was also intended to provide information on the wider context within 
which the case study SIPs were operating. The list in Figure 5.3 sets out the ovei-Al 
representation within this group. 

Due to the expertise of many of these respondents, the questions explored in interview vaned 
widely depending on the contributions that each respondent was able to make to the study. 
The same overal-I themes were explored in tenns of the policy setting of SIPs, but these 
interviews did not focus in the main on the specific work programme of the two case study 
SIN as most respondents were not in a position to discuss these particular SIPs. Rather the 
contribution of this group to the study was to fill gaps in knowledge not available inside the 
case study SIPs and to further understand the policy context within which SIN were working. 
Most of these interviews lasted between 60-90 minutes. 

Figure 5.3: Interviews with External Representatives 

Organisation/Sector represented: 

Scottish Executive (senior civil servants) 

Scottish Social Inclusion Network (SSK members" 

Glasgow Alliance (officers) 

Glasgow City Council (senior official) 

Other 'experts' 11 

Other (youth focused) SIPs (partnership managers) 

No. of representatives 

4 

3 

10 SSIN is an advisory group of extemal 'experts'who work to the Scottish Executive. The SSIN was set up in 
1998 to advise on the development of social exclusion policy and,, A-, is responsible for selection of the S11's that 
received ftinding from 1999. The 3 respondents from the SSN wei-c all from voluntar-ý- sector organisations, two 
national and one locally based. 

II This grouping included the vieNvs of individuals from a Scottish think-tank, a national young people's voluntary 
sector- organisation and a Scottish agencý, working to encourage links between SIN and the pnv. ite sector. In the 
data chaptei-s, these individuals are identified by the tide 'other expert' nither than a more specific title. To name 
the organisations would potentially identifý, the individuals involved. 
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The representation of these respondents within these headings is intended to strike the 
balance between illustrating the organisational perspective being given and the wish to 

maintain a level of anonymity of the individuals who participated in the study. As such, the 

quotations in the data chapters from these groups are cited under these general headings in 
order to reduce potential for identification of individuals. 

The gains of these interviews far exceeded what I expected from them. While I undertook this 

element of the research expecting to gather useful information, the expertise of many of these 

respondents on previous urban policy programmes (notably New Life Partnerships) and the 

wider social inclusion policy context (notably relating to Scotland) provided much richer and 

more detailed infon-nation than anticipated. That the information and expertise held by some 

respondents in this sample was not widely available, and certainly Is not published, became 

increasingly clear as these interviews progressed. 

Speaking to many of these participants after the other interviews had been largely completed 

meant that I had a much clearer idea of the role SIPs performed; I therefore found It easier to 

see how Wider perspectives fitted witl-ýn tl-ýs framework. I also think having the fuller 

knowledge of the case study SIPs in place meant that I was better able to explore complex 

issues with this group In a way I would not have had the same level of knowledge to do earlier 

in the fieldwork period. 

Lýn 

There were no limitations with this method other than those noted previously as relating to 

the general limitations of interviewing as a data col-lectiOn method. Indeed, as noted above, the 

rich data collected through this method added significant levels of relevant information to 

understanding the wider policy setting within which the case study SIPs were working. 

However, one issue that did emerge more with this group than with others iii the interview 

setting related to the use of 'off the record' comments and, on occasion, providing further 

clarification on potentially controversial subjects once the interview had ended and the tape 

-,, as turned off. While some agency representatives within the SIN did similarly, this group 

were much more inclined to provide this týT)e of information. 

The reasons for this were clearly related to the positions held by sorne respondents and them 

holding strong views on the political or social setting being studied but not always wishing to 

be recorded expressing their opinion. While this mformation was valuable to have, and often 

provided confirmation of some of my theoretical speculations about the poky settim', I 'was I t) 
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not able to expressly use the data given i. e. to quote these types of comments. 'Mus, "-hde 
they have informed my understanding, they are not available as empirical evidence of the 

perceptions held by many of the respondents In this group. Nonetheless, these vie"; vs have 

allowed clarification and confin-nation of my understanding of the policy enviroriment, ", ithin 

which SIPs exist and which frame the views held by respondents. Again, here realism offers a 

useful philosophical position within which to understand the context of this study as these 

views often confirmed my understanding of events, even where respondents inside SIPs did 

not identify issues of importance to their work or perceptions of SIPs. 

Follow-Up Interviews with Partnership Managers 

A ýns 

In addition to undertaking. all of the interviews noted above, I also returned to re-interview the 

case study SIP partnership managers in September 2001. The aim of so doing was to get an 

update and clarification on progress made in the SIPs during the year that I had been 

gathering empirical data on them. In addition, this method also allowed me to follow up 

specific questions that had emerged during initial analysis of data collected throughout the 

year. 

A pmg& 

As previously, a semi-structured, recorded interview was undertaken with both SIP managers. 
Given that these interviews served to update the progress and work of the SIPs, they were 

more focused, shorter (both less than 60 minutes) and more reflective of changes and 
developments rather than offering accounts of SIP practice. The main reason for returning to 

speak to these respondents at this stage was to clarify and develop the detail of the data I had 

previously gathered. As partnership managers, they were in possession of most of the 

information of relevance to this research and consequently were the best source for checking 
details and updating my knowledge of SIP practice. 

The most beneficial outcome from this second intervte-, ýv was that I ; vas able to return to the 

field and get some clarification on a few minor points that had been unclear from initial 

interviews with SIP partners. Being able to follow up points in this wayallowed me to gather 

more infori-nation while also helping my understanding of particular issues. 

L inmýatmm 

There, were no specific lirrutations of this aspect of the data collection. 
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Obknation of Fomzal Meeti, -e ýW Evez 

Aims 

In addition to the document analysis and the interviews undertaken to gather data on the case 
study SIPs, the decision was made to under-take observation of SIP meetings in order to 
gather a picture of the work taking place in these settings. There were a nurnber of reasons for 

choosing to observe SIP meetings in addition to the other methods. The first reason wis that 
this offered a greater understanding of how the Partnerships worked in terms of 'ývhat 
happened at the different meetings and who attended. The second reason was an nvareness 
that this would be a way of increasing my profile within the Partnerships, This, I felt, nught be 

useful for widening the involvement of respondents beyond the SIP Boards. The third reason 
was that d-iis forum allowed a chance to see how the SIPs operated rather than relying solely 
on interview data to gather a picture of the processes at work in the SIPs. This method, 
therefore, offered further 'triangulation' of data collection methods to inforrn my 
understanding of the case study SIPs. 

The selection of which meetings to attend is worth acknowledgement. 12 Firstly, there was a 

pragmatic issue about wl-iich meetings it was possible for me to attend given the tinic I had 

available and the frequency of these meetings (most occurring every 6-8 weeks). Based on 

those factors, I arranged to observe two Board meetings at each SIP" and each of the sub- 

group meetings once (a total of 9 meetings"). In addition, I also arranged to attend the Youth 

Implementation Group at Drumchapel SIP twice". The timing for when to attend meetings 

was partly related to when the meetings where scheduled. Each being on average e-, xr-Y two 

months limited the number of opportunities to attend. In addition, I also tried to spread them 

to reduce the impact of the time-commitment they took up. For this reason the sub-group 

meetings of each SIP were attended over a five month period between January and May 2301, 

with around two or three sub-group meetings from each SIP attended each two-month cycle. 

Given that I was still undertaking interviews at this time, I had to trý- and Fit this acti%, itN- in 

12 See Chapter 6 for details of the fon-nal partnership settingsvvithin the case studv SIPs 

" Once at the start of the fieldwork (Oct. 2000) and to,, A-ards the middle of the data collectlý, ii Gan/Feb 2XI) 

rki , 14 Four at the Big Step (employment, health and accommodation ; A-o rking group and a tern pO rarý- wo n,,,,, r(: )up 
MIC on 'colleges/education) and Five at Drumchapel SIP (housing, health, education, funding, econo 

Implementation Groups). 

15 Attended in januaiy 2001 and ag. un in Mx-ch _', ' DOL 
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alongside the other commitments on my time (see limitations for more on the time 

commitment involved in tl-iis activity). 

In addition to these planned meetings, I was also invited to attend a number of other special 

events that the SIPs conducted during this time. These were mainly meetings to discuss plans 
for taking forward the SIPs' work". However, in addition, I also attended a conference held 

by the Big Step to gather views from young people on leaving care and their support needs 

related to this. By also undertaking these activities, I attended a total of 20 SIP 

meetings/events between October 2000 and May 2001. Details relating to these are listed in 
Figure 5.4 below. 

Figure 5A SIP Meetings/Events Observed 

Drumchapel SIP the Big Step 

Board meetmgs 

Sub-Group meetings 

22 

54 

Youth Implementation Group 2 

SIP strategy meetings 2 

Youth consultation 
1 

Observation as a data collection tool can take many fon-ns from very structured non- 

participant observation to ethnographic studies involving researchers inu-nersing themselves in 

the lives of those studied (Robson 1994). By observing partnership meetings I was aware that 

was to some degree participating just by being in the same room as the group being 

observed, as it is likely that my being there constituted some form of participation, albeit a 

passive one (Hayes 2001). However, by remainirig silent and not interacting xithin the 

observational setting the aim was to maintain as passive a presence as was possible, thus 

alloVVrMg me to observe the proceedings taking place. 

set of themes were identified that were to focus my observations on those issues of 

relevance to the study, including who attended the meetings, "A-hat their focus -, \, as and hm%- 

young people were involved (see Appendix 7 for fuller details). Howe,, -er, some room was 

made for noting emergent issues that had not been planned for. The same set of issues x,. -as 

ge of factors related to developing the work ut the SIN and 16These strategy meetings were motivated by a rxi, 
planning how to progress their activities. The two I attended at Drumchapel SIP were in Novembei- 2XO i: id in 
April 2001 and the two in the Big Stepwere in October 2CC2 and in May 2"C"01. 
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considered when observing SIP events arid SIP meetings. While the forum of the SIPs events 

was often less formal and more discursive e. g. discussing ideas over how to take forward the 
SIP strategies, I was still able to draw out issues of relevance which would inform this study, 

albeit in a different setting. 

)XUe the main benefit of observation was expected to be a 'triangulation' of the other 
methods, what emerged was a far more important gain than I had anticipated. Given that I 

was observing meetings where people I had interviewed, or planned to interview, "-ere 
present, I was became aware of two aspects of this connection between the observations and 
interviews. The first was that, having observed one Board meeting for each of the SIPs before 
interviewing the Board members, the data I received in interview from those who had been in 
attendance at the meeting I observed was qualitatively different. Notably, they were able to 

provide contextual illustrations, using the meeting I had been at (or the individuals that were 
present), to make their point about the practice in the SIP. In some cases, this seemed to 

result in a more relaxed engagement with me, and with the questions, than 'was the case with 
those respondents that I met at interview having not met them at SIP meetings or events. 

In addition, observation also allowed me to get more from my 'interview data through better 

understanding of the practices within the SIPs For example, when cornments were made on 

individuals and practices within the SIPs I had an understanding of the majority of the 

references being made. For my part, I was also able to use my understanding of the meetings 

to probe people for information. If required, I could use examples of events observed in 

meetings to probe a particular line of questioning. This was particularly useful to raise issues 

around the practice of the SIPs e. g. around youth involvement where I observed few young 

people in attendance at meetings and could note d-lis and ask for their views on this issue. 
Thus, this triangulation of methods provided value in 'interviews as a way of confirming, 

checking or refuting information from observational settings. 

OverAl, I felt that I gained a much richer sense of the SIPs from having observed their 

practices as well as having the interview and documentary evidence. 

L 

Two issues emerged relating to the limitations of this data source. The first related to the 

ongoing contact with the SIN through attending meetings and events. What was interesting 

was the informal contact facilitated by meeting some partners several times in dit'ferent 

settings (events, meetings and intervievvs)- However, through this ongoii-ig contact, I was 
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brought into contact with respondents in quite informal contexts e. g. during breaks or while 
waiting to go into meetings. At these times, respondents often discussed their vie, ý%-s on issues 
of relevance to the research, specifically on issues that they had not given vie"A-s on in 
interview. The explanation for this is partly that my role as researcher in this informal setting 
seemed to be forgotten or overlooked. Thus, while my attendance in meetings may not have 
had any significant influence on the meeting itself, I was aware that my presence at these 

events did change overall how people engaged with me and what information I had access to. 
While having this information, in itself, may not be problematic, it did raise ethical issues 
about how I managed this information, in particular as it was not clear that it -, ývas intended 
that I use it for my research. Naturally, it would be difficult to avoid being influenced I-))- this 

infon-nation, but I made the decision that I should not make explicit reference to information 

gathered in this way. 

The second issue related to the time investment needed to attend these meetings relative to 

value added to the research from this data source. Indeed, many of the early meetings 

attended served to illustrate the procedural nature of some aspects of the work undertaken by 

the SIPs. While it was valuable to have an insight into this aspect of the work of the SIPs, it 
did raise questions about the need to spend a great deal of time observing meetings if they 

were not going to add significant detail to my understanding of their work. However, the sub- 

group meetings and other events attended provided a fuller picture of the work done by the 
SIPs, which to some extent served to increase the value of this data source. Overall, the gains 

made were sufficient to balance the time input through the supporting evidence that was 

provided which served to validate interview data and further enrich my understanding of the 

workings of the Partnerships through this prolonged contact with partners and the 

information they provided, both on and off the record. 

Stage 3: Managing the Research Process 

Having set out the picture relating to the development of the study and the collection of the 

range of secondary and prii-nary data that has been used to take it forward, this final section 

outlines some of the more practical issues in managing the research through these data 

collection stages and beyond. Thus, attention here turns to issues around the e. Xlting of the 

field, management and analysis of data, and ed-iical use of the interview data. 

Exiting the Fieki 

As ývas noted earlier, the majority of the primary data collection through interviews and 

observation of SIP activities ývas undertaken bem-een October 2CC'-- and May 2001. In 
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addition, a follow-up interview was undertaken with the case study Sip managers in 
September 2001 in order to check on progress of the SIPs and clariý, points from early 
analysis of the data collected. This follow-up meeting also served a second purpose as it 
allowed an opportunity to formally check in with the partnersl-iip managers in their role as 
gatekeeper to inform them that the fieldwork stage of the study had ended and that I "would 
be exiting the field from that point. While I had not been attending SIP events for 

approximately 3 months at this time, it, nonetheless, remained a courtesy to inform my 
gatekeepers of the progress of the research for two reasons. First, it allowed me to clar4 and 
confirm that they would, at a later date, receive information on the findings of the research. 
Second, this formal exiting served both as a courtesy to the gatekeepers, having facilitated 

access to the SIPs throughout the previous year, wl-iile also, hopefully, easing the passage of 
the next researcher who may Wish access to this setting. 

Data Managanav &A na4s is 

The range of primary data collected throughout the fieldwork stage required management in 

order to allow effective analysis. In particular, the documentary evidence from annual reports 

that was provided over the three-year period from 2000-2002, along with the observation and 

interview data all required to be systematically ordered in order to assist with the process of 
data analysis. 

The management and analysis of the documentary evidence involved systematic review of 

patterns reported over time, specifically relating to spending levels and progress towards 

achieving the SIN objectives. From observation of SIP meetings and events, there were also 

notes that were organised and coded in a sirnilar way to the interview transcripts (see below). 

The most significant part of this management task involved the transcription and coding of 

the one-to-one interviews with the 52 adult respondents and the group interviews with the 12 

young people. The task of recording and transcribing interviews was undoubtedly tui-ne- 

consurning. However, the advantages of this approach are worth noting. Firstly, the 

transcripts are useful for checking what we understand about the study topic. For example, 

Heritage (1984; 238) points out that: 

7he use of recrw&rl data is an essm" comane to the Iýnz'tatzm qj'zn-witiai ev 14 1 nxollaýn_ 
it may Ix, noterl that btuzusc the(kiti are auvla& m 
of bnusfigqtions, inýl can /v re-cvxmirmri in dx context qfncz. ýJýz6lgs. 

Full transcripts are, therefore, a useful N\, ay of maintaining an accurate record of events within 

an intervie'w setting, and checking these over time as progress ; Arith the research is made. 
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However, this is only one of the advantages to transcribing interviews. SecondIv, transcripts 
allow the researcher to accurately cite the views of those who took part in the study. By having 

a note of exact words used, quotations can be used to make a powerful case when presentilICY 
findings. Thirdly, the process of transcribing, if done by the researcher who undertakes the 
interview, allows a certain level of inter-action and reflection on the data through being able to 

revisit the discussion held and to consider the data again from a distance. Further, as May 
(1993; 106) states "any significant non-verbal gestures employed [by the intervie,; ý-ee] assist the 

researcher in becorning familiar with the data and nuances of each interview". As such, being 

able to call upon an understanding of the context and the implications of what is said (and, 

indeed, what is not said) through revisiting the data assists with undertaking data analysis 
through its various stages. 

Having transcribed the interviews, some regularity of process was necessary in order to ensure 

that the data was managed in a systematic way and the evidence was ordered to allow me to 

use it effectively to present and reflect on my findings at stages in the analysis. Thus, the 

interview transcripts and the observational notes were coded and grouped together in order to 

categorise the themes that emerged from data (Strauss 1987). The coding of interview data 

was undertaken using NUD"IST (a qualitative software tool) in order to manage the data 

collected. Notes from observational settings were also coded into this package to link up 

observational notes and interview data within the same coding frame. NUD--IST works as an 

analytical tool to help manage large amounts of data. As such, the process of coding data onto 

this software did assist with the analysis of data in terms of seeing trends in themes emerging 
from the data collected and how these linked to my theoretical understanding of the subject. 
Using NUD"IST therefore provided a focal point through which to undertake data analysis. 
However, as my theoretical position had been in part developed before entering the field and 
had thus influenced the topics I pursued questions on (Williams & May 1996), this inevitably 

meant there were a set of overarching themes that were clear in niý, mind when I began to put 

the data onto the software package. From coding of the interview and observational data, 

specific topics under these general themes were identified and the data was coded accordingly 
(see Appendix 8 for details). 

It is worth stressing that data analysis was not a distinct stage in the research process. The idea 

that data analysis is something that occurs at a particular point in time after defiruing the 

research questions and undertaking the field-, ývork (Robson 1994) is sugge,, tive of an inductive 

process where researchers allow theory to emerge from data ývithout reference to previous 

knowledge or theoretical influences, as ', A-itl-iin grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967). 
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However, it is not only difficult to pursue this purely inductive process in practice (Brýman 

1988), but it is also contrary to the deductive epistemological position of realist research. 
Rather, data analysis has been an ongoing process throughout the data collection phase and 
beyond, with analysis involving a movement from theory to evidence and back to theory 
(Sayer 1992). As such, through the processes of data collection, management, coding and 

writing, analysis has been an ongoing activity that has seen the research evolve rather than 

moving through discrete and mutually exclusive stages. 

Using the lnteý Data Ethaý 

In addition to the activities involved in managing and analysirig data collected, two ethical 

strands to the use of the interview data warrant further comment. The first relates to al1mving 

respondents to comment on the transcripts of the interviews and the second relates to 

maintaining anonymity of individuals in the study. Turning first to the transcripts, in the 

interests of providing feedback to respondents", I decided to offer all respondents a copY of 

the transcript from the interview. In doing so, this allowed respondents to keep a record of 

the discussion, as some people requested this type of information, and to allow them to check 

the accuracy of the data provided. In providing copies of the transcripts, respondents had the 

chance to clarify and contextualise information given, but not to withdraw the comments 

made. I did get comments back from a small number of respondents agreeing the conterit of 

the notes. In a small number of cases, there were errors in my notes, which, while often 

minor, was useful to have checked/clarified in order to increase the accuracy of the data. 

Providing copies of transcripts did not involve any significant extra work, and did allow a 

useful dialogue with interviewees where there was a wish for this. However, the issue of 

anonymity did emerge as an issue of concern to some respondents, in particular with regard to 
how information provided in interview was to be attributed. In response to thisý a 

commitment was made that where mformation provided in interview was quoted and 

attributed in a way that was likely to identify a particular individual, the individual would be 

asked permission before the quote was used in any publication. Only some respondents 

wished to take advantage of this checking exercise, ývhile most A-ere satisfied , ývith assurances 

of anonymity. What is interesting about this issue is that there were particular types of 

respondents, notably the 'experts' (e. g. senior civil servants) who wished this level ol control 

over the data they provided. This partly related to the sort of information thit they were 

See the Social Research Association (SRA 2CC. -') ethical guidelines 1()i- suggestions on ways ot . allowing I 
respondents access to data, this includes the potential to proVide copies of transcnpts for comment. 
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providing, but also seemed to relate to their previous expenience of being tntenievý-ed, and 
their wish to take more control of the way their views were used. However, gn-en the extra 
work involved in doing this, and the risk that some respondents may withdraw the quote, ol, 
amend it in such a way as to change its meaning, the intention in using the data has been to 
ensure anonymity of individuals. 

With regard to maintaining individual anonymity, the particular difficulty that emerged was 
that there were a wide range of different types of respondent included in the study. To refer to 
all of the SIP respondents under the general banner of 'SIP partners' would have lost the 
relevance of the different perspectives of the different groups e. g. between local councillors, 
staff, or community representatives. However, while some groupings contained large enough 
numbers to not identify an individual, in some cases to name the perspective from which an 
individual was speaking would actually identify the individual. As the partner representation in 
the case study SIPs (outlined in Chapter 6) shows, this is the case for local councillors, where 
there were only two in Drumchapel SIP and one at the Big Step, and also for many public 
sector agencies e. g. Scottish Homes, Greater Glasgow Health Board and, indeed, officers from 
local authority departments. The decision, therefore, was made to refer to all public-sector 
representatives (including local councillors) as 'agency' partners, while other general groupings 
were made under the headmgs identified in the interview discussion earlier e. g. young people, 
senior civil servant, staff, SSIN members. While this sometirnes loses the individual 
perspective given, it allows a suitable level of anonymity of data to allow the quotes to be used 
without ident4ing individuals. Another reason for choosing this approach was that, to a large 

extent, the views quoted under the banner of 'agency partner' related to their views on the 
SIN rather than their perspective as a particular representative. However, where it seemed 

relevant that it was a local councillor or a particular agency making a conunent, the quote was 

given without reference to the particular SIP represented, instead citing their status e. g. as 
'local councillor'. In short, where it was necessary to know that the view came from a 

particular perspective, this was noted, but on other matters when it was more important to 

understand the perspective of the SIP overall, narning of the SIP took precedence over 

naming the representation from wl-iich the xTiew was cited. 

Conclusion 

The purpose of this chapter has been to provide an account of the methodological issues 

influencing the development and progress of this research throughout its various stages. In 

outlining these influences and practices, the intention has been to provide a picture of the 

stages gone through in progressing this research as weU as 11.1ustratioi-i how each staorc was 
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conducted. Of central importance to the way that tl-ýs research has been undertaken was the 
development of the pUosophical position taken. Thus, in taking this realist perspective, I xý-as 
able to incorporate my understanding of the social world, developed through theoreLicA 
(deductive) influences, with empirical (inductive) data collection. In so doing, the use of a case 
study methodology focusing on two SIN was intended to provide 'intensive' data, %%-hich 
could be used to explore wider complex social issues. 

The different elements of the research, from the literature and policý- re,, -iew which informed 
the focus of the study and the particular questions explored, through to the specific methods 

employed to gather and manage data on the case study SIN all contributed towards the 

overall picture that is presented within this thesis. As such, while the intention has been to 

present evidence on the methodological issues of importance to progressing this research, this 
discussion also serves to illustrate the overall development of the thesis. Thus, with this 
framework in place, Chapter 6 now turns attention to the specific context of this study by 

looking M more detail at the case study SIPs. 
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Chapter 6: The Case Study SIN 

Introduction 

Turning attention now to the work of the case study SEPs, this chapter undertakes to review 
the planned work prograrnme set out by the SEPs at the time of applying for funding. As part 
of the application process, to receive funding potential SIPs were expected to produce a 
'strategy document' which set out their planned programme of work and a range of other 
contextual information that would assist the Scottish Office to establish a picture of the 
intended work and approach taken by the SEPs throughout their funding lifetime. In reviewing 
this documentary source, this chapter provides a picture of the case study SIPs at the start of 
their fife. This information will not only allow an initial understanding of the focus and 

priorities of the case study SEPs, but is also intended to provide a useful starting point through 

which to develop later discussions on key aspects of the work of the case study SIPs reviewed 
through primary data collection and set out In the chapters that follow. TI-iis chapter partly 

serves to begin to answer the research question outlined in Chapter 1 on the policy priorities 
identified by the case study SEPs as steering their approach to achieving social inclusion for 

young people by exploring the priorities identified at the time of applying for funding. 

This chapter provides a range of information on the case study SIPs using a three-pronged 

analytical framework. Firstly, attention is given to the context within which the strategy 
document was produced, both in relation to national political and policy imperatives that steer 

the work of SIPs, and in relation to the local context where with the introduction of the SIP 

programme the Glasgow Alliance took on the role of managing SIPs in the city. Secondly, 

attention turns to the content of the SIP strategy documents in terms of the key priorities and 

objectives relating to youth inclusion that were set out at this developmental stage. Thirdly, the 

processes involved in developing these strategy documents are reviewed. These relate to the 

partnership structures set up in tlýiis developmental stage, the extent to which the comr-nunity 

were involved in the development of the SIPs' plans, the resources available to the SIPs and 

the time available to undertake the task of developing the strategy document. It is argued from 

this analysis that, given the time available to the SIN to develop their planned working 

approach and the partnership structures needed to take this forward, both case studý- SIPs 

made significant progress in setting out their alms and intended programme of work. The 

main weaknesses in the early development of the SEPs',, A-ork prograrnme relate to the lack of 

evidence of commi*tments of funding by partners and difficulties ; Aith taking forward 
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community involvement. However, this is unsurprising Oven the time available and the range 
of issues to be addressed prior to gaining access to funding. 

SIP Strategy Development: an analytical framework 

As noted in Chapter 3, following on from the approach introduced with Programme for 

Partnership, all partnerships applying for SEP funding were expected to outline their planned 
work programme in the form of a 'strategy document' before gaining access to funding. As 

part of the SIP application process, the strategy document was to be subnuitted by nUd- 
January 1999, with the intention that successful applicants would have access to SEP funding 
from 1 April 1999. In producing this document, not only was the information contained 'in it 
to be used to allow assessment of the quality of the applications received and decide which 

should get funding', it was also intended to provide a 'plan of action' that the Scottish Office 

could review over time in measuring the progress made by the SIPs in working towards 

achieving their aims. Thus, the information contained in this document is useful to review as it 

provides a picture of the planned activities of the SIN at the time of applying for funding and 

which the Scottish Office would be using as a record of progress over time. 

To assist with understanding the factors of importance in this stage of the SIPs' work, an 

analytical framework used by Fordham et al (1999), and later by Hutchinson (2001), is 

employed to reflect on the issues of relevance to SIPs when developing their 'strategic plans' 

at this early stage in the fife of these Partnerships. This analytical framework is based on a 

model developed by de Wit & Meyer (1998) which identifies three inputs to the development 

of a partnership's strategy document as relating to the: 

context: the circumstances under which the strategy is developed; 

content: the detail of the strateW, 

process: the manner through which the strategy comes about. 

In exploring the strategy documents developed by the case study SEPs, this same three- 

pronged conceptualisation of strategy development is used to unpack the approach to be 

taken by these SIN in working towards achieving social inclusion for young people. 

The assessment of the SEP applications was made by the Scottish Social Inclusion Nem-ork, an advisory group 
of 'experts' set up by the Scottish Office in 1998 to support the social inclusion/justice policy programme. 
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The Context of Strategy Development 

As Fordham et al (1999) note, the context within which urban policy programmes occur is 
influenced by both political and policy imperatives. 'Me political drivers that shape the way 
that urban policy programmes develop were discussed in Chapter 3 where it was argued that 
different influences have steered the approach to urban policy over time, wherewe now see a 
commitment to reducing inefficiency in public spending (Smyth 1997) and increasing value for 

money (Scottish Office 1998a). The impact of this political context has been to encourage 

managerial In i fluences on the way that urban policy programmes are developed, notably 
through targeting funding towards the most deprived areas, using competitive bidding to 

encourage a partnership approach to produce a coherent plan for regenerating deprived areas 
(Turok & Hopkins 1997). This approach has continued with the *introduction of SEPs, albeit 

that the competition for this funding source is now open to thematic partnerships focusing on 

the needs of vulnerable groups, as well as those worldng In deprived neighbourhoods. 

As well as this overarching political context, there is a particular policy context through with 
SIPs are expected to work. In general, this relates to the commitment to partnership working, 

which promotes the involvement of a range of key stakeholders, such as public sector 

agencies, the community, private and voluntary sector in delivering local change (Scottish 

Office 1998f). However, within the local context there is the particular policy imperative that 
has emerged with the role performed by the Glasgow Alliance in managing SEPs in Glasgow. 

The local policy context is, therefore, worthy of some attention in order to consider the 

influences framing the development of the SEPs at this time. 

7he Cýy Context 

Concern about the level of deprivation facing many areas of Glasgow is well documented (see 

McCrone 1991). A range of initiatives have been developed over the years to respond to this 

situation including GEAR in the 1970s (Bailey et al 1995) and more recently the Glasgow 

Regeneration Alliance. (GRA), an informal partnership set up in 1993 to promote a co- 

ordinated regeneration strategy for Glasgow linking problems in deprived neighbourhoods 

with an overall city strategy to address economic decline (Planning Exchange 1996). 

In 1998, the GRA was re-launched as the Glasgow Alliance (hereafter called 'the Alliance') at 

which time the partnership between the City Council, Glasgow Development Agency and 

Scottish Homes (the original membership) was expanded to include Greater Glasgow Health 

Board, Glasgow Council for the Voluntary Sector, Strathclyde Police, Scottish Business in the 

Community and the Scottish Office (Glasgo,, A, Alliance 2D01). In addition, the partnership '%ýas 
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also formalised at this time with an annual funding allocation of L50C, 000 coming from the i 

Scottish Office': "to help with the employment of staff and other resources to develop and 
implement the strategy for the city" (Scottish Office Press Release 24 June 1998). 'Mese 
developments indicate not only a change in the membership of the Alliance through a,; vider 
range of partners and the direct involvement of the Scottish Office, but also a higher profile 
for the Alliance as an organisation with its own corporate identity. 

The widening of the membership of the Alliance was part of the promotion of a wider set of 

priorities, linking more directly with the Scottish Social justice policy agenda (Scottish 

Executive 1999a). Thus, rather than focusing specifically on tackling economic decline, the 

new city-wide strategy highlighted a commitment to the following aims: 

" Working G&sgow increasing job opportunities for residents. 

" Leaming Glasgow improving standards in educational attainment and lifelong learning. 

" Vibrant Glasgow house building, city centre improvements and development of the River 
Clyde. 

" HeaNy Glasgow. information, services and support to Eve a safe, active and healthy life. 

" Safe GLugow. reducing cnme and fear of crime. (Glasgow Alliance 2001) 

The reasons for these changes within the Alliance are likely to relate to the political context 

within wl-ých they were taking place. Firstly, a political commitment to partnership working at 

city and local level (Balloch & Taylor 2001) fits within the current governance models pursued 

across Europe (Pierre 1998). Secondly, it is likely that the incoming Labour Government from 

1997 wanted to be seen to be doing something particular in Glasgow given the size of the city, 

the levels of deprivation and the size of the public sector spending directed at the city'. A 

speech made by Donald Dewar, as Secretary of State for Scotland, illustrates his view on the 

need for partnership working in the city: 

... extra resources am only part of the solutim We uunt to see effatiw stra&gic direý Agauff nad 

to uork together in parmershipfor the good of the city as a ubole We =79 to see rmw d)iiiking as wed 

as buiYVC on the goodpractie that IS auvla& We utaa to see Glasgow modemisig DI spnt as uu 

as plyyskalý, sxialý and aaxrnkady 7he gqwnvrvzt is conyniimi to Ildpig Glasgow, but dx city's 

paymm nm& get their act Wdx-r too. (Scottish Office, Press Release 3 March 1999) 

2At the time of allocating funding to the Glasgow Alliance, the Scottish Office also started funding the city-wide 

partnership in Edinburgh (Capital City Partnership) at L240,000 per annum. 
3 In 2001 around L3,000 million of public funding was spent by Glasgow City Council, Greater Glasgow Health 
Board, Scottish Enterprise Glasgow (previously Glasgow Development AgenLT), Communities Scotland 
(previously Scottish Homes) and Strathclyde Police Scottish Homes to spend in Glasgow (Glasgow Alliance, 

personal correspondence) 
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That the Glasgow Alliance also took over management of the SIP programme at this time is 
explained as part of the overall co-ordinating programme that was being promoted: 

I spea a IoT 6? w [ýn 1998] talking uyýh [an officer w&in Cdasgow City Gozincill. Frorn t/A-&, ue 
agreed that dx-re uas a 1# ftlw] if the Glasgow Alliance as a panirrV* uas part of all tlx, 
parmm, not only one, and one of the stmos of dx GLzgow approach bz bem that the .A 

Ihance isn't 
sitting In the city cbwnbm - not dut it IS a problan to be sitting in the city dxwieYS, but dYis UUY i. t is 
seen by odx-r parmm as a parme-sl*, ratber d= a c4umnar of dx cowx-d .- It is absolu* 
logical, Vým agrue u)vih 64 to say if ue are cmaM parowrsl*s, real parmerJ*s, u)ith co nm au'ýv 
at dx Ixart at a local kuý it nuýes seim for tbut sxne approach to be adopted bem so Aw d)e 
A1114W panWmI* can anploy a local staf uho will do the sa7m co-ox6zatiqn dXM- (Glasgow 
Alliance officer) 

However, while this may suggest a pragmatic linking up of city and local partnership 
approaches, there is potential that Scottish Office support for the Alliance at this time was 
intended to distance the City Council from their dominance of service delivery in the city-, a 
point that links to wider criticisms of local authorities for their inefficiency in delivering 

services (Stoker 1996; Fordham et al 1999). It is this mistrust of the City Council that is 
suggested to be the motivation for the Scottish Office financially supporting and expanding 
the role of the Alliance at the same time as developing the SEP programme, and through tlýs, 

as noted in Chapter 4, expanding the financing of SIN in the city: 

It uas clear to us polkkalý at that sW that [the Scottisb Offix] did not Ike nui& ma in 
goamn" in the 6V 77x-y um&d dy opporamay to w7get more rmwws to tackle so" exchision in 
Glasgow, but d)ey dd not trust us to be the nUM delimy nxchmim Tlxwfm, the A lliwxe uas re- 
laundxd and7qvckagpd (Glasgow City Council, seriior official) 

That the funding to Glasgow SIPs is significantly more than the funding that went to the city 

under the Programme for Partnership does suggest that there may have been a wish on the 

part of the Scottish Office to ensure that this new programme was managed effectively. 
Further, the role played by the Glasgow Alliance in managing SIPs has also meant that the 

staff employed to support the SIN in the city are employees of the Alliance. Through this, it is 

argued that the role performed by the Alliance in responding to the programme set by the 

Scottish Office offers a more co-operative working relationship between the city and the 

Scottish Office than previously: 

Our 7dav; Tu uiýb the Scottish Executix offiads are my good 7hat uas not the case uhn ue had tbe 
PPA s. People u&in the Exa-utize wO ask us toftý swxdiT out and aU of the SIPs are happy to 
do dw dNvughota the cijýv We hav newr missed a ck&6w in Glasgow, uhkh dx Goý wzd to do 

all the tam I fiel zvy mvngý dw in niavýn to oj)&* a pr*sib" Se? "Ce, ý *, ask for a 
? n=ior*frxnew)rk, An that IS u& dxy wO hae We uiYfiag up 6at ue dicin't bcrx t9W to 

it aZI and that dx-ýv are d)ýý mwvýg, but ue do it. (Glasgo, w Afliance officer) 
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As a result of this development, the Glasgow Alliance played a key role 'in co-ordinatmig the 
applications for SIP funding that came from partnerships in Glasgow: 

WIlut ue did dxý tam uas to say to ewrjbody, all dx parown aT local areas dvt ad of As is goD? g to 
be co-ordiiwted by the GLzgow Allizxe, d)at is uhat ue are bere to do, to co-ox&uw. So all proposals 
am to oww to us xzd ow Board wX priontise An; d)ey wiU say ubioý IS the mst rrpn=t.. So 
ue set all dw o4 and u&v them uere almaqý good ýxd smicam dxy cbd dxir proposals xxi zdxw 
Ay uere smgyhT, .. ue pluggai the gaps to belp get the package toged)er. (Glasgow Alliance 
officer) 

In the case of thematic SIP applications, there was an uncertainty about how to develop these 
bids, which is perhaps unsurprising Oven the long history of area regeneration initiatives and 
the experience held by many agencies (including those involved in the Glasgow Alliance) on 
how to bid for funding to support depnved areas: 

... wzem less sure just vAit vas out them, uhat cmM happen [mýb Amavc SIPsj "de u, - knew 
u. e uanted Dn#ndxtpel, and who zw neff led to talk to in onier to rmke that happa; [ue uvre not ww] 
uh-& the Amaik issues uem, u& um the most v7pmtxzt (Glasgow Alliance officer) 

This illustrates that there was a certain order to events that happened with the development of 

an expl. icit policy commitment to social inclusion in 1998, and with this the development of 

the SIP progranune and financial support going to city-wide partnerships. The Glasgow 

Alliance taking on management of SEPs, and recruiting the staff who would support individual 
SIPs, is unlikely to have been an explicit policy imperative. However, this development did 

provide a useful opportunity to change the management of urban policy programmes in 
Glasgow at a time when there was a policy cornmitment to better targeting need, while also 
increasing the funding allocation to SIPs in Glasgow (see Chapter 4). 

The context within which the case study SIPs developed their strategy documents was one 

influenced by an ongoing political and policy comnýitments to resource rationalisation, 

supported by the development of a city-wide partnership setting that was intended to better 

co-ordinate the activities of partnerships in the city and to offer a more politically acceptable 

management of locally based policy developments. Thus, it was in this national and local 

context that the SIPs went about developing their strategic plans to achieve social inclusion. 

The Content of the SIP Strategy Documents 

Turning attention to the particular plans set out by the case study SIN in their strateg-, '- 
documents, there were two issues that were to be presented: 

a clearly defined vision and set of objectives to achieve this; and 

rin i ion. what work was to be undertaken by the SEP towork towards achie-, i g their vs 
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(Scottish Office 19980 

This information is set out below, along with further contextual Mforrnation on the 
area/group being targeted, in order to provide a picture of the main thematic prionties and 
objectives of the case study SIPs. 

Dnowhapd SIP 

Drumchapel is a peripheral estate located eight miles north west of Glasgow city centre. It is 
an area with acute levels of deprivation, with the three postcode areas covered by the SIP 

represented in the top ten postcode sectors within the 1998 Index of Deprivation (Gibb et al 
1998). Perhaps as a result of this, the area has suffered extensive out-migration since the early 
1970s, with the 17,000 people resident in 1998 representing only half the local population in 
1971 Prumchapel SEP 1999). 

The SIP strategy document highlights concern with a range of local problems including 
poverty and benefit dependency, the high incidence of lone parenthood, unemployment, poor 
health, poor quality housing and problems facing young people in the area Prumchapel SEP 

1999). The role of the SEP within that local context was to co-ordinate the extensive 

programme of work going on in the local area. This included specialist initiatives to regenerate 

the area e. g. a new sports complex, a development of new-bat private housing', and the local 

high schools becoming a New Community School'. In addition, the spending of public sector 

partners in the area, including Glasgow City Council, Scottish Homes and Greater Glasgow 

Health Board, stood at over L40 million' Prumchapel SEP 1999). 

Within that setting the 'vision' for Drumchapel SIP was: 

To mhxxe the deaiapmag of Dnenditpd as an attractiz e and wsta i;, ý subwb of Glwgow uj6eýr 
people uish to 1ke by zviue of dx q; &a14 Of 11ft cjj957d& tO dM in tem of bmsing a6mition, 
train* bealth, mpkynozt; sbopping and kisum opporva=es. 

To achieve this, five broad themes were set that were to frame the work taken forward by the 
SIP (fuller details of the specific objectives is outlined in Appendix 10): 

I Two areas in Glasgow were being targeted by Scottish Homes Prumchapel and Ruchill/North Glasgow) for 
"New Neighbourhood" status, a programme that aimed to increase owner-occupation in these areas through 
working with private developers to build new private housing in these areas. 
5'New Conunuruty School' status provides funding to selected schools to support the provision of additional 
teachers, social workers, family workers and health personnel to develop services centred on the needs of 
children and their families. 
6 Information in Drumchapel SIP's stratep- document stated that around L22-6 million of expenditure is spent 'in 

the area by Glasgow City Council, L9.75 from Greater Glasgow Health Board, L6.7 million from Scottish 
Homes, LO. 82 from Glasgow Development Agency and LO. 29 million from the Employment Service. 
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EnzpowiT the Cavnw7ky: creating an environment in which local people "ýkill be provided 
with the support and opportunity to play a full part in developing and influencing the delivery of services in the area. 
Alka; iý Powty: reducing the level of poverty by enhancing the local economy and 
providing residents with the skills to obtain and retain employment opportunities; 
maxirnising access to opportunities through advice and *information and promote the development of support systems for those who are not in a position to become 
economically active. 

" Enhxx-ing Edwwioa Opponwnwes: providing a quality of fife-long educational opportunities in the widest sense which will equip members of the community with the skills to access 
the opportunities available. 

" Inpoubig Heahb & Wefi-being: creating the conditions for good health to develop and be 
maintained and in doing so improve the health, well-being and quality of life of the people 
of Drumchapel. 

" Engaging uith Young People: encouraging young people to engage in a process of conimuruty 
participation, which will reduce social exclusion by addressing issues that affect their 
everyday fives. 

These thematic headings illustrate the localised focus taken by this SEP. However, of central 
interest to this study is to review the plans of this SEP in relation to the measures focused on 
young people. With this focus in mind, it is clear that two of the thematic priorities have direct 

implications for the young people of Drumchapel: engaging with young people; and 

enhancing educational opportunities. That said, the other three priorities are also indirectly 

relevant to young people as members of the local community. 

Looking firstly at the concern with engaging with young people, it is clear that one of the 

motivating factors in focusing on this group relates to the relative youth of the local 

population, where 41% of local residents are aged under 25, with 10% aged between 15 and 
19 years old Prumchapel. SIP 1999). This compares with a national picture where young 

people make up approximately 31% of the Scottish population (SHS 2001). However, 

responding to the needs of this group is only part of the concern With young people; with the 

SIP also highlighting concern about the problem of local youth unemployment and 
'disaffected young people', having led to: "a popular perception... of large numbers of young 

people loitering and engaging in anti-social behaviour, petty criminal activities and nuisance" 
(Drumchapel SEP 1999; 8). 

In addition, there is also a focus on encouraging young people to participate in local decision- 

hasised through encouraging young people to take part in the making. Tl-ýs isý in part, emp I 

7A term used in this SEP to refer to young people not involved in formal education or employment A rauung. 
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development of a 'youth strategy" for the area. However, this focus on youth invoIN-ement 
also emphasises the particular role that young people can play in local decision-maidng 

through the overarching commitment to 'empowenng the commurýity' Prumchapel SEP 
1999). 

Young people are also prioritised through the concern with 'enhancing educational 
opportunities', which Appendix 10 shows centrally focuses on the education of children and 
young people throughout their compulsory schooling, while also promoting participation in 
post-school education, training and lifelong learrung. The remit on enhancing educational 

opportunities in the local area can be seen to fit into the Labour Government's policy concern 

with education and lifelong learning as a key to addressing inequality in access to opportunities 
(Walton 2000). Given that school attendance and attainment M Drumchapel are cited as 
"amongst the lowest in Scotland" Prumchapel SIP 1999), the need to address problems while 

children and young people are taking part in compulsory schooling is seen as paramount. 

The final two themes of alleviating poverty and improving health and well-being also either 
directly or indirectly focus on the needs of young people. For example, as Appendix 10 shows, 

the concern with alleviating poverty follows a broad agenda on labour market participation 

and self-employment as the routes out of poverty. Within this framework, there is an explicit 

youth focus through the aim of encouraging 16 and 17 year olds into employment and 

providing support to facilitate participation in the labour market in the future. The priority of 
improving health and well-being concentrates on health 'in terms of physical fitness, mental 
health, famil: y health and smoking, alcohol and drug misuse. While there is no explicit 

reference to young people within this priority, it is likely that these measures will have some 
impact on local young people. 

The SIP identified two approaches as central to responding to these priorities. First, there 

were the services delivered through partner agencies to meet local need. Second, there were to 

be new projects' funded by the SIP in order to 'fill gaps' in local services. To illustrate, the 

f6UOW1ng examples show how this is taken forward: 

Within the priority on 
.. 7 

'educational opportunities , there ", as a concern to improve 

punctuality, attendance and attainment for primary and secondary school pupils. To 

8 The 'youth strategy' was a consultation with young people to ldentifý- what local services they identified as 

necessary to meet their needs. 
9 Chapter 3 sets out that the term 'project' refers to specialist service provisions that are not part of mainstream 

senice deliven- and where funding is on a limited allocation e. g. three ý-ears- 
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respond to this it was noted that other developments were already being taken forward 

through, for example, a Government initiative to provide classroom assistants to an 
schools, and the funding provided to the local high school as a New Communlity School. 
In addition, services provided by partners were also available to respond to this prioritý-. 
However, the SIP was to add to this provision through funding: local breakfast clubs, 
supported after-school study and off-site support for secondary school pupils facing 

attendance/behavioural problems. 

u Within the priority on 'improving health & weU-being', there was concern to improve 
levels of physical activity. To respond to this, there were local sports facilities provided by 

Glasgow City Council, schools provide physical education as part of the school cumculum. 

and other local initiatives were in place to provide sports e. g. an outdoor activities group. 
The role of the SIP was, therefore, to fund additional programmes to meet the needs of 

specific groups e. g. older people, disabled people and women. 

What these examples show is that the SIP proposed to focus mainly on performing a 'gap 

filling' function at the local level by meeting identified local need not fulfilled through 

mainstream service provision and other specialist initiatives, a point that is considered further 

in later analysis of the approach adopted by both SIPs. 

7he Big Step 

The Big Step" is a city-wide partnership targeting the social exclusion of young people in care 

and those leaving care throughout the city of Glasgow. The group of young people the SrP is 

concerned with are those "who are/have been the subject of a supervision requirement from 

the Children's Panel" [which includes those who are] fiving at home, in foster care, in 

residential care or in secure accommodation" (Big Step 1999; 1). The SEP estimated that 

approXUnately 2,400 young people were 'in care' in Glasgow in 199 8 using this definition; with 

around 1,500 living at home on supervision orders, 680 in full time foster care and 250 in 

residential care (Big Step 1999). 

The main pnority for this SIP was to address the concerns about the high risk of social 

exclusion associated with young people who have been in care; particularly those ýN-ho have 

10 The nan-ling of this SIP as 'the Big Step' did not take place until late in 2, '-", C. However, in the interests of 

clarity I will refer to this Partnership throughout by its present name. 

I The Children's Panel is a hearing where children and young people aged under 16 who are deemed in need of 

care as a result of family neglect or youth crime are seen and a panel of volunteers, social worker, parents and 
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been in residential care. For example, research has shown that tl-iis group face much higher 

risks of homelessness, poor school attendance and attainment, high levels of emotional and 
behavioural problems, high incidence of offending and drug rruisuse and high levels of teenage 
parenting (Beihal et al 1995; Baldwin et al 1997; Stein 1997). The exact figures relating to these 
risks vary between studies but nonetheless raise concerns about barriers to accessing future 

social and economic opportunities (Big Step 1999). In addition, within a local context where 
deprivation faces many children and young people, the risk of social exclusion for care leavers 
in Glasgow is thought to be further compounded (Big Step 1999). 

As with Drumchapel SIP, the Big Step intended that their Partnership activities would 

complement national and local service initiatives focusing on vulnerable young people. For 

example, within the UK context the development of the New Deal for young people and 

within Glasgow the development of Children's Service Planning" were recognised as 

important initiatives that would impact on young people 'in care'. Further, given the statutory 

responsibility of the Social Work Department to young people in care, the SIP highlighted the 

role performed by this agency in providing services to this group. As such, there was 

acknowledgement that much of the work of the SIP would be complementing these activities. 

Within this context, the Big Step set out their 'vision' as being: 

To dewkp xzd iVkm" an ej*tiTe m&-agemy approa& to XrMe delkey, ukioý prw? otes the 
so" imbisim ofyoung people vho are cw7u? dy in or h" bem tb? ý dx ca? v "m (B igStep 
1999; 3) 

Through a focus on 'collaborative, inter-agency' working, there was to be an explicit 

commitment made to ensuring that young people would be 'involved in the heart of the 

process'. To take this overarching vision forward, three themes were identified as of particular 

concern: 

Health & Well-beirg: focusing on general health as well as mental health, sexual health, 
drugs and crime. 

Eduzatiw; Traitýg & ErnplWngzt: focusing on increasing opportunities and available 
services to meet young peoples' needs in this area. 

Housing & Accrtrrnadatim- focusing on preventing homelessness and providing housing 

support. 

other professionals make a decision about the A-ay that their care should be addressed. Those deemed in need of 
care either at home or in fo ster/residenti al /secure accommodation are referred to as 'supervised'. 

12 Children's Service Planrung aims to organise and deliver a range of local authority services to children, young 
people and their families in a co-ordinated way. 
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Appendix 11 outlines the specific objectives identified under these three themes. As v,,, ith 
Drumchapel SIP, these priorities show that there were recognised to be a number of gaps in 
service provision across these three themes. The foUowing provide examples of the types of 
activities that the SIP stated they would be undertaking when they apptied for funding: 

n Under the 'health and well-being' theme, which Appendix 11 shows covered a range of 
concerns relating to mental health, sexual health, drugs, criminality and general health, the 
SIP highlighted a need to extend health needs assessments for this group of young people, 
extend best-practice in residential care to all homes, establish in-patient addiction service, 
deliver relevant and appropriate drugs inputs, and improve training In referral services. 
There is no clear indication of who would be taking forward these tasks, merely that they 

would involve the partner agencies. 

0 Within the 'housing and accommodation' theme, specifically relating to the priority of 

young people accessing accommodation to meet their needs, a number of developments 

were thought to be needed. These ranged from a need for more supported carers, 

community support flats and the establishment of a service for care leavers In the 

community. There was also identified a need to review services and policy e. g. supported 

tenancy provision and youth homelessness policy. Again, there is no clear picture of the 

role to be played by the SIP or the individual partners in taking forward this agenda. 

As the above examples suggest, the strategy document produced by the Big Step was much 
less developed than that submitted by Drumchapel SIP. Tlýs explains the lack of clarity over 

who would be responsible for taking forward the planned prionties of the Big Step. What was 

evident from the funding applied for (see Appendix 14) was the 'intention that the SIP would 
be delivering a range of new services, using the SIP fund to employ staff for this purpose. In 

addition, there was also a priority ýven to working with partners to meet the needs of young 

people. As is discussed further in the next section, the employment of a staff tearn to deliver 

new services was not what emerged in practice. However, given the lack of clarity on the 

details relating to the way that the objectives would be met, the change mi plan is probably not 

surprising. 

SIP Týýfor A aion 

Analysis of the strategy documents from the case studýr SEPs shows a number of similarities. 

Firstly, while both SIPs laid out a number of key priority areas for their work programme 

under thematic headings, and within tl-ýs cited a number of specific developments that theý, 
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intended to pursue through the SEP, there was much less attention given to outlining specific 
targets. There were some attempts to outline specific output/outcome targets. For example, 
Drumchapel SIP stated that they intended to reduce late attendance at school by 5% per year 
and increase attendance rates to the Glasgow average within 5 years. While, Within the Big 
Step, there was a commitment to establishing four supported carers' places and one new 
supported flat within the first year of the life of the SIP. However, more often targets "; vere 
less specific. For example, in Drunichapel SIP there was a target to "increase levels of ph)-sical 
activity and participation in sport" and within the Big Step to "increase referral rates [to 

mental health professionals]" and to "reduce the numbers of young people who use drugs 

while in care". 

Secondly, both SIN were broadly following a similar path in the approach that they intended 

to take to achieve social inclusion for their target group of young people. Notably both aimed 
to perform a gap-filling role in providing new services to meet specific need; albeit that the Big 

Step had not clarified exactly what role the SIP or individual partners would be performing in 
this task. Thirdly, both SIPs cited a concern with co-ordinating or multi-agency working as 

central to their role. However, beyond the gap-filling role outlined above, neither SEP gives 

clear indication of how they intended to facilitate co-ordination or multi-agency working. This 

issue is explored further in Chapter 8 when considering the working practices of the case 

study SEPs. 

It is in relation to the thematic priorities of the two SIN that differences between the SIN 

begin to emerge. Both are broadly concerned with the same priorities in terms of health, 

employment, education and community involvement; all issues high on the policy agenda 

through the social inclusion approach (see Appendices I& 2). However, the specific priorities 
identified by the SIPs to respond to these thematic issues illustrate differences in approach. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the emphasis within the Big Step is, largely, on the provision of 

services and support to respond to the needs of care leavers. However, in addition, some 

acknowledgement is given to the role of young people as 'active' agents, via the concern with 

encouraging young people to make their own health choices and through the overarching SEP 

priority of involving young people in the work of the SIP. Finally, there is some evidence of a 

concern with the problematic nature of this group of young people through the exphcit 

concern with reducing offending behaviour, but also implicitly through the concerns ; N-Ith 

drug use and sexual health supports. 
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Within Drumchapel SEP, there is a more explicit concern to address all three of these priorities 
in relation to young people. The service needs of young people are highlighted both expliCith- 
through the need for social support and through priorities relating to improving health and 
educational opportunities for all residents. The 'active' role of young people within the 
community is also explicitly evident through their intended role 'in local decision- making, 
while being further reinforced through the concern with increasing young people's 
participation in education, employment and training. Finally, as noted earlier, the problematic 
nature of young people within the local community is highlighted as part of the concern with 
(anti-social behaviour' and vandalism. However, as within the Big Step, there is also a further 
implicit problematic focus emergent through the concerns with school attau*iment/attendance 

and with non-participation in training and employment beyond school age, suggesting 
'disaffection' by young people. 

While the emphases within the two SIPs differs, this analysis does suggest that both SIPs 

share a more or less explicit concern with addressing a range of political, social and economic 

aspects of exclusion (Percy-Smith 2000). Where differences in emphasis are present, these are 
likely to relate to differences in the focus taken by these two SEPs. In particular, that 
Drumchapel is an area-based SEP, suggests that young people at the neighbourhood level are 
likely to be a source of local difficulties, specifically for other community members (Scott et al 
2000); an issue that then leads to a concern with tackling the local effects of young people's 
behaviour. Further, the main focus of the Big Step's work being on addressing the service 

needs of care leavers (as is noted below), suggests a more explicit 'care' dimension to the work 

of this SEP; albeit that this focus also suggests a need to address the problems caused by the 

exclusion of this group of young people. These issues are considered in more detail in Chapter 

10 when considering the involvement of young people in the decision-making structures of 

the SEPs. 

The Process of Strategy Development 

As well as concern with the context within which SEP strategies are developed and the content 

of the strategy documents themselves, this final section looks at the processes involved in 

developing the SIN strategy documents. Fordham et al (1999) identify four issues that are 

explored here to better understand the processes involved in developing the SIPs' approach to 

working: 

Who the partners were that were involved in this developmental stage. 

How the conununity were involved in this development stage. 
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" What resources were available and requested to implement the SIPs'plans. 
" How much time was available to develop the SEPs'plans. 

Each of these issues is explored here in order to better understand the factors influencing the 
approach taken by the SIPs in setting out their priorities for action. 

Panner Inz4unor 

In order to apply for SIP funding, there was a requirement made by the Scottish Office that a 
partnership had been set up to develop the SIP's plans which would present evidence that all 
the key partners were involved in this developmental stage (Scottish Office 19980. In 

response to this, Drumchapel SIP had established an interim Partnership Board that had 
developed the strategy document and agreed the overall strategic aims outlined M Appendix 
10. The interim Board had met throughout late 1998 and early 1999 and consisted of the 
following members: 

2 local councillors (one of whom was the Chair). 
1 officer from Glasgow City Council (Education Department). 

01 officer from Scottish Homes. 

1 officer from Greater Glasgow Health Board. 

1 officer from Strathclyde Police. 

1 officer from Drumchapel Opportunities". 

1 officer from the Business Support Group". 

5 community representatives, including one member of the local voluntary sector and one 
young person. 

The five thematic priorities set out in Appendix 10 also provided the basis for a set of sub- 

groups that were formed in order to develop the specific priorities under each of these 

thematic headings. However, it was noted at this stage that there was still work to be done in 
developing the links between these sub-groups and the main Board in terms of clanfiing their 

respective roles and responsibilities, as well as developing partner representation within these 

sub-groups. Progressing these issues was, therefore, recognised as a key task to be taken 
forward during the first year in the fife of the Partnership Prumchapel SEP 1999). 

13 Drumchapel Oppormnities is the local econonuc development company wliich focuses on the economic 
inclusion of Drumchapel residents. 

The Business Support Group is a brokering service undertaken by Scottish Business in the Communitv ,, -hich 
focuses on co-ordinating and channelling assistance from the business community to deprived neighbourhoods. 
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Appendix 12 provides an outline of the Partnership structures, and a brief explanation of the 
links between different aspects of the Partnership in tem-is of membership and 

responsibilities, that had emerged by the end of the first year of the life of the SEP. This shows 
that the broad thematic priorities identified at the time of setting out the strategy remained 

central. The one notable change is that the commitment to alleviating poverty was impliCitly 

linked to the Economic Implementation Group. However, Oven the strategic priorities set out 
in Appendix 10, which focus centrally on addressing poverty Via labour market initiatives, this 
development is not surprising. What the diagram in Appendix 12 outlines is a complex and 

very formal set of partnership arrangements within which decisions are made. As is also 

shown, the involvement of partners within each of the SEP Groups relates directly to the 

thematic focus of the particular setting. For example, the Youth Implementation Group is 
Chaired by a young person and has a membership of young people as well as local voluntary 

sector and statutory service providers who provide services to young people. 

In the Big Step during this developmental stage, a Partnership Group was set up to develop 

the SIP strategy document and agree the priorities as set out in Appendix 11. As with 

Drumchapel SEP, it was recognised that a more formal partnership arrangement was to be 

developed during the first year. The membership of the initial Partnership Group consisted of 

the following representatives: 
1 local councillor (Chair) 

2 officers from Glasgow City Council (Social Work and Education Department). 

1 officer from Greater Glasgow Health Board 

1 officer from Barnardo's 

1 officer from Who Cares? Scotland 

1 officer from NCH Action for Children 

2 care leavers 

At that stage, there were no other partnership groups involved in developing the SIPs strategy 

document. However, as it outlined in Appendix 13, a number of sub-groups emerged during 

the first year that were responsible for taking forward aspects of the SEP's ; A-ork. 'Me 

information presented in Appendix 13 highlights that, as well as Working Groups for the 3 

thematic priorities outlined in the strategy document as relating to health, accommodation and 

education/employment, three other groups were formed: a youth consultation group, a 

Colleges Working Group and a Research & Information Group. Brief description of the 

membership and role of these groups is provided in Appendix 13. What this shows, is that 
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young people's involvement was promoted through the young people's consultation group, 
while young people were not involved in the Working Groups. Their presence at the Board 

also remamed at approximately two young people during the first year of the SIP's fife. 

Camnwzity Inwhomw 

While the development of partnership arrangements outlined above shows that cornmuruity 
members were involved in this early planning stage in the fife of the SIPs, it is vvorth 
considering further the specific contribution made by community members within this 
developmental stage. The SIP guidance for submitting the strategy documents (Scottish Office 
19980 does explicitly ask SH)s to set out how the community would be involved in the 
development of the strategy, thus it is worth considering further the particular contribution 
made by the SEPs in responding to this policy commitment. 

Within the strategy document produced by Drumchapel SIP some reference is made to the 
involvement of, and consultation with, the community M developing the SIP's strategy. For 

example, reference is made to the involvement of community orgarusations in the SIP sub- 

groups; while there is also reference to a community conference held to 'inform and consult 

over the strategy development' Prumchapel SIP 1999; 22), at which point community 

representatives were elected to the interim SIP Board. Further, a consultation was held with 

youth organisations, from which the youth representative was also elected to the interim SEP 

Board. 

There is less explicit evidence of the involvement of young people within the development of 

the Big Step's strategy document. Indeed, very little reference was made to the activities 

undertaken to involve young people in the development of the strategy. Rather the focus was 

on how future involvement of young people would be facilitated through the development of 

the youth consultation group. What was said was that 'the partnership has sought from the 

outset to ensure that the views of young people who are in or have been through the care 

system has been taken on board" (Big Step 1999; 4). How this was facilitated is not clear, but 

the advocacy role of the representative of Who Cares? Scotland does suggest that their 

involvement at the application stage served to support the involvement of young people both 

through direct youth involvement and through the advocacy role performed by this agency: 

A lot of nýy n)le is adwcacy.. My role as a Bavid nwvkr is not a* to be a zohoua-ry sector 

7rprw=tizx, but also to facditav a77d sippw yomg Xople'S hpa. 
--I 

baýv uvrked on corwdiation 

ewz, soi-mdi,? g out the bid xid ývý )ao7g pe* in dw proxss- (B igStepp artn e r) 
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In short then, within Drumchapel SEP the consultations with adult commUrUt, v members and 
young people prior to submitting the strategy document illustrates an attempt to get the vie"A's 
of the community to feed into that stage of their work, which does suggest their involvement 
in this stage. Similarly, within the Big Step there were two young people in the Partnership 
Group and Who Cares? Scotland performing an advocacy role, which again indicates efforts 
made to involve young people at this early stage. However, while a limited number of 
community members were present at this development stage, later discussions on the time 

available to prepare the SIP bid and strategy document suggests that effective involvement of 
the community was limited. Thus, while efforts were made to include community members in 
this process, it is questionable what real influence and effective involvement the comrnunit)ý 

could have given the available time. 

Resotms 

In addition to outlining partner involvement, specifically relating to the involvement of the 

com. munity in this developmental stage, SIP strategy documents were also to outline the 

resources required to deliver the SEPs' planned activities. This was to involve both identifying 

what resources would be provided by partners, as well as setting out what additional SIP 

funding would be required to fill gaps in current provision (Scottish Office 19980. What this 

approach does is encourage SIPs to identify what work is already being done to address the 

needs of the group/area and how the SIP will be complementing this activity; an approach 

that fits with the gap filling role identified earlier as being taken forward through the focus of 

both SIPs. 

As was noted earlier, Drumchapel SIP's strategy document acknowledges the wide range of 

services provided by mainstream and specialist initiatives to address the needs of the local 

community, and the cost of this provision. In addition, in their detailed breakdown of their 

intended prograrnme of work, they provide indicative funding from partners and other 

funding sources that will 'match'with SIP funding to meet their priorities. However, there is 

no attempt to suggest that this is an agreed 'bend' of funding towards the SIP, nor the level at 

which the funding would be required of individual partners. For example, to improve the 

employability of young people, the SIP identified that L150,000 a year would be needed; of 

which L100,000 was requested from SIP funding, with the remaining f 50,00"D tpotentially' 

funded from a range of other sources, including Glasgow Citý, - Council, European Structural 

Fund and Scottish Homes. 
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Within the Big Step, there is similarly acknowledgement of the services already 'in place to 

meet the needs of this group of young people, although no attempt is made to estimate the 

spending level of mainstream partners on care leavers M Glasgow. This SEP also point to the 

resource inputs in terms of time input by agency partners in working with the SIP, including 
the secondment of two staff members from partner agencies to work as part of the SIP staff 
team, at an estimated cost to the partner agencies of appro =iately L90,000 per annum. 
Beyond this, there is acknowledgement of the shared role of the partner agencies in taking 
forward the priorities of the SIP, but no specific funding allocation is cited to suggest that 

particular partners had conunitted themselves to a 'bend' of funding. For example, the 

concern with developing appropriate social support networks led to plans to develop a 'buddy' 

programme for young people in care, but no indication was given of who would pay for this. 

Both SIPs, therefore, were attempting to respond to the request to outline resource 

conuriitments on the part of partners, but had interpreted this in different ways and had not 

made explicit financial comriiitments on the part of partners. This lack of evidence of any 

committed 'bend' of funding from partners may be the result of a lack of willingness by 

partners to comrnit funding to the priorities of the SIPs, alternatively they were not in a 

position to make any firm financial commitment at that stage. As *in other parts of this 

process, the time available provides some context for this development. Indeed, given that 

agency funding is allocated well in advance of each financial year and a long run *in would 
likely be needed to facilitate access to funding, assuming any was available to contribute to the 

priorities of the SEP, the lack of explicit resource allocations is unsurprising. That said, both 

SIPs had attempted to respond to the policy request for information on available resources, 

with the Big Step focusing on the comrýnitments of time made by partners and Drumchapel 

SIP suggesting indicative funding from partner agencies. However, as elsewhere, Dnimchapel 

SIP had clearly developed their strategy document in terms of planned spending much more 

coherently than within the Big Step through outlining their potential 'match' funds, a process 

not undertaken by the Big Step in their strategy document. 

With regard to their requirements from the SIP fund, both SIN set out a request for an 

annual allocation, as follows: L2.5 million for Drumchapel SEP and approximately L500,000 

for the Big Step. The amount of money applied for is based on estimated costs associated with 

the work of the SEPs (see Appendix 14 for details). All applicants for SIP funding ; A-ere 

provided with an indicative figure for how much funding A-as available over the follovvirig 
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three years to support SIN and were to use this to frame their applications for funding 15 
. 

Within Glasgow, as was noted earlier in the contextual information on the cit)-, the role played 
by the Alliance m administering and managing the applications for funding from Glasgow 
based SIPs may also have influenced the funding levels each SEP applied for. 

For Drumchapel SIP the estimated requirement from the SIP find is presented under the five 

thematic priorities set out in their strategy document. Each figure represents an accumulated 
cost of the different initiatives planned by the SEP to meet the objectives under each of these 
five thematic headings. However, the costs set out by the Big Step are not as clearly Unked to 
their objectives, and indeed do not specifically refer to any of the thematic priorities presented 
in the strategy document. 'Mat the funding was requested in order to employ a range of staff 

seems to suggest a role for the SEP that was not articulated wid-iin their strategy documents; 

that they would themselves be paying for additional staff to undertake services to fill gaps in 

current provision. As Chapter 8 shows, the SEP, M fact did not go on to use their fund to 

employ this type of staff team, albeit that they have employed a large staff team to take 
forward the 'strategic' approach that they have developed. What this suggests, is a lack of 

clarity on the part of the Big Step at the time of setting out their strategy document and no 

clear idea of how their funding was likely to be used to meet their strategic objectives. 

TýM 

The final issue under review with regard to the strategy documents relates less to what was 

said in this document, and more to the time that was allowed to facilitate Partnerships to 
develop their strategy documents. The framework offered by the Scottish Office meant that 
both SIPs were working within the timetable provided by Scottish Office to manage the SEP 

application process. This involved the two stages: 

Invitations for 'Expressions of Interest'were sent out on 28 July 1998, to be subrruitted b), 

the end of September 1998 (Scottish Office 1998d). 

In November 1998, those that passed this first round were then invited to submit full bids 
for funding M the form of the strategy document. This document was to be subrillitted by 

15 January 1999. The details in this document were used to form the basis of the decision 

on whether to allocate SIP funding. 

This timetable for developing the programme of work for the SIN is quite short, with a total 

of approximately 5 months between the initial invitation to tender being sent out and the final 

15 This information -was gleaned from discussions with policý--makers inside the Scottish Executive, and is not 
outlined in any policy documents. 
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documentation being submitted. Within this overall timetable, the specific time allocated to 
developing the strategy document was about two months (between November 1998 and 
January 1999). As noted earlier, this document was intended to present a picture of the 
programme that the SIPs would be working to over the period of their funding, while also 
demonstrating the resource commitment of partners and the role played by the communiity in 
developing the strategy document. In particular, effectively involving the community vvithin 
this sort of timetable is recognised as difficult: 

We get ý? Pssible deadý7a erWge with the camnunity at ea-q kzvl and ue'll 91W )vu a fortný&.. 
How can you say )vu uwa bonan up, engaM uith t-be cemnmuty appraw0es and An grx a tam 
scale that makes it ýýssible? 

... 
[And it uas] ý7pssihle to nxnnýý mWge uith the commity 

xzd g" tb6n a voxe w tbýý like the Irnpkmamoim Am [strateg doam7v]; the M uas totafly 
anpossible and dx Impkmmatim Am praakalý unpossible. Prumchapel partner) 

Given this timetable, it is unlikely that it would be possible to effectively engage the range of 
partners, including community members, in making decisions about how to best meet local 

need. Specifically, effectively involving young people within such a short time scale is likely to 
be highly problematic. That a significant time investment was made by both SIPs during their 
first year of activity in developing their partnership structures and working practices does 

suggest that the development stage of partnership working is a time consurning process, and 

one not discrete to the development of the strategy document: 

Duning this first y-ar, the Boani has nrnuýEd dx Pa7vxnkp /staffl; deu-Ioped the Parmmi* 
stmaim; iV&nxnmd dx SIP fim4- 

... [and] fimber ck&pai our strategy P nunc hapeISIP 
2000) 

The uork of dx [SIP] befteem Aprd 1999 and Aprd 2000 uas pninariýfocused an ckising and 
ag&v* its core objazýý and n&, equent aaiuýies to be wwkrý oxr dx cwzb7g years. (B 1gStep 
2000) 

Given the time available to develop the strategy document, it is perhaps not surprising that, 

while progress was made in outlining a coherent set of strategic objectives, there was less 

evidence of the community being in a position to influence the work programme of the SIPs 

or of Partners making a commitment to invest funding in the SEP. Clearly, these issues require 

time to negotiate and progress. That Drumchapel SIP had managed to develop their 

partnership structures extensively during that short time frame is indicative of the progress 

made in this particular SIP. The Big Step, on the other hand, were still in very early 

development stages both in terms of their formal partnership arrangements and in their plans 

for progressing the SEP. 
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Conclusion 

From this review, it has been shown that, in the short time that the SIPs had available to 
develop their strategy documents, significant progress was made 'in bringing partners together 
and identifying their work priorities. However, given the short timetable provided, the strateý, y 
documents were perhaps inevitably weak in relation to illustrating resource availability on the 
part of agency partners and in relation to effective community involvement in this planning 
stage. While efforts were made in both SIPs to involve community members at this point, it is 
not clear to what extent the views of this group were influential in the approach taken. In 
Drumchapel SIP, for example, it is unclear to what extent young people were involved in 
steering the SIP's priorities relating to young people, notably regarding their problematic 
status locaUy. There is a clear difference between involving commurnity members in the 
development stage of a Partnership, on the one hand, and involving them in the 
implementation of a programme that they were not involved in setting the priorities for, on 
the other. Thus, effective community involvement in this developmental stage seems to be 

both a challenge, given the time allowed, and a significant priority if community involvement 

is to be effective. 

Within the Big Step, the progress made in developing their strategy document illustrates that 
their strategic priorities had been identified, but that there were gaps regarding how the SIP 

intended to take their plans forward. In particular, the request for funding to support a staff 
team who would provide services is not clearly linked to the issues raised in the strategy 
document as being priorities for the SEP. Later discussions on this subject, outlined in Chapter 

8, illustrate that this SIP did not go on to use its staff team to deliver services. This implies 

that their planning in relation to how they would approach achieving their strategic objectives 

was at that stage not clearly articulated. More generally, the fact that both SIN continued 
during their first year of funding to develop their partnership structures and working 

approach, suggests that, while useful to set out a set of plans prior to starting work, there is a 

need to recognise that development is not a discrete stage in the work of SIPs. Rather, 

development and implementation are likely to be 'emergent' and evolving processes, as 

opposed to static and identifiably separate events (Reid 1999). 

The discussion in tl-iis chapter has outlined the position of SIPs at the time of applying for 

funding. The chapter has set out information relating both to the policý- context within which 

these SIN are working, notably relating to the role played by the Glasgow AlEance in 

managing SEPs, and regarding the content of the SEP strategy documents and the processes 
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framing the decisions made at that developmental stage. The Chapter has identified the 

priorities for action relating to promoting social inclusion for young people highlighted by the 

SIPs at the time of applying for funding. Chapter 7 now develops this further by exploring the 

theoretical influences underpinning the approach to social inclusion promoted within the case 

study SIPs, while also looking specifically at the question of whether the agenda on youth 
inclusion is motivated by a wish to promote social inclusion for young people or to maintain 

social control over this group. 
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Chapter 7: Promoting Social Inclusion or Social Control? 

Introduction 

This chapter aims to contribute towards answering two of the research questions identified at 
the start of this study. Firstly, attention is given to the question of the theoretical influences 

underpinning the approach taken by the case study SIPs In working to achieve social 
inclusion. Secondly, the question of the extent to which the focus on young people taken 
forward within the case study SIPs may be motivated by concerns with social justice or with 
maintaining social control over this group forms the central debate within this chapter. The 

chapter draws on documentary analysis and interview data from both SEP respondents and 
from wider policy actors to review the underlying theoretical and political influences driving 

the work of the SEPs. This discussion allows a critique of the agenda on 'social Mclusion' that 
is being implemented through the case study SEPs' focus on young people. 

The chapter starts by clariýing the theoretical influences steering the policy focus taken vvithin 
SIPs. It is argued that an explicit commitment is made to tackling structural barriers to 
inclusion, while implicitly the focus taken is one that concentrates on addressing the 

problematic behaviour of individuals that create and reinforce their exclusion. 'Me chapter 
then explores the proposed responses to achieving social *inclusion for young people, which 

are shown to centre largely on creating opportunities for inclusion within the labour market, 

while also tackling the 'social costs' of young people's behaviour. The chapter ends by 

highlighting the limitations of the social inclusion approach within the SEP context. It is 

argued that the approach taken focuses on the most excluded young people in order to 

manage their behaviour and reduce the costs of their actions. However, as a result of the lirruts 

of the influence that SIPs have on the structural barriers facing some young people, these 
Partnerships are only able to manage the effects of exclusion rather than being in a position to 

affect wider change for this group. 

Unpacking the Rhetoric of Social Inclusion 

Stmcaffal ExpZwwtionsfor Exclusion 

As outlined in Chapter 2, the policy rhetoric of social exclusion promoted under New Labour 

in recent years has brought an explicit acknowledgement of the existence of, and problem of, 

'poverty' back onto the political agenda, and through this, back into the consciousness of 

those working to address social exclusion: 
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After years of not bebTg able to talk abw powrty, uitb 4riumm -or diwdavitaW J bebzg iiqii 
ýý it seem that it 1S nowpolkica4viabk to talk abowpoanýqgqzm.. AatIdyinkuastepui 
dx rigbt ckmction in ncognising the root cause ofsocial exchisimfor =nype* (SSIN member) 

That the acknowledgement of poverty is now explicit within policy has given practitioners .1 
confidence in using this language when referring to the issues that they are tackling in their 
work: 

I think that zx should be much mom conficlaaabowusing theumdpowrtyuixn that IS vi)aTue, pr 
tdking about (Glasgow Alliance officer) 

Within the case study SIPs, this acknowledgement of the underlying relevance of poverty to 
the experience of social exclusion is clearly present. For example, within the Big Step, while no 
explicit commitment was made to addressing poverty as part of their intended programme of 
work, that care leavers are a particularly vulnerable group in terms of their access to resources 
was evident: 

"Ymzg people uho kizx the care systan wd)out dx fawxiil support offxndy naumks are xmnV 
dx pomest xction of the popuk6on " (B igStep 19 99a; p. 2) 

Within Drumchapel SEP, on the other hand, the concern with poverty was both part of the 

overarching context of the problems present in the area in terms of the number of benefit 

claimants and the overall levels of unemployment (see Chapter 6), while also being an explicit 

theme of their strategy to achieve change in the local area. Indeed, one of their five strategic 

priorities relates to 'alleviating poverty'through a range of local initiatives (see Appendix 10). 

From a range of respondents, there was a clear awareness of the relevance of concern with 

poverty as the central motivator for the work of SIPs and for the social inclusion approach 

generally: 

I tbmk that powny is at the heart of it all, .. 
bmww d)at is u& pwuws yvi bniig apd access to 

aimwiom to health, to 10 dunces, to avryý. (Big Step agency partner) 

Incam powty IS a 1a7 part of the conditims dmt deomir howfar scmffm could be ý-ý xzd 
d)eir nA ofexchision. (SSIN member) 

As noted in Chapter 2, a large part of the national response to concerns about income poverty 

relates to the introduction of a range of policy tools aimed to encourage participation in the 

labour market. For example, the various 'people based'! New Deal initiatives, Tax Credits and 

I Meaning the New Deal for Young People, New Deal for Disabled People etc rather than the Nc-w Deal for 
ci itate access to Conu-nunities, which is a neighbourhood based regeneration activilty rather an exph it , (-)ol to facili 

the labour market by particular social groups. 
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the National Minimum Wage provide clear indication of the need to address poverty through 
labour market participation. At this local level, tl-ýs concern with work as the route through 
which to address low income was equally explicit: 

It 15 powrty dut is dxmg* Eas&7bouse, [and] North GLVw and it IS dxnagb? g b=m not 
ma# people are avnaniaUy acliw and the bmos systan isn't ogpqg, (Glasgow Alliance officer) 

This relationship between poverty and labour market exclusion was clearly of direct relevance 
to understanding the reality of social exclusion for many people; a view that concurs With the 
so" inVation dixourse on social exclusion (Levitas 1998). 

However, in line with awareness of the need to 'jom-up' to better meet the needs of the most 
deprived neighbourhoods and vulnerable groups, there were other factors acknowledged -is 
framing the barriers to inclusion. In particular, that access to the labour market was limited by 

a lack of opportunities was commonly recognised as important to the experience of social 
exclusion: 

For so many p"le it is sb7ý abw a lack of opponwn, ýý to work, to get a dea-N oiwwýn.. (Big 
Step agency partner) 

This focus on opportunities as the route through which to respond to social exclusion was 
noted in Chapter 2 to be central to the focus of current policy on social inclusion through a 
concern with promoting 'equality of opportunity' as a principal policy priority (Lister 2000). 
Within the case study SIPs, this concern is more or less explicitly present within the strategic 

priorities of these SIPs and promoted through their work programme. For example, Within the 
Big Step, under the general conunitment to focusing on education, training and employment, a 

central concern relates to ensuring availability of supports to facilitate access to 'employment 

related opportunities' (see Appendix 11); a position clarified by those involved 'in this SEP: 

The i" is to try and mamm the appomputies auvL& to these kids to access uork xzd edw-aý 
nxw 6= tbq are now,... a bigpa-n of A& U abw makmg wre dw the 7ight suppons are in place to 
allow týen to pan-ic-ý M uork e&xr now or m dxfuwm (Big Step agency partner) 

Similarly, within Drurrichapel SIP, this concern with promoting opportunities for involvement 

in work and education is explicit through the conuTýtment to 'enhancing educational 

opportunities' and through this 'equip[ping] people iN-ith the skills to access the opportuni6es 

avai. lable'. In addition, under the banner of 'alleviating poverty' there is a comnutment to 

providing residents with the skiUs to obtain and retun employment opportunities' (see 

Appendix 10). 
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This illustrates the centrality of promoting an agenda on opportunity-enhancement as a central 
aspect of the commitment to achieving social inclusion. The provision of services is one 
particular aspect of this opportunity-enhancement agenda. For example, as is discussed finther 

in Chapter 8, both SEPs outline an explicit commitment that their work progranu-ne will 
facilitate the provision of new services to meet the needs of young people: 

A lot of Lbe projatfiais IS abowfiffing gaps in xrvm to make su-m Aa ue can better meet dx needs 
ofkcalpeople. Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

The canpkx problem that face these young people [nmvu tba t] cw7va SerMe pwviv6n doesn't go far 
mough to m&t d)eir noxis To address d)at ue mdly nff d to make surm dw dxw am mw smwes ffor 
AF group qfyoungp"lej.... (Big Step agency partner) 

The link between the provision of services to meet need and the general comrnitment to 

opportunity-enhancement is evident through the implication that the provision of services (as 

well as meeting specific need) acknowledges the lack of support currently in place to facihtate 

inclusion. The dynamic of this commitment to providing opportunities is, however, potentially 

more complex than merely acknowledging that there are not sufficient opportunities or 

services to allow participation. Indeed, as later discussions will consider further, this 

conunitment brings with it a potential contract arrangement that, in the provision of 

opportunities, the group targeted for these interventions are expected to take these up, With 
little acknowledgement of the complex factors that frame the context within which 

participation occurs. 

As well as this concern with providing opportunities, the policy rhetoric developed with the 

social inclusion approach has also allowed acknowledgement of the 'excluded' position of 

some groups in relation to the active 'exclusion' undertaken by others. At its most explicit, the 

concern with discrimination illustrates the dynamic nature of exclusion as some groups 

experience this. This is not, therefore, a matter of acknowledging a set of income indicators or 

a lack of available supports to facilitate inclusion in work or education, but a recognition of 

how the actions of others create the excluded position of some groups. For example, the 

introduction of SIPs has allowed this policy initiative for the first time to focus specifically on 

the discrimination faced by particular social groups: 

ThefwzdýV of SIPs that are taXhig the &K7iniwtion of eth,,, i inmonw is qitite ain mtermvN wa 
dea4qprmra-.. it nrxufor that dxm is policy rmogmim of the &x7iniution dmt many yon Nack 

peopleface uhn tryb? g to get a job.. (SSIN member) 

However, the experience of discrimination is not only a concern facing ethnic minorities. As 

one Drumchapel resident noted from his own experience of trying to find work. 
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You find it bard, )iou go for an mteniew for a job, uhm )m apply for a* and as soon as (and I 
know d, -is for a fact, fran my oun expenýoý) m#, o)m see Dngnoýo on the applkaign tjxy dcnt 
umt to know. it -S got dw bad a mputativ; dxy am unnijabje, dxy -, a not tum up, a& As kind of Ang. Prumchapel SEP conununity representative) 

Tbýs image of people as unreliable or untrustworthy as a result of their residence in a 
recognised deprived neighbourhood. has been acknowledged in research elsewhere (see Dean 
& Hastings 2000), as has the experience of prejudice against ethnic nuinorities when 
attempting to access labour market opportunities (Berthoud 2000). This study further shows 
the particular difficulties experienced by care leavers in terms of people's perceptions of this 
group; a point that is suggested in Chapter 10 to offer one explanation for young people's 
involvement with the Big Step: 

As soon as people hear you -W' been in care dxy just think ymre miNe. I can't mdly be baixrai 
uitb tbat. (young person, Big Step) 

Clearly, this element of social exclusion as relating to negative attitudes and perceptions of 

particular groups compounds the unequal social position of some groups in relation to others. 
Thus, there is an explicit awareness of the active role of excluders 'in reinforcing the 

experiences of those who are excluded (Byrne 1999). Indeed, both SIPs highlight a concern 

with tackling these discriminatory perceptions as part of their work: 

w put d)ý, ý in the newskaer ubich is distý to ezvy hmsd)old [in the area] and ue put d5b-Igs 
in týe Dnondx-Tel Neuz, Cýd&=k Post ex. To me dw is yst par for the course, Ibut as u& as 
dxý] I am talkmg about [getfing cotuage in] Evm. ýg Tizw, ideý the Heýý or the Romrc4 ha 
dx, zt-'S more dfiadt We haw had swr TV cmuage as udl, ubicb dxww people -S Peruepums, the 
extemal uorld'S pen*tion ofDrý. Pnunchapel SEP officer) 

It -s anportxg to uha ue do that u, - are cba&ng* uimt people d)in k abow care kam-s ad the tmv- 
(Big Step agency partner) 

As with the networking role of the SEPs cited in Chapter 8, the role of SEP staff in promotirig 
ii a positive view of the group/area under focus was clearly of central significance to their work, 

even if not an explicit strategic priority for their work programme. Although, of course, given 

the intangibility of measuring successes from this type of activity, that this is not an exphcit 

strategic Mn of the SIPs is not surprising. 

As noted above, the underlying rhetoric influencing the agenda on social inclusion promoted 

by the SEPs highlights concerns with econorruc exclusion both 'in material terms and *in 

relation to access to the labour market. It also highhghts a central concern with addressing the 

barriers to accessing opportunities and with the negative perceptions of the groups/areas that 
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are of policy concern. However, underlying the priorities for action, there emerges a more 
complex picture regarding the behaviour of young people as the group identified as at the 

centre of the social inclusion policy focus. It is this interplay of the rhetoric of the pohcý- 
programme and the underlying focus of the work of the SEPs that is now explored in order to 

consider further the work programme taken forward within the case study SEPs to achieve 
social inclusion for young people. 

Bebaviomal Explanationsfor Exclusion 

While there were explicit concerns about the context within which exclusion occurs that 

respondents, both within SIN and working within the wider policy context, were aware of as 
framing the policy commitment to achieving social inclusion, there were equally as many 

concerns about the particular characteristics of the people who were the identified focus of 

policy attention. At its most general level, this concern with tackling social exclusion related to 

the problems emerging from the incidence of drug misuse by young people: 

LXW a7e a big pan of the problen both in term of dx nwnber ofymag people that are taking than 
and uivt that Am does to dxi r bealth, their mcmr x7d d)eir lhes gmeralý (B igStepo ffi ce r) 

The impact of drug misuse in relation to the long-term effects on health and income was 
identified by several respondents as underpinning the challenges that were to be faced in 

working to promote social inclusion for young people. Thus, clearly there was an awareness of 

the behaviour of young people taking part in this activity as causing and reinforcing the 

experience of social exclusion. As one agency respondent highlights: 

For us as an agmg it is pom-ty and d)at cmrtibute to m-Aing people in pomyty wcb as drug 

abw that are the probkm. - tackling dwt in any senbus uay uuu& be a signOcant step fonawd 
Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

While there was a level of awareness and willingness to accept that drug misuse, in particular, 

was a source of some of the problems experienced by young people, there Xvas also 

recognition that in acknowledging the problematic aspects of young people's behaviour, this 

would serve to stigmatise this group of young people further: 

I just don't think it ̀ 5 very helpfid to spend the uh& ture &A D79 abow u& it 1S thi t caw tlx 

prubkm, I think [young people get] bad enwgb pnss -aiduit 9OD119 amund graing mom xmnz#=on... 
(Big Step agency partner) 

However, while there was some reticence amongst respondents in both SEPs to discussing the 

problematic elements of young people's behaviour as potentially suggesting 'victim-blaming', 

there were elements of the problematic aspects of youth that, "-ere openly acknowledged. For 
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example, as noted in Chapter 6, the focus on young people taking fom-ar&A-ithin Drumchapel 
SIP highlights a wish 'to tackle anti-social behaviour and the incidence of vandalism', while the 
Big Step highlighted in their bid for funding a concern to engage with problematic behaviour i 

related to, amongst other things, drug use and criminality. In practice within Drumchapel SIP, 
this view of young people as a source of 'trouble'was common: 

[Youth pvups] do get young people off the g7tyts xzd out of trm&. Prumchapel SIP agency 
partner) 

[We uunt to dxwV tbi? ý] so thiat ue don -t hcnv another group canqg up uho are swx&-ig anxind on 
street comers at night and causMg m&k We uunt to try and aiiazte than not to do tbat 
Pnunchapel SIP conununity representative) 

In the Big Step, on the other hand, their work programme around criminality and drug use 
had not emerged in practice at the time of this study 2. Indeed, many respondents were clear 
that the purpose of their work programme was not to focus on the problems associated with 
care leavers: 

The my matm ofyoung people meam that they will make mutakes. 7hat IS the wh& pubit of b6 ig 
yuR and they sbmIdn It he mide to fiel that dxy baze failed, dxy sbould be picked up and swrding 
else sIxwY be trid. (Big Step agency partner) 

That said, amongst other respondents within this SIP, there was recognition that a lack of 

aspiration was a real barrier to achieving social inclusion for this group: 

The probian uz h-ne uith canhwing sxiýzl excluSiOn wýb an= kids aW certain amz u they baw 
low aspiramm so d)ey don -t thý that d)ey are not acbkizg- (Big Step agency partner) 

Whether this comment suggests a particular cultural characteristic of some groups of young 

people (Lewis 1998) or a response to a set of external mechanisms that have framed the 

perceived opportunities available (Novak 1999), is difficult to say. However, even while 

rejecting negative views of young people in general, there was an overall recognition of the 

attitudes of some young people as reinforcing their experiences of exclusion: 

Tbm is a adwm ugihýz Social Work, pankuLvý for )owzg pa* dmt haw had a residewd 
backgnxmd, uhm ewryd* has ban donefor d)on 7be percTtionfor [cam kazml of uanang a J16b 
istbatdxyexpwtobegama)6bxzddonodiTforit.. - It t*s a diffiadt onefor -sotmoftbon and it 
can take yars Som also d5ii& dut So" Work cue tban a lkiT xzd dmt dx-Y sixxi& keep 6m, 
for the rest of d)eir liuý. (Big Step agency partner) 

2The focus of the work programme that emerged in practice centred on general health and mental health, and to 
some extent sexual health (through connections with a Greater Glasgow Health Board initiative). The reason 
given for not taking forward the crin-dnality agenda xvas said to relate to the fact that other initiatives 'were taking 
place elsewhere that the SIP ývould feed into that would address that priority. 
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It's mi4 doia& bawm sonze of d" kids are just not easy to do xrjý uiýb... the Sense of not 
camig or not unnang to d=ge.. A& U u& ue am up agaimt son2arm. (Drumchapel SEP 
agency partner) 

The explicit suggestion is that young people do not always welcome Mterventions by agencies, 
while implicitly there is a suggestion that the factors that create the situation facing some 
young people are compounded by their lack of engagement with the need to change or take 
responsibility for change. This concern with young people's lack of aspiration , Aus, however, 

set within a context where there was understanding of the wider context framing the actions 
and attitudes of young people. For example: 

These are youT p"Ie Lbat are mdý up against z4 they haze to deal uyýb a lot at a young age, a house, kids, n"7ey uomes, fooc4 all of it I-M' not sure I cou& baze done it at that age.. Is it any 
umver xmgo offthe rads? (Big Step partner) 

7here is so Iýde for dx kids to do amtmd here at night awd at the utekend so they do get a bit udd 
swxtyw 7hen Ay are those uko end up ge=g buo trm& as a msult.. Prumchapel SEP 
partner) 

While there was recognition that some young people were showing negative attitudes and 
behaviour, there was little explicit suggestion that these behaviours were the result of 
individual failings on the part of young people. In fact, even while recognising the problems 
that were occurring, respondents were clear that the response to these should be to develop 
improved structures to support and facilitate change. This View of problematic behaviours 

emerging from structural causes supports the position taken by Wilson (1987) who contends 
that it is external factors, not related to the individuals themselves, that creates the separation 

and emergent problematic status of some groups and areas. Some of this may be the result of 
the agency of others i. e. a lack of social networks and family support (Littlewood & 

Herkommer 1999) or alternatively relates to more explicitly structural factors, such as 

availability of suitable employment (MacDonald 1997b). What this suggests, however, is a 

complex picture where perceived negative behaviours emerge from the interaction of 

structural and wider agency based barriers to inclusion and the way that these are reacted to by 

individuals (MacDonald 1997b). 

One particular cornment made by a conununity representative m Drumchapel illustrates the 

complexities of unpacking individual agency and structural barriers in order to better 

understand what it is that is perceived to cause social exclusion amongst young people: I 
There is a lot of uork to be do r, - to (I luw dx-w zz ords) ýo anpnxv [yot R people'V udl - b6ng, to 
unprow dx-ý- low seýýestwn' Ma IS all pa* are talkR abovitfia now x7d it makes ine dybqk tjut 
people are draggiig dxrn&*es anwzý but dx-y a7v not all like dkit. A lot of d"n don't tike iip dx 
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aduvitage of a good oimaým bo=ix d)ey get to 14 and dni& it IS bonng so uwa out 77xn d)ey get dm ordy to discmer A& dxy dont like uha is dxm eidxr. 77xn dx-y)(vd dxy can It get a job bffiziw 
d)ey bazm It got the pn7per traimig or uhawar. So it i's mTm%, v9 Lbat zw pnmy& xrmes forywi g 
P"le) bw also that ue nuke dx xnwes acxssihk to Am Pnimchapel SEP conununity 
representative) 

The view of this respondent is that the provision is available in terms of education, but that 
young people are choosing not to participate. While tl-ýs perspective may be supported by 
local levels of truancy and low educational attainment, the reasons underlying this lack of 
participation are likely to be much more complex. For example, for some young people a lack 
of awareness or belief in the potential gains from education or employment they would likely 
get may not provide adequate incentive to participate (Roberts 1997). Further, the lack of 
gaspirational' role models in the form of family members and peer groups may further 

reinforce the perception that education is not of great value Pahrendorf 1987). Nonetheless, 
the point made by this respondent reflects that there is a concern at present with the 
behaviour of some young people in terms of their engagement with education. However, it is 
just as likely that the services offered are not appropriate for those who have more complex 
personal fives; as an evaluation of young people's involvement In New Deal points out: 

OzErall, &se uho &-porred haw* 7g no uvrk experiaxe, no qualozatz6w or hamM no mpkW 
nfim, m wnded to make more pngwss in anpkWWity measums tb= those uith problem uith dnV, 
ako&l, a pnson mawd or hanelessness 7bu may be because New Deal uas bener able to mT(M to 
mow conun6md labour markaproblem th= to those ofa Xr"ul or swlal naaar. (Bonpur et al 
2002) 

This awareness of the need to acknowledge a range of complex personal support needs in 
facilitating access to employment for those particularly vulnerable social groups was 

recognised to be a central element of the current policy focus: 

Now dxy a7v anpky* soa vorkm, drugs Ulorkm, la"d] L* a-`slst4? "- 7ý" ceiý th'Y 
um& newr dww ym ago, haýe dmwned ofhaubig anpý* With dxý Ay are starting to nuce auay 
fi, ýj, n bbe graj& job swrch stuf mm bbe stoorts d)at a7e needed 7he 7whty IS d"o that -wm 
p"le am being draorl sawnn and kicking to deal uith this -- In sam cases, a sucwss IS 
smA99tr has had a uash and a shawfor a grav uvrk sessim Prumchapel SEP agency partner) 

As with the earlier discussion on young people's engagement with education, this comment 
highlights a perception of some people as being in need of significant levels of support in 

order to allow them access to the labour market. In particular, the suggestion is that many 

people are unwilling participants in this process of change. However, this is further 

contextualised by an awareness of the barriers in moving from unemployment to work for 

those that have been outside the labour market for a long period: 
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[It] is not easy, you am takaig people ota of dxir ar? #k zom, yw are dv&*2g A-ir uay of life 
[and] dxwozirg d5eir mowr, so ), uu baEv to &d u? ýh all of A-se d)iV. (Big Step agency 
partner) 

What this illustrates is awareness amongst respondents that the current Government have 
been attempting through their policy initiatives to address the personal and social barriers to 
employment by focusing on putting the support mechanisms in place to facilitate access to 
labour market opportunities: 

We baw seen a md GboV in reawt yean sm the new Gozýnt cxm vito pomer [in tem ofl 
tackling the barrim to mploymm 7hew 15 mtKb mom azearax! ss that dyiYcxv IS neaied to be in 
plaw, [and] that u, - need to uork to try and meet the ýýý noe& of eaoý [Xrson] to a&w d)an to 
take up apponumizes.. ue can 't just asswm d)at offe7ing a train xg cmaw wiU be azmgb to addmss 
ftbeir neads]. (Big Step agency partner). 

What this debate has highlighted is the context within which SIPs take the policy commitment 
to social inclusion forward. What has emerged is a concern with acknowledging the interplay 

of agency based and structural barriers to inclusion that highlight concern with the behaviour 

of individuals, and how this is framed by the cultural and social context within which this 
behaviour emerges. With this context in place, attention now turns to the responses proposed 
in practice by the case study SIN to tackle this range of barriers to social inclusion for young 

people. 

Responding to Exclusion within the Case Study SIPs 

It was noted in Chapter 6 that the case study SIPs identify a similar range of issues as requiring 

attention in order to achieve social inclusion. These relates to promoting initiatives to improve 
health, increase participation in employment, increase attendance and attainment within 

education and to encourage greater community involvement in local decision-making. 

Underlying these thematic priorities are a wider set of policy priorities that link to the concern 

with achieving social inclusion and the values that the SIP staff and partners perceive should 

frame the approach taken to work towards achieving these thematic priorities. 

As noted earlier, a central element of the approach to achieving social inclusion relates to the 

promotion of 'opportunities': i 

I tbink [soa jn&aion] 7neans to nx dw people haze a r= e of choices.. the polky agexi i Zlý al"a 19 
these thýý, abw choice xzd oppommiý,. (Big Step partner) 

And that through this, the promotion of opportunities to participate in the labour market is 

seen as central to the achievement of social inclusion: 
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I just don It d5ink )uu can wxkmstinav dx inportame ofvxA as the route d77uigb ubih to Pxh ide 
people u&)in the numstrexrz ofsociety. (S SIN member) 

Underlying this agenda where labour market participation is seen as the central route through 

which to promoting inclusion, is recognition of the value of labour market paxticipation as 
offering people a route through which to make a contribution to societý-: 

It seem to me that ýýIe haw a job to go to dx-Y Wdl not omý baze a uay of ea=, ig a Ling, hit 
dx-y udl alsofad dw d)ey haze swx#)bT to ofer Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

From this what begins to emerge is a moral element to the concern with labour market 

participation, with this form of inclusion seen as a means not only of increasing household 

income, but also in providing a mechanism to allow people to make a contribution to wider 

society and the economy at large. 

Within the case study SIPs, the concern with increasing opportunities to participate in 

employment is central to their work programme, either as a direct priority (as within the Big 

Step) or as a means of tackling wider concerns with poverty and low income (as within 
Drumchapel SIP) (see Appendix 10 and 11). For example, the approach taken forward within 

the Big Step to promote education, training and employment focuses on a range of supports 

to allow care leavers to participate in employment or to work towards this goal in the longer 

term. Within Drumchapel SEP, there is similarly support for a range of measures to meet the 

labour market needs of young people and other members of the local community as well as 
initiatives to provide support to work towards this goal. 

As a central element of the concern with movmg people towards labour market participation, 

is an acknowledgement of the range of supports needed to allow the most vulnerable 

members of society to access oppommities: 

I thmk the so" L-ý awnda is about xmew tryn to look outforfolk tbat od)er parts of swety 
can t mi4 be bodxred u)ýh or aren It izý n Sxid Lndusion is about t7ýn to say d)at dym am 
lots of mzmu for behzg exch&W so ue are tryM to gaie 66n a leg up to kd dy pLzyb7g field a bit 
Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

It, a# about ravgnmg dw these young pe* baw powntiýd and tryn to do swxd)b7g to IYdp An 
5 

adx; ne dvt If people sta7t feelbzg u1bad dx"2s&zY An tlx-y sta7t to boaYne rno? e nomzal in the 

camnwnty, getting upfor work, baubig a bank aawztmd the n? st. Ifyov i gux people optimu and sixnv 
LýUn that dxy bawpomrmd tbm d)ey can do [=Aýze, (Big Step agency partner) 

Thus, underlying the promotion of labour market measures, or supports to lead towards this 

goal, Is a wish to address the low self-esteem of young people in order to increase their 
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aspirations. This approach confirms a point made earlier relating to the importance of 
addressing the barriers caused by the low aspirations of the most vulnerable young people. 

While this broad comrnitment to labour market participation was a central prionty of the work 
programme and underlying principles of both case study SIPs, there were particular pnon6es 
that emerged within the individual case study SIPs that illustrate other aspects of their specific 
programme for achýeving social inclusion. Firstly, withiri the Big Step, much of the work 
programme around health and accommodation is not explicitly concerned ýAith promoting, 
labour market participation, although increasing availability of suitable accommodation and 
improving health will have the indirect effect of facilitating the circumstances under whých 
labour market participation can occur. Rather, the focus of these objectives is to increase the 
range of supports and services that will meet the specific needs of this group of young people. 
As with the underlying motivation for promoting labour market participation encouraging 
financial independence and reducing the economic and social costs of welfare dependence, 

these measures similarly aim to address the 'social costs' of problems such as homelessness, 
drug misuse and mental health difficulties that are associated with this group of young people 
(PAT 12; Beihal et al 1995). Thus, while the explicit focus of policy is to promote 

opportunities and encourage labour market participation, the wider motivation for this focus 

fies with the concern to intervene in the cycle of deprivation to reduce the impact of risk 

associated with vulnerable young people. 

Within Drumchapel SEP, it has been noted earlier the explicit concern with tackling the 

problematic aspects of young people's behaviour at the neighbourhood level. As a result of 

this focus, one of the factors seen as important to achieving social inclusion at the 

neighbourhood level was through the involvement of young people within the local 

neighbourhood setting: 

[Sxial ýý is] about indtz&g people in d)eir camnunity and sxiety mow, and gizzig yavýg people 
nvw okwxe to be ac-tix in h6eircarvw-, ity. Prumchapel SEP community representative) 

While this suggests a relatively United approach to achieving social inclusion, it is an approach 

that links to the wider policy commitment to promoting community *involvement Nkrithin SEPs 

in order to fink people into local decision-making and encourage local people to take 

responsibility for sustaining developments at the local level (Scottish Executive 20'. '. d). Indeed, 

this focus is consistent with the findings presented in Chapter 10 on youth involvement in the I 
case study SEPs, which illustrates that adult respondents in Drumchapel SEP A-ere in part 

motivated to encourage young people to participate in the SEP to ensure sustainabilin- of I 
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developments by focusing on the 'future' role of young people as adult residents. Further, the 
promotion of active involvement as an aspect of the social inclusion agenda suggests an 
additional route through which young people are being managed, with their involvement in 
the SEP offering one further route through which to manage their problem behaviour at the 
neighbourhood level by encouraging them to take responsibility for changes in their 
community. This focus is further reinforced by the measures undertaken to manage the free 

time of young people in order both to fil-nit their negative behaviour and control their use of 
pubhc space: 

If )vu provide swr sort of night tum actmý for yamg peopkyou uon't haz, - than n"W29 aiua, 
bmum older p"Ie, in-epaime ofuh4)er they are up to no gocd or n04 dx rnerefact that the kýý am 
hý"v in groups makes than scared We are keen to get than auay doing Krnedý else, ba=ix if Ue 
don 't dx-y mz& not be bad nozq bw dxy m* start drýnkzng or surt gem . ng ýný In it ff ue get 
t&n iný in swwthing it auns to z* tb* siarting. (Drumchapel SIP agency partner) 

The concern to promote social inclusion for young people at the neighbourbood level, 

therefore, centres on reducing the perception of risk to other residents within the area 
(Crawshaw 2001). This approach, by focusing on managing the activities of young people, is 
likely to be of benefit to other residents while also offering opportunities for participation for 

young people. However, by managing the movements and activities of young people, this 

approach also suggests an implicit form of social control over young people (Waiton 2001; 

Watt & Stenson 1998). 

While this shows that there are challenges that emerge from the work undertaken to promote 

social inclusion for young people, it is not clear to what extent the focus on managing and 

controlling young people provides the driving focus behind the agenda of social inclusion that 
is promoted within the case study SIPs. In contrast, the earlier noted concerns with structural 
barriers to exclusion emerging from the experiences of poverty and lack of opporturýties 

provides an alternative perspective from which to consider the agenda on social *inclusion. The 

question for this final section then is to consider the extent to which the central concern of 

the agenda on social inclusion is to focus on either social justice or social control as the 

guiding principle for the work of the case study SIPs. 

Promoting Social justice or Social Control? 

The discussion to this point has highlighted a central concern with promoting opportunities to 

participate in the labour market as the route through A-hich to achieve socia. 1 inclusion for 

young people (Lister 2000; VVhite 1997). Alongside this, however, has been an 

acknowledgement of the need to address the wider social costs and problems associated ýN, Ith 
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the social exclusion of particular groups of young people. Emerging from this interplay of 

r concern with encouraging young people to play an active role in societý through participation 
in the labour market while also challenging their problematic activities, is an acknowledgement 
of the need to link opportunities with obligations: 

Partly it U abow n7akzing swe dutpeople take up the oppornowa Aa are auvL&L Prumchapel 
SIP agency partner) 

While the priorities of ensuring the provision of new services, challenging negative 
perceptions of neighbourhoods and people, and providing opportunities to participate in the 
labour market are seen as central factors in the work undertaken by the SEPs, it is expected 
that in return young people will take up the opportunities that are being offered (Field 1997). 

As a result, the policy commitment to reciprocity noted in Chapter 2 as being central to the 

values of the New Labour policy approach, is shown to be carried through in the practices 

adopted by the SIPs. The commitment to social inclusion, therefore, brings with it a clear 

relationship between rights and responsibilities, -with individuals offered opportunities on the 

understanding that they will play an active role in responding to these opportunities Peacon 

&Mann 1997). 

Clearly, the policy commitment to tackling the barriers to participating in mainstream society 
is an approach intended to open up the potential for young people to play an active role in 

society. Indeed, the reciprocity between rights and responsibilities that underpins the policy 
focus could be argued to offer the mechanism to link young people into mainstream society 
by committing a range of agencies to provide the supports required to meet need, while in 

return expecting young people to take up the opportunities put 'in place. This does suggest 

strong links to the social integration discourse (SID) outlined by Levitas (1998), which 

encourages active citizenship and labour market participation as the main routes through 

which to tackle social exclusion. 

However, while this concern with promoting reciprocity provides a context within which 

policy has developed, the policy commitment to promoting social inclusion through active 

participation does suggest particular difficulties for young people, not the least of which is the 

implicit moral agenda that emerges from the interventions taken forward. For example, at the 

neighbourhood level, the concern with taking young people off the streets is promoted in 

order to reduce the perception of risk to other residents; suggesting that the needs of the 

young people become secondary to those of the wider communit)-. For youna, people, 

however, public space offers a location ', ýNlithin which to develop as individuals without adult 
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surveillance "all et al 1999). Thus, the wishes of the community as a ; vhole to manage public 
space through controlling the activities of young people may meet their concern to unprove 
the perception of the area as a safe place to live, but at the same time increases the controls 
over young people and fin-its their freedom at the neighbourhood level. 

This concern with the moral elements of young people's behaviour is less explicItlyrelated to 
the maintenance of social control within the context of the Big Step. However, as noted 
previously, the concern to limit the social and econorrUC costs of the problems associated with 
care leavers does suggest a need to manage and provide interventions to meet the needs of 
this group. Further, by focusing on the risks associated with this group's vulnerability, a 
(victim' focus emerges, which further serves to pathologise this particular group of young 
people. To some extent, this pathologising of young people is an inevitable corollary of the 

whole ethos of social inclusion, which puts addressing the needs of the most vulnerable 
groups, both within and beyond the most deprived areas, at the centre of its policy focus. 

Nonetheless, the concern with social control remains through this focus on care leavers, 

although not as explicitly as at the neighbourhood level. Rather, within this context, social 

control is seen through the wish to manage the trajectories of this group of young people, by 

Uniting the extent of their problematic behaviour and steering them towards useful 

productive fives, at which point they can fulfil their obligations to participate in mainstream 

economic activity. 

The links to the moral underclass discourse ýVý) (Levitas 1998) that emerge from this focus 

on the problems caused by or associated with young people suggest that this element of the 

policy agenda, while not explicitly cited as a driving force behind the work programme being 

promoted, provides a strong steer for the work that is undertaken. However, as noted above, 
by linking the social integration approach with an obligation to participate, the worst effects of 

the problems associated with young people are dealt with while also offering the positive 
focus associated with a programme intended to promote opportunities to participate in 

mainstream society. 

The contract created by promoting reciprocity through provision of opportunities and the 

expectation that young people will respond to these measures is to some extent an inevitable 

corollary of the policy focus taken within SEPs, with the whole ethos of social inclusion being 

to promote an active role for excluded groups (see Chapter 2). However, it is 'vý'orth noting 

that the policy conunitment to 'active participation' facilitated through the tequal 

opportunities' agenda raises particular difficulties for the most vulnerable ý, oung people. First, 

there is no explicit acknowledgement of the extent to which the poticý, commitment to 
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promoting social inclusion takes adequate account of the different starting positions of 
individuals when accessing perceived 'opportunities' (Levitas 2000). For example, it is not 
clear to what extent any individualised programme of interventions intended to offer 'support' 
takes account of relatively chaotic lifestyles that may lirnit the ability of some young people to 
'fit'into formalised support mechanisms. 

Second, the underlying meritocratic values promoted through the agenda on equality of 
opportunity provide rewards for those who 'succeed', while undervaluing those who do not 
respond well to a reward based system (White 1997). Indeed, the ability to respond to 
meritocratic incentives is likely to be further facilitated or limited by class position (Collins 
1999) and access to informal family and social resources (Littlewood & Herkommer 1999). 
Thus, while equality of opportunity may be the chosen response to encourage greater levels of 
social inclusion, this approach takes insufficient account of the context within which young 
people engage with the policy programme that promotes 'social *inclusion' by focusing on 
encouraging social integration and addressing the moral underclass position of the most 
excluded young people. 

Finally, what is notably absent from the practical implementation of measures to address 
social exclusion are attempts to address the third discourse noted by Levitas (1998) as relating 
to redistribution (RED). While there is acknowledgement within the SIPs of poverty as an 

underlying cause of social exclusion, and a recognition by those working within the parameters 

of the SIP agenda that this experience of structural barriers such as poverty and discrimination 

frame the problems encountered by excluded groups, there are no explicit measures employed 

to address the redistributive imperative. This is hardly surprising given the focus of SIPs being 

on the micro level actions and outcomes experienced by excluded groups/areas. Indeed, the 

positioning of SIPs means that their focus is one that addresses the effects of soclo-economic 

inequality (resulting in poverty, discrimination and unequal access to power and resources) 

rather than being in a position to influence the emergence of these phenomena. In short, SIPs 

are not Ma position to do anything about the existence of inequalities in the welfare and tax 

system that have a differential effect on different social groups and thus focus on addressing 

the effects of these inequalities on the most excluded groups/areas. 

The work of the SIPs is, however, set within this wider social and econornic context and 

attempts to respond to the effects of social exclusion in relation to the actions and attitudes of 

young people, while also acknowledging the wider socio-economic factors that lead to these 

behaviours emergmg. There is, thus, in practice an awareness of a complex Mterplaý, of 

behavioural and structural explanations for exclusion that are responded to through a muiwe 
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of new services and policy programmes intended to increase opportunities to participate in the 
labour market and mainstream society more generally. However, alongside this is a less expticit 
concern to manage the problems that are associated with young people both in terms of the 
costs of their behaviours and the effects on other members of society. As a result of this 
interplay, it is difficult to unpack the relative importance of the social justice or social control 
elements of the policy framework that is being taken forward under the banner of promotirig 
social inclusion. Indeed, it is likely that both are seen as justifiable elements of the programme 
in that there is a rational expectation that the negative effects of social exclusion are lirnited 

through a programme that is intended to encourage greater social integration. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has aimed to reflect on the influence of the social inclusion focus on the work 
programme undertaken by the case study SIPs. It has been argued 'in this chapter that the 
policy commitment to social inclusion promoted within the case study SEPs is framed by the 
overarching policy rhetoric of equality of opportunity as a means of encouraging active 
participation, most coherently through initiatives that aim to encourage young people into 
labour market participation either now or in the future. What is Mlissing from thds agenda 
however is an explicit acknowledgement of the unequal access different groups have to social 
and economic resources including social and cultural capital, class position and financial 

resources. 

The particular responses to this agenda by the two case study SIN have slightly different 

emphases. In particular, Drumchapel SIP have identified an explicit problem-causmg View of 

young people, within which their work programme highlights a conuýnitment to tackling the 

problems associated with young people by encouraging their involvement in activities that will 

take them 'off the streets' (Watt & Stenson 1998). In the Big Step, on the other hand, there is 

no explicit concern through their programme of work to tackle the problem-causing aspects 

of the behaviour of this group of young people. However, the concern to tackle the costs of 

the behaviour of young people, such as drug misuse and homelessness, suggests an implicit 
intention to reduce the problems associated with this group and to instead encourage their 

long-term integration into the labour market or other 'valuable' social contributions. Thus, the 

overarching perception of the policy concern with promoting active participation has been not 

only to reduce the social costs of young people's behaviour, but also to increase the social 

contributions made by young people at either the neighbourhood or wider societal level. 
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The activities taken forward within the case study SIPs are, therefore, resonant of a ,; 6der 
policy commitment to reducing the costs of young people's activities on ývider society. This 
concern was shown in Chapter 2 to be promoted both by the Social Exclusion Unit "ý%'Ithin the 
LJK Government (SEU 1999) as well as within the Scottish policy context under the banner of 
promoting 'social justice' (Scottish Executive 1999a). The current policy commitment to 
funding SIPs focusing on the social inclusion of young people, therefore, needs to be 
considered within this overarching policy context. However, with this focus comes a cost to 
young people in terms of the Emits to their freedom to make mistakes and develop their mvn 
route through to adulthood. Contrasted with this are wider concerns with managing the 
negative behaviour of young people in terms of the adverse effects on their own lives as wen 
as that of wider society. 

The practice that has emerged within the case study SIPs shows that there are attempts to 
interact with the complex reality of a range of structural and wider agency effects on the lives 

of young people, while framing this within a context where there is understanding of the 
actions and attitudes of young people that emerge in this setting. Both of these factors are 
justifiable concerns if the aim is to limit the problematic aspects of young people's behaviour 

and to encourage greater integration into mainstream society, as has been shown to be the 

priorities of the policy programme promoted within SIPs. The extent to which social justice or 
social control are more or less dominant within this setting is not possible to unpack clearly. 
In part, this is explained by the fact that the concern with social control is likely to offer a 

rational response to the negative actions and attitudes associated with young people by 

limiting the costs and problems for young people and others of their behaviour. The focus of 

the SEPs'work being to increase involvement and opportunities within mainstream society is 

to some extent part of the policy commitment to promoting social justice by increasing choice 
for individuals. However, by focusing centrally on social integration as the guiding principle, 

the question that remains unanswered is what happens to those young people that do not take 

up the opportunities offered through this policy imperative. While there is recognition of the 
barriers in place, the agenda on reciprocity suggests that, where young people do not take up 

the opportunities offered, there would be ensuing sanctions. Thus, where social inclusion as a 

policy commitment does acknowledge that barriers exist, in providing supports and responses 

to these the focus returns to 'the excluded'to engage with the opportunities without regard to 
individual ability to take up these opportunities. 
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Chapter 8: Promoting Strategic Working? 

Introduction 

The central concern of this chapter is to consider the question of how the policy agenda on 
strategic working is taken forward through the working practices of the case study SIPs. To 

address this question, the main body of this discussion focuses on setting out the 'ýk-orking 
practices of the case study SIPs employed to take forward the strategic aims outlined at the 
time of applying for funding. Three themes are identified as important to the working 
practices of the case study SIPs: the role of the SIPs M delivering services; the extent to which 
resource sharing is promoted, and the importance of networking externally with other policy 
and practice developments. Underlying this discussion of the working practices of the SIN is 
the wider question of how the concept of strategic working is played out through the working 
practices adopted by the case study SIPs. As was noted in Chapter 3, there are two distinct 

approaches to strategic working. The first relates to the achievement of the SEPs' strategic 
aims, while the second relates to the agenda on sustairiability and capacity building emergi-ng 
from the activities undertaken by the SIPs. The chapter, therefore, explores the extent to 

which the working practices of the case study SEPs result in a focus on achieving the strategic 

aims of the SIP or attempt to respond to this agenda on sustairiability and capacity building. 

The chapter illustrates that divergent working practices have emerged within the two case 

study SEPs. Within Drumchapel SEP, traditional project funding emerges as the central 

element of their work. This is the result of historical influences and the range of factors 

steering the agenda at the neighbourhood level. Within the Big Step, on the other hand, their 

role has emerged as more concerned with influencing mainstream agency partners, with 
funding used to support pilot services within mainstream agencies. As a result of the chosen 

approaches to working taken by these SIPs, it is argued that both SIN are explicitly working 

to achieve their strategic aims. However, only in the Big Step is the wider agenda on strategic 

working relating to achieving sustainability being promoted through the chosen working 

approach taken forward. 

Delivering Services 

As was shown in Chapter 6, at the time of applying for SEP funding, both SIPs set out to 

achieve their strategic aims through the deliver), of a range of ne', ýk- sen'Ices. While Drumchapel 

SIP was to fund local projects to meet local need, the Big Step aimed to employ a number of 

staff that would directly provide services to young people. However, as was noted in Chapter 

6, the Big Step changed its approach during the first year of funding and moved away from a 
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central focus on service delivery as the means of achieving social inclusion for young people. 
The discussion presented in this section, therefore, outlines the approach to service delivery 

within both SIPs and the motivations for the approach taken. 

DnimArpel SIR the projectf=4 model 

As will be shown below, and considered further in the discussion on resource sharing later, for 
Drumchapel SEP, pYqktfiindiT fon-ns a central plank of the approach that is being taken to 
achieve social inclusion in the local area, both in relation to targeting the needs of young 
people and more generally through their overall work prograrnme. What this project funding 

approach involves is explained in the discussion that follows. 

The first thing to note is that project funding involves both *individual partners and external 
bodies, including community groups, the local voluntary sector and mainstream public 

agencies, putting in applications to the SIP to access a share of the SIP fund. To successfully 

access this funding source, applicants are expected to illustrate that the 'project' to be funded 

will offer an innovative new service that both fills a gap in local service provision and supports 

the strategic priorities of the SIP. This confirms the point noted in Chapter 3, that 'projects' 

refer to specialist services with a time limited funding allocation. 

Several SIP partners cite the dominance of this element of the work pursued by Drumchapel 

SIP, often at the'expense of other aspects of their work programme: 

In the past it bas bem d)at a lot ofappIkatibm baze cam to the taNe and dxý takes up a lot of tune in 
the mwm& ubicb Prtpacts on how nvKb tam ue hawfor od)er 6ýV Prumchapel SIP agency 
partner) 

While the extensive time involvement in processing applications for funding was evident from 

an early stage in Drumchapel SIP's life, the question of why this approach has dominated the 

work of this SIP is perhaps of more interest. There is some evidence to suggest that the 

centrality of project funding to the work programme being promoted by Drumchapel SEP 

relates to the history of this approach within area-based initiatives. For example, until 

relatively recently, Drumchapel had received Urban Programme, funding to support local 

projects undertaken by the community and voluntary sector. This has potentially created a 

particularly positive view of project funding, in particular by community representatives: 

See Chapter 3 for more on the history of urban pohcý, programmes, Lricludin, the Urban Programme in 

Scotland. 
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... ue hcnv had fi? ý? s] hem befow Aa býav albwxi rea4 good kcal prq)az to da* I dni& 
the SIP wX cany Aa work on dm* new prq)ects... Prumchapel SEP community 
representative) 

The project funding approach also allows Dnunchapel SEP to meet two of the Scottish 

Executive'S2 policy objectives for SIN, relating to 'encouraging community involvement' and 
cachieving impact' (see Chapter 6). The community involvement agenda is promoted through 

cornmunity representatives being involved in the decision-making processes to select the 

projects that will get funding. More generally, through the opportunities afforded for local 

community groups to access this funding source to support local projects, this approach 'also 

allows local community groups to be actively involved in the programme for achieving social 
inclusion in the local area. It is likely that community members, and supporters of this 

approach as a route to deliver change at the local level, would be supportive of project funding 

for these reasons. 

The policy concern with achieving impact also fits with the project funding approach as it 

allows relatively quick outputs to be shown in terms of numbers of projects receiving funding 

or the percentage of the fund being used to support local service initiatives. Of course, many 

of these developments will merely illustrate potential impact from the action taken, and only 

through longer-term evaluation could any measurable impact be shown. This impact focus is 

further reinforced by the tangibility of project funding, which allows SIPs to move from 

planning to implementation3within a very short time frame, and with this to report quite 

quickly that they have given a specific amount of money to a specific number of local 

initiatives. As illustration of this, in relation to Drumchapel SEP, Appendix 15 shows that at 

the end of their first year of funding this SIP had allocated approximately L1.37 rrullion to 38 

local initiatives (representing 84% of their total spend in that yeat4). 

The annual reporting and annual funding framework that the Scottish Executive put in place 

for SIN provides an additional driver to encourage SIPs to take a relatively short-term focus 

to their work, and through this to otentially go down the road of project funding. Firstly, pJ 

through the obligation to publish annual reports outlining activities undertaken throughout 

the previous year, project funding allows SIN to illustrate tangible activities at a very earl"- 

21 will talk about 'the Scottish Executive' throughout this discussion, but of course, until July 1999 (when 

devolved administrations were created), they were 'the Scottish Office'. 

3 See Chapter 3 for more on the cyclical process of policy development, implementation and evaluation. 

I As Appendix 9 illustrates, Drumchapel SIP applied for and was allocated r2.5 million in their first year. That 

they only spent L1.6 million in their first year (LI. 37 on projects) was the result of the Partnership not starting 

work until August 1999, meaning that they got only 8 months of funding for that financial year. 
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stage in the life of SEPs, as was noted above. However, this also means there is pressure LO 
show results and progress made over relatively short time penods. Secondly, the annual 
funding cycle further steers this project focus through encouraging SEPs to spend their 
funding allocations during each financial year. This annual cycle does not guarantee that 
unspent funds can be carried forward to the next financial year, which leads to pressure to 
spend the funding quickly to ensure that future fundirig is made available: 

tinder-ypend u not swxding dut is palata& to go back wzib You can Pnagbw govN inck to 
dx Scottish Exmaiw and saybig ue "t need ; C2.5 mXion" I can unckn-WO dw ta=n 
(Drumchapel SIP agency partner) 

This shows that the restrictions of an annual reporting and funding cycle seem to chive an 
output focus while encouraging short-termism M spending plans. Within Drumchapel SIP, 

this has led to the project funding approach being accepted as the only way to spend the 
funding provided: 

Q. Wlby uas p? iýxctfimdiC sonxdiT dw Lbe SIP Aid& tofocza on? 
A: "at else uadd it spent it [the SIPfimd] on? (Drumchapel S EP officer) 

There are two possible explanations for this view. Firstly, it may be that the project funding 

approach genuinely does offer the only route through which to spend their allocated funding 

within the annual cycle. Secondly, it suggests a lack of recognition on the part of the SEP 

officers of an alternative way of working: 

it -, s irý tbat the sip udi be xm*ce delimy uixn the staff u servie defimyfiaised, if they uem 
strategfimsd it uvtdduork dz)Xwntly. Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

The suggestion from this is that the SIP officers play an influential role 'in the approach taken 

to achieve social inclusion through SIP activities. Later discussions on the approach taken 
forward within the Big Step similarly show the influence of SEP officers on steering the 

working approach within that SEP. 

While accepting that there are a number of factors steering SEPs towards taking a project 
funding approach, there were respondents who were concerned about the lirnitations of this 

approach: 

YOZ hew and I am not comixed wd)in SIPs dw ue am not yst nv=ig a round fund* wwll Pro, 
dxm, I haw graw resmumm abotit dza, Not dut tbg are not good prýxcts, but uz hr. v mawy on 
the taNe anduz haze to spend it in a certain period so uefund amdyb7g, u6cb mwu tbata pnýea is 
fundedfur a period of tvne xzd An dx nwney nau ota and it is dropped (Drurnchapel SIP agencý- 
partner) 
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'Me view cited here, as was noted earlier, is that project funding reacts to the availabihn- of 
short-term funding. The problem is that it is difficult to assess the likely long-term impact 
from taking this approach. 

However, the steer to take this approach is finther compounded by Glasgow City Council 

reducing their financial support to local projects M i deprived areas: 
It IS ma4 dfxult bawm there are p*m, mally good proj6m, d)at baz, - rexý-ý cwx-d fu rx&? g M' dx past, but that dx-y ftbe ataxd] can -t (or won It) fimd xýy n"v .. [77vse prqj6z] smiggle uitb 
trypig to getfinoxe to allow thon to keep goP79, sorm baLe gone tazder as a msult Prumchapel S IP 
agency partner) 

This reduction in City Council support for local community projects could relate back to 
discussions presented in Chapter 3 on the historical availability of Urban Programme funding 

aBOV; Mg the City Council to bid directly to the Scottish Office for additional funds to support 
local community projects in deprived areas (Turok & Hopkins 1997). The loss of this funding 

source, and its replacement through Programme for Partnership with an annual funding round 

using a competitive bidding process (Scottish Office 1996), along with cuts in mainstream 
budgets to local authorities (Gordon & Irvine 2001) means greater difficulties for locally based 

community initiatives to access funding to support local pro)ects. This is likely to create 

additional pressure on area-based SIPs to fill this gap, by using the SEP budget to provide 
financial support to local projects. 

It is not only pressure from the community, the views of the SEP staff and changes to the 
funding available to local community projects that has steered Drumchapel SIP to fund 

projects, it is also acknowledged that the rhetoric of strategic working does not fit with the 

reality of partnership working as it occurs at present in this SEP: 

Ewyone talks abow "MVI79 auayfrcmfimdingprq]az x2dfacditxvzg a mom straqw appmacb to 
public xnw, [u&bl is ukere the nxney is.. But bozv do )vu mow people may fiam ffiv7& ng 
projaz]? Essentii4 it is a mbral dxwq nealed ui&in all of d)ffe Owusatwm [tbe Partmr 
agmnýsl. Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

While it is clear that the policy rhetoric of partnership working is intended to convcý- a 

commitment to strategic working as influencing mainstream spending plans, as later 

discussions on resource sharing will consider further, how this is to be done when mainstream 
IP i 

agencies are not bringing their budgets to the table within Ss is difficult to foresee. 

What we see from this discussion of the approach taken by Drumchapel SIP to deliver 

services is the significance of the historical influence of project funding xithin area-based 

urban pohcY progranunes. Within this context, the range of influences that steer the approach 

taken suggest difficulties with challenging traditional perspectives on ho'w area-based 
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initiatives should work. In particular, the annual funding cycle is a dominant mfluence on the 
continued use of project funding. This adjoined with the expectation from the communitv 
that funding will be used to fund local projects suggests constraints on this SEP to consider 
alternative approaches, assuming that these might be pursued. That said, the Big Step has 

taken a different approach and therefore offers the chance to compare and reflect on the 
potential value of the two approaches to service delivery promoted by the case study SEPs. 

7he Big Step dx sen" dadb? n6g model 

In contrast to the approach taken within Drumchapel SEP, those involved with the Big Step 

perceive their approach to service delivery to differ from the project funding approach 
outlined above. The serz4'x dkdý model they promote is less concerned with using the SIP 
budget to fund external projects; rather they focus on promoting new service developments 

generated within the Partnership: 

dxw IS semix ahery d)at 1S provid& dNmgh a tbini party, a bit like the area -based SIPs, neaný 
all of their actrutiff are done in Ait uay, and An dkere IS SeM" ckkey d)rmgb here [the 
Parma-, ý*]. (Big Step officer) 

The approach to service delivery taken forward by the Big Step involves different uses of their 
funding to support services, as will be outlined further below. The key distinction between the 

project funding and the service development approach is that the pro)ect funding focuses on 

administering the SEP fund to support externally generated ideas for projects that the SEP 

agrees to financially support, whereas the service development model explicitly rejects this 

third party funding approach: 

... on t mu& bids fran oum& agmi'a for om funds, that isn 't bow ue wat to deu4 
-%,? vM zw d 

(Big Step officer) 

Before outlining the practice that has emerged within the Big Step and the influences that 

have steered their approach, it is worth noting that the service development model is different 

from the planned activities set out in the application for funding subrruitted to the Scottish 

Office in early 1999. As was noted in Chapter 6, when applying for funding, the Big Step 

planned to allocate their funding to employ a range of staff that, it was implied, would directly 

deliver a range of new services for young people. However, during the first year of the SIP's 

life, the focus changed. The service development model that emerged involved neither 

funding third parties to provide services, nor the original plan of employing a staff team to 

i IP ni provide services directly to care leavers. Instead, the S has focused on promoting a se -ice 

delivery approach that emphasise 'piloting' service provisions within mainstream agencies, 

using time-limited SEP funding and the service being delivered and managed inside the partner 
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agency. The motivation for working in this way is that mainstream agencies maN- be inclined to 
carry on funding these initiatives in the longer term: 

The SIP IS wz&-tuk ing pdots of idez dvt ue bope maizý m smn'x agm-iff wdl take up onx dx-y 
haze bem shoun to be a sucxss. (Big Step agency partner) 

In addition, this SEP has also been developing services involving resource sharing with others 
to link up with other specialist and mainstream funding sources to create new services. This 
part of their work is similar to the project funding approach promoted within Drumchapel 
SIP, with the fund being used to provide financial support to develop a new service with joint 
funding. Again this does not involve applications from third parties approaching the SIP for 
funding, rather these jointly funded ventures are either generated by the SEP who develop 
ideas that seek funding from specialist or partner sources, or involve financially supporting an 
initiative developed by a partner agency on a discretionary basis. 

One further distinction between the service delivery role of the Big Step compared with 
Drumchapel SEP is that the Big Step's approach to service delivery promotes an active role for 

the Partnership In steering how the SIP fund is spent. To illustrate, the pro)ect funding 

approach reacts to applications for funding and makes decisions about which to fund based 

on whether they link in to the strategic aims of the Partnership5. In this way, Drumchapel SIP 

is more passive in its approach to service delivery through not playing a role in steering what 
developments are undertaken, although they do choose which to fund from those that apply. 
The approach taken within the Big Step, on the other hand, involves the SIP partners playing 
a role in steering the development of services through the pilot services being developed, 

implemented and managed inside the partner agency. As a result, the Partnership is identified 

as playing a role in influencing how individual partners develop and deliver new services: 

I don't think that d)ey [the SIP] should be a &w servie prouder, but should be mo? v of an 4&ew 
on bowxnices can beproudedx2dfaci(kated[bypan,, nmlotbml. (Big Step agency partner) 

Perhaps as a result of taking this approach, the service delivery function of the Big Step has 

emerged as much less dominant than within Drumchapel SEP. As Appendix 16 shows, *in 

2001102,41% of the SEP budget (approximately L293 thousand) went on funding new 

initiatives, while 44% (approximately L277 thousand) paid for employment of the staff team. 
This is quite an interesting development Oven the original plan to use the majority of the SIP 

5 It Is not the purpose of this study to reflect on the decision making process within Dnimchapel SIP on ý%, hat 
projects they fund. However, it is worth noting that a range of factors are considered, including whether the 
project is likely to deliver what it intends, whether it is providing a useful local ser-%, ice, vvhether the most cost 
effective approach is being taken and ; %-hether the project will work towards meeting the strategic alms of the 
SIP. 
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fund (75%) to pay for a staff team who would provide a range of services directly to ,, Oung 
people. The service development model that has replaced this maintains a large staff team but 

they are not service delivery focused, rather their role is to take forward the new working 
approach that is promoted by this SEP. Indeed, the staff themselves acknowledge the 
conscious steer that has emerged in using the staff team to take forward the 'influencing' role 
developed in this SEP: 

... the cm&-ms [bas been] that as a parmer-J* the anpkzis bad to be deubpm6mal, that d)e uvrk 
dut uuuld take plax uould wry nmh be about ý, ý pnonw, iiý haýý, inAmvizg 
dx uay in ubib agmues work xid iný the uay m uhib dx-y sow dx gmup ofyoungpe* u-- 
are cmamed with. As a staff manber it is abotit jacdkating tho-T h-ý ma my strategi . c, cv- 
oniiiý dkEbPnxnu1 uay, Sustaýýity uvuld be a key part of that .. It samed nauffal dxn that 
to allow d)at to happen you bad to m*4 a staff tean wýb a msponsibility for mwalý ta k1 ng that 
fonuvd (Big Step officer) 

Indeed, this approach is recognised as requiring a greater investment from partners as weH as 

staff due to the need to have partners participating in the changes in services that are 

proposed through their role in delivering and managing service developments: 

[The semie dewkprov nmdell 15 mom dob& bxww )xv4 a 7e more depm&nt on panmmlagmies 
buying M* to that and uorkinguith)m on it beyond lip-senxe (Big Step officer) 

Underlying this changed approach has been a steer to encourage a much more 'strategic' role 
for the Big Step, rather than focusing singly on funding new services: 

Wlbm uz started out ue mmzd& toffl gaps in semicesfor care lwwn.. Aere um lots ofchvW and 
discussions in the first year du t nude us mtbink that and uork to a mme strat%w agmda than one 
cowmed priný uitb xmix Mimy as dx n7wns of mak vzg d)* better for tbm yomig people 
(Big Step partner) 

As was noted in Chapter 3, this perspective on strategic working relates to the wider notion of 

using the partnership setting to focus on promoting sustainability of developments: 

Being straVc is about mom thrm rwkmg sum that ywig peo* haw 
-TMM 

dmt meet dvir needs, it 
By foazýý on SerVK is about rmkzng wm dut dx acwm we take &w a Listing e 'e cldt-, ay U'. 

uem y& goM to befilng boký in pwamn, dxzt approach cloesn It work to ii; lýe or Gýnge the uay 
n7avzTrwnxnwesaneplzamd.. (Big Step officer) 

While the above shows that the staff and partners perceive that this style of woridng suggests 

a strategic approach (a point that will be explored further later), what is interesting is the lack 

of any specific acknowledgement by staff or partners of the implications *in changing their 

approach. For example, there was no recognition v6thin the Big Step's first annual report of 

the changes made, albeit that staff and partners were clearly aware that a change in approach 

had occurred. Further, there was no explicit acknowledgement that the Scottish Executive as 
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funder might have a view on this change in approach. In part, this is explamied by the fac[ that 
at the time of applying for funding, the SEP had not fully developed their plans: 

... the bid uas my udl unuen but the tbb7g dw uas very vaW uas the st4ýý and A- maey and how dw uvuld be Tht up... So, yes, it bas mourl quite a bit ffyou looked at Dýe orkýý M Aw 
uas my lboseý dq$rd uvrkm, x7d it looked like all servix pmuszon to me- (B igStepo ffi ce r) 

More importantly, the lack of any clarity from the Scottish Executive on what it ýA-as that the)- 
expected from this SIP seems to have allowed the opportunity to change approach without 
repercussions: 

I get the mpession that [the Scottisb Executize] are pickMg dxir uay M wmis of mff uork v7d 
aga7da I tbmk that gw us quite a lot of latitude, if Ivn bev'? g bonest, I think that they are tryvig to 
make dx effort to get wo the agmda and undemand the dynzvnzýs 

Is thIS swxd)ing to CIO u)zih dwfaa tho [thIS IS a Amak] SIP? 
A: I think m64. Not just a Amalic SIP, but a Amatic SIP u, 7ýh a my ypa* nnik So the7v is 
an area qfexpemk týe? vubibpwple can tap inw. (Big Step officer) 

While this suggests that there is acknowledgement of the expertise of the staff, of greater 
significance is the fact that thematic SIPs were viewed as 'experimental'; as a result, they were 
in a position to explore new approaches: 

[Tbmutk SIPsl uvv, my much, experh? ý.. 77x-y uew ýaý to bnng an addkioa 
dinmsion, bio ue bad no preccrxuý& idez abota bow dxy uxuR uvrk... (Scottish Executive, 
senior civil servant) 

This lack of clarity by the Scottish Executive on their expectations of thematic SEPs explains 
the Big Step being able to try different approaches In a way that was less likely to be allowed in 

area-based SIPs, where there was a longer history of this form of working so a clearer policy 

perspective on what was expected. This confirms similar points raised in Chapter 6 where it 

was recognised that there was a lack of awareness of the expectations of the Scottish 

Executive on what they wanted from thematic SIPs in advance of funding being allocated. 

While this explains the lack of steer from the Scottish Executive, it is clear that other factors 

were influential In taking forward the approach pursued within the Big Step. The first relates 

to the employment of the staff team. Here it is argued that the employment of the Partnership 

Manager, and then the staff team, has introduced different ideas about the direction of the 

SIP's work: 

[The approaoý] has chxigpd in t= phases I vxuld say One inmdia&ý, Oer [the Pirmo-sbip* 
f e7np4TpxYzt tramv? g Manager] cxne in to post.. [7his phase uas] nzm SerVK]e orientated in temu o 
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x7d aawd xm7a Pnxzm The exuww of LaundpiJ made dw quite a problaý arai to get 
into It uas ak like smiling deir ontory, 77xn tjx sff mid stýW has bem as st, ýf j)aze cune -0 to 
post how people hne perwiwd d-, eir posit"is, ubedxr it is souce Pmusion or not. (B 1gStepo ffi ce r) 

The steer from the staff team in moving away from taking part directly in service delivery for 

care leavers as the main approach to achieving social inclusion is clear from comments made 
in interview: 

I don't d)ink that the SIP shodd be irý in xrvi .x delkery, I a7n ck=6, of dw mind I 
wxkstxý that dxw IS stroT pug mzav& 64 but 

... Ia mfirrdy of the ". ev dw ftbe SIP] sbould 
be about the deuiopment apprai& mzd strategk appraiches. (B igStepof fi ce r) 

A second related influence on the move away from the staff being direct service delivery 

providers comes from the increased awareness of the links between the SEP and the wider 
context within which they are working: 

There is lionlý millions of potazds gov'V armzd 7he last thing ue uvnt is people operatM in a 
pigeonhole; that iný us I think that ue should nnenber dw ue are or4 a wzZ bit of a nuah 
bigger set of people dealhzg wzýb Sen" and strabV We agonised ater uixt& ue should be se"'w 
delizý but, in that context, this is not dw big a question 71"e ZS a big za change and Ur are in a 
goodpkwo to inpoct on that (Big Step officer) 

The importance of this element of the Big Step's work through their networldng role is noted 
later when reflecting on the has made by the SEPs with external policy and practice 
developments. 

The third issue of importance to understanding the influences on the approach taken in this 
SIP relates to the lack of any clearly defmed community that has potential to influence the 

approach taken. As is illustrated in Chapter 10, with the exception of their involvement M the 

SIP Board, young people within the Big Step do not play a central role in the decision-making 

settings of the SIP, and thus arguably do not have any significant degree of influence over the 

activities of the SIP. Thus, there is less evidence to suggest that the Big Step are as 

accountable as Drumchapel SIP to any particular community for the approach that they take. 

This, along with the lack of any historic use of Urban Programme funding, mean that partners 

and staff are less constrained in the decisions they make about how to work. 

While many staff and partners were positive about the potential of the service development 

model through its perceived strategic influencing role, there were respondents who 

6As was noted in Chapter 6, Launchpad is a Social V'ork funded project providing careers Support to care 
leavers living in North and West Glasgow. 
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highlighted concerns about this approach. As with the pro)ect hinding approach, the greatest 
concern related to the potential sustainability of activities funded through SEPs: 

... because A-m bas been so fitde money M the agmis, dx SIP has bad to ffivzd senves ch mmý] .. 7ýe dfzadty IS Vým establish senwes veiih SIP ma7ey, uivt happou at the end (Big Step agency partner) 

'Me concern that underpins this view is that, while SEP funding may only be intended to 
temporarily fund 'pilot' and match-funding initiatives with the auin that partner agencies would 
take over funding in future years, this relies on agencies having capacity or a willingness to 
support these initiatives in the longer term. The argument is that , in the absence of available 
mainstream funding, pilot service developments funded by the SIP but delivered within 
mainstream agencies face the same risks of closure as with project funding. In practice, while 
this study was undertaken when the SIPs were at an early stage in their lives, there does seem 
to be some evidence of partner agencies investing in the developments generated by the Big 
Step, and to a lesser extent providing funding to support developments funded by 
Drumchapel SIP. The extent to which this resource sharing by partners is occurring is 
considered further below. 

i Within the Big Step then, there was a shift M the focus of their work after they received their 
funding. As part of this, there was a move away from a central focus on service delivery to 
instead develop services in the Partnership that would be delivered inside mainstream 
agencies, while focusing on playing an influencing role on the way that mainstream service 
providers address the needs of care leavers. That they were able to take this step and to move 
away from the traditional project funding approach, has been shown to be centrally linked to 
the much more permissive approach to thematic SIPs taken by the Scottish Executive as well 
as through the influence of the staff team M promoting this developmental approach. The lack 

of any powerful community to make demands on the direction of their work further provides 

context for the lack of constraints on their decision-making. Indeed, in taking this approach it 
is likely that they have further reduced the contribution that young people could make to 

influencing the work programme of this SEP. 

Resource- Sharing 

Part of the service delivery function of the SIN is the joint funding of iruitiatives between the 
SIN and other funding sources, either partner agencies or other specialist funding sotirces. 
The discussion in Chapter 3 on the role of SIPs in bringing resources towards the SIPs' 

priorities illustrated three ways that this could be done: levering of specialist funding towards 
SfP prionties, pooling of numstream resources within the Partnerships, or bending of 
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mainstream budgets towards the priorities of the SIPs. Here, reflections are made on the 
extent to which these three forms of resource use have been emerging within the practice of 
the case study SEPs in order to better understand how the case studý, SEPs have been joining 
their funding up with others. 

Looking firstly at pooling, there was a view by Scottish Executive respondents that poohng of 
resources was a central element of the partnership approach throughout recent urban policy 
initiatives: 

The whole CMqV of the Ta? inený*s bas ahur ,6 
bem (eun und)in New Life Taný, ý) to hate 

people sWing round the table byicb7g Air oun bucýý to the tahle- 77x-y ua4ldn It yst sit ani disws 
how to spend dx SIPfimd 7bat bas not malý worked [in practix] (Scottish Executive, senior 
civil servant) 

However, as the above comment acknowledges, there has been no evidence of any pooling of 
mainstream budgets within previous urban policy programmes. From observation of SEP 

activities and information contained in their annual reports, there is similarly no evidence of 
SIPs promoting the pooling of mainstream funding sources as a prionty: 

We baw a job to do to niake swv that the SIP is looking at all the hatrts of all the agax-i . es vzd aZI 
the issues.. I baw x pow7ds to spend in As ama and nobudy has eLu ca? r to nzefiýrn dx SIP Board 
[to ask about dxý]. Prumchapel SIP partner) 

... m don t generafiy foois on uiA as an agevxy, ue spend on [cam kam-sl, We don't haLe spaw ,zI 
m-sources anyzeay, but ue bawn't bad d5at caaawtm uilbin the Board (B 1gStepp art ne r) 

As the latter quote highlights, it is not only the pooling of resources that is highlighted, there is 

also acknowledgement of the agenda on bending mainstream resources towards the priorities 

of the SIPs. Several respondents stressed their lack of ability to respond to this policy agenda 

on bringing their own resources to the SEPs, either through pooling or bending of additional 

resources: 

... all of our msoun-es are cernnindfir the next few wn, so zw are not mi4 Ma posam to bnM 

anyd)in, g to the table, ean if that uas on dx agmda. Prumchapel S IP partner) 

In some cases, partners were not in a position within their organisation to bring resources to 

theSIP7. More often, however, partners were highlighting the lack of manoeuvrability of their 

budgets to change their spending to fit in with SEP priorities. This point is not to suggest that 

there is no bending of mainstream budgets taking place within both SIPS. Indeed, later 

discussions on this subject will show that there is some evidence of bending occurring. 

7 This is particularly the case for SEP Board members working at operational level. V"hile efforts were made to 

select Partners who were in positions of senionty vnth influence over the budget of their orgarusation, in some 

cases, operational level staff were present. 
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However, it illustrates that for some partners there is awareness of the limits of both pooling 
and bending within the SIN on two counts: first, through the practice of the SIPs, which do 

not hold partners to account for their spending practices; and second through the practice of 
the partner agencies, where they cannot or will, not share their budget with the SIPs. 

One further explanation for the lack of any evidence of the SEPs working to pool the 
resources of partners is related to the limited availability of information on the budget levels 

of mainstream agency partners. Within the Big Step's annual reports, for example, it is pointed 
out that there is no data available on how much agency partners spend on care leavers in 
Glasgow as a percentage of their total spending levels. Within Drumchapel SEP's annual 
reports, on the other hand, there has been some data provided on mainstream partner)s 
spending in the area (see Table 8.1). However, given the absence of figures relating to the 
likely largest local spender, Glasgow City Council, who argue that they cannot provide this 
information as their area boundaries differ from those of the SEP8, there is little value in this 
data. Even where information is available, it says very little as it is not clear either what the 
funding is spent on, or how the figures compare with other deprived and non-deprived areas 
in the city. 

Table 8.1: Public sector funding in Drumchapel, by agency 

Public sector agency Amount (L) % of city expenditure 

Greater Glasgow Health Board 

Scottish Enterprise Glasgow 

Conmiunities Scotland 

Strathclyde Police 

Glasgow City Council 

L 13,937,000 

L1,458,341 

L8,276,000 

Not available 

Not available 

2.4% 

3% 

13.3% 

Not available 

Not available 

Without SIPs having full information on the levels of mainstream agency spending available 
for their target population, it is difficult for them to encourage all partner agencies to pool 

their resources together within the SIP, or sirnilarly to build a case upon xvhich to ask 

8 Although saying that, it is interesting to note that at the time of appl-Ving for SEP status figures were avai-lable t-(, r 
Glasgow City Council spending in the local area as is noted in Chapter 6 (in 1998 spending was noted as standing 
at approximately L22.6 million). 
9 It is not possible to draw any conclusions from the share of the funding that is available, as the area boundaries 
for these agencies do not match with the SIP boundaries. Nonetheless this share of the budget does impl), some 
recognition of the deprived nature of the area given that around 0.2% of the city's population hve in Drumchapel 

and the share of funding from each agencies is higher than this; in particular from Communities Scotland. 
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individual public sector partners to bring additional resources towards the SEPs priorities. 
Arguably, it would also be difficult to ask the agencies that do pro-, Ide this Mfon-nation to 
pool their resources within the SEP when other key stakeholders are not ma position or are 
not willing to do so. 

To consider the extent of levering and bending of resources taking place within the case stud)- 
SIPs, attention now turns to information contained within the SEP annual reports. Looking 
firstly at the spending activities within Drumchapel SIP, data from the annual report for 

2001/02 (outlined in Appendix 15) shows that L2.3 million was spent on 74 local initiatives. 
The 2001/02 annual report, for the first tune, also outlines details of match-funding from 

other sources to support these initiatives. What this shows is that in 2001102 approximately 
L1.38 million of funding was provided from partners and external resources to financially 

support 28 of these initiatives also funded by Drumchapel SIP. 

The different sources of funding accessed included: 

Communities Scotland 
Greater Glasgow Health Board 

Scottish Enterprise Glasgow 

Glasgow City Council 

European Structural Funds/European Regional Development Funds 

National Lottery 

L25,000 

L69,000 

L9 1 ý000 
L 13 1,000 

L72,000 

L 115,000 

The remainder of the funding comes from a wide range of other sources including New Deal 

(ý22,000), Wise Group (ý8 0,000) and Glasgow Healthy City Partnership (L65,000) 10. 

From analysis of the funding information available from Drumchapel SIPs' annual report, less 

than a quarter (23%) of the funding targeted towards SIP priorities comes from public sector 

SIP Partners, while voluntary sector organisations (both at the local and national level) 

contribute over half (53%) of the match-funds received. The remainder of the funding comes 

from European Social/Str-uctural Fund and other specialist funding sources. This suggests that 

there has been some success with mainstream agency partners contributing resources towards 

SIP priorities, although the majority of the funding proVided comes through the 'levering' of 

specialist funding sourcesn towards the priorities of the SEP. To some extent, this 

10 Full details of all funding to the different orgarusations are not aN-aýilable. In some cases only the total figure 

spent on an individual project is provided with no breakdown of each individual organisations contribution. 

11 Note that this includes funding from partners from the voluntary sector (e. g. the Wise Group) and from a 
range of external sources (e. g. European Structural Fund and New Deal funds). 
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development is explained through the status of the area as a SEP area which means that there 
are a number of specialist funding initiatives in place in the locality to address local need as 
well as the area having access to other specialist funding sources (such as European Structural 
Funds) that are targeted towards deprived areas. 

Within the Big Step annual reports, there was also some information on the additional funding 

sources that were available. However, the information presented related to planned spending 
for future years rather than actual spending in the current or previous year; added to 'Vk-hich no 
attempt was made from one annual report to the next to link up plans with the actual funding 

undertaken. As a result, there is no indication as to the extent to which the projected spending 
plans came to fruition. It also does not give indication as to what year the funding would be 

spent, nor makes any acknowledgement of the delays that can occur with planned spending. 
There is, therefore, limited value in these figures. Nonetheless, it is worth highlighting the 
locations from w1-: iich match-funding was coming and the estimated amount of funding that 
was conunitted. 

Appendix 16 shows that in 2001102 just under L293 thousand (44% of fund) was spent on 
service developments by the Big Step. From the 2000101 annual report, details of the planned 
spend, including match-funding is presented (see Table 8.2). 

The planned spend for 2001102 was approximately L1.49 million, which was to be spent on 
12 initiatives. From this, over three quarters (76%) of funding representing L 1.13 million was 
to come from SEP partners, L240 thousand was to come from SEP funding (16%) and L 115 

thousand (8%) from other specialist funding sources. This breakdown indicates a relatively 
large financial commitment on the part of SEP partners. However, Oven that this SEP has a 
larger number of mainstream agency partners participating, and focuses centrally on 
developing services in conjunction with partners, the funding from this source is set in a 

particular context. This may suggest the potential for 'bending' of mainstream resources 

towards the priorities of the SIP. However, it is difficult to draw any conclusions without 
knowing more about the levels of mainstream spending previously targeted towards this 

group, or the extent to which this trend illustrates 'new' spending driven by the priorities of 

the SIP rather than pre-planned spending that the SEP has linked in to. 
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Table 8.2: Planned Funding Allocations for 2001102 by the Big Step 
Sources/Theme of funding: Iq L 
Accommodation: 

SIP funding 12 C ), 00 0 Funds from otherSIPS13 90,000 
Glasgow City Council 30)000 
Greater Glasgow Health Board 5,000 
Specialist funding sources 3)000 

Education, Training & Employment: 
SIP funding 27)000 
Other funding sources (specialist and partner agencies)14 no details 

Health & Well-being: 
SIP funding 693000 
Greater Glasgow Health Board 303000 
All SIP partners15 1)000,000 

Voluntary sector partners 2,000 
Social Support: 

SIP funding 233500 
Glasgow City Council 3)000 
Specialist funding 195700 

Mental Health: 
Greater Glasgow Health Board 65,000 

Total 1,487,200 

The information presented on resource sharing between SEPs and other funding sources for 

both SEPs does indicate a comnitment to looking beyond the SEPs' resources to link up with 

other funding sources. Indeed, both SIPs have illustrated a degree of success at developing 

this aspect of their work. However, the difficulty within this aspect of partnership working 

relates to the inability to establish whether the initiative receiving joint funding with the SIP 

and other funding sources would have happened in the absence of the SIP (Fordharn et al 
(1999). From the data available from the SEPs' annual reports, there is no explicit indication 

12The funding allocations set out here do not match those presented in Appendix 16 as the information in Table 
8.2 relates to planned spending whereas that presented in Appendix 16 is actual spending. 
13This funding relates to jointly funded and managed initiatives on youth housing provision in Drumchapel and 
Easterhouse SIP areas. This activity is discussed further in Chapter 8 when looking at partnership working in the 
case study SIPs. 
14WIthin the Education/Training & Employment funding stream, no specific details were given as to the 
amount of money that was to be allocated from other sources, merely that there would be contributions from the 
Big Step, Social Work Department, New Futures Fund and elsewhere to support a city wide careers initiative for 

care leavers. 
15No more detailed information is available beyond one health irutiative having a planned spend of Ll million of 
funding from SIP partners. 
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given to clarify this point. 'Mere is, however, a general argument to be made that the presence 
of the SEPs may have had the effect of raising the profile of the needs of the area/group, and 
through this to have encouraged greater levels of spending by other sources. Howeverg the 
extent to which this led to additional funding being made from other sources that would not 
have been available otherwise is not clear. 
Within Drumchapel SEP, their passive approach to managing their fund through third party 
project applications implies that the majority of resource sharing initiatives emerge from 

partners and others accessing the SIP fund to add resources to service plans theý, were 
instigating in the local area. This SEP, therefore, offers an additional funding source to assist 
with linking up local developments, but does not play an active role in leading on the 
development of new services. Within the Big Step, on the other hand, earlier discussions 
highlighted the more active role for the SEP in initiating new service developments inside the 
partnership rather than inviting third parties to apply for a share of the SEP budget to meet the 
SIP's strategic priorities. The approach taken by the Big Step suggests that the SEP are in a 
position to initiate at least some of the service developments directly as a result of the 
existence of the SIP, by using the funding to meet mutually agreed priorities for service 
delivery. That said, there was also evidence of the SIP supporting service developments 

generated elsewhere, which would suggest that not all of the match-funding initiatives 

undertaken related to the SIP encouraging the bending and levering of external funding 

sources to their own strategic priorities. 

This discussion of the joint funding between SIPs and others has attempted to highlight the 

extent to which there is evidence of pooling, levering and bending towards the SIN priorities. 
It has shown that it is difficult overall to draw any significant conclusions as a result of the 

absence of key information on levels of spending by mainstream agencies and the limited 

usefulness of the data given relating to resource sharing that has been undertaken. This 

discussion does, however, highlight important challenges in terms of sharing resources within 

a partnership setting as a result of questions around: 

Who initiated the service development that requires funding? 

Who is responsible for taking forward the service development? 

n Who 'owns' the service development that is implemented? 

Fundamentally, these questions highlight general difficulties ývithin partnership arrangements 

of recognisIng where ownersfi=ip of developments lies, but "with this comes similar difficulties 

over who then should be taking on funding and ownership of initiatives planned ; A'Ithin a 
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partnership context (see Chapter 9 for more on this point). This does not mvalidate what 
partnership working is aiming to achieve; it merely highlights the compleMities of this setting 
for recognising where new initiatives have originated and whether these woiýd have happened 
in the absence of the SIP. 

The vagueness of the policy rhetoric on linking up funding sources further adds difficulties 

through a lack of clarity on how SEPs are to encourage partners to do this Within the SIP 

context and what the implications for individual agencies are of doing so. Within that context, 
it is clear that the levering agenda, through focusing on linking up with other specialist funding 

sources, is likely to be the most straightforward way to approach the priority of encouraging 
match-funding. In the absence of any pooling of resources from partner agencies, in resource 
terms at least, the work of the SIPs is still an 'add on' activity to the work of mainstream 
agencies, given that partners continue to make their main programme funding decisions 

outside these settings. That bending of resources towards the SIPs is occurring could provide 
a challenge to this 'add on' nature of SIP work by suggesting that SEPs are successfully 
influencing the mainstream spending of partners. However, the absence of evidence of the 

extent to which SIP funding is being used to do anything more than fill gaps in pre-planned 

spending plans of partners, makes assessment of the influencing role of SEPs difficult. That 

said, it has been argued that at least some of the joint spending in the Big Step is generated by 

activities started in the SIP. 

Networking 

As was noted in Chapter 3 the third significant aspect of the strategic working approach taken 

forward by SIN relates to the importance of networking with other specialist and mainstream 

policy and practice developments external to the SEPs. Looking firstly at practice within 

Drumchapel. SEP, there is an awareness of the importance of this aspect of their work: 

A nodxr ekmmt /ofmy uork] 1S liasýg at the city kuý uork vT togedxr on city uide deulopnez that 
anpact on [the area],.. Locally it is also about k&-pbig track of od7er ne&mks... So dxw am aU of 
these dfema networkmg roles ubicb zw need to do as uO Prumchapel SIP officer) 

It is clear that networking involves a range of different activities for tl-ýs particular area-based 

SIP I including linking into and working on city level activities as well as staying informed 

about local developments. However, this networking function is not reported in their Annual 

Reports to the Scottish Executive. Either this absence suggests a lack of a,,; k, areness of the 

importance of this element of their work, or it does not take up a significant amount of the 

SIP's time. In fact, it seems that, Oven that staff rather than partners performed the 

networking role, there is a lack of awareness of the importance of this activity to their work 
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programme. That staff spend significant amounts of time engaging with mdividual partners, 
attending local and city-wide meetings and sharmg information with others indicates the 
centrality of this part of the SEP's work, regardless that it is not officially reported. The lack of 
this reporting means there is no record of the networks that are in place. However, as one 
staff member reported: 

I don It necessardy go to aU of the nxemgs, but I nwd to be a wvv ofuik is gov7g on in than so it is keeping track of that.. For example, dx A rea Housing TarmerJ*, uiiih I xn 'in amv&w', it, or 
L oa4 Panel ubich I nff d to know abo4 New Camnwzity Scbool sbwn* group, uhih I a7n .i 
rrxtnb--r of, Health Livb7g Centre sarrh? g group, ubi& I am a mader of, Camainity Sýky 
Fonm.. wbicb I uas b=4 bnukai in xuzng up, Digital Dnarjoýý stxnng group, uhicb 11), rx 
bum itzý in... Prumchapel SIP officer) 

Similarly, staff within the Big Step are also linking into and working on city-wide activities, 
while also staying informed about the work programmes of partners: 

[SIP] staff are actimý iuý Ma nwnber oftey pLwvzbzg x7d groups in the city and 
beyond, enaHing SIP priorýs and objkiita to be ac-tiz* dezEý* M codahorxion uitb key pLr)en. 
Equally inpwtandy, the [SIP] tean IS able, M this uay, to mxý aanmy xzd stay ahmast of 
h7ý dkdDpvaz u&)in Part? w o? gmiwtions xzd u6in dxir di5am spbens of ýý (B ig 
Step Annual Report 2000) 

Within the Big Step's annual report for 200112002, information was given on the number of 
'inter-agency' initiatives the SEP was involved with16. Of those external to the SIP's own 

programme of work, the staff were involved in policy and practice developments occurring at 

the Glasgow level, including the Children Service Planning Groups17, development of a range 

of health provisions by Greater Glasgow Health Board to address the mental health and 

sexual health needs of young people, and policy-led developments around homelessness and 
housing support taken forward by the City Council. 

Given that both SEPs perform this networking role, there is clearly an awareness of the 

importance of this aspect of their work. Arguably, the motivation for undertaking this role 

relates to the opportunities afforded to share funding of new developments or access external 

sources of funding to support the strategic aims of the Partnerships. This is a point that 

confirms the view taken by Lambert & Oatley (2002) that networking links to the current 

governance agenda where groups are encouraged to work together in order to access 

resources. This is not to suggest that this is a negative motivation for working together. 

16TI-iis was an extensive list of about 30 groups both those central to the work of the SIP anJ a range of external 
groups the SIP staff participate in. 
17 These are run by Social Work Sen-ices to encourage )*Om*t service planning for young people at the local 

authority level. The SEP staff have been involved in drafting the Children's Service Plans. 
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Indeed, given the concern with promoting match-funding between different funding sources, 
it is clear that the opportunities afforded to share resources can provide both a focal point for 
discussions and a method of bringing people together. 
While there are broad similarities between the SIN in promoting this agenda, the extent to 
which this practice is given prominence within the work of the case study SIN is Nvorth 
further clarification. The lack of any formal recognition of this role within Drumchapel SIP 

suggests a lack of awareness of the importance of this aspect of their work. In contrast, the 
larger staff tearn within the Big Step and the absence of time spent processing applications for 
funding mean staff have much greater opportunities to network externally as an integral part 
of their work prograrnme, and thus highlight this as a key activity that they perform. Indeed, 

the service development model, which focuses on influencing mainstrearn agencies to provide 
for the needs of care leavers within their main programme of work, is facilitated by this 
networking function: 

I think zw are working nwoý nvw straqialý by linking up u; iýb odyer ParM&*s and PoLy 
deuiopmaz Fir4 it nwxu ve can iiý dvn and get om pnonw on to dx-ir agmda. 
S&nondly, d5ey know u& ue am dbMg and ue nzigbt An get dwn to sugpon a deuiopm" ue um7t to 
pursue. (Big Step officer) 

The question this raises is whether it is easier for thematic SEPs to network externally than it is 
for area-based SIPs. Certainly, the approach taken by the Big Step in having a large staff team 

who are not delivering services themselves, aHows time for this activity. This is a time capacity 
that is not open to the staff at Drumchapel SIP who are both a much smaUer team and have a 

much larger number of administrative tasks to perform, only one of which is to stay abreast of 
local and city developments. 

In addition, it is also arguable that being a city-wide Partnership gives the Big Step a higher 

profile within Glasgow than Drumchapel, which is only one of several area-based SEPs 

working at a neighbourhood level. This, aligned to the fact that thematic SIPs are a new 
Scottish Executive funded initiative with a high policy profile, may also mean that their 

networking potential is much greater as a result of their work programme fittirig directly 

within the current policy concern with addressing the needs of a range of vulnerable young 

people. 

While there was little infom-iation given about it, this networking role was clearly irnportant to 

the work of both SIPs and allowed them to stay informed of developments in other areas. 
This is In itself deemed useful in order to understand better the position of the SIP s 'ýklithin the 

policy and practice world within which they operate. However, the views expressed by SIP 
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partners and officers alluded to more than merely staying informed about city-wide acti,. "Ities. 
For example, within Drumchapel SEP, the contact with other partnership structures at city and 
local level allowed information sharing between the different bodies. In addition, theý- also 
refer to the importance of 'working together on city wide developments'. This potentially 
involves both raising the profile of the local area when planning new city developments, while 
also giving a voice to the SIP in taking forward these developments. Within the Big Step, there 
were similarly references to their role as being more than information sharing, through their 
(active' involvement in planning and implementation forums 'in Glasgow. Clearly then, both 
SIPs are aware of the importance of networking to position their work within a wider context. 
Of course, whether or not the SIPs have any influence over the external networks theý- 
interact with is difficult to determine, regardless of the importance placed on this issue within 
the SEP, or their capacity to network widely. 

Promoting Strategic Working within SIPs? 

The three key factors in the SIN working arrangements presented above highlight the 

approach that is being taken to achieve social inclusion as focusing on delivering services, 

working to bring additional resources to the target population and networking externally to 

share resources, share information and potentially influence the policy and practice 
developments occurring around the SIPs. By setting out these three inputs to the work of the 
SIPs, a picture has been built of the approach taken to respond to the policy agenda on 

strategic working. Here, this concern with strategic working is more explicitly explored in 

order to unpack both what the policy rhetoric is intended to convey to SEPs in their working 

practices and what the potential implications are for the case study SEPs in working to this 

agenda. 

As was noted in Chapter 3, there are two elements to the concern with strategic working 

promoted through policy. The first point relates to achieving the strategic aims set up by the 

SIP at the time of applying for funding. This view of strategic working is central to the policy 

approach adopted around partnership working and concentrates on ensuring that SEPs have a 

clearly articulated set of objectives that they intend to achieve through working in partnership. 

The second point relates concerns with 'buildirig capacity' within partnerships through greater 

co-ordination between agency partners and the encouragement of sustamiability of activities 

undertaken in partnership (Wilks-Heeg 2000). This latter approach to strategic working is 

more complex and less easy to measure than achieving the SIPs strategic aims, 'which can be 

measured through analysis of outputs and outcomes from SIP activities. Hov,, ever, each of 
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these are reflected on further to explore their relevance to the 'work of the two case studý- 
SIPS. 

Meetirg Stmwgic A vm 

It is clear that the policy agenda around SIPs is concerned with ensuring that SEPs are ;; %-orking 
to achieve their strategic aims as part of their funding contract with the Scottish Executive, 
within which they set out what they intended to achieve and the annual reporting cycle 
outlines their progress towards these aims: 

7bey [SIPs] should aU haw plans for regarrabT the ami In od)er words, A-y sbould not be 
itýwl pmjibcts. 77xy should be siA who are the pniieim of dx ama, uh-it are our pn . on . tzes for 
tackling those pniians and how are ue as a parmersbip going to taoWe d5ose. (Scottish Executive 
senior civil servant) 

The view of a strategic approach is therefore one that focuses on ensuring that SEPs are clear 
about what it is that they plan to do and that through their work programme they meet the 
objectives they set out to achieve. This, therefore, focuses on priority setting and working to 
an agreed set of objectives that the SIP can achieve. This view of strategic working is also 
shared by SIP partners: 

We are trymg to n7ake sure that a"yd)ing ue do IS uvrkmg touanis nwetvT the straVc airris of the 
FarWmI*. Prumchapel SEP partner) 
I know d7at týe SIP baw a long tom vism x7d dxm are umous objaiizes that bxx been set 7he 
daisibm that are n7ade abw uh-a zw uwa to adyiew kýg te-nn sets out our straqw aým. (Big Step 
partner) 

Given these comments, it seems clear that the approach taken by both SIPs in delivering 

services, match-funding with others and to some extent networking externally, have all been 

undertaken to achieve their strategic aims, while illustrating measurable outputs for the work 

of the Partnerships. 

The extent to which there has been any impact from this focus on achieving an agreed set of 

strategic alms is difficult to measure. Within Drumchapel SEP, the evidence points to a 

significant amount of project funding undertaken; which offers a long Est of outputs in terms 

of funded projects to provide new services in the local area. However, at the time of this study 

there was no evidence relating to the extent to which these outputs had led to changes in 

outcomes for the target groups18. Within the Big Step, in keeping with the approach taken, 

there was much less of their fund being spent on senice developments leading to fewer 

18 Although, there were plans for a comprehensive evaluation of both Drumchapel SIP and the Big Step to 
conunence in 2003, which is likely to consider this issue further. 
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service developments being undertaken. Nonetheless, as with Drumchapel SIP, there -were a 
number of reported outputs from this spending, although again no evidence of the extent to 
which there had been changes in outcomes for the target population. In addition, the role 
played in engaging with partners through their strategic influencig role has meant a number 
of networking activities were reported, but given their intangible nature it is very difficult to 
indicate impact from these. 

BuiUirg Qrpacity 

The second form of strategic working differs in that it focuses on building capacity through 
working in partnership. Here the focus is less explicitly on achieving an agreed set of 
measurable aims and outputs/outcomes and more directly focuses on issues such as added- 
value, sustainability of developments and effective co-ordination of partners to better meet 
need. Clearly, as was noted in Chapter 3, these are central policy priorities that underpin the 

promotion of partnership working. However, the difficulty with these issues is their 
intangibility in terms of what they mean in practice and how to achieve them. To help 

consider this issue further, Wenban-Smith (2002) proposes that sustainability can be 

considered in relation to whether there is institutional capacity to work to a shared agenda, 

and the extent to which this is facilitated by internal factors such as shared values and external 
factors relating to a style of government which rewards joint working. It is, therefore, worth 

considering the relevance of these issues to the promotion of a strategic working agenda 

within the SEP framework. 

Arguably, the Big Step's approach of supporting new service developments within partner 

agencies will more likely achieve long-term sustainability through partners being encouraged to 

work together on service developments. The partners being personally involved 'in developing 

new services with financial support from the SEP, with the plan being that they take over 
funding in the future, would imply greater likelihood of sustainability than through the project 
funding approach. Project funding, on the other hand, has long suffered the lirruitation of 

encouraging a short-termist approach to spending with no direct partner involvement beyond 

administering the fund to support external specialist projects. Through this focus on funding 

local community groups and a lack of influence over mainstream agencies provision, there is 

less likelihood of a shared set of values between agency partners emerging from this approach. 

Vrith regard to the extent to which the Scottish Executive, as the administrative arm of the 

devolved Scottish government, supports SEPs to '",, ork )omt4-, it would seem that the 

framework of annual funding with an output driven approach would work counter to the 
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objectives of promoting sustainability and improving capacity within partner agencies. Given 
earlier acknowledgements of the time it takes to develop partner relations, encouraging an 
output focus would likely limit the potential of SEPs to move towards orgarnisational capacitV 
building. Indeed, the lack of any clear steer to encourage agencies to change their practices 
would suggest that this is not the explicit aim of this policy agenda. 
To use the Big Step as illustration, their approach has been much slower to implemento and 
has much fewer service developments to show tangible outputs. While this approach is closer 
to the strategic working approach that encourages sustainability and agency capacity building, 
it is not traditionally the type of approach that is seen within urban policy programmes. 
Whether this approach would have received funded, if it had been outlined to the Scottish 
Executive at the time of applying for money, is unclear. Compounding this are difficulties with 
measuring impact from this approach in terms of how much Mifluence the SEP have had and 
how much their activities will actually be sustained by mainstream agencies over time. It would 
seem then that the rhetoric of sustainability and capacity building runs counter to the need to 
see measurable outputs and outcomes emerging over a relatively short time period. 

From this, it can be argued that capacity building as a goal of SIPs contradicts the expectations 
underpinning the approach driven by the Scottish Executive; which is much more driven by a 
short-term, output focus. Building SIP capacity is likely to take time and commitment by 

partners. It also needs to be facilitated by a policy framework that recognises that strategy 
development is not something that in practice can occur in advance of implementation, not 
least because there are likely to be emergent issues that can only be identified once SEPs have 

gone through a number of stages M their planning and evolution. While the linear approach to 

the policy process (see Hogwood & Gunn 1984) may be useful in encouraging SIPs to plan 

their activities, there does seem to be a need for some flexibility in order to allow emergent 

themes and new developments to shape and change the approach taken by the SIPs if this 

would allow greater potential for sustainability. The change in approach taken by the Big Step 

is evidence of the potential for this to occur, albeit that there is no clear *information on 

whether this change would be accepted within area-based SEPs or 'whether it can allow 

effective involvement of the community. 

19 This is partly related to them developing their new approach during the first year and partly related to the time 
involved in building work progran-u-nes, %vith partners and external networks. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has shown that the case study SEPs have developed distinct approaches to 
working and that as a result while both are working to achieve their strategic aims they have 

gone about doing this in different ways. Arguably these differences 'in approach relate to 
contrasts between area based and thematic SEPs more generally. For example, within area- 
based SEPs, the presence of a local community is likely to be a strong motivator for focusing 

on local project funding; not least because this is a tangible way that community members can 
get involved in decision-making within the SEPs. The project funding approach is further 

reinforced by a Scottish Executive steer to encourage an output focus through annual funding 

and annual reporting cycles; a steer that is likely to influence the approach taken by many area- 
based and thematic SIPs. Drumchapel SEP having chosen to adopt this traditional approach to 
using their funding and working towards the achievement of the strategic aims is therefore set 
in this context, with local community members and a history of this approach offering a local 
framework for the promotion of project funding. 

The Big Step having taken a different approach to their work illustrates a potential role for 

SIN in working to the more strategic influencing role. Thematic SEPs are likely to be in a 

stronger position to take this approach, especlafly where there is no strong community 

presence to steer their work towards a project focus. Their wider spatial focus also means that 

thematic SIPs can feed into local authority level decision-making more easily through their 
high policy profile and their presence at the city/local authority level. Further, the more 

permissive approach taken by the Scottish Executive to thematic SIPs, given their 

cexperimental' nature potentiaUy has allowed them greater freedom to explore new approaches 

not likely to be open to area-based SIPs, where there is a clearly policy understanding of how 

they will work. The approach taken by the Big Step also implies a relatively minor role being 

played by the conununity in partnership decision-making, as it is staff who network with 

partners, and agency partners who make decisions on where to locate a new service. The 

strategic influencing role, therefore, seems to come at the price of providing an effective role 

for the community within the decision-making structures of SEPs. As a result, whether many 

SIN would opt for this approach, even if they were inclined to do so, is unclear. 

Thus, the working practices of the case study SIPs illustrate a cornmitment to achieving their 

strategic aims. It is this aspect of the policy agenda on strategic working that is focused on by 

both SIPs, and which the Scottish Executive explicitly promotes. It is likeý- that most, if not 

all, SIPs will similarly highlight this form of strate ic ýA-orkirig as being central to their , A-ork 91 
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programme. In opting to promote the strategic influencing role, as the second approach to 

strategic working, there is likely to be a move away from SEPs performing a central role in 

supporting local community projects, and with this a less central role for commuruty partners. 
It is not clear how to best reconcile this issue of providing an effective role for community 

members within a partnership setting that is concerned with influencing mainstream policy 

and practice. As a result, it is likely that, for this reason, and many others, most SIPs will focus 

on using the SIP funding allocation to provide additional necessary services rather than to try 

and get mainstream service providers to change their practices. This in itself raises questions 

about the potential and challenges afforded for SIPs in operating within a partnership setting, 
issues that are taken forward in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 9: Working in Partnership 

Introduction 

While Chapter 8 considered the question of the extent to which the policý- agenda on strategic 
working has been taken forward through the working practices of the case study SEPs, here 
attention turns to look specifically at the partnership framework within the SEPs are 
performing. Given that a partnership of key stakeholders is the operating principle within 
which the work of SEPs is taken forward, this chapter airns to answer the question of the 
perceived benefits and limitations of this approach to working as these have emerged within the 
case study SIPs. Unlike in Chapter 8 where analysis of the practice of the case study SIN 
highlighted divergences in approach, here what emerges are significant conu-nonalities between 

the SIPs in what they perceive the partnership setting to offer. As discussion in this chapter will 
show, where divergences do emerge these relate to the specific focus of the case study SIP and 
the dominance of particular stakeholders within that setting, rather than suggesting distinct 
differences in perceptions of the value of partnership working between the two types of SIP. 

To reflect on these issues, the first section of the chapter highlights the key benefits identified 
by respondents in using a partnership approach to achieve social inclusion. The second section 
of the chapter then reflects both on the challenges that limit the potential of this approach as 

well as highlighting more fundamental criticisms of this organisational framework. As a result 

of this focus, what are highlighted are tensions between the perceived potential of partnership 

working as an organising principle for acl-ýeving social inclusion alongside a recognition of the 

chaflenges and limitations of this approach to working. Thus, what emerges is a contradiction 
between what could be achieved by working In partnership and the reality of this working 

approach, which is argued to be limited by the fact that change is expected to occur without 

making changes to the way that individual agencies operate. That some respondents call this 

approach into question is set in this context, where there is criticism of the lack of change to 

the operating of mainstream agencies within which better working arrangements between 

agencies could occur either with or without the need for formalised partnership arrangements. 

Benefits of Partnership Working 

Looking firstly at the range of benefits identified in taking forward a partnership approach to 

achieving social inclusion, what is evident is these related to the opportunities offered to work 

together on issues of shared importance. Within this frame, ýk-ork, there '; xas recognition of the 

value offered in potentially breaking down cultural barriers and increasing links between a vvider 

range of stakeholders, involving a wide range of stakeholders Mi the change agenda, a sharing of 
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responsibility for delivering change, better co-ordination of actnities and adding value through 
better use of resources. While many of these benefits are recognised as general gains from this 
form of working, new developments promoted through the social inclusion frame, ý%rork also 
illustrate the steer that has emerged from this policy development, in particular in relation to 
the widening of stakeholder involvement in the change agenda. 
B? -ý, ý Agendes Together 

The most fundamental and straightforward benefit of partnership working 'was identified 
through the opportunities afforded to work with others on issues of shared interest: 

7he SIP IS ahw bný7ý people wgether, uhih I tbink ue haw nw& good pmgmss ui& (B igStep 
agency partner) 
[Tbe SIP] is ve? y nw& abw btizgý p"Ie wo)er, offia-n vd the cwmauýy, to try and uvrk 
mober on a cwnm issue to a cwvm end. Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

There were a number of specific motivations cited for promoting this agenda on bringing 

relevant stakeholders together to work to a shared agenda. Specifically, there was a concern to 
challenge traditional ways of working through bringing partners together: 

It 15 abmt =k ing people dink do&m4. It is abow a adw ral chv7 to realix d)at it doff n -t hvx to 
be this uay... (Big Step agency partner) 

Similarly, respondents within Drumchapel SIP were aware of a need to break down cultural 
barriers within individual agencies: 

Working in paniv-sho a&zes us to aanune the age-old bd-7iu of agame's uvrkz*;, zg in A-ir am little 
bubbles u&xw ýý xzyvm else. 7be advve of sam of these agmi'a needs to dxwV so dut dx-y 
can think abow bow to fmd sobazons to prdiam by uorkmg mih other people. Prumchapel SEP 
voluntary sector partner) 

This comment also highlights a concern with using partnership working as a way of finding 

solutions to complex problems. That stakeholders should be encouraged through partnership 

working to recognise how their cultural positions influence their working practices when 

engaging with other stakeholders has been identified elsewhere as a key factor in effective 

partnership approaches (Hudson & Hardy 2002). Thus, the identification by respondents of the 

value of breaking down cultural 'silos' suggests changing the working practices of service 
delivery agencies. Implicit within tl-ýs agenda is a wish to encourage shared values between 

stakeholders within a consensus- building framework, while underplaying differences; a point 

that denies the potential for conflict within partnership working which is shown later to be 

integral to the experience of working with others. 
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A further motivating factor in promoting a joining up of key stakeholders through partnership 
working relates to the potential afforded to work with agencies not previously working 
together: 

So far the Partna-J* bz been swmsfid in dw it is byi3ong agmies togedxr tho are not tww4ý, 
togedxr. (Big Step agency partner) 
Being exposed to doýnw partnen [that] in dx past may bxx semied peroberal to our uork, ue now bwx a hotter uncknhvx&? g of bow all the bitsfit mOx-r Pnunchapel SIP agencý- partner) 

What is evident from this is that partnership working has moved into a new era with the 
introduction of the social inclusion policy focus. Indeed, as was noted in Chapter 6, the case 
study SIPs highlight a concern with the interlinking of social, political and econornic aspects of 
exclusion (Percy-Smith 2000). Thus, that a wider range of partners are brought together 
through SEPs is recognised to be a response to this interplay of different policy concerns: 

The pomwial smwo of [SIPs] 15 d)at dx-y wuld byi, 2g Z these wull pockets mgedx-r, u&h I thý& 
uas aheays umýg zukh the Urhm Progrxvm 7hem is now = ozvram0iýýfix-w.. dw seenr to be 
abota socU bxýý. (Big Step agency partner) 

Further, while many of the agencies involved in the case study SEPs were working in 

partnership with some stakeholders prior to the introduction of SEPs, the partnership setting 

offered through SEPs mean partners being exposed to a wider range of stakeholders than 

previously: 

7he SIP has nxxv I am sutang mund dx table uizb agmcm! s I uould not hrnv prmotdy tha., & to 
uork m parmersho wizb. Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

This suggests that respondents were aware of the widened partnership agenda promoted 

through SIN as this compared with their previous experience of partnership working. In 

particular, there was acknowledgement that the reason for this widened stakeholder 
involvement through SIPs was related to the concern to promote a 'joined up' approach to 

achieve social inclusion: 

The sip a-re tryajg to br* holm dw eaTyd)b7g IS mzer niatai and it allfeeds mw eacb odxr... Ithwk 

ý, ax IS t7yiýg to see dx 1, ýýs bewxm thM. Pnunchapel SEP agency partner) ewr 
This recognition of the linkages between different problems has been a common theme in 

i ir introdu ion promoting partnership approaches within regeneration initiatives since the ct in 

n Scotland in the late 1980s (Scottish Office 1993). While this approach has histo ically been used 

to tackle problems within deprived neighbourhoods, with the introduction of thematic SIPs 

through this funding round, this same concern with identifying linkages has been extended to 

tackle the problems relating to excluded groups: 
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. wm uas smM izýýý x7d them uas not a um* SOX ... pwbiouý aer ie in wmu ofprifib7g aU 
of these senwes b9gether and kxAbT at pnxum across dx boani.. 7her uas nexr one boaý' dw lai 
the uay. The SIP is an oppmunity to pO all of A-it together... (Big Step agency partner) 

Thus, it is clear that respondents recognise the role of SIPs in bringing avide range of relevant 
stakeholders together to tackle social exclusion within deprived neighbourhoods and that facing 

excluded groups. In so doing, what emerges is a concern to encourage recognition of the 
linkages between problems and to bring a wider range of partners together under the banner of 
achieving social inclusion. A number of relevant issues for partnership working emerge from 

this joint working agenda, each of which are considered further below. 

W'zckný Responsibdity 

That wider stakeholder involvement would lead to a sharing of responsibility for delivering 

effective change for the target population was cited by several respondents as central to the 

motivations for working in partnership. In relation to the work of the Big Step in particular, it 
was noted that previously responsibility for care leavers has been held solely by the Social Work 
Department. With the introduction of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, responsibility for 

young people in care was to be widened to ensure that all local authority departments were 

aware of their 'corporate parenting' role. This widening of responsibility for care leavers was 
identified by respondents within the Big Step as being further reinforced by the development of 

the Big Step, as a multi-agency partnership: 

In dx past yaoig people in care haw been seen as bekngbzg to dx Social Work Deparvwzt, Now, and 
this 1S pardy a msdt of the Chikbm Act as well, gradua4 they are beb7g seen as the mpmuibility of 
emy kcal aud"* agEncy 6md [vo6mtmy sector agmciýs] also haze an u&mst. (Big Step voluntary 
sector partner) 

In the context of the work taken forward by the Big Step, this widened responsibility for 

meeting the needs of care leavers in part relates to the specific work programme pursued by 

this SEP. As was shown in Chapter 6, the Big Step is focusing on the broad themes of health, 

accommodation and education/employment. This suggests that a wider range of stakeholders 

than the Social Work Department need to be involved in the delivery of change under these 

themes. Several respondents acknowledged the potential benefits of a partnership approach to 

address this widened stakeholder involvement: 

It would be easy to work alone but it 1Sn't as effictim If u, - are gmg to Pranote dx corporate paren t rig 
role I a7n = total agnewr with ffianwv-. ý* work,, ýV, eun d"O it is the most doch way to go. 
(Big Step agency partner) 

In Drumchapel, there is not the same historical issue of one agency having responsibility for 

ensuring that local needs are met, as is the case 'with care leavers. Nonetheless, this issue of 
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partnershi working widening responsibility for meeting local need was recognised by p 

respondents within Drumchapel SIP as an important motivation for taking this approach: 
By mcomaging pamm to work qed)er ue am partly " to draw amnam to the fact dm ta zz ide 
roV of agm-ties ham msponsibdity for mpuw-g se? vm in the area, ue are also " to say Ait by 
uorking Mgedxr ue can "2m effictiz* get d)ýý done.. Prumchapel. SIP officer) 

The distinction between the two SIN fies -with the Big Step's responsibility agenda invol-ving a 
-widening of stakeholder involvement from focusing solely on the Social Work Department to 
encouraging other corporate stakeholders to take on responsibility for meeting the needs of this 
group. Within Drumchapel SIP, on the other hand, there is no new legislative imperative 
encouraging a widening of responsibility for addressing the needs of local people. Rather, as the 
above quote shows, there is awareness that a wide range of stakeholders already hold 

responsibility for meeting local need. Thus, by working III partnership, the stakeholders with 
responsibility for delivering local services are encouraged to work together to improve the 
effectiveness of provision. 

This discussion of widening responsibility highlights that improving local services is not viewed 
as the domain of a single agency, but rather focuses on encouraging a shared working agenda. 
As was noted earlier, this approach is not new with SIPs; previous area-based regeneration 
initiatives using a partnership approach have similarly concerned themselves with sharing 

responsibility for change amongst a wide range of stakeholders at the neighbourhood level 

(Geddes 1997). However, with the introduction of thematic SEPs, t1iis widened responsibility 

agenda is promoted in order to meet the needs of excluded groups as well as deprived 

neighbourhoods. 

One specific aspect of the widening responsibility agenda relates to the role played by the 

community in partnership settings. Community involvement has been a central aspect of 

partnership working since the introduction of New Life Partnerships in the late 1980s (Scottish 

Office 1993). With the introduction of area-based and thematic SIN the policy con-irrutment to 

community involvement has rolled out to focus on both communities of interest and 

communities of place. Thus, there is a specific concern within the framework of partnership 

working to ensure that community members are feeding into this decision-making setting. 
Within Dnimchapel SIP in particular, there was recognition of the importance of ensuring that 

community members were involved in local decision- making: 

One of the key bmtfz ofpartnership uorkbig at dy local kiel IS tbe opportia7ity it offn to imohe local 

peopk in decjvýw dw affia their lixs. Prumchapel SEP agency partner) 
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Within this context, it was argued that the perspectives of local people were partlcular4, 
valuable to contributing to the work undertaken by the SIP: 

It IS mponait d)at Ibcd peq* are mpmmted u&e daiskvu are made ud)in dx panýr4zp not fia 
becaux it affmts An; bw d)ey also add a do&m perypa=e. P rumchapel S IP a ge n cy p artner) 

The role performed by community members is steered by the policy agenda on commmtY i 

capacity-building through which community members are encouraged to participate in local 

partnerships in order to ensure sustainability of developments (Scottish Executive 2000). This is 
a view that is highlighted by one senior civil servant as underpinning the promotion of 
community involvement within area-based SIPs: 

It uutild be our vw dw, ifyou are talking abota sustaýýlity and abw healdyy camminitres, tbm 
flocal] people need to be inýd in desigr6? g a7d n2xKvzg tbm camnmriiFs and not fi4st to be 
depmdent on the docisiuns of odx-n... We uvuY see this as k4diT to krW-term wstaýýIity dmx* 
ýzý the cammiiy In the cbxV agmda. (senior civil servant, Scottish Executive) 

By implication, the expectation is that, at the neighbourhood level at least, community 
involvement in partnership working is intended to facilitate local people's role in taking 

responsibility for maintaining and sustaining the changes Unplemented by the SIPs. Indeed, 
discussions in Chapter 10 on the involvement of young people within the case study SEPs 

similarly illustrate that this agenda on sustamability accounts for one of the motivations for 

involving young people in Drumchapel SEP. However, with regard to the Big Step, there is less 

evidence of a concern with sustainability. This is likely to relate to the fact that promoting 

partnership working around thematic issues rather than around neighbourhoods has a different 

impact both on the involvement of the community and in the way that change is achieved: 

It is easier to see m*act in a camwity oftlace bawm you can go and see that it is betmr andyou can 
say dk dý am so nwiyjeuxr taonplo* Swx6m on the Amatic [SIPs/ it ZS quite diffiadt to do 
dk- Sam of dx success nzigbt mean mow* ýg people on beyond your mwý If dx-y are yotn pe* baw-g 

cbffizukýes, once A-y go mto tr=wg Ay nukht do ueg and you don't know abmt it bocmw dX-Y don't 

cum into contact any mow. (senior civil servant, Scottish Executive) 

While it is debatable whether moving into training means moving out of exclusion, the central 

point with regard to understanding the perspectives on partnership working relates to the 
differences between thematic and area-based SIPs in promoting community involvement in 

order to encourage local people to take responsibility for maintaining change. From this what 

emerges is a fundamental difference in the framework of partnership working around thematic 

issues, where there is an awareness that the communities of interest that are the current subject 

of policy interest (specifically young people) are an ever-changing group. 

Specifically, as noted earlier in relation to the Big Step, responsibility for implementing and 

maintaining change lies with service deliven, agencies rather than with young people, a point 
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discussed further in Chapter 10. In contrast, the implication within area-based SEPs is that, 
while the policy is concerned to improve the local area, local people are a resource that can be 

called upon to maintain change and improve the quality of the neighbourhood over time. 
Within area-based SEPs then, there is an assumption that the community are more constant 
than within a thematic context. 

Go -mýiqg A aizý 

Aflied to concerns with bringing partners together and widening responsibility through 
partnership working, there is awareness that partnership offers the opportunity for improving 
co-ordination: 

Thm are a uh& r=ge of thirigs out d )m Ihat ue should be tryv7g to co-ox&ute effbiiu* together 
all of these [dexiopwows/ anpact on each odxr w sopne uay. I tbý ýf ue am bebzg effa-tize t u, e neai o 
look at all of these t&, ý togedtr and uork together as pannem (Big Step officer) 
I tbmk the SIP has a role to play M co-cn&zobT d)ýý kaý. Prumchapel SEP agency partner) 

While this suggests a general comrrýtment to the principle of co-ordination, there is a lack of 
clarity on whether the intention is to co-ordinate the activities of partners (thus promoting 
internal co-ordination within SEPs) or whether the intention is to encourage co-ordination 
between SEPs and the activities of other partnerships or organisational. settings (thus promoting 

external co-ordination). 

Discussions in Chapter 8 on the working practices of the case study SIPs highlighted that the 

main form of internal co-ordination related to the bending of partners resources towards the 

priorities of the SEPs. Thus, the emphasis is on what Hastings (1996) refers to as 'resource 

synergy'where partnership offers a forum through which to co-ordinate different resources to 

best meet need. As was noted in that discussion, within the case study SIN there is no evidence 

of co-ordination in terms of pooling of mainstream partners budgets. However, the bending of 

partners' resources towards the priorities of the SIPs suggests the potential for some degree of 

resource co-ordination through linking the spending of partners into the work of the SEPs. 

The other main form of internal co-ordination between partners relates to co-ordination of the 

activities of partners. WHe there is no evidence of a formal co-ordination of partners' activities 

through the partnership forum offered by the SIPs, there is a less formal co-ordination that 

occurs between individual partners that both predates and works alongside their involvement in 

the SIPs: 

In Dýmxhqpel, dxw is realý good Joint uorkh7g betu-tm the Cotaxit xzd Scouisi) Hcr7x-! s. 
Prumchapel SEP agencý, partner) 
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t joint PL=' d of )'T. 0 Iýný D29 s Senix Pl= (Big Step agency 
partner) 

Evidence of external co-ordination as facilitated through the partnership forum offered by the 
SIN is less easy to establish. For example, Chapter 8 illustrated the role performed by the SEPs 

in networking externally with other policy and practice developments of relevance to their 
work. As part of that discussion, it was noted that this networking function "was intended to 
link SIPs into other activities to facilitate access to resources while also allowing the sharing of 
information and the potential for influencing the developments being taken forward. This does 

suggest an attempt at external co-ordination between SIN and other organisational settings. 
However, whether this external co-ordination is facilitated by the existence of a partnership 
forum is not clear. Given that it is SIP staff that perform this function, that SIN are 
partnership based is not the mechanism that allows networking with external organisations. 

Similarly, respondents cite SEPs in Glasgow as taking forward one further form of external co- 
ordination through the joint work occurring between SIPs in the city. This is an actiVity that is 
facilitated by the role performed by the Glasgow Alliance in co-ordinating the activities of 
different SIPs: 

Ybat IS * the pa7vmbip m4mgen at people based and area SIPs meer mgedx-r In the last 6 nwriths, 
u, - hwe set a p-qgrxvm v&v [the pamý managenfiom the tbanatic SIPs] go rwd the Boards 
of the ama SIPs to see ukat they am talking abota 77)at IS thefrtst tam dut hz happened We uould 
hope fium dw dw ue could budd on dx liýý bits of jomt uvrk dw am taka'zg pLx pst now.. 
(Glasgow Alliance officer) 

As was noted in Chapter 6, the Glasgow Alliance performs a role in bringing partnership 

managers together to link up the work of the SIN with the Glasgow Alliance's citywide 

strategy. As part of this, the above comment illustrates the expectation that, as part of this 
joining up, the thematic SIPs will link their work programme into the work of the area-based 
SIPs. In practice, a small number of joint initiatives are being taken forward by Glasgow based 

SIPs, two of which involve the Big Step. The first involves a pilot housing initiative with 
Drumchapel SEP to develop locally based supported accommodation to meet the needs of 

vulnerable young people in Drumchapel. The aim of the model is to prevent homelessness and 

respond to existing need amongst vulnerable young people to promote their inclusion through 

training and employment initiatives. The second initiative 'involves the Big Step and 

Easterhouse SIP' working together to take forward a commUnIty based initiative to address the 

I Easterhouse SIP is another area-based SEP in Glasgow, this one a converted PPA (see Chapter 5). 
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housing and employment needs of young people in the area. In the early planning stages, this 
initiative centred on developing a foyer based service' (Big Step Annual Report 2001). As, %xith 
the networking role, this co-ordination between SIPs is facilitated by actions taken by staff and, 

while it illustrates evidence of attempts at co-ordination of activities, it does not use the 

resources of partners to take forward this co-ordinating function. 

In short, while there is a commitment in principle to the notion of co-ordination as a benefit of 

partnership working, in practice much of the co-ordinating functions that are undertaken 
involve either informal links between individual partners, which are not directly the result of 
involvement in the SIPs, or involve external co-ordination facilitated by staff rather than by the 
formal organisation of the partners. Thus, co-ordination occurring through partnership 

processes is only explicitly evident through the focus given to resource co-ordination, an issue 

that is further recognised in relation to the resource efficiency perceived as being offered by 

partnership working. 

Resotm Ejficie? xy 

i din ti uncti IP As noted above, an issue that emerges as relating closely to the co-or a on f on of Ss 

is the perceived resource efficiency offered through partnership working. One aspect of this 

concern with resource efficiency relates to the 'added value' of partnership working: 

[The SIP pa7mm] a7e tryM to get dw added uihw of tbose agEMý uvrking Mgether. Prumchapel 

SIP agency partner) 

The concern with promoting added value is motivated by a wish to avoid duplication of 

activities between partners while also encouraging better use of available resources: 

Ifw can ya make n2odest chxW to take may cbVlkatibn 17y gearig peoe to uork mgetber, it muld 
hwe buge hmefits. (Glasgow Alliance officer) 

If thefwzdi*C ZS only shon-tem.. I d)ink zw hwx to use d5is tým as a chadby tofiM the gaps, to uOrk 
bemr. I haw aheays belkeý tho it doesn't take dw nuich mom nxney, it is just abota makv'ig ""ry 

umk ww-ter andfmaing it bemer on 4at people need. (Big Step agency partner) 

This view that partnership working allows potential for added value highlights a specific aspect 

of the co-ordinating function of SIPs; focusing on the co-ordination of partners resources 

rather than linking up partners within and beyond the SEPs. 

2 Toyers' are a Joint housing and training initiative for young people, where young people live Ln supported 

housing while attending training courses. 
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The second factor in promoting resource efficiency through partnership working is the view 
that SIPs have a role to play in adding to the functions performed by mainstream agencies. 
Thus, the concern of partnership working is to ensure that additional activities take place that 
would not have occurred in the absence of the SIP: 

... one of dx mam dj* IS tofmd out uha IS on dx grw7d x7d to bazv co6ff ý pvvwmkps azuibble for &se uko are exch&IK to look at additýity as u4, not just to rePlaw uhit is Xom a17'ea4 tJ 
Prumchapel SEP agency partner) 

The suggestion made is that SIPs are able to provide something additional by fulfilling a role 
not performed by other partnerships and agencies. As was noted in Chapter 8 in relation to the 
practice of the case study SIPs, their role in promoting 'additionality' centres on either 
delivering new services or levering/bending additional resources towards the priorities of the 
SIP. Within either approach, the emphasis is on SIPs providing some additional activity that 
would not have happened otherwise, more specifically that their role would complement the 
work of mainstream agencies. In this way, there is a link back to a co-ordinatirig role by fitting 

the activities of SIPs into the work programme of partners. 

In practice, many respondents cited the most important aspect of concern with resource 
efficiency as coming through their role in filling gaps in current service provision: 

[SIPs] am a good uay of anpwwýg locd xnwes by holightM dx gaps and discussing uimt needs to be 
done to make thiiý bew. Pnunchapel SEP agency partner) 

Or , in the case of the Big Step, through filng gaps' and influencing mainstream service 

providers: 

It IS about idmt&g gaps in senwff, uorkmg mih other agencies to see hGrw these gaps can best be 
LOW] and iiýng the dezvbpwa ofannnt senwes to do dx-ir uvrk bemer. (B igStepo ffi ce r) 

However, other aspects of resource co-ordination that were cited m Chapter 8 as occurring 

within the case study SIPs were also seen as being facilitated by the partnership framework, Mi 

particular the promoting of an agenda on 'bending' resources towards the SIN prionties: 

What ue are uorking on at the i7mant is bmdizg in rmurces fran odxr ago, ý. Riat bas near 
b4pmed befm and dw is mJý positim (Big Step agency partner) 

As noted in earlier discussions, there is an ambiguity in use and understanding of the idea of 

resource 'bending'. That said, within the context of this discussion on the benefits of 

partnership working, resource bending was seen as a potential gam through the joining up of 

3 See Chapter 6 where it is noted that SIPs consider gap filling to be a central role for them to plaý- in sen-ice 
delivery. 
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agencies allowing access to different funding sources, including the budgets of partners and 
specialist funding sources. In particular, the partnership forum was seen as allovang partners to 
link up available resources to better meet the needs of the target population: 

It swm to nie that one of the tb* dw work vig mgether does is us to surt d)inkv'? allow *9 aixxit uays d)at ue can ad)iex nzow [by] using the m"aws d)at ue Ike alma4, w&xxa nwding to go in sw7th of 
[6therfimdingOPPonWni6es1.. W4xn you d)ink ahw the anrwr ofmoney dmt is govig to all of the 
dfenv panwm anwid & ta&, u, - can suniy be looking at bmdiT d)ffe n-souw by -Lomk v*T 
m&4)ermore. Prumchapel SEP agency partner) 

The discussion outlined in Chapter 8 on resource pooling and bending illustrates the extent to 
which this form of resource co-ordination is occurring in practice within the case study SIPs- 
From the evidence available, it is clear that the concern with achieving additionality from the 
work of the SIPs, through gap filling In particular, dominates the approach taken to encourage 
resource efficiency. There is also evidence of a commitment to other forms of resource 
efficiency, in particular with regard to linking in to other funding opportunities. However, the 
SIPs have had more success in identi*g gaps in service provision and linking up resources to 
fill these gaps rather than co-ordinating the resources of partner agencies. 

Challenges to Partnership Working 

The discussion above highlights the perceived benefits that emerge from working in 

partnership. However, there were also a number of challenges and criticisms levelled at tl-iis 

approach that potentially limit its value in practice. In particular, it is shown here that there are 
difficulties with managing the time commitment that comes with partnership working, both in 

relation to negotiating and delivering the implementation of the SIN goals, and with regard to 

wider concerns with managing potential duplications emerging from the range of partnership 

settings that partners are being asked to participate in. In addition, there is awareness of the 
difficulties relating to conflicts between partners, while there is also a lack of clanity on where 

responsibility and accountability he within the partnership framework. However, in addition to 

these difficulties, more fundamental criticisms of this approach to working are also raised 

which call into question the motivations of policy makers M promotMg this agenda. 

Týne Cavn&ngr 

The most commonly Cited challenge acknowledged by respondents within the case study SEPs 

with regard to working in partnership related to the time *involved in this acti"-ItN-. From a 

nw-nber of respondents there was a general frustration expressed about the slow pace of 

progress when working within a partnership setting. This irivestment of time was noted as 

relating to, on the one hand, the time involved in setting up and developing partnership 
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arrangements, while on the other hand there was also noted to be a time conunitment in 
maintaining partner involvement in the activities of the SIPs. Within each of these aspects of 
the time involvement, there are distinctions that emerge between the two SIPs. 
Looking firstly at the time involved in setting up structures within the SIPs, it is notable that the 
case study SIPs have taken different amounts of time to develop their partnership 
arrangements. Within Drumchapel SEP, the time involved in getting the partners together and 
agreeing how they would set about achieving their aims was acknowledged as occurring 
relatively quickly- 

I think a fezv people exuwzdý um surprised aaualý dw the strucam here cxm in to being ci me 
qukkly... Prumchapel SIP officer) 

However, within the Big Step there has been a much slower developmental progress in terms 
of setting up the structures of the partnership and agreeing how they would take forward their 
programme of work. Indeed, several respondents acknowledge that it had taken a long time for 

the SEP to agree how best to achieve their work programme and to have all the relevant staff 
and partners in position to work towards that objective: 

... it took a yar to get tbefult staf wxn In post and it takes a uhLefor the stýýwxn to conr ugther 
Oxr the next hm or dyrw yam ue wO be consolidating uivt is d5em, but I am fiý quite satis6md 
uýh ubat IS A-m. We haw set up so now ue can perfom 7bere are almzý good signs about uJ"r ue 
can perfim and bowise of the pLwmbT tiýw to get dyitý on the go ue nff "a bit of "w to uork out 
exactly uh-zt w um gobT to do... I d5ink ue am at dx doing stýW now. (B igStepo ffi ce r) 

Given that this comment was made when the SEP was well into its second year of activity, the 
fact that the Big Step was only just beginning to think about implementing a work programme 
indicates the amount of time taken to develop their working approach. The reason for this 

relates in part to the changes to the planned working approach made during the first year of 
funding and to the fact that this SIP had a relatively under-developed partnership framework M 

place when they received furidine. These factors suggest that the SEP has spent a long time 
building relationships Within the partnership and agreeing how they would work to achieve 

their aims. Within Drumchapel SEP, on the other hand, that their developmental stage was 

relatively quick is explained through their structures being more fon-nally developed at the time 

of applying for funding (see Chapter 6), while the project approach *involved much fewer 

discussions between partners to agree how to best use the funding to meet identified need. 

4 This change in approach by the Big Step is highlighted in both Chapter 6 , N, hen discussing the developing 

partnership structures of the case study SIPs and in Chapter 7 when looking at the strategic working approach of 
the two case study SEPs. 
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In addition to the time involved in setting up the structures of the SIPs as partnerships, there 
was also noted to be a time investment involved in participating in these Partnerships. In 
particular, the time involved in discussion and negotiating over decision-making vvithin SIP 
meetings is recognised as a significant investment on the part of partners within both SIPs: 

Tbm is no dipiting dw it is a slow labm ibus process.. exryi)bT needs to be dixuswd, agymi and d) en s ip 7, ed off.. Prumchapel SEP agency partner) 
[Panwersbrp uorkingl nukes L6ý quite wmplkated It can mike the daisiýn-mAng process cpate 
wrUms x7d slow at tanes. It n-ram Aa we reý on a lot ofgoodw0fran pe*. (Big Step officer) 

Further, stakeholders in both SIPs commented on the overall time commitment being asked of 
them to contribute to the work of the SIPs, wl-iich they were often struggling to maintain: 

7he xnount q(papmoork gmerated is uzt and I often can't giz, - it the amawn Ifiel it neais as I y9 
don 'thaw tim. (Big Step agency partner) 
For sorne nwa, ý, p thav is a mavzd of papm to7ead.. You don -t mi4 get ma,, gb twr to read it 
e&)er Prumchapel SIP community representatiVe) 

The challenges of finding time to participate in partnership is framed in a context where some 

partners get support from their employer for this activity, while others are participating without 

any additional support. The result is that pressures on time Mi relation to both attending SIP 

meetings and preparing for them are extensive for some respondents. Without support, some 

partners find this a huge time commitment; this is particularly the case for community 

representatives: 

Wlbm I first stanoý I stnC*d with the Lnguage, and the paper uork x7d so forth 7bm is now 
support to help us uith dut, bw I haw ougod wýh the xnewr of paXneork and tjx tam that it 
takes to get dNmgh it Prumchapel SEP commui-lity representative) 

However, it is not just conununity representatives who struggle with the tinýe comrnitment 

when they have other pressures on their time, as one agency respondent new to SEP working 

points out: 

If [my Iýw nwwger] uas to ask me to amot" for my tv? w and bow [nzy ýýYa in the SIP] is 
iquaing on our businas, I uadd be ba-rd pusW to ted them .. 

I does ta ke up an z nouzz ng xnot" of 

nzy tým to uork m pvvwnbip, bw I don't d5ink it uould be a good dybT ýue uidA-ez,, becxiw ý iL 
(Big Step agency partner) 

Differences in this regard related to whether members of staff had a remit to ,; k-ork in 

partnership as integral to their role or not. Seniority within organisations was also important, 

with senior members of staff often involved in several partnerships as a key element of their 
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work. In agencies like the Employment Service and Benefits Agenc)ý there is less experience of 
working in partnership, which made participants' line-managers less supportive of the time 
conunitment needed to maintain this contact. Indeed, for many partners, the challenges of time 
involvement in partnership working related to the peripheral nature of this work in relation to 
their main programme of work. Thus, partnership working in practice is both not recognised as 
relevant within some agencies and is not well co-ordinated with the activities of iridividual 
agencies. 

Wict 
WHe the time investment of partnership working was recognised in a range of different ways 
as creating difficulties for SEP partners and staff, a further issue of concern emerges from the 
more or less explicit negotiations and conflict that emerged between partners: 

A 97W " Ofmy tvne is Vent working in pannersl* As part of dut I spent a lot of trne negowtuig 
uith people xzd dealing uith cor#&z d)at camfnm A& nego=m Prumchapel SIP agency 
partner) 

This comment was made in relation to the general experience of working in partnership, rather 
than to the specific experience of working within Drumchapel SIP. Indeed, the view from 

within Drumchapel SIP was that the first year of the SEP's actiVities had progressed well. This 

was explained through the SEP having gone through a 'honeymoon period' Within which 

conflict had not yet emerged: 

[Dunng the fint yar] people uar an&*mvýg a lot mow dfw&zýs, I mm It A cuially, I Uas sayazg 
dut is not vAzt will happa; ue wd get a gpodfrrst yar, and I uas 7ight 7be huubk stans 4or dw... 
Pnimchapel SIP officer) 

That said, while this initial period had progressed well, during the second year of the SIP's fife 

more explicit conflict did start to emerge: 

ae ow helps 7bm people stan 77x-m uas a honqnoon penbd Ineuýa* havb7g sIxd lba& ofmary to 9' 
geumg diwppoiýuý uixn dx-y aren't gemng any of ihat maxy bewuse of the mtem or dxy are, issessed 
as not being capable of deliEving dw seruce. So An yw swt gaTirg disqficted people, iawknuwdably. 
A nd d5ey coalesx and stan sayag dw d)ey vwa to hýav a say m how dx Tannml* is nm as wEýU, as 
d)ey should And the cumwuty wpresýý changes and scrm of the neuer ones are not as experio, ý 

and are on a kamizg anw 77)ey [also] may udl h-ne scrm dfiahiff uith the "mcd or uith one of the 
od)er pan-nm.. 

A nd that 1*S 5aned5big that i's gov7g on uitbbq dx Panw--bip just now? 

5 Now amalgamated as jobCentre Plus. 
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7bat "s r& Cýgýý and projaz get set up or dXY e)ýý Air acmwes or new orga mianow like the Cavnw7ity Formn cant- vzo bang x7d dxm is an mm&He perzM offind* d)eir feeý 
TreadiýC their uns, Ow S d4 Onp"Ie" toes cvýmakqgrnizaýs (Drumchapel SIP officer) 

Within Dnimchapel SIP, conflict is perceived as having emerged as the commuruity have 
developed their role within the Partnership, both formally via the Commuruity Forumý 

providing them with a vehicle for using their voice collectively', and through their developing 

experience of participating in the SEP. As one community representative notes, one particular 
example where conflict has emerged within Drumchapel SEP related to the activities of Culture 
& Leisure Services within the City Council'. It was pointed out that Culture & Leisure had 

recently introduced charges for the use of community centres and that this was a problem for 
local community groups to manage, as they had no resource capacity through which to take on 
this charge: 

Since the councd put chaW on all themminityl5alls, all the ym6gwups (not just the)vuthgmups m 
fact) all of a sudden hwe to sta7t papq swxd)ing to Cuar the mnt Y they pay the n7it d)ey can't do 

smne of dx th* that d)ey do, so d)ey start clmTmg p"le to cwx- akrig If )vu -w' got tb7w or fow 

, 
To7d a, I mean it' ueam that yu 'W' got to ghe then all a pound w or d7rx tims a uowk, you canny aj S 

ridia"s that it -'S a designated SIPs ama, that -s supposed to be part of pmErty and An you stan to 
aba7p"Ie to go and do dxse hbýp. It's crazy. Pnunchapel SEP conununity representative) 

Another conununity representative on this same point, adds: 

My bone of aramtm is that this has happened SiMe it bocxm a SIP ama. 7he7e uas nothing saymg 
this IS a SIP area so it is exanpt 7he council is a nw)or player in SIPs and thiýs IS or4 stanbT to cam 
ow now... The problan I bme is that SIP maxy I*S supposed to be for new and amou-wze ideas so a 
gmup can't go to the SIP and say they need maryfor the let cbwges by the caexiL [In fact] I think dut 

the SIP shmY tell the cowxil dw ue are a Pa7moV* area and to susped the let chaW 
Prumchapel SIP conununity representative) 

In addition to the tension caused by the council department acting in a way perceived by the 

community representatives as unacceptable, the SIP not taking an active role *in negotiating with 

the council as a SEP partner to change their policy highlights that the SEP were not using their 

strategic position in the local area to influence individual partners. This corresponds With the 

6 See Chapter 6 for information on the SIP structures set up during the first year, including the role played by the 
Community Forum. 
7Although it is shown in Chapter 9 that the Community Support Unit, who are the officers that support the 15 

urutý,. cornmunity representatives who make up the Commun-ity Forum are not advocates on behalf of the comm ii 
Nonetheless, the Commuruty Forum offers a vehicle for community representatives to unite on issues of shared 
concern, with Commwuty Support Urut providing advice and 91"'dance to develop commurutY capacity locally. 

8As the partnership structures outlined in Chapter 6 show, Culture and Leisure Services are not represented on 
Drumchapel SEP's Board, but they are present at SEP Implementation Groups. 
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role performed by this SEP discussed in Chapter 8 as focusing on proNiding an 'add on' sen-ice 
provision at the local level. 

Within the Big Step, conflict has emerged in a different way. Here there vvas not the same 
pattern of a period of settling in and then conflict emerging between partners. Rather, problems 
emerged relatively early in the life of the Big Step, specifically between the Social Work 
Department and the SEP. Underpinning tlýiis early conflict was the fact that, while there was 
senior management support within the Social Work Department for the principles of the SIP's 
work, operational level staff were having difficulties with the emerging practice of the SIP. In 
particular, there was recognised to be a lack of coherence in the approach taken by the Big Step 
in taking forward their work programme: 

Ifmd the Big Step quite monswent M uhat dxylre db* Our dx y-ars I mally smý* zath Uh-& 
Ay-'re trymg to get bacaux one nzintae dxy-'11 be umtmg swxvWng, An A-ir n7in& chw7ged- (Big Step 
agency partner) 
7he SIP bas a fairly stmT bias touw& the ywT bo7xlas berxix of u&v A staff hcnv camfrum 
7he doiu4 that dxy baw IS in wxknwzd4 dw care kaw-s am aVenwtfrcm the young hwxiess- 
(Big Step agency partner) 

These views were representative of concerns about the slow pace of development, again 
stressing the time commitment that was being made by particular partners, the changes in 
approach that had emerged during the first year of the SIP's activities and their high profile 
involvement in policy initiatives to tackle youth homelessness. However, the concerns from 

within the Social Work Department also related to the wider issue of the chosen working 

approach taken by this SIP in moving away from service delivery towards a more strategic 
influencing role: 

I think the good d)ing ahw the cam kawn SIP, or the bad thi. -g is Att it zs buge. It's a btVvnor" 

of staf u& are not operatiowl, v, & are straqw, uko seovn to sit and dýink abow ism4es for we 
kawn.. I think sww of it is a talking shop. Jniiý I umt ngulmiy to all dx work a*C groups. I thmk 
that dx-y hcnv aw&d mom uoikfor my staf d= xDd)ing I know, 7hat IS okay ý'dxm uas Rvxtbbig 
curmg backforyomigpeople, bw dxm acmady hasn't bem muý (Big Step agency partner) 

This comment draws out some of the difficulties of the strategic influencing approach , in that 

there is little evidence of new services emerging in the short term for young people through this 

approach. However, as was noted in Chapter 8, the intention of this programme is less 

expficitly about developing extensive new services and more about shifting the ,; ý-orking 

practices of the agency partners to better take account of care lea-, -ers'7, -hen developing services. 
Thus, the aim is that in the longer-term better services would exist within mainstream provision 

to meet the needs of care leavers in the city. The particular tension for the Social Work 

Department about this approach is that thcý- have historically held responsibility for provicting 
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services to this group of young people. With the development of the SIP bringing with it 
additional resources, the SIP is in a position to perform tasks that the Social NVork Department 
do not have the resources to undertake. This is a fundamental point of contention: 

One of the dfxuhip-s is the mzm befttem dx Leau* Care staf and dx Big Step staf bacmix the I 
L eavig Cam s4f see the Big Step as being uefimsmwai to do aH dx diýý dx-y haze aha-, ns uwmai to 
do itý the deuiopnwa of stra&Vaý vixwas vAa [Leavmg Cam staffl are dov2g i's bead douri, 
coxnng operatimd issues. (Big Step agency partner) 

Implicit within this conflict is a sense of disappointment from operational staff Within the 
Social Work Department at not gaining additional services and resources from their 
involvement in the SIP, while at the same time being asked to take on extensive additional tasks 
in order to participate in partnership activities. Indeed, this time conunitment on the part of 
Social Work staff through their links with the Big Step and other partnership arrangements is 

widely recognised: 

What I am auwv of IS thatfor the LeavM Cam suff the nuni-er ofm&-fiV ubor dx-y are nVoatbig, 
boaizg to sit in and discuss things., has buiýý 7; x-y are exhausted by it bowise back at the rwich 
d)ey are dealbzg with Jeanie and jobnny xid the ýýý Issues But ue can't affoni not to be in 
parmersbip uith od)er agmies... Hopefu4 afterfize yars inm&wa i. t wO be dfen-v becaux I think 
d)at Socid Work has been left to pick up dx tabjar too mucb m the pasL (Big Step agency partner) 

This tension between taking forward a partnership approach and delivering on individual 

service responsibilities within agencies highlights one of the key challenges of partnership 

working. Within the Social Work Department in particular, a tension between the wish to take 

forward a 'corporate parenting' approach through working in partnership, while at the same 

time struggling with sharing responsibility for this group with other service providers is 

recognised as underlying the difficulties that have emerged in this SIP: 

... In our mlanw dxye are uhat I uvuld m&Tmv as o7-dý issues about u& is dovig uhat. To 

repbrase that I mean wmioridwn in 6at people don It d5ink dxy are getting vA-it dx-y see as ravgmim 
for the work d)at d)ey are doing,... 7hat Is ba=m bistýy [Swd Work] are the only people 

oawppig dx spacefor people leazig care, 7here i. s, I think, a funny cawrackion ýn A& Soa Work 

ud cm1plaIn htwrly about being kft bdiýg the h, &y and being the or4 agemy d)at mally is ca? 7yv? g 
this responsibility and An as soon as odxr agm-ws appear to be uZiig (and I don 't mean oiawhes as 
odxr agencies) as soon as oArplayers swn to uw-a to play a part in 6ý unless it I'S absohihdy on dx-ir 

wmis d)ey don-t d5ink it IS good mmgb bwxiw it is not the 7ight standani or the rýbt approach or 

ub"wr 71)ey uudd daýy dut m6, ý I don -t dýnk dxy zwuld btry in to tbat, butfniv whm I x? z 

sittý tbov 15 a lot oftbat going on (Big Step officer) 
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The views presented by respondents within both Drumchapel SIP and the Big Step' around the 
causes of conflict relate to different issues. However, the underlyring causes of conflict are 
principally the same. For example, In i both SIPs conflict emerges through unfulfilled 
expectations of particular partners on what the role of the SEP should be. Thus, there is a lack 

of any explicit awareness of the need to acknowledge the potential effects of SIP activity on the 
work of mainstream agencies (in the case of the Big Step) or the effects of activities undertaken 
by mainstream agencies on the work of SIPs (in the case of Drumchapel SIP). 

ReypomibditylAccowmabdiýlo 

As the above discussion highlights, one of the principal causes of conflict within SIPs relates to 
a lack of clarity on where accountability lies between the SIN and individual partners. This is a 
relationship that has different elements; with there being a lack of coherence on the extent to 

which individual partners are accountable to the SIPs and the extent to which the SIPs are 
accountable to individual partners. Indeed, as has been noted above, there is an explicit conflict 
element to partnership working relating directly to differing expectations of individual partners 

and the overarching focus taken by the case study SEPs that begins to suggest difficulties with 

clarifying where responsibilities are held within a partnership setting. This discussion around 

questions of accountability within the context of SEPs takes the above debate further to 

specifically unpack the extent to wl-ých partnership working leads to changes in accountability 
between individual partner and the SIPs themselves as partnership bodies. 

Within Drunichapel SEP, the main area of concern with regard to accountability related to the 

acknowledged lack of role performed by the SEP In holding Culture & Leisure Services to 

account for their actions. Beyond that, there were no explicit concerns raised about the role 

performed by the SIP in relation to their accountability over individual partners. Within the Big 

Step, the earlier debate on the relationship between the SIP and the Social Work Department in 
developing partnership working raised wider issues around a shifting of responsibility for care 
leavers from the Social Work Department to other SIP partners. From this, specific issues 

relating to shifting boundaries of accountability between partners emerge that require further 

attention. 

9 The conflict between Leaving Care Services and the Big Step came to a head during my fieldwork, but was 
abating by the time I exited the field. It is thus not dear how dorninant any conflict has continued to be in 
interactions between the Social Work Department and the Big Step once roles were more firmly established. 
10 There are different definitions of 'responsibility', which are well documented in Bovens (1998). For the purposes 
of this debate, however, responsibility refers to the specific idea of accountabdity as 'being responsible' or having 
habitity (Bovens 1998; 25). 
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As noted above, the principal area of conflict within the Big Step related to Social Work 
officers identi4ýng the SIP as asking them to take on extensive extra work, while also having 
their own internal (and separate) programme of work to manage. However, other 'corporate 
parents', such as those in the Education Department, were yet to change their practices to take 
more responsibility for meeting the needs of this group of young people: 

One d)* uedon It hae is lots ofmawy to spo, 7d on &a&? g pe* in ca7e], 7he debate aroumi As bas 
not been enjig)& 7h;? v bas bwn no ckbaze uon, 4- of the na7m aiua hm, -Lx sbould xLýms tkv 1*, m4es 
associimd uith Peo, * in cam in conynctim u,, ýh dx fim&W of the care IwLm Pan-., xý as to tbe 
mnffU necessities We could be pmomme abw it, but u&. 7in the grew u&er of dyýp ym baz, - to be 
abo4 cbames are ue addms it nuKb mommad4 if u, - are realý wzder pressiar on a, We are taxý 
pmsum on so n7aT thý that by ckfmition )xw pnontise a bit. You oný pia so nvAh qfmT mto so 
ffwiy t6ýgs. Ma)h ue sl"dd, I don't know. (Big Step agency partner) 

It is not clear from this comment whether this partner is not being asked specifically to do 

more for care leavers or whether they do not feel that the right questions are being asked of 
them. Either way, the suggestion is that they were not changing their practice through not being 

under enough pressure to do so. The difficulty that emerges from this is that there is a lack of 
any real authority on the part of the SIP to hold individual partners to account if they do not 

change their practices in line with the alms of the Partnerships. Alongside this, the long history 

of the Social Work Department holding sole responsibility for care leavers means that this 

agency remain central to the activities undertaken by the Big Step: 

We b" a lot of ýýýfivrn So" Work, ubo are the "Win agerxy, There is Social Work and 
Leaving Qm7qpmouation at all the Working Groups... (Big Step officer) 

This continued central focus on the Social Work Department goes some way to reinforce the 

traditional view of this service provider as the principal agency responsible for care leavers, 

while the rhetoric of 'corporate parenting'Is slow to develop in practice. Indeed, Social Work 

officers recognise this divergence between their responsibilities and the work undertaken by the 

SIP: 

bu ur are W 7he Big Step maY be dov'79 aU this uvrk to get care kazm bigbe, up the polky agq2A t st 
dbýý dx uork... xid it U us dut am aaumtable at the end of the day if A-se kids don't get [the 

xnvces that d)ey need]. (Big Step agency partner) 

Clearly then within both SIPs, there remain relatiVely unchanging, roles performed by agency 
I ligh partners in taking responsibility for change. Thus, while earlier ( scussions high ted that 

respondents saw a role for SIN is profiling the responsibility of particular partners for taking 

forward change, difficulties emerge through the SEP not being in a position to hold indi,,,, ldual 

partners to account for their activities. This is partlý, a result of the policy contextwithin which 

SIPs work as it is unclear the extent towhich SEPs are in a position to hold individual partners 
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to account for their activities. This raises a fundamental point about partnership working in 
practice, where there is an expectation that there will be informal co-operation between 
partners that will lead to a change in the practice of individual partners to fit within wider 
partnership priorities. However, given the lack of any explicit policy incentive to encourage 
agencies to change their practices (Hastings 1996) there is inevitably a limit to the extent to 
which change within agencies is occurring. The lack of any explicit role for the SEPs in holding 
individual partners to account thus relies in practice on individual partners opting to respond to 
the concerns of the partnership approach (as the Social Work Department are doing Within the 
Big Step) or challenging the practices that emerge (as the community representatives are doing 

within Drumchapel SIP). 

This concern with accountability is not only about the role performed by individual partners, 
but also relates to the role of these Partnerships within the wider context of the management of 
the SIPs by the Glasgow Alliance. As was noted in Chapter 6, the Alliance has responsibility for 

managing SIPs in the city and co-ordinating SIPs as part of the citywide strategy for 

regenerating the city. However, local councillors expressed concerns about the impact on local 

representative democracy of the Alliance performing this role in managing SIPs: 

Some Tanw-sbip Managers amfmd, * it dfxult to liax u)itb both dx A 11imxe and the SIP Boanis, 
ubo are xnwtvm puflirg in tuo dimctions... It IS not ahur ,4 

&ar uho it IS that [the Tanneý 
Managers] are armemble to Being anpk* by the Glasgow A Iliame n2avu bebýg aa-otýable to A7n, 
but they are also wcbmýa4 accwmzbk to the Board that d)ey uork to AIS I*S probkmaiic as one [the 
SIP BoardVj are ekoed and the other [the A II&nx] are a qux? gd'. .. [7be A 1lix"] can oa-a& the 
Board by go V*79 to the Pan,, nml* Managersfor itý udxm4t d)e Boards approwL I den It think 
d, wt the Panwersbip Managers shouR be mzpk* by d)e Allianxfor that remn; [the Allianx] then 
can t haw as mutb 4&ww over dx SIPs. (Glasgow local councillor) 

The conflicting position of Partnership Managers as employees of the Alliance and as support 

staff for the SEP Boards raises a fundamental question around where accountability lies between 

the SIP Board and the Glasgow Alliance. While Partnership Managers are clearly accountable to 

the SEP Boards, their employment by the Alliance meant local councillors perceived a conflict 

of interest for SIP staff; a concern that was principally related to the Chairs of both SIPs being 

Most local SEP Boards including Drumchapel SEP elected their representatives, but this study has shown (see 
Chapter 10) that there was no indication of any election process within the Big Step. This may suggest that in some 
thematic SEPs there is a less formally constructed partnership arrangement in place. 
12 As was shown Mi Chapter 6, the Glasgow Alliance has a Board consisting of partners from key agencies in 
Glasgow. However, it is the Alliance support staff who undertake the management of SIPs. In fact, the criticisms 
levelled at the Alliance are directed at their support staff rather than the Alliance Board. 
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local councillors who promoted local representative democracy as the route through which 
decision-making should occur". 

This development of the Alliance as managers of SIPs serves to confirm a point made in 
Chapter 6; that the purpose of the Alliance as a citywide partnership has been to link local SIPs 
more directly with central government, while at the same time reducing the role played by local 

government in managing local regeneration initiatives. Within that context, the Alliance having 
decision-making authority over the work of the SIP officers potentially means that they ca-n 
steer the direction of the SIPs'work and activities. Thus, if a conflict of interest were to emerge 
between the Alliance and the SEP Board, the SIP officers would be in a difficult position in 
terms of which group they were ultimately accountable to. Indeed, as the discussion that 
follows shows, the development of the Alliance as a citywide partnership is part of a Wider 
governance approach that promotes partnership working as the route through which to achieve 
change; an approach that is open to fundamental criticisms. 

A New Governance Framework 

As the above discussion on questions of accountability between SIPs and the Alliance begins to 
illustrate, the SIP agenda has developed within a specific governance context. 1-fistorically, the 
development of partnership working processes was one route through which to promote new 
forms of governance promoting pluralistic decision-making, while sirmiltaneously moving away 
from local authority control over decision-making (Geddes & Le Gales 2001). This final 

section, therefore, unpacks the perceptions of respondents on the general policy commitment 

to partnership working within the current governance context; specifically with regard to the 

criticisms levelled at this approach as a vehicle for managing and improving public services. 

It is worth noting at this point that there are different forms of partnership arrangement. 
Firstly, there are those partnership formations that focus on reconfiguring mainstream service 
delivery functions. The development of Children's Service Planning offers one example of this 

type of partnership arrangement; where key stakeholders *involved in the delivery of statutory 

services to children and young people at the local authority level work together to agree a 

common programme of work that will be taken forward by uidividual agency partners. 

Secondly, there are a range of specialist partnership initiatives that have emerged ,,,., lth the aid of 

13 As was noted in Chapter 6, not A SEPs have counciUors as the Chairs of their Boards. 
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additional government funding; examples of this ty-pe of arrangement are SEPs, Drug Acuon 
Teams" and SureStart Scotland". 

Given that so many of the partnerships that have been developed in recent years fall into the 
latter category, respondents highlighted concerns about the efficiency of this form of ',; ý, -orking- 
Earlier discussions of the potential for partnership working to add value through using available 
resources effectively and promoting 'additionality' are called into question when considering the 
practices that have emerged. Indeed, there was specific concern about the risk of duplication of 
efforts as a result of the number of partnerships that had emerged in recent years: 

[TarMersblP workb7gj might also ccrmfrcm a bad ding, uhicb IS the 41kapbn effit Swmtiw V)Xvi 
look at the agmq panl7m arowzd a SIP Board tzdie, d)ey are also pnwa at anodxr six or seun 
pannerJ*s as uefl. 7&erý is a se7m in ukb tbq hazv to anramx ubicb bat d)ey bae on today. 
(senior civil servant, Scottish Executive) 

This highlights a perceived a risk of overlap between different partnership initiatives, with 
stakeholders taking part in an increasing number of different partnership settings, while within 
this the same individuals participating in several different partnerships that have broadly similar 
remits: 

I take part in lots of dfermt paymmk*s as a result of rny pontm wd)in [a ? 7zavzstmvn xrme 
ageng].. A lot of uiw ue do IS haw the sx? w discussions, akbough Ay a7e necessary discwswW. 
Prumchapel SEP agency partner) 

Respondents clearly were spending increasing amounts of their working life participating in 
partnership activities. VVhile the existence of more partnerships may not, in itself, lead to 
duplication, given the concerns with overlapping priorities between these different forums, it is 

unlikely that some overlap in priorities can be avoided. 

The increased use of partnerships to solve a complex range of problems may be recogrused to 
be the current approach to governance (Pierre 1998). However, the problem lies With the fact 

that there seems to be a lack of co-ordination between these emerging governance structures: 

Nut =kes it more doia& than it has to be IS dix ue comrm to build new smKvves on top of 
exuting ones that u, - baxe only just set up, in sane mstxzces uhm dx-y baw bem set up 
sý7ataneousý... Nat ut haw IS a siawion nza& mow con#ex dyrmgb bebT ask& to crame tbffe 
new pa7vwrshos uhm ue h-amit lbad] the tum to build the niatird*s that fmn d)ose 

Drugs Action Teams are multi-agency partnerships aiming to tackle drug misuse in Scotland. Money is provided 
to specific initiatives as well as to support the work of the DATs directly (f 1miIhon to contnbute to resources 
from other sources) 
15 SureStart Scotland is a policy initiative giving approximately L19 million a year bem-cen 1999 and 2V=1 to 
partnership initiatives targeting the needs of young cUdren in deprived neighbourhoods 'in Scotland. 
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jfttnWeeýs... Rather d= ezerpr bavD? g to c7we [the AmwAes it -,, mg be he4od if ur bad a ckarer idea of vilo IS suMused to be the mLtiý hquvm [for ex, 7npk] the Cyxkkxv 
Pannersl* x7d the Sxid Inchisim Parmml*s in G&sgow.. We couY md up -L;. ý people tr; ra? g 
ocer dxmwhes inP&ma&b? 9 'Www; u&r is the co-oniýution in dw? (Drumchapel SEP officer) 

As was noted in Chapter 6 when discussing the speed at which SIPs were expected to move 
from planning to implementation of partnership activities, there are clearly concerns that not 
enough recognition is given to the time needed to build links both within partnership settings 
and between different partnerships. Within that context, there are emerging difficulties in 
keeping up to date with the plethora of new partnership initiatives that have emerged in recent 
years. In particular, there is no clear steer on how new partnership initiatives link into existing 
structures. This lack of co-ordination potentially heightens the risk of duplication between 
different structures and means that SIPs spend excessive time and effort trying to stay abreast 

of developments while creating ad hoc linkages with these other partnerships. 

As a result of this governance context where new partnerships funded by central government 

are emerging all the time, one respondent raised the question of the real added value that comes 
from partnership working: 

It is very doiadt to assess dx 9fatiums of parmerJ*s because most paný, ýrps baw run with 
addkib" money. But uhn ru take in the cost of avatv7g a panna--J* and ask bas the pa7tnerJ* 
umking addai wlue or is it just that adding mom mary has seamxI h-twr msults, it IS dfxwk to know, 
(SSIN member) 

Measuring added value through partnership working is problematic as a result of difficulties 

with assessing the value of the inputs to partnership working and with differentiating what it is 

that creates impact i. e. activities of the partnership or wider changes u"i the economy (Harrison 

2000). Within the case study SIPs, given the early stage in their fives at the time of this study, 

showing evidence of impact beyond outputs from the spending of the SIP budget is difficult to 

quantify. Indeed, it is likely to take time, and a specific set of measurement instruments, to 

move towards an accurate measure of the real and potential added value from working in 

partnership, and not merely to focus on how the money has been spent. 

On a similar point, this same respondent also raises concerns about the efficiency of 

partnership working as an approach to decision-making: 

I find it dfxdt to beline that the parmv* uay of CUW* 19 to daisiau 1S the most ratiov, ý uav of 
dkisibn-?, ýb, zg. Sumý ýý start u)ýh a fragnmvi array of xnix prorviin uith dx-ir do&mt Imes 

ofaaxwmabdity to diffinnt people An )vu may hvx no alwrnxzw bw to go doun dx part;, m7, j* rMW, 
b-w it IS not tk best plax to start fmm I would be u, 7y sipprised ý it rruxitrý u-zbw of pubac 

expmdinm. (SSIN member) 
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It could be argued that partnership working has not been developed in a strategic 'wzT to 
effectively improve the working practices of agencies, with it serving more as a panacea to 
address a range of complex problems. However, while partnership working is unlikely to haN-C 
been developed in a strategic way, it does potentially offer a practical tool for government to 
achieve the changes it wants without radically altering the organisation of public sen-ices, and at 
the same time not expanding the role played by local authorities: 

Fannm4s um arwed partly iýi In MTOnse to the fragnmiatim of local goartrn6v oter dy last 15 
y-ars Tben goanni" got to the pomt of 7whsing dvt lots of social pniibm behTfaced nwAd a co- 
odiný irlWated atProach x7d they mdised dw dx-Y no law had an wsmon" to delivy that 
approach So d)ey had to dream up the i" of puvvzg it wget& agam via parmerJ*, central 
guarnn7ov haubig sp" the last am dkades unraAýV it, Ifmd it dob& to Ix-ae mtKb pa no" uitb 
the Cu"Plexity of the pan? ýO process uhm any ratimd process uaý& ýzý rq! Eqý the existirig 
systan of Zxal gozvmxn4 uhicb carried more polýical x7d popular aaihility uiib uider wdinces. 
(SSIN member) 

Whether local government do indeed hold credibility with an audience beyond central 

government is questionable. Either way, the expansion of local government as a response to 
improving public services is not currently a popular political approach. Indeed, the governance 

agenda being promoted focuses on 'participative democracy' over 'representative democracy' as 

a means of increasing stakeholder involvement and reducing the autonomous power previously 
held by local authorities (Wilson 2000). The view of local councillors on this point is that 

partnership working undermines representative democracy: 

It is all wq ued settmg up all of these pa7v; e? -J*s to agree strategia.. but ubm it cwzes to smwes and 
yw haw dxse quangos u, & are making dacisý abota 4w senaes to provide uidxxa any dmiocratic 

proxss pu=zg dun in dut po=m; A& botbe7s me, (local councillor) 

However, the view from the Scottish Executive on this issue is clearly one that stands counter 

to this opinion. The argument from this quarter is that local authorities were not managing to 

make any impact on the problems in deprived areas, wl-iich illustrates a central reason for 

introducing partnership initiatives: 

Wlby haze ue got SIPs in dx fmt place? Wlby baw ue got dX Urban AWwrm in the first plaw? We 

couU say ag the djbp d)at tjx u7b= I-ýVxmr &d and all the SIPs should be dobV should 4ne 
been &w dNv4 n7avW'rwn Pv9rxVM- 7he farct is that they uew no4 that IS *, ue ba w thm 
thbp. (senior civil servant, Scottish Executive) 

There are two important points implied through this statement. Firstly, the suggestion Is that 

local authorities are not delivering change at the rate at which central government would like. 

Secondly, linking back to discussions in Chapter 6, in developing partnerships from the centre, 

central government are intervening to affect change in a "Aay they see as effective. The 

introduction of the Glasgow Alliance to take over management of SEPs in Glasgow in the place 
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of Glasgow City Council, who previously managed urban policy programmes in the city, ftirther 

confin-ris the shifting of governance away from local authorities towards pluralistic decision- 

making steered by central government, m Glasgow at least. Underpinnýng this is an implied lack 

of trust of local authorities to deliver change: 

We haw a lot odxrprqgrxr&w like Rmgb Skepers and ho"ziasness prqgrxwxs dk ue naz cewnzUy 
frcm the ExwitiLefor sam of dx sxm mzmu; that maintravn pqgrxwzs are not adapately cLdbN 
vitb theprobkm (senior civil servant, Scottish Executive) 

Although it is not explicitly stated that they are referring to local government when making this 
statement, there is a common view that local government does not provide efficiency within 
service delivery (Stoker 1996). This comment suggests that partnership progranu-nes run from 

the centre are intended to target specific problems that do not get sufficient attention through 

mainstream programmes. However, the question that this raises is whether partnership working 

can provide a more effective tool for achieving efficiency in service delivery. In the absence of 

evidence of the added-value that emerges from partnership working, it is difficult to say 

whether there is merely a shifting of decision-making power or whether there is potential for 

this approach to provide a more effective delivery mechanism. 

What this approach does arguably offer, however, is a 'sticking plaster' solution to the problems 

encountered. It does this by avoiding tackling the fundamental problems of public sector 
inefficiency, instead using specialist initiatives to fill gaps in mainstream provision. The issue 

that underlies this is whether partnership working offers a long-term route through which to 

change the way that mainstream service providers deliver services and thus moves towards 

achieving social inclusion or whether this approach merely fills the gaps not adequately 

addressed through mainstream activities. The conclusion that follows reflects on this question 

in light of the discussions held in this chapter. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has set out to reflect on the perceived motivations for working in partnership to 

achieve social inclusion. Within the case study SEPs, the benefits and challenges identified 

around partnership working show broad similarities in Views between the SIPs. In particular, 

the benefits of partnership working were perceived in both SIPs as relating to the potential for 

greater opportunities to work with others, widening responsibiEty for change, improving co- 

ordination of activities and improving resource efficiency through working together. Ho-,, xver, 

limiting the potential of these benefits, were difficulties related to the constraints of time on 

both the development of partnership arrangement and in the maintenance of im-olvement in 

partnership working, the conflict element of working together and the difficulties 'ý%-ith 
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recognising where accountability lay within a partnership setting. Consequently, the challenges 
posed through partnership processes suggest that benefits such as increasing co-ordination 
between partners and widening responsibility for change are not being realised In practice due 
to challenges faced in changing the practice of agencies and establishing a common agenda that 
allows for partners to agree the boundaries of their involvement. Indeed, these are likeý- to be 
common views of partnership working shared both by other area based and thematic SIN and 
by other fon-ns of partnership 

Where divergences in view emerged between the case study SIN, these tended to relate to the 
specific focus taken by the particular SEP. For example, the concern to encourage commur-iity 
involvement in order to promote a widening responsibility for the change agenda was only a 
priority within Drumchapel SEP. This perspective fits within traditional community capacity- 
building agendas that promote involvement in order to facilitate sustainability of change at the 
local level. However, within the Big Step the responsibility agenda was one that was to be taken 
forward by agency partners rather than through the commuruity of *interest. This related to the 
policy focus around thematic SEPs that identified excluded groups as a transient group who, 
over time, would change. With regard to the emergence of conflict within the SIPs, the 
divergences between the SIPs similarly related to the composition of the particular SEPs; with 
the community representatives and local councillors being most explicit in challenging 
partnership processes within Drumchapel SIP and the Social Work Department challenging 
processes within the Big Step. As elsewhere, it is likely that the views presented by those in 
Drumchapel SIP are more representative of the challenges facing many of the SIN *in relation 
to the conflict between community and agency partners. However, within the Big Step, the 

conflict that emerged with Social Work staff is more specific to the focus of this particular SEP 

as their work is clearly crossing directly with the work programme of this agency. Within other 

thematic SEPs, the potential for conflict will differ depending on the partners represented, the 

objectives of the SIP and the extent to which there is consensus on the progranune of work to 
be taken forward by the SEP. 

However, as well as acknowledging the specific potential and challenges afforded through the 

work of the case study SIPs, general criticisms of this approach to , vorkingwere also identified 
by a small number of respondents. These illustrate fundamental challenges to partnership 

working as the iding principle steering current policy approaches to achieving social gul 

inclusion. In particular, the notion that partnership offers the potential for resource efficiencý- 

specifically through 'added value'is called into question iven that many partnerships, including 91 

SIPs, come with additional resources. As a result, it is diffictilt to distinguish whether 
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improvements in outcome (assuming that these are shown to occur and can be linked to the 
work of SEPs) are the result of additional money being available or are a result of partners 
working more effectively together. 

Indeed, it is likely that beyond all the previously acknowledged benefits of partnership working, 
the underlying policy motivation for promoting this approach is that it offers an effectiVe 
government tool for responding to problems in service delivery without direc 

' 
tly changing the 

way that agencies work- That current partnership arrangements may not be effective in co- 
ordinating long-term change m services or that they are perceived as undermining the role 
traditionally played by local authorities is perhaps secondary to the real reason for promoting 
this approach. Rather, partnership working steered by central government policy imperatives 
allows a relatively quick response to problems, without the need to directly engage with flaws in 
mainstream service provision. Thus, the gap-filling role of partnerships becomes more explicit. 
However, it is this lack of direct engagement with the working practices of agencies that is 
potentially what causes the challenges in partnership working discussed above. Specifically, the 
lack of clarity on where accountability lies within partnership arrangements and the experience 
of conflict between partners over the role to be played by different partners is likely to be the 

result of a gap in co-ordination of organisational arrangements between partners. To respond 
to this, there is a need for a more coherent framework for working where partners know their 

role and what their obligations are to the other partners and to the partnership as a whole. 

Having set out in this chapter the perceptions of the general principles of partnership working 

that frame the experiences of the case study SEPs and partnership working more generally, 

attention in Chapter 10 turns to look specifically at the involvement of young people within the 

partnership setting offered by the case study SEPs. In so doing, the discussion reflects fiirther 

on the framework of partnership working as a route through which to involve this particular 

community of interest within partnership decision-making. 
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Chapter 10: Youth Involvement in the SIPs 
Introduction 

This final data chapter turns to the question of how the case study SEPs are promoting the 
involvement of young people within the decision-making structures of the Sips. Four themes 
are identified as of relevance to this question. First, by outlining the forms of involvement that 
have been promoted in these SEPs, attention is Oven to the locations through which young 
people are feeding in to the SIPs and where their presence is not evident. Leading on from 
this, the chapter then explores the extent to which the SIPs are attempting to achieve 
representation through involving young people in their work. Third, the motivations for youth 
involvement are considered, both as these are identified by adults and by the young people 
themselves. Finally, emerging from the discussion on the motivations for youth involvement, 
the fourth section of the chapter looks specifically at the practice of youth involvement that 
has emerged within the case study SEPs in relation to how young people are contributing to 
the work of the SIPs. 

The chapter illustrates differences in approach taken by the two case study SEPs in involving 

young people in the work of the SIPs. On one hand, Drumchapel SEP shows a comnutment 
to youth involvement in order to facilitate young people's role in local decision-making 

settings. This brings with it explicit conflicts in young people's relations with adult agency 
partners. On the other hand, the Big Step focus more directly on consultative mechanisms for 
involvement. This is shown to result in a less contentious relationship with adults as young 
people are rarely exposed to adult partners in decision-making settings where conflict is likely 

to emerge. Young people's participation within relatively informal elements of the SIN work 
focuses on offering opportunities for self-development and using their voice in a non- 

confrontational way. However, the question that this raises is which of these approaches 

offers the greatest potential for influencing change or, indeed, which offers the most long- 

term benefit to young people. 

Mechanisms for Youth Involvement 

As noted in Chapter 6, both SEPs set out a conunitment to involving young people in the 

work of the SIPs, either through direct involvement in the work of SEP (in the case of the Big 

Step) or through a conurntment to encouraging their involvement in local decision-making (in 

the case of Drumchapel SIP). The practice that has emerged during the first two year shows 

that a range of mechanisms have been employed to link young people into the work of the 
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SIN (see Table 10.1). As fits with their intended plans for involvement, there have emerged 
clear divergences in forms of youth involvement taken forward within the case studý- SEPs. 
While Drumchapel SEP have chosen to promote formal UIVolvement in the structures of the i 
Partnership, the Big Step have taken a more varied and informal approach to inolvement. 
That these divergences have emerged relates to the commitment made to youth involvement 
at the time of setting up the SIPs, and is further reinforced by differences in methods used to 
facilitate youth involvement in practice. 

Table 10.1: Forms of youth involvement within the case study SIN 
The Big Step Dnunchapel 

Membership on SIP Board (3/4 young people) 
Monthly social event/youth consultation (6/8 
young people) 
Staff recruitment (2 young people) 
Involvement in health research (2 young 
people) 
Youth consultation in May 2000 (20 young 
people) 
Participation in various activities run by SEP 
e. g. arts event, SIP web-site design and making 
video on activities of SIP 

Membership on SEP Board (1 young person) 
Membership on Youth Implementation 
Group (YIG') (between 6 and 10 young 
people) 
Youth pre-meeting to YIG (approx. 15 
young people) 
Training for SIP meetMgs (as pre-meeting) 
ConsiIation on youth strategy M late 2000 
(YIG members and others, focus groups 
with 40 young people) 

In terms of formal involvement of young people within the SEP Board meetings during the 
first two years, Table 10.1 shows that both SIPs maintained a membership of young people; 

with places having been established for them to participate from the time of developing the 

SIP bids in early 1999. There were on average three or four young people participating in the 

Big Step Board, and one young person in Drumchapel SEP's Board. 

The numbers of young people who participate in this setting between the two SIPs differ 

because of the level of formality of the SEP Board memberships. Within Drumchapel SIP, 

there only being one youth representative on the Board relates to the formal constituency of 

this SIP, where all members are elected', and places are allocated for specific stakeholders. 

Thus, as noted in Appendix 12, there are a total of five places for community members on 

Drumchapel's SIP Board, three for adult community representatives, one for a young person 

I As noted in Chapter 6, the YIG is one of Drumchapel SIP's five thematic sub-groups working to take forward 

their programme of work. See Appendix 12 for information on the membership of this group. 
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(aged under 25) and one for a local voluntary sector representative. All community members 
have a substitute who can stand in at the Board in their absence. From observation of Board 
meetings at Drumchapel SIP, while adult community members on4- called upon their 
substitute in their absence, often both youth representatives attended together. The formal 
structure of the meetings meant that substitutes could only speak when the main Board 
member was absent, otherwise they were only able to be 'in attendance' and were not in a 
position to speak. In the course of this study, it was noted that the young people attending this 
meeting had found a way of getting both of their voices into proceedings: 

can It speak at the Board nwbT anyuay ba=ix I am dxw 'in aaazdxxe-' Ba=ise I am A -'sS 
substitw, she U the or4 one uho can speak. 
Q. - Is thatfi; wrating? 
A: It is smne6m. It used to be svyfnarating a ubile ago uhm I used to elbow A and say "say 

7hen ue had bits of paper gomg h-fteem us u)ith notes to az& odx-r. (young person, Drumchapel SEP Board) 

Thus, while there was only officially one young person formally participating Mi the SIP Board, 

these young people had found a way of alloVVM*g both to participate when attending this 
meeting. 

The presence of young people within the Big Step Board is less formally constructed. The 

young people who participate in this setting are those involved 'in the SIP through the other 
less formal aspects of its work e. g. the web-site design and the monthly social events (see 

Table 10.1). Their involvement does not involve their election to the Board, rather they are 
invited to participate through their involvement with other services for care leavers e. g. Social 

Work or Who Cares? Scotland. At the time of this study, the SIP was working towards 

achieving a core group of eight young people (aged up to 25 years) that could share 

responsibility for attending Board meetings, with on average four young people expected to 

attend each meeting. In practice, at the time of this study there were between four and six 

young people attending irregularly, with on average two or three attending each meeting. One 

young person in particular was a regular attendee at Board meetings as well as participating in 

a variety of other SIP activities. One of the tasks of the SIP's youth workerv%-as to increase the 
(pool' of young people from which this core group of eight participants could be developed. 

2 The election process involves an annual meeting, where nominations for membership are put forward and 
seconded to decide on the representatives that should be involved *in the Board- 
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As well as Board membership, both SIN undertook consultation exercises in their earý, Years 
to gather the views of young people on aspects of the SIN work. The consultation exercise 
by Drumchapel SEP involved the SIP funding an external consultant to gather information 
from young people to inform the development of the youth strategy for the area. As part of 
this exercise, focus groups involving 40 young people were undertaken in late 2000 to gather 
young people's views on what local services were needed and what they felt the main issues 
were that required attention to improve the area (SQW 2000). Similarly, within the Big Step, 
their consultation exercise was undertaken early in their second year of practice (in May 2000) 
and involved focus groups with approximately 20 young people (both those in care and those 
who had left care) to assist the SEP identify what young people felt were the issues that 
required attention to better meet their needs. The SIP ran the focus groups, while partners (in 

particular the Social Work Department and Who Cares? Scotland) assisted with identiýring 

young people to take part in the event (Big Step 2000b). The suggestion in undertaking these 
consultation events in both SIPs was that attempts were being made to gather the views of a 
larger group of young people than formal participation in the case study SEPs allows. 

In relation to other aspects of the SIPs approach to youth involvement, the differences 

between the SEPs become more apparent. Thus, as consistent with their overall approach to 

youth involvement, Drumchapel SIP's activities illustrate the relatively formalised approach to 

youth involvement. For example, the main route to link young people to the work of the SEP 

was through the Youth Implementation Group (YIG). As noted in Appendix 12, the purpose 

of these Implementation Groups was to review applications for funding relevant to the 

particular focus of each Group and to make recommendations to the Board on which to fund. 

As part of the wider role of the SIP in linking up with other local developments, the 

Implementation Groups also served as a forum for sharing information on other local 

activities. The YIG, therefore, took part in processing applications for funding relating to 

projects with a youth focus' while also bringing a range of local communiitý-, voluntary sector 

and statutory agencies together to share information on their work. 

The YIG had a relatively large membership of young people and adult members, with on 

average 20-25 people present at each meetMg. Approximately six young people were attending 

each meeting, which during 2000 and early 2001 met on average six-weekly. The Chair of the 

3 Although those concerned with education also went to the Education Implementation Group, those on 
employment to the Economic Implementation Group and those on health to the Health Implementation Group. 
As a result, applications for funding were heard in different settings simultaneously. 
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YIG was the same young person elected to the SIP Board, and the Deputy the same person 
who substituted at the Board. While this overlap in roles potentially offers contmuity bemeen 
the different structures of the Partnership, it also suggests a liýnited mvoIN-ement of young 
people in the decision-making structures of the SEP; an issue that is considered further later 
when looking at representation within the SEPs. 

To support young people's involvement in the YIG at Drumchapel SEP a pre-meeting, 
attended only by young people and the Youth Inclusion Officer', was offered to brief young 
people on the agenda for the YIG and to allow the opportunity to discuss any questions. This 

arena was also used to discuss youth training events to facilitate involvement in the SEP; at the 
time of this study for instance youth YIG members were being encouraged to participate in 
social events to promote team-buildiný. 

This relatively formalised focus of youth involvement within Drumchapel SEP relates to the 
explicit commitment to promoting youth involvement as a means of linking young people into 
decision-making about local service developments: 

It is esxna dw young people, and those ubo uork u,, ýb ), cung people, iiýý d)e dinxtion offiiwm 
semce pnxum in Dwndwpel In dx next y-ar, dxm is a carmtnfnt to anpmzzpzg the k4 of 
panwipation md ýý of y=g p"Ie in dx life of DnondiVel. Prurnchapel SEP annual 
report 2000; 29/30) 

Within this SIP, involvement in the decision-making structures of the SIP was, therefore, 
intended to act as a means of promoting involvement of young people in the decision-making 

undertaken by local service delivery agencies: 

Sormpeople haw nmýwýýnzy role as being Aa Ipersonallyhae to go ota and mW uith lots of 
ymTpeople.. [In faq] I haze to co-onin", encomageandfaciliwe thepaymm to fidly engage ujtb 
ymTpeople. Prumchapel SEP officer) 

This role for Drumchapel SEP in building relationships between service providers and young 

people offers one explanation for young people being centrally linked into the YIG rather 

than the main SIP Board as this is the forum where a range of agencies delivering services to 

young people locally are present. 

4This was a temporary post developed during the first year of the SEP. When the staff member left in late 200 1, a 
Mon. 1toring & Information Officer replaced the post. There was, therefore, no longer a youth vý-orker in this SIP 
from this point. 
5Responsibility for training and support for adult community representatives was the responsibility of the SIP. 
funded Commuruty Support Unit, attached to the Community Forum (see Appendix 12). 
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Within the Big Step the mechanisms employed to encourage youth involvement was more 
varied. For example, young people were involved in the recruitment of staff, which involved 
training, interview preparation and participation on the interview panel (Big Step 2cc0a). The 

youth worker also facilitated monthly social events with young people, intended as a forum for 
informal information-sharing between young people and the SEP, 'where they reported to 
young people on the work of the SEP and gathered young people's views on any developments 
being taken forward by the SIP. In addition, young people were also involved in an extemalý, 
commissioned research project to investigate self-harm amongst young people in care. Young 

people were involved from the inception of this project, with a young person involved in the 
recruitment of the researcher and in all stages of project development. In addition, a number 
of other initiatives have been undertaken that have involved young people, *including 

assistance with designing the SEP web-site, a video to promote the work of the SIP and the 
development of an information pack for young people leaving care. All of these activities were 
intended to sustain current youth involvement while also widening the participating to new 

young people: 

Imwu-aiw and m&restmg nxtbods am used to build ma and P=7tam relatird*s u, 7ýb a mLwizely 
wu& core gmup qfymqgp"Ie, uhile ecey apponvuty IS taken to mvite wider input to our vvrkVia 
cmVentwns, actiza-zes, rexa7ub etc. (Big Step annual report 200 1) 

The approach to youth involvement incorporating different methods emerged as a result of 

the perspective taken within the Big Step on the role of young people within the SIP: 

The Panwership has tbeiizýýtqfyouTpeqple at its hwr4 and the positm qfymTpe*w&)in 
the PanwerJ* is a wq high pnonty. We mai to ýý young people in the process to mww dvt ue 
ket it ýightubm uepropose sm)xe dkVqpnaz. (Big Step annual report 2000a; 1) 

The differences in approach to youth involvement between the two SIPs is perhaps an 

inevitable corollary of the Big Step being a youth focused SEP, whereas Drurnchapel SIP are 

concerned with young people as part of a wider community focus. Thus, that Drumchapel SIP 

were concerned with youth involvement as a means of linking young people into decision- 

making by local partners, suggests an awareness of the need to link young people into 

community development more directly, rather than involving them in the vvork of the SIP, 

which has a limited life. Within the Big Step, on the other hand, the concern to link young 

people into the work of the SEP is part of their concern with consulting young people on the 

decisions made by the SIP to develop services. These divergences highlight not only 

differences in approach, but also differences in the intended aims of having ý'oung people 

involved in these SEPs; issues that will be considered further throughout this chapter. 
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As well as the locations within which young people were involved in the SIPs, there were in 
both SIPs aspects of the SIPs' work where young people were not participating; notably 
within the SIP sub-groups'. Given that most of the discussion on the plans for the SEPs takes 
place in the sub-groups, with the Board performing the role of 'rubber stampm*g' decisions 
made in these settings (Fitzpatrick et al 2000), the absence of young people from the sub- 
groups might be seen as a limitation. Views of respondents within the case study SEPs were, 
however, mixed on this point: 

... I clon It know uix-& use it uuýdd be to young people to sit tbm* more nwedngsý (B igStepagen cy 
partner) 

If the Pa7vv-d* uas rea4 conmými to arigagmg ymoig pa* An it sbould haze yoting pe* ý, ý in týe AVknwmOýn groups, not just haze a Yot6 bnpkmmtatzbn GnxV Mat to ne is not dx uay to ýý young p"le in L6* After all, aimwioný 6npkynozt, housb7g and aU tbm otber 
thý are inporwa to tbow wo. Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

While there was diversity of opinion on this by respondents in both SEPs, it is not clear 
whether their absence was due to a lack of perceived gains for young people from attending 
these meetings, or whether this suggested a more fundamental belief that young people did 

not have anything additional to contribute in these meetings. Later discussions on the 
motivations for involving young people in the SIPs will consider this issue further. 

Young people participating in the Big Step generally did not know that these groups existed so 
did not have a view on whether they should be involved in them. However, for young people 

participating M Drumchapel SIP YIG, the general view was that the other Implementation 

Groups were not of relevance to them: 

I clon It uork, so uk uuuU I zetvz to go to a nzxtzng about uurk? (young person, Drumchapel 
YIG) 

Given the existence of the YIG at Drumchapel SEP, young people were feeding into the SEP's 

decision-making. However, the absence of young people from the other Implementation 

Groups does suggest a gap in their involvement, especially given that the other SEP priorities 

also explicitly and implicitly focus on young people (see Chapter 6 for more on this point). 
Within the Big Step, the absence of young people from the Working Groups seems like a 

more significant gap given that this forum is where most of the SEP's work occurs. That said, 
it is not clear to what extent involving young people in formal partnership settings is the most 

6As has been noted earlier, young people in Drumchapel did take part Ln the Youth Implementation Group. 
However, no young people took part in the other Implementation Groups at Drumchapel, nor did any young 
people take part in the Working Groups at the Big Step. 
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effective route through which to facilitate their involvement in SEPs, a point taken up in the 
next section. 

Achieving Representation? 

The mix of approaches to involving young people, both fon-nally via the SIP Board and less 
formally through consultative forums, does suggest attempts at varying the approach to young 
involvement within both SIPs. However, the extent to which the range of approaches taken 
by the case study SIPs offer the most effective route to facilitate representation within youth 
involvement requires further consideration. 

Two forms of representation emerged from analysis of the practice of the case study SEPs and 
are used here to illustrate differences in forms of involvement taken forward. Firstly, there is 
'political' representation, where the young people are elected to represent the Views of a wider 
group of young people and are accountable to them. Secondly, there is 'population' 
representation, where young people are selected to participate through being representative of 
the wider population of young people they are to represent. Within 'population' representation 
the focus is on ensuring that young people are representative of the different ages, gender and 
ethnic groups of the population at large. In contrast to these two formalised forms of 
representation, a third issue relating to representation was also identified while undertaking 
this study. TI-iis focuses less on ensuring direct representation in all aspects of decision-making 

and more on ensuring that their involvement is undertaken in a way that is useful to young 
people. 

The approach to the participation of young people within Drumchapel SIP's Board seems to 
be centrally driven by the political representation model, through young people, as with all 
Board members, being elected to their position on the Board. Of course, in reality whether 

political representation was achieved depends on whether there was more than one candidate 

standing for 'election' upon which a choice could be made on who best represents the 
interests of young people. Similarly, whether other young people took part 'in the 'election' of 

their representative depends on their presence at the meeting and how the election process 

was managed; for example, whether it was a voting system or a nonuination. The elected 

representative is accountable to the wider constituency of young people through the annual 

election process, where a representative can be challenged. As before, this relies on there 
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being other nominees, young people being involved in the nomination process or someone 
being willing to contest the current representation'. 

Within the YIG, young people were not elected, rather they were MiNlited to participate 
through their involvement in other youth groups in the area. This approach links more to the 
idea of population representation through involving a larger number of young people than 
through the formal structures of the Board. However, given that the young people *in this 
setting were aged between 14 and 18, 'older' young people were not taking part in the 
participatory mechanisms developed. Similarly in the Big Step, young people were also not 
elected to their places on the Board, rather their involvement came through links with partner 
agencies e. g. the Social Work Department or voluntary sector orgaruisations offering services 
to young people. In this case, the age demographic is towards 'older' young people, with 
participants aged between 20 and 25 years. 

The value of political representation is likely to be limited as more informal forms of 
involvement would seem easier for young people to engage with. That neither the YIG at 
Drumchapel SIP nor the Big Step have chosen to take this approach suggests that political 

representation is not a strong driver for the overall approach to youth involvement in either 
SIP. Indeed, in the Big Step none of the Board members, neither young people nor adults, 

were elected; with adult stakeholders being chosen for their expertise in their area or senionty 

within the organisation they represented (see Chapter 6). Within this SEP, there is no evidence 

of a political representation model being present. In relation to youth involvement specifically, 

the formal nature of political representation stands counter to the overall objective of youth 
involvement promoted by this SEP, which centres on linking as many young people as possible 
into the work of the SIP to ensure that they are consulted on the activities undertaken. 

While population representation is more commonly attempted, this also brings problems in 

practice. Firstly, problems with age representation at the neighbourhood level result from the 

fact that it is usually teenagers rather than 'older' young people, who participate in youth 

groups (Fitzpatrick et al 1998). This fits with the practice that has been shown to emerge 

within Drumchapel YIG. Indeed, previous research has shown that vkithin local decision- 

making settings the lack of focus on engaging older young people is the result of this group 

being considered 'a lost cause' (Fitzpatrick et al 1998). Research has also highlighted 

I The approach is influential in that a vote suggests an active decision (and the need for a choice to vote with), 

whereas a nomination involves either complýring or actiVely contesting the nomination. The approach taken (as is 
common in this t)pe of decision-makino was one of nomination and seconding. 
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difficulties at the neighbourhood level with facilitating representation of minority ethnic 
communities (Taylor & Roe 1996), although in Fitzpatrick et al's study, this was the one area 
of youth representation that was found to be a success. Further, Edwards (MW Cl) illustrates the 

i 4rriitations in the practice of involving disabled people within local decision-making settings. 
Indeed, within the case study SIPs there was no explicit evidence of attempts to ensure 

i representation of minority ethnic or disabled people. 
'Me age demographic of young people participating in the Big Step illustrates greater success 
at engaging older care leavers, with less evidence of representation of younger care leavers and 
those still in care. Involvement of this particular group of young people, therefore, may bring 

with it different issues than within local neighbourhood settings, as a comment on the Big 
Step consultation day illustrates: 

It uas clear to us that the yomgpa* u& uem stiff m care had not ordy a doýnv pmpemwfiurn 
&se uho had L-ft care (ukkh is oný to be expazed) 7bose yamg people ubo had left ca7v also 
disp&* a d#nwt auiw& to the uhole idea of m=dtahýn abw MOM' 29 on bxxtx of the bmefit of 
an ekn7mt of biiýt wbicb albw A"; pobaps, to msider not oný how tb* a7e x7d how dxy 
uem, but also how d)ey m* haw been (Big Step 2000b; 19/20) 

Older young people were seen as having gained a perspective that, perhaps, was not present 

when they were younger. From attending the youth consultation event held by the Big Step, 

and noting discussions there, it was clear that many care leavers felt that their first few years 

after leaving residential care required them to learn a lot and to become independent quickly. 
This is a view cited in research on the transition processes of care leavers (see, for example, 
Beihal et al 1995). As such, the capacity of younger care leavers and those still in care to 

engage with the work programme of the SIP is likely to be more limited. The limits of 

population representation are further evident through the fact that the young people involved 

with the SIP were those who had been in residential care rather than those 'under supervision' 

and living at home or those in foster care, even though the SIP stated that their work focused 

on all of these groups (see Chapter 6). 

Further compounding the difficulties with representation within the Big Step was 

acknowledgement that a very small number of young people were regularly participating in a 

range of different settings within the SEP, which was leading to an over-reliance on the same 

young people over a long period: 

The uay that Abe staffl am conwhmg uilb YMT Pe* Yst nOw Ls hke dx-y ixwx 4 or 5 young pe* 
uko are like ptftssimal cmwdtxz A nd it's the sa7m yowC pe* and it -s the first rwzg pa*; it 

uas a mal dxpm group uho h-ne mmd on Youpa umier -Jy dx-y do? z -t cumdt -=b more yotR 
people (Big Step agency partner) 
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This in itself is problematic with regard to widening the representation of young people 
beyond the core group who have been involved for a long time to also gather the vievvs of 
younger care leavers and those still in care. In addition, there was also noted to be a problem 
with one young person not being wilhng to move on to training or employment: 

.:. if 
d5ey are 7diable, capable, kaming qzizte a bitfian hee An maLý dx-y sbould be genvig Amsahes 

mW sum sort of anpbynar andget a lifefor dxmwkxs. A ndyet ... 
dxore 15 an ekmepit to [onepvýg 

personlu&e he bas baskalý said 'no, I don't uwa a job-'. (Big Step officer) 

The approach to youth involvement promoted within this SIP has brought with it a situation 
where a small number of young people are intensively involved with the SIP. The problems 
associated with this relate to two issues. Firstly, the over-reliance on only a very small number 
of young people and their extensive involvement in the SEP has led to a position where some 
young people have become dependent on the activities of the SIP to occupy their time. This is 
likely to have great personal gains for the small number of young people that are participating 
in this activity, but it raises questions about their long-term outcome given that the SIP only 
has a limited fife. In particular, where participating in the SIP comes at the expense of 
participation in training or employment, the question of what they will do when the SEP ends 
is unclear. Secondly, the fact that the approach being adopted seems to rely on intensively 
involving only a few young people also means that the impact of the personal development 

work being undertaken will only be felt by a very small number of young people (see next 

section for more on this point). 

In short, representation is recognised as a difficult aspect of the agenda on youth involvement 

and one that both SEPs were conscious of in their attempts to involve young people in the 
SIPS: 

Itt5anmW*probkm.. tr)4 to get yaozg pea* to take part in these quiteforn7al nxe6ngs... 
Prunichapel SIP agency partner) 

I uould like grwff mpws . enution ofyon peopk, but it I'S fraught with doiulty... I haw ahmys 
bem c1wr u)ýh the mamger of dx sip that it IS not about tokmiqn a7d I a7n not mcowaging yotR 
people to sit nwzd a ta& xid mt be inwhai or Pa? IxV". It ta kes ,i lot of supportt bra it ,iI q) ta kes 

u, ork fran dx adults on the Boaný ubzih is swxd7hzg I mwwage because it 15 not ahcays the 
msponsihility of dx ywT people to cwx up to the adult kuý (B igStepa ge n cy p art ne r) 

The difficulties with involving young people in formal decision-making settings relate in part 

to young people only wanting to be consulted on issues that they consider relevant (Borland & 

Hill 2001), while the formal nature of some decision-making forums, with the associated 

jargon and often weighty paperwork, are seen as off-putting for some young people 
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(Fitzpatrick et al 1998). Because of these issues 3 it is recognised that formal involvement in the 
SIP is not something that would suit every young person: 

The conw that ue baze uitb yamg peo, * just now, by and Lwge, in &mu of Boani n-xmhr-J*, it 
suits a omain W ofyoungpenm (Big Step officer) 

I am not sure how many [young people] tba a7m It ta kR part in odxr dy* uadd cope aith A-se 
nre6V. Prumchapel SIP agency partner) 

In response to the firriits of direct representation, respondents in the Big Step, were using 
other routes to gather the views of young people: 

I think tbe7epw-witation of Who Cam? -on dx Board is reaUy nprtant It IS nuicb h-aer if the 
yxoverson can be dxm to repmx& d5mzehes, but I d5ink tbatpeople7epect dw if sourb4firrn No Cares? IS sapg 6at ýuwg peo* that I-w' met uiib reamý are such and sucb -' [Boa ni YO 
n"v&-sl are not goR to ques6m that .. ue uvuld need to be cmaw dvt ue UX7e aAea)6 auwv 
amgh of the young P"Ie -S oun aga7da ... [But, at the sxm týml I don It know dvt ue can asswne 
dw [X (one paniular yoxg person on dx SIP Bav-d)] is n4w&iriý govg to be7epresa=aV of 
odxn. (Big Step agency partner) 

'Who Cares? Scotland' being an advocacy agency for young people is, therefore, thought to be 

well placed to speak on behalf of young people. This is a view debated in research by Boylan 

& Ing (2000), who similarly argue that advocacy can play a role in supporting youth 

representation, rather than offering a direct replacement for it. Indeed, young people 

themselves recogrused the value in this representation, both to support them directly and to 

acknowledge that not all young people would want to get involved with the SIP: 

RanmAr a lot ofyoungpeople don Itfeel like talking to places like diis, dx-y um4allyfeel like talkM to 
people dxir ozen age or a couple ofyean older.. uhm I uas yaow a felt like mernes yv "t 

umt to talk to people older than you, you d5ink d)at yw can yst talk to swxone viv IS going dpu# 

vA-it)vu are right now, But [the youzýb uorkerlfium W/ho Cares IS bere a7" 'OOS he uent drnx# d, 
he is easier to talk to. (young person, Big Step Board) 

This view that representation could be improved through advocacy or other support within 

the formal setting of SIP meetings was not promoted through Drumchapel SIP's approach to 

community involvement. While support mechanisms were available to facilitate direct youth 

and adult community involvement within the SIP, this support was not expected to involve 

direct advocacy for community members. In practice, there had been some debate on the 

8 Youth workers at Who Cares? Scotland are employed in their advocacy role having themselves been 'in care'. 
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potential benefits of community members having their support officer from the Community 
Support Unit' attend SEP Board meetings with them: 

I was asked to sit Zn, on Boani meaqgs by the Camma* Fmon bta the [Cbair] rqrus& Acat I thiý 
it would baw been uxfid, but I ua&ln -t be dxw to say an)6M I vzu&, na Ir an obseraT, In wrnu 
of dixussing wiih, tk np bow dx-y a? gw dx-ir case and bow tky &sws issues in wmu qf*(§vck it 
uuuld baw been uwfid Tbew are also nuances dw )xw pick up at tbese meenW I dyink the [C-ba 1 r] 
objixvd ba=ise she thought my preww uvuld n2am dvt I um& speak on b&df of the ar nn z m, 
reps, inswad of Am speaking for dxmwAes Being 'in aamdaw -, I uaddn -t be able to, but she fth 
dvt dx-y would look to mefor mff ort. Prumchapel SIP, agency partner) 

The formal nature of community involvement in this SIP further reinforces this position, WIth 
the aim being to encourage political representation and community development rather than 
focusing on consulting community members on the work plans of the SIP. In this context, 
that the officer from CSU could not attend the SEP Board meeting was seen within the Board 

membership as allowing community representatives to speak for themselves". However, 

community representatives having asked for his attendance, this suggests that they were 
looking for support in their participation in these meetings. 

The acknowledgement of the value of 'professional' advocacy and informal support within 
both SEPs highlights the relatively disempowered position of community members, and young 

people in particular, wid-iin participatory settings. The absence of 'professional' representation 

within Drumchapel SEP serves to focus attention on the community themselves, whether this 
is young people or adult community representatives. However, given the acknowledged role 

that can be played by advocacy groups on behalf of those who do not feel that they are 

adequately listened to within group settings, there does seem to be some value in supporting 

the voice of disempowered groups through advocacy based representation. Thus, effective 
involvement of young people is likely to be facilitated by a mixture of direct involvement by 

young people in various decision-making settings (both continuous and one-off), while 

supported by other indirect mechanisms that allow the representation of their views by those 

charged with speaking on their behalf. 

9 As noted in Appendix 12 the Community Support Unit (CSLD is the staff support arm of the Community 

Forum (the 'representative' body of commurutý- members who feed commurutyvie-ws into the SIP and promote 

community development in the area). One of the roles of the CSU is to support community niembers in their 

involvement in the SIP through facilitating pre-meetings to discuss SIP business. 

10 Of course, as SIP Board meetings are public meetings open to anyone, the officer froil, CSU could attend in 
this observational role. That they did not, suggests a courtesy to the Chair ha-%'lng been refused attendance. 
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Motivations for Youth Involvement 

The above discussion shows that both SIPs have taken different approaches to facilitate ý, outh 
involvement and have done so with different objectives in mind. However, that both SIPs are 
concerned to link young people into the structures of the Partnerships in various ; A-a), s leads to 
questions about the motivations for involving young people 'in the work of the SIPs, as "well as 
questions on what young people themselves identify as their motivations for participating in 
these settings. What emerges from this discussion are broad similarities in the main reasons 
for involvement between adults and young people, but within this differences in emphasis 
both between adults and young people and between the young people within the two SEPs. To 
consider this further, three broad categories of youth involvement are identified as 
underpinning the motivations for youth involvement: 

Politicd- encouraging young people to have a voice in decision-making. 
ManagerizI., a concern with efficiency and sustainability of developments. 
D&xIqpnxntaI. - focusing on self-development. (Fitzpatrick et al 2000) 

With regard to the political motivations for involvement, it is clear that the need to give young 
people a voice in decision-making was seen by adult respondents as central: 

We need to get across to the ), omg people in Lývndwpel d5at ue umt to get den invaUd.. it is 
mprwa dut all leuis of gownvner x7d agmdes take the tinr to listm to )awg pa*'s zieus.. 
Prumchapel SEP agency partner) 

We are all about dx ymTpe*, at the md of dx day so ue wv2t to hear vAzt d)ey are *ng, (Big 
Step officer) 

Young people, sin-Oarly, recognise the value of participation as allowing the opportunity to 

given their views on the work of the SEPs: 

Wegettoputourpoiza in mdsayuhatwumt. (young person, Drumchapel YIG) 

You bxx th* to say, )m baw a wiceý if you d5ink sw-ehng is umig or not n& )m = say 
sanethbig, ym can 0 t&n. (young person, Big Step Board) 

While this illustrates the importance of hearing the voice of young people within the work of 

the SIPs, it Is unclear whether this is intended to ensure young people are consulted on the 
decisions that are made by adult stakeholders or whether young people have any significant 
influence over the day to day decision-making of the SEPs or individual partners OHart 1992). 

There was some acknowledgement that their role was more than consultative in that their 

presence served to challenge SEP partners within the Big Step: 
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If dx-y don lt)&mally sit Aw pe* uOfmget u& dx-y are dxm to do 7heir mptz to dx Bowd a7v 
w&mwig and they dxZm& us, ubioý should hane happmed a 162g trw ago... It abow chvCbN dyýý by hsý to ymTpeople and mak* sum dx-irswus am taken on bawd (Big Step ageno- 
partner) 

However, even while hearing the voice of young people and allowing them a forum to 
challenge adult partners, this does not necessarily lead to young people having any influence 

over the decisions that are made within the SEPs. Indeed, given earlier discussions of the 
difficulties with achieving representation of young people within SEPs, the promotion of 
cvoice' suggests linking young people into the SEPs without explicitly acknowledging the power 
differences between different groups participating 'in this setting (Cameron & Davoudi 1998). 
Giving young people a voice, therefore, does not suggest any explicit attempt to achieve 
(empowerment'. 

With the Big Step explicitly focusing on promoting the voice of young people as a means of 

ensuring consultation, their approach fits with their intended aims. However, within 
Drumchapel SIP the suggestion that promoting the voice of young people will lead to any 
degree of influence over partners does not take adequate account of their relatively 
disempowered position within these settings. Indeed, as later discussions on the challenges of 

youth involvement illustrate, the lack of an influencing role for young people is a serious 

challenge to the effectiveness of youth involvement in this particular SIP. 

The second set of issues identified relate to the managerial motivations for involving young 

people. Here particular attention is given within Drumchapel SEP to ensuring sustamiability of 

the activities undertaken. In particular, adult partners argue that local young people are the 

'future'of the area: 

I Ank that me need to nwxmi-er 60 young people are the *w of Drtandwpel and ý'tbey are 
takingpmt in the uork going m An d)ey can help m ýý uA-& bappens hem Prumchapel 
SIP agency partner) 

It is worth noting that only respondents in Drumchapel SIP identified this role for young 

people as 'future' citizens (Prout 2000). In part, this is explained as follows: 

If u, - can get [young people] inviad nav d)ey Ire not goa? g to let the plax go dounWI the zazy U did 

uIxn it uasfint budt Prumchapel SEP community representative) 

The concern that this approach raises relates to the potential that young people may be 

encouraged to get involved, not for what they contribute currently as young people, but for 

what they might achieve in taking responsibility for the area in the future (Fitzpatrick et al 

1998; Matthews 2001). 
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Young people In both SIN were similarly aware of the need to take responsibility for change. 
However, for young people the emphasis was on what they could contribute towards change 
for other for young people, whether the next generation of care leavers or other young people 
living in Drumchapel: 

I don't umt odx-r people kizing cam to go dxmgb vik I did so I -M' hem to 0 PeOPIe uA-a neais to 
okwW (young person, Big Step Board) 

I uwzmd to get nxn stuf mmd hem naJustfor me hafor my uw brodx-r as wil (young person, Drumchapel YIG) 

This commitment to changing the opportunities open to other young people suggests 
awareness by young people of the particular role that they can play *in influencing change. 
However, the focus is less on ensuring that they are invested in the future of the 
developments undertaken, and more on what they can offer from their own experience as 
young people. Thus, for young people, the motivation for involvement is less related to 
managerial concerns around sustainability of developments and more about political concerns 
to ensure that their voice plays a role in changing services for young people. 

Thirdly, with regard to self-development as a motivation for encouraging youth Uivolvement, 
it is evident that both adults and young people share a corrunitment to this aspect of 
involvement. That young people personaUy gain from their involvement in the SIPs 'in terms 

of improving their self-confidence, was one illustration of this point: 

[A 'V carribution isfar gmoer dun yst thefact A& [A] is a )nn person uho bas been in cam It 
is a u6v& contrihition and I dink [A] is b%7bmiC to belime dut as ued. (Big Step agency 
partner) 

Rve is a lot ofgood discussion goM on and dx-y are barming iný in it and are not 4ýad to 
speak. Pnimchapel SIP connnunity representative) 

It is recognised that young people gain from the opportunity to participate in the SEPs formal 

structures. This suggests both that they can use their 'voice' in this setting, but also that young 

people are growing M confidence from their involvement: 

[Being ý? ýwith the SIP] makes mefeel i;, ýý (young person, Big Step Board) 

However, whether this was originally an aim of involving young people or has emerged as an 

outcome from the activity is not clear. For young people, self-development from involvement 
in the SIPs highlights more than just an improved self-confidence. Indeed, there was a view, 

related to earlier discussions of the role of young people in taking responsibility for change, 
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that they had the relevant experience and commitment to be the one that made that chanc-c , 'N happen: 

It m* be the only &anx I hate w Any 101 that I can be minanh7&fbr sam6iT. L ife c(mirg ota q'ýweuas shiuý dxmuas noding, no xnwes, no help.. (young person, Big Step Board) 

For several young people this personal experience was seen as central to their motivation for 
involvement. This also suggested a strong personal gain from 'involvement, although over tune 
this changed to incorporate the needs of other young people: 

Its Just that Uhm I Uas YOMW it Uas like, you hung ahw the sfteets, )xw &ank or took dnigs or 
uhltau. 7bat ZS dOiný Uhat I diaýz "t uantfor me. I umted to get my ec&catir; get a gioai)bb 
and thiý like that.. But it is now abw makmg pwuýýn for ymT people, people like I uns uhn 
I uas fteeAv- Getting plaws for dvn to go, bxww dxm uam It xiyý, espaidly at the uxekm4 
dxw still is nadxw. HcpqUy dxw is gom to be swraixw soon But it uas just abotit gm* Lbe 
)a&g people of DnmVxVd who dxy uwv bwxim I Ank I uas the person ubo couO get than 
thitý.. (young person, Drumchapel Board) 

Implicit within this perspective is a suggestion that involvement has offered an alternative 
from more 'problematic' behaviours. Thus, their personal motivation for involvement relates 
to their wish to find an alternative for themselves and for other young people. A similar point 

emerges through the opportunities offered to challenge commonly held adult perceptions of 

young people as problem-causing: 

You only bang arawd outsi& 'cos dx? v isn -t xDdirg else to clo [Being itý with the SIP should] 
dxwV that- not just that dx-m-S nod5bg to do, but the stuff abow pm* thinking dut ue are 
causing hPuble uixn were not (young person, Drumchapel YIG) 

For care leavers, this opportunity to challenge commonly held perceptions of this group was a 

significant motivation for their involvement in the SIP: 

A'S grw d)at people are malisi ngfirm rm talk v*, g to Am dm t ca'w kau-n arm -t all bad (y oun g 
person, Big Step Board) 

For this group of young people in particular there were strong ties between feelings of self- 

worth and their participation in the SIP. Thus, having a voice in the SIP was identified as 
leading to both improvements in how other people (adults) perceive them, ývhile also 

suggesting that, from this, they were valued in a way not the case previously. The experience 

of being in care and the negative view of this group of young people (Baldwin et al 1997) 

suggest that the self-development aspects of involvement for the small number of young 

people participating in the Big Step have a particular resonance. 

The suggestion that young people are 'problem-causing' implies a challenge for youth 

involvement in SIPs that could suggest one explanation for differences in opinion between 
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adults and young people on why young people are present. In particular, that there are 
differences M emphases between adults and young people 'in the motivations for ha"'ing young 
people involved in the SIN suggests the potential for conflict to emerge when working in 
partnership. With this in mind, this final section explores further the practices that have 

emerged within the SIPs in involving young people and reflects on the view held of )-oung 
people in terms of how this has steered the approach taken to involve young people in the 
work of the SEPs. 

Youth Involvement in Practice 

As was discussed in Chapter 2, it is common for policy to view young people as either 'in 

trouble, or causing trouble (Roche & Tucker 1997). This View Is reinforced through the 
associations between young people and drug misuse, unemployment and lone parenthood, as 
well as through their roles as both victims and perpetrators of crime (Cohen 1997). This 
focus on young people raises questions about the potential perspective held of young people 
when engaging them in the work of the SIPs. This is particularlymiteresting in the context of a 
partnership setting where there is a lack of explicit policy acknowledgment of heterogeneity 
between and within specific 'communities' (Hayton 1996); a focus that underplays the 

potential for tension and power imbalances between groups, notably between adults and 

young people (Byrne 1999). 

As is consistent with the earlier comments by young people on their reasons for taking part in 

the Board meetings in the case study SIPs, young people involved in the Board meetings at 
both SIPs perceived that their involvement was taken seriously and that they had the chance 

to speak when they wished to do so: 

You are gettrg swxd7i? q ox of it 71x-y am aaually hsý to )w but )xxi baw to listen to dvn at 
the sxmpohzt. (young person, Big Step Board) 

... I 
dont d7ink IM bw&d any dfmvfi-an anyow eýe d)em. (young person, Drumchapel 

Board) 

In contrast to this view, however, the young people taking part in the YIG at Drumchapel SIP 

felt that their views were not listened to: 

7hey sbouY bring us in to it nm 
Wlxn dx-y by* up an usue Ay just need to ask uh-a the rn pe*e d)ink of a ýuý ofjust govT 
on You sit uiýb your band upfor ages and d)ey don't notim 

(young people, Drumchapel YIG) 
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Observation of SEP Board meetings in both SIPs and of the YIG meetings in Drumchapel did 

support this general position, with young people in the Board meetings interacting to some 
extent with the discussions taking place. Within the YIG, however, the group of young people 
present were generally quiet and not engaged in the discussions taking place. However, "; vhat is 
interesting about the particular dynamic of the YIG meeting was that it was a young person 
that chaired the meeting. This is not to suggest that they were actively leaving the young 

people out of the meeting. Rather, the general size of the group present (around 15 adults and 

about 6 young people on average) and the amount of 'business' to go through, left little room 
for open dialogue. For young people, this general feeling that their opinion was not of interest 

within the YIG setting seemed to fuel their frustration with the SIP in relation to their lack of 

contact with adult partners more generally- 

... some say "aýght [X], boware you doin", but tbat -'s about iL 
7he Youth InVkmamwion Gmup is for young people and bandy any of than /a&dt nxmknl socialzýe 
uitb dx young people, and that is in the nxeting, Just cernin I in and talkm' to the adults. A nd thats 
how the a&dts sit dxew, Ay dinnz cam to us and say anythin " 

(Young people, Drumchapel YIG) 

In contrast, adult agency partners did not perceive their relationship with the young people in 

the YIG in the same way: 

We t7y to hTý ymT people as nuich as výe can... Yes, there are a lot of agaxxs at d)at nwatig bw 

ue am only dxm to xmer tivir Twszý and ý'uv uermlt they uculd cm*bin abota d)at too. 
Prumchapel SEP agency partner) 

At one level, this respondent did not consider that young people were being left out of 

discussions taking place in the YIG meetings, although they do acknowledge that they were 

making efforts to involve them within a setting dominated by adults and that this required 

concessions to be made. However, the fact that their involvement was seen as a concession, 

and that the impression was that young people would not be happy with whatever provision 

was made, suggests divisions between young people and adult SIP partners. The result was 

that adult partners neither acknowledged that any problems were occurring in the way that 

they were engaging with young people, nor was there any recognition of a need to change the 

way that interaction in these meetings occurred. 

What underlay this division was a lack of any explicit acknowledgement of the particular 

contribution that young people could make to these meetings by bringing their own 

perspective to bear. This significantly reduced the value that young people identified as gaining 
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from participating in the YIG meetMgs and led to some young people growing iincreasinglý- 
disillusioned with the value of their involvement: 

I haun't been happy wýb it IaMý "cos all the mee6V ue -w' ban to and askedfor d)* and stiU nom, 
of it "S happened It's ju st, like, a uune of tam. (vo un gperson, D rumc hapeI YI G) 

While it was noted earlier that adults perceived young people's contribution to be valuable 'in 
bringing their voice to proceedings, for young people in the YIG this seemed to be limited bý, 

their voice not seeming to have any impact on developments. The plans to develop a local 
tone stop shop' provides a clear example of the divisions between young people and adults: 

t&, A the [agexyl view of a one-stop-sbop' i dferrwfian a yavC person' * of a' stqýý- is S Wit, One- 
sbop-'. 7bat is U&v the d0iuky is. The [agm-iýsj are pusbingfor a 'one-stop-sbop" that is abait 
tramVC and ýý and the young people uunt somaýýg dut is gomg to be a big y%6 d)at "s that, but also bas a rawatiaý side [Agm-iosj arefbmsiý mom on this odxr thingvai 
d)at i's not uimt [yotaigpeople] uunt Pnunchapel SEP community representative) 

This sense by young people that their needs are being ignored in favour or the issues identified 
by adults seems to explain a significant element of the conflict that has emerged between 

youth YIG members and adults. 

In contrast to this position, there was no evidence of any conflict between young people and 

adults in proceedings within Drumchapel SIP Board, where neither the two young people nor 
the adults present expressed any concerns about the role played by the young people in this 

setting. This might be explained through the young people in this setting being a bit older (18 - 
19 rather than 14-16 years old) which means in practice having been participating in local 

management comnittees for several years. This seems to have Oven them a confidence similar 

to adult community representatives: 

... I can quite easily aTw rny pomt and tba -S that 
Q. - Czuld ym do it in ftbe Boani nxetýV uhw there are ina* 20 people siamg ruoO the table? 

Y- Yes! I tbink I am my auum of the poNkd d)* m DrumdxTd and [uho is] irý. And 
bawm of tjx pojýý that goes ot; An )vu need to open your eya xzd d5ink Ymi mai to play tbov at 
dxir om gxm 7bar' the uay of life, the uays thM baw alwrvs bappmed (young person, S 
Drumchapel. Board) 

This comment illustrates both their knowledge of the local context and the people that are 

influential in this setting. In addition, they also allude to having developed the skiEs to manage 

the way that they get involved in the SEP and the local community setting. This suggests not 

only having developed experience of how things work at the local level 'in tenns of who holds 

power and where decisions are made, but also an awareness of that they need to develop 

strategies to be influential in this setting. i 
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With young people in the YIG clearly expressing their frustrations over their lack of influence 
within this setting, the suggestion is that they had not yet acquired either this awareness of the 
local political context or a strategy for how to use their voice effectively Within this setting. Of 

course, that young people on the Board acknowledge that this is 'the way things have always 
happened' means that they are aware of power imbalances and are working to respond to 
these. In so doing, they both maintain this position and take on responsibility for finding an 
effective way of feeding in to local decisions. Adult partners, on the other hand, do not have 

to take responsibility for changing their practices to ensure that they adequately take account 
of the needs of young people. 

It is clear then that the formal participatory methods promoted in Drumchapel SIP brmig 

limitations in practice. The priority of ensuring that young people are 'making a greater 

contribution to decision-making processes' (see Appendix 10) is taken forward by promoting 

political representation within the SIP Board and supported by Wider involvement of young 

people in the YIG where young people are encouraged to engage directly with agency 

partners. This approach has left some young people with the view that their involvement does 

not have any real influence over the actions taken by partner agencies. Indeed, it was evident 

that young people and agency partners being together at YIG meetings was not increasing 

engagement between them, and that agency partners were not, at present, changing their 

practices to facilitate greater youth engagement. 

In contrast to this, the approach taken within the Big Step was shown previously to offer a 

much more informal style of involvement focusing on consultative mechanisms and a wide 

range of informal methods of involvement. As a result, with the exception of the Board 

meetings, young people were not in direct contact with agency partners in their involvement 

with the SIP; with contact with the SEP being made via the SEP youth worker and other staff 

involving young people in the activities they were taking forward e. g. the self-harm research 

project. Through this approach, young people were positive about the range of routes through 

which they were able to participate in the SIP: 

I get to talk to all dxse pe(* at dxse nzemw... ue did tIx vdffl that gets sboun at coqftrerm and 
stuf ubere loa& of people sw It.. dym are loa& of dyýp thaT ue do. (young person, Big Step 
Board) 

The absence of any conflict in young people's relationships with adults in the Big Step is, in 

part, a response to their view that they play a relativelýr active role in the SIP, and that theý7 

identify their voice as feeding in to the SIP Board. Ho,,; %, e,, -er, there is an alternative perspective 

on why there is no acknowledgement of a conflict basis to the relations bem-een young people 
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and staff or agency partners, which arguably relates to their *involvement being much less 
politicised than that of young people involved in Drumchapel SEP. 

Given that the young people involved with the Big Step have little contact with the decision- 
making settings e. g. the Working Groups, they are not put in situations ; A-here they are 
required to negotiate with adult partners over decisions made by the SEP. This consultative 
approach means that their voice is fed in to proceedings, but the decisions made in the 
Working Groups are made without their direct involvement. This approach is part of the 
overarching working style adopted by the Big Step (see Chapter 8) where the staff take 
responsibility for influencing agency partners and promoting the needs of young people 
through an advocacy style approach: 

We do advocate on I-cWf of ca7e kaws... It IS an ý7ý part of our uork We need to be 
rw7inýg agencies and polky- makers that dxý ZS a panimLviy uZzerable group ofyotay Pe* UhO hwx a range of cwox needs and d)at xnwes nmi to be awdable to med these nmis (Big Step 
officer) 

Akhough young people are present within the SEP Board at the Big Step, this is not the 
location within which negotiations over the provision of new services, or changes to current 
provision, occur. Thus, unlike within Drumchapel SIP, young people in the Big Step are not 
expected to take on a direct influencing role in steering the services delivered by agency 
partners. Their role in the SIP is, therefore, less likely to bring them into conflict with adult 
partners or to require them to develop strategies to negotiate in settings dominated by adults. 

It is debateable whether the approach taken within the Big Step to involving young people 

offers a more effective route through which to influence the work of agency partners than that 

adopted by Drumchapel SEP. By encouraging a direct engagement between young people and 

adult partners within the YIG at this SEP, what emerges is a conflict relationship that serves to 
highlight the relatively disempowered position of local young people within this setting. At its 

most positive, the process of politicisation that young people in Dnu-nchapel are going 

through will teach them to negotiate on their own behalf in the longer term. The skills 
developed by the youth Board members are evidence of one approach to developing ways of 
interacting with this decision-making setting. However, the difficulty with this approach is that 

some young people will, inevitably, become disillusioned with the processes in place and will 

withdraw from participation in these forums as a result of the problems encountered in 

attempting to engage with power-holders at the local level. On the other hand, the approach 
being taken forward by the Big Step is much more conciliatory and thus much easier for 

young people to get involved in. However, with it, the emphasis remains on the, arguably, 
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more limited role of constiltation rather than giving real decision-making authority- to young 
people. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has set out to explore the different approaches to youth involvement promoted 
within the case study SIPs. Attention has been given to the differences in practice pursued by 

these SIPs and the underlying motivations for these differences. the Big Step's greater concern 
with consultative mechanisms for involvement was argued to link to their general approach to 
youth involvement as being a way of getting the views of young people into the work of the 
SIP using a range of different forms of involvement. That advocacy was recognised as an 
alternative route to gather the views of young people and to promote their views to agency 
partners was consistent with promoting this consultative agenda. The one formal route 
through which young people are feeding into this SEP, the SIP Board, remains a relatively 

unproblematic location for participation by those that attend it. However, it is not clear 

whether the approach taken within this SIP represents real empowerment of young people or 

whether, as decision-making is occurring elsewhere, the potential influence of young people is 
lost through this approach. 

Within Drurrichapel SIP, on the other hand, the focus on direct involvement of young people 

within the SEP was intended to promote their development as 'future' adults and to facilitate 

their relationships with agency partners M order that they could better influence service 
delivery in the local area. The absence of any advocacy role within this SIP supports this 

position, where the purpose of involving community members, including young people, was 

to encourage their direct responsibility for taking forward the change agenda. However, for 

the young people involved, the barriers to successfully influencing change led to them either 

feeling passive within their involvements with the SIP or, in the case of SEP Board members, 

to pursuing strategies to facilitate their effective involvement within this setting. In the local 

context then, it seems that the role of young people within partnership settings requires them 

to acknowledge the political context within which they are participating and to find a way to 

negotiate in order to effectively participate. What this suggests is a lack of acknowledgement 

on the part of agency and other adult partners' that there is any need to change their practices 

to more effectively involve young people. 

The main difficulties that emerge from the practice of the case study SEPs in involving young 

people relate to the divergences in approach to involvement and how these potentially allow 

young people to influence agency partners within this setting. It has been shown here that 
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there are different ways of involving young people that lead to more or less direct contact 
between young people and adults and through this a greater or lesser role for young people In 
taking responsibility for influencing the work of agency partners in meeting the needs of 

young people. The extent to which the chosen approach of the two case studý- SEPs leads to 

empowerment of young people is unclear given that the politicisation of young people 

promoted in Drumchapel SIP brings with it a challenge for young people in learning ho,; A- to 

effectively negotiate to have their needs met. In the Big Step, on the other hand, the relatively 

passive role for young people is less difficult to undertake, but leads to a much less politiClsed 

position through not having to navigate decision-making settings or negotiate their needs 
directly. That said, within both SIPs, the small numbers of young people participating were 

clearly gaining extensive self-development from this activity from their experiences of being 

involved in the SIPs. It is this gain that is potentially most significant to those young people 
directly involved with the SIPs, regardless of whether they are politicised through this 

engagement or not. 
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Chapter 11: Conclusions & Policy Implications 

Introduction 

The principal aim of this thesis has been to compare the approach adopted b)- one thematic 
and one area-based Social Inclusion Partnership (SIP) to promote social inclusion for ý-oung 
people. This final chapter draws conclusions from the analysis undertaken and suggests 
possible policy responses that emerge from the data collected in this study. 

The discussion starts by reflecting on the theoretical and policy Mfluences underpinning the 
agenda on social inclusion taken forward within the case study SEPs. Attention is given to the 
current priorities and underlying principles framing the approach taken within the SIPs to 
promote social inclusion for young people. From there, reflections are made on the 

comparative practices identified as central to the work of the case study SEPs centring on 
strategic working, working in partnership and involving young people in the decision-making 

of the SIPs. The chapter ends by reflecting on the wider applicability of the findings from the 

case study SIPs in relation to the potential contribution made by area-based and thematic 

approaches to promotmg social inclusion; at which point suggestions are also put forward for 

future policy in this area. 

Theoretical & Policy Influences 

The study has found that central to the policy agenda on promoting social inclusion is a dual 

concern with promoting opportunities for participation within mainstream economic and 

social fife underpinned by an ideological positioning within which excluded groups are 

expected to take up the opportunities made available by playing an active role in society. 
Within the context of SIPs this agenda is taken forward through a range of initiatives aimed at 

providing opportunities to participate in employment and education as well as providing the 

necessary services via housing, health and social supports to allow people to move towards 

playing a more active role in their community and in mainstream economic and social life. 

This focus is reinforced at the neighbourhood level by encouraging local people to play an 

active role in regenerating their neighbourhoods in order to tie them into the change agenda 

with the aim that they will maintain improvements to the local area in the longer term. 

In theoretical terms, the key principles that emerge as central to the social inclusion agenda 

relate to the promotion of a social integration discourse centring on labour market 

participation as the main route to achieve social inclusion. There is also evidence of a 

conununitarian agenda underpinning the political positioning taken fom-ard through the social 
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inclusion approach, which brings with it a moral focus that auins to reduce the problems for 
wider society of the existence of social exclusion as well as increasing the opportunities 
available to people to participate in socially acceptable econornic and social activities. Through 
this focus, what emerges is a policy context that promotes a mixture of rights and 
responsibilities, emphasising reciprocity as the principal objective of policý- iriterventions. 
The particular focus on young people that has emerged as part of this overarching policy 
agenda means that much of the concern of the social inclusion progranu-ne taken forward 'in 
SIN centres on addressing young people's lack of involvement in acceptable economic and 
social activities. While the explicit focus of the programme taken forward within the case 
study SEPs is to provide the opportunities for participation, the implicit agenda focuses on 
reducing the problematic aspects of young people's behaviour which bring with them high 
economic, social and individual costs. In taking this focus, there is no explicit policy 
acknowledgement of inequalities in access to social capital, financial resources and the effects 
of social class on the opportunities and resources available to young people. 
The response to this agenda within the case study SIPs has been to focus on addressing many 
of the problems associated with young people both at the neighbourhood level and in terms 
of the problems caused by a lack of adequate services throughout the city to meet need. 
Within Drumchapel SEP, this has led to a focus on providing local services and supports to 

allow young people to play an active role in the community and economy either now or in the 
longer term through initiatives to improve school attendance and performance, programmes 
to get young people into work and funding to support youth social activities. These initiatives 

are supported by the direct involvement of young people within the SEP in order to encourage 

young people to take an active role in their community and through this to link them into the 
longer term sustainability of their community. Encouraging young people to participate in the 
SIP is therefore part of this wider concern to manage their negative behaviour through 

encouraging them to play an active role in taking for-ward change 'in the area. Through tl-ýs 

approach, there is a wish at the neighbourhood level at least to manage the actions of young 

people through greater surveillance and control over their activities. 

Within the Big Step, the focus on young people also centres on increasing opportunities for 

participation in mainstream economic and social fife through the development of services to 
better meet need. However, within this SIP young people are viewed less as a cause of 

problems and more as experiencing a range of problems. The expectation is that the 

progranu-ne taken forward will in the longer term lead to a more active role for this group of 

young people through greater involvement in employment and education and supports to 
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address homelessness, drug misuse and mental health problems. As '7', rith other pohcý- 
interventions to address social exclusion, implicit to this programme is a concem to reduce the 
social and econon& costs of young people's negative behaviour 

The problem focus that drives the work of the SIPs is an inevitable corollary of the polic)- 
focus emerging within the social inclusion framework, where the priority is to focus attention 
and resources on those in greatest need. However, the identification by adult respondents of 
young people's active role in reinforcing their exclusion through their actions and attitudes 
suggests a perception of young people as responsible for some of the problems theý, face; 

although there is some recognition that these occur within a particular social and economic 
context. Thus, while SIPs are not in a position to influence the existence of social and 
economic inequalities, they do play a role in managing the consequences of this phenomenon. 
The result is that SEPs respond to the effects of social exclusion in relation to the actions and 

attitudes of young people, while doing so within a context of understanding the socio- 

economic factors that lead to these behaviours. As a result, it is difficult to extrapolate from 

this the relative importance of social justice or social control as guiding the work that is 

undertaken to promote social inclusion; with both being likely to be seen as justifiable 

elements of a programme intended to achieve social integration. 

The Practice of SIN 

Working to a Strategk Agmda? 

The study has shown that there is a pull for SIPs to work towards promoting social *inclusion 

for young people by foflowing the programme that is outhned by SIPs at the time of applying 

for funding. Through this approach, the SEPs were expected to outline their priorities and 

intended progranune of work prior to gaining funding. Over time, their achievements would 

then be assessed by the Scottish Executive to monitor progress made towards achieving the 

SIP's strategic aims and moving towards achieving social inclusion. When applying for 

funding, both SIN identified different approaches to achieving social inclusion; with 

Dnunchapel SIP setting out a clear remit to fund local projects to flu gaps in mainstream 

provision and the Big Step identifying a gap filling role that implied that a staff tearnwould be 

employed who would provide services directly to young people. 

For Drumchapel SIP, the practice that emerged once funding was in place was in keeping,; A-ith 

ying a central part in the their intended programme of work, with local pro'ect funding pla\ i 

work programme taken forward by this SEP. However, for the Big Step there was a long 

period of development during the first year ýA-here the practice of the SIP v%-as under review 
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and where plans for how the SEP would take forward their prionties changed. Vbat emerged 
was a (strategic influencing' role for the SIP, with funding being used to support pilot 
initiatives inside agency partners' organisations that were intended in the future to be funded 
by these partners. This approach was considered to promote a 'strategic', ývorking approach as 
a result of partners being asked to make a long-term commitment to maintain the 
developments introduced by the SIP. However, this change of approach emerged without a 
formal request to the Scottish Executive as SEP funder. This suggests a lack of clarity at the 
outset by both the Scottish Executive and by the SIP themselves on the role to be played by 
thematic SEPs. Further, there is also a freedom available to this type of SEP that is potentially 
not open to area-based SIPs, perhaps due to their lack of historical funding 

In contrast, Drumchapel SEP having chosen the project funding approach is clearly steered by 
the local context of area-based SIPs that have long used regeneration funding to support local 

community initiatives. Indeed, this approach is linked to a range of inter-related factors, not 
the least of which is the annual funding cycle that puts pressure on SEPs to find a way of 
spending their annual funding allocation over a relatively short time. Added to this are 
historical expectations from community members, with Urban Programme funding being used 
to bring necessary additional resources to the area to support comr-nuruity initiatives 
increasingly suffering from cuts in local authority funding. 

The Big Step not having taken this approach is likely to relate to the lack of a strong 
community presence within the Partnership. As discussed below, young people's participation 

in this SEP has been slow to develop while also framed by a large professional presence within 
the Partnership, where there is a commitment to the concept of 'strategic working'. The 

development of the Big Step's approach to working is, therefore, framed within a particular 

context where there is a lack of any historical expectations of how this funding stream should 
be spent and where young people, as the community of interest represented within the SEP, 

are not in a strong position to influence the work undertaken. 

A central element of the role to be played by SIPs was to use the SEP fund to fink up with 

other funding sources. In practice, differences have emerged between the case study SIPs in 

terms of their success at linking up with external funding sources. Given the lack of any po* 

of the budgets of mainstream partner agencies to co-ordinate funding across agencies to meet 

the needs of deprived neighbourhoods or excluded groups, the focus of funding allocations 
has been on the bmd4 of mainstream funding sources or laefiT of specialist funding towards 

SIP priorities. Drumchapel SIP have had more success at levermigin specialist funding sources 

such as European Structural Funds and funding from local voluntmý- sector than mainstream 
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partner agencies, while the Big Step had more success at bending funding from mainstream 
partners. This is partly accounted for through the approach taken to working, ; 6th the pilot 
initiatives developed by the Big Step facilitating shared funding of new initiatives using both 

the SIP fund and individual partner contributions. The project funding approach employed b,,, - 
Drumchapel SEP does not create this opportunity to engage in debates with partners on 
sharing funding of new initiatives, as the SIP's role is to encourage others to develop new 
initiatives that the SIP financially supports. 

Another explanation for this difference in sources of funding accessed relates to the 
membership of the SIPs and the level at which they both work. Within Drumchapel SIP, for 

example, the membership of the Partnership is made up of a wider range of partners, many of 
whom are not mainstream service delivery agencies, rather they are commUnlity members and 
local voluntary sector organisations. In the Big Step, the membership consists of more 

mainstream agencies (and those who hold budgets within these agencies), which could explain 

why more funding from these sources than from specialist funding sources has been accessed. 
The issue that remains unclear on this point is extent to which the resource-sharing that is 

taking place relates to pre-planned funding already committed by partners that the SEP has 

been able to support or alternatively where there has been a 'bend' of mainstream funding 

towards SIP priorities as a result of the influence of the SEP. It seems likely that the approach 

taken by the Big Step in working With partner agencies to develop new services With SIP 

funding is more likely to result in a 'bend' of funding than the approach taken within 
Drumchapel SIP. 

An interesting aspect of the work undertaken by the SIN in addition to managing their 

funding is the external networking function performed to a greater or lesser extent by staff in 
both SEPs. This linking up with other partnership and policy developments was identified as 

important to both share information on other policy and practice developments of relevance 

to the work of SIPs and also to influence the work of these forums. The large number of new 

partnership and policy developments that have emerged in recent years accounts for the need 

for this networking function to be undertaken by SIP staff. In fact, as later discussions on the 

practice of partnership working will show, it is due to a lack of any formal co-ordination of 

these different partnership arrangements that this networking function has emerged as a 

central role for SEP staff. 

This discussion illustrated that in policy and practice there is a lack of clarity on what is meant 

when using the language of 'strategic working', With two priorities identified around 

promoting the achievement of the SIPs' strategic mms or promotiric, sustainability of 
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developments. In fact, what has emerged within both policy and practice settings' Is a central 
concern with achieving the SEPs' strategic aims rather than achieving sustaLnability as an 
objective in itself. This is the result of the policy steer promoting annual funding and reporting 
which focuses on seeing outputs from the work of the SEPs. The project-funding model taken 
forward by Drumchapel SIP is clearly influenced by this output focus. HoweN-er, this focus 
limits the potential for SIPs to promote sustainability, as this requires partners (both agencies 
and community members) investing in and being willing participants in the change agenda; a 
process that takes time to develop and encourage partner agencies to change their practice to 
respond to. The approach taken by the Big Step in working with partners to pilot new service 
developments inside partner agencies illustrates an attempt to use the SEP fund to move 
towards responding to this sustainability agenda. However, With this approach come 
difficulties with measuring impact from the work of the SIP when there are not many new 

services leading to additional outputs that can be measured to illustrate change. Nonetheless, it 

offers a new and innovative approach not encumbered by historical rules on how change 

should be achieved. 

Parmenho Working 

The partnership framework -within which SEPs operate is thought to offer a useful tool for 

bringing partners together for a number of purposes. In particular, the study found that 

partnership working offered the potential to: 

encourage a range of stakeholders to work together; 
better co-ordinate the activities of partners; 
improve efficiency in use of resources; 

widen responsibility for taking forward the change agenda. 

However, there are recognised to be a number of challenges and firnitations to the potential 

offered through this operating framework, such as the time commitment involved 'in 

developing working practices and negotiating agreements within the partnership setting. 

Added to this are problems with the conflict element to this working approach, seen within 

Dru. mchapel SIP as coming from conflicts between the commuruty representatives and 

council departments, and within the Big Step from tensions between the social work 
department and the SIP. 'Me differences in the location of tension xvithin these two Sips 

relates to the membership of the case study SIPs, ',; vith adult community members making up a 

significant number within the SIP Board at Drumchapel SIP and the social work department 

being the partner whose work programme is closest to the issues being developed by the Big 
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Step. The result is that conflict emerges as a result of particular partners identifýing that their 
expectations are not being responded to through the work of the case study SIPs. 

The shared working approach of partnership settings also raises concerns about the lack of 
clarity on where accountability lies within this setting. The result is that there is no formal role 
for the Partnerships in holding particular partners to account for their actions when these run 
counter to the activities of the SIPs or when particular partners are not playing an active role 
in the work of the SIPs. This accountability is also a concern in relation to the role played by 

the Glasgow Alliance in managing Glasgow based SIPs. As SIP staff are employed by the 
Alliance to perform their role in supporting the work of the SIPs, local councillors highlight a 
conflict of interest between the staff's responsibilities to the SIP Board and the Alliance as 
their employer. This issue is raised in relation to potential disagreements between the 

management body and the Board, when staff would be in a difficult position in terms of the 

group to whom they were accountable. 

Finally, there are more fundamental criticisms of the current focus on partnership working as 

a tool for government, where the setting up of centrally managed and externally funded 

partnership arrangements raise questions about the added-value of these partnerships given 

that the additional resources provided make it difficult to identify whether there are any gains 

or losses from partnership working. Further, by using partnership arrangements to improve 

the delivery of public services, central government sidestep tackling the limitations in current 

service provision, particularly by local authorities, while at the same time assuming that 

partnership working will improve the working practices of all public services agencies without 

providing any formal co-ordinating function for these bodies. Indeed, given the lack of any 

explicit acknowledgement or support for partnership working to involve any change to the 

working practices of individual partners, but with an implicit assumption that by working 

together change will occur, the fact that partnership working remains an 'add-on' function for 

many partners is perhaps unsurprising. Informal networking by SIP staff to ensure that links 

are made between different partnerships cannot serve to provide the necessary co-ordination 

between these different bodies, nor can it ensure that partners within individual partnerships 

are co-ordinating their activities with those of other partners. 

Iawk4 Ymog People in the SIPs 

'Me third area of practice focused on in this study relates to the involvement of young people 

within the decision-making settings of the SEPs. There are significant differences between the 

case study SIPs in their approach to youth involvement. In Drunichapel SIP, the central aim 
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of involving young people in the SIP was to encourage them to link up with local service 
providers as a means of feeding in to their decision-making, while at the same time 
encouraging young people to take responsibility for improving the local area through their 
involvement in the decisions made by the SEP. The result is that young people are involved in 
the SEP through their representation within the SEP Board and the Youth Implementation 
Group; both very formal arenas for youth involvement that encourage young people to work 
alongside adult community and agency partners. In the Big Step, the approach to youth 
involvement is much more consultative in focus, with an emphasis on ensuring that the voice 
of young people is fed into decision-making, but where young people are not present in the 
majority of the decision-making settings beyond the SIP Board. In particular, young people 
are not present in the Working Groups where planning of new developments with partner 
agencies takes place. The steer towards this approach comes from the concern to ensure that 
young people are involved in the work of the SEP rather than aiming to link young people up 
with agency decision-making settings. Indeed, it is only within the SIP Board that young 
people come into contact with other SEP partners. To support this position, it is the SIP staff 
and particular partners that take on the role of advocating for young people both within the 

partnership setting and externally when engaging with other policy and practice developments. 

The extent to which the approach adopted by the Big Step is more or less effective a route 
through which to involve young people than that adopted by Drumchapel SIP is difficult to 

say, but may be understood better by reflecting on the motivations for *involving young people 
in the SEPs. Within Drumchapel SEP, the tensions evident between young people and adults 
involved in the Youth Implementation Group emerge from the fact that young people 

perceive their involvement in this setting to have no influence. A divergence between the 

motivations of young people and adults does provide some explanation for this. Young 

people see their voice as being useful to contribute to the work of the SIP both in terms of the 

self-development gained from this and in terms of the potential gains for other young people. 
While, adult partners shared this recognition of the value of the voice of young people, this 

was recognised as standing alongside the voice of adult stakeholders. As a result, young people 

required to learn how to negotiate within this setting; a skill that the older young people in the 
SIP Board identified as having learnt, but was perhaps not yet recogrused by the young people 

in the YIG. 

Young people in the Big Step were less concerned about their influencing role within the SIP 

as they identified their involvement to bring extensive gams in terms of personal development. 

The strategies employed to link young people into the work of the Big Step do suggest that 
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young people are not directly M ctý, - ms i fluencirig the SEP's programme of work dire in ter of 
the development of new services within partner agencies. Rather their involvement is intended 
to ensure that they are consulted, while the negotiations and responsibility for achie'ving 
change fies with the SEP staff and adult agency partners. Indeed, the focus on promoting their 
involvement in a range of less formalised settings alongside the acknowledgement of the value 
of advocacy for this group further reinforces this position. 

Wider Implications 

By comparing the underlying agenda that has steered the current policy programme and the 
practices that have emerged within the case study SIPs, attention has been drawn to a range of 
differences and similarities between these two SIPs. 'Me aim here is to reflect on the wider 
applicability of the findings from the case study SIPs in terms of the potential contribution 
made by area-based and thematic SEPs to promoting social inclusion. Given the case study 
nature of this study, it is not possible to assume that the findings from this study can be 

generalised from these particular cases to other SEPs or to other partnership arrangements. 
However, 'extrapolations' based on assumptions of similar social context being in place 
beyond the case study SIPs mean that theoretical speculations can be made about the wider 

applicability of the findings from the case study SEPs. 

Appraidxs to Working 

The two SEPs have taken distinct approaches to achieve their strategic aims and to involving 

young people within their prograrnme of work. Much of this divergence is approach relates to 

the specific contributions made by area-based and thematic SIPs. This suggests that each type 

of SIP has something particular to contribute to the promotion of a programme to achieve 

social inclusion for young people. In relation to the findings from Drumchapel SEP, it is 

possible to speculate that area-based SIPs more generally have a role to play in bringing 

necessary additional resources towards deprived neighbourhoods to support local initiatives. 

In addition, there is also the potential for bottom-up community-led developments being 

promoted at the neighbourhood level as the result of the available funding from Sips. 

On the other hand, the lack of any historical precedence of thematic SEPs meant that the Big 

Step started from a different position to Drumchapel SEP. Firstly, this relates to the lack of 

any preconceived expectations by partners of what the SIP should be doing. SeconA,, the lack 

of a strong community presence to steer the approach taken also accounts for the Výýay that 

developments have emerged in t1-1is particular SEP. The result is that thematic SIPs are in a 

position to allow staff and other stakeholders more autonomy in the approach taken. This i 
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type of SIP is therefore in a stronger position to develop new and minovative methods for 
achieving change for their target group than area-based SIPs. They rrm- also be in a position 
to develop a higher level 'strategic' approach to their work, although taking up this 
opportunity will depend on the willingness of the particular thematic Partnership to challenge 
the policy framework and to work to more innovative methods of achievMig change in the 
face of pressure to increase the availability of new services. 

The area-based approach, therefore, offers the chance to target resources towards the most 
deprived communities. In contrast, thematic SIPs focusing on specific social groups at the 
local authority level are not bound by this same localised focus and have the opportunity to 
profile the needs of specific groups within the mainstream policy and practice agenda at the 
local authority level. This suggests a potential to identify gaps in provision and work with 
mainstream agencies to better meet the needs of excluded groups within their mainstream 
programme. 

To allow both types of SIP to best fulfil their particular role, a three-year funding cycle would 
offer greater flexibility M how SIPs used their fund to meet their strategic aims. This could be 
further supported by making it easier to transfer funding from one period to the next in cases 
where there is an under-spend to allow this funding to be used to feed into initiatives with a 
long lead in period. 

Prw? o6ýg Sustai, *ýity 

The data from the case study SIPs illustrated that no clear policy steer was provided on how 

sustainability of SIPs' work should be achieved. Indeed, the annual funding cycle with its 

short-term focus served to undermine tl-ýs objective. Drumchapel SEP responded to this 

agenda by promoting youth and adult community involvement as a means of working towards 

the sustainabiEty of developments over the longer term with local people being responsible 
for taking forward long-term change. The Big Step on the other hand had chosen to promote 

sustainability as part of the 'strategic influencing' programme they developed during their first 

year of working. Sustainability was therefore promoted by the Big Step through mainstream 

agency partners being encouraged to take on funding of InItiatiVes piloted initially using SIP 

funding but managed inside partner agencies. 

The distinctiveness of the approach adopted by the Big Step over that of Drumchapel SIP is 

that the focus of responsibifity for maintaining change hes With those agencies who are 
i 

charged with mainstream service deliver)- rather than with local people. However, gwen that 

changing the practices of mainstream agencies is both a slow and difficult process, it is likeýr 
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that more SIPs will choose, where they can, to promote sustainability through communitY 
involvement. By giving community members, including young people, an active role in the 
change agenda it is thought that they will be invested in maintaining change over time. Within 

thematic SIPs, where the community of interest is a transient group such as young people, this 

approach to sustainability is somewhat challenging; the response is likely to be either a neglect 
of this aim or a focus on encouraging agencies to maintain sustainability as has occurred 

within the Big Step. Regardless of the chosen approach, the very nature of this pohcý- priority 
leads to difficulties with assessing the extent to which measures employed by SIPs have led to 

sustainable change. This is partly the case as a result of the time needed to allow change to be 

reviewed. However, it is also difficult to unpack the factors that have led to sustained change, 

which may be beyond actions taken by the SEPs, such as changes in the local econorny that 
have created more jobs for local residents. 

The implications for policy with regard to achieving sustainability are twofold. First, there is a 

need for policy-makers to provide guidance to SEPs on how they are expected to achieve 

sustainability through their work programme. Alternatively, there is a need to acknowledge the 
difficulties that are likely to be faced in achieving this aim within a partnership setting. 
Secondly, there is a need to minimise the factors that undermine the achievement of 

sustainability, notably the output focus driven by the annual funding cycle. 

Pannership Working 

The views of respondents in the case study SEPs on the benefits and challenges of partnership 

working were broadly similar across both SIPs as a result of shared perspectives on the 

operating framework offered within the partners1iip setting rather than factors specific to the 

working practices of each SEP. The views identified on this subject, therefore, are likely to 

have broad applicability across a range of partnership settings within and beyond thematic and 

area-based SIPs. In particular, there was agreement of the potential offered from working 

together, but this was framed by a range of challenges in practice that were lirniting how SEPs 

could effectively achieve their full potential. The criticisms of partnership working as a 

'sticking plaster' for central government to try to manage complex social change without 

making significant change to the practice of the main service delivery agencies also go beyond 

the contribution made by area-based and thematic SEPs to concentrate on the contribution 

made by partnership working across a range of settings. 

In relation to this wider context on the development of new policy-led partnerships, a 

significant role for SIPs has emerged with regard to networking with other policy and practice 
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developments that fit with their working priorities. As with the practice of partnership 
working, this emerges as an activity that is likely to have much wider applicability amongst 
many SEPs as a way of allowing SEPs to link up with other developments of interest to their 
work. However, the fact that it is necessary for SEP staff to perform this role highlights the 
absence of any formal co-ordinating function to manage the wide range of new developments 
that have emerged in recent years. 

The distinction that is likely to emerge between area-based and thematic SIPs in terms of this 
networking role comes from the different levels at which these two forms of SIP work Given 
that many thematic SIPs work at local authority level, these Partnerships are much better 
placed to link into local authority wide policy and practice developments than area-based SIPs 
working at the neighbourhood level. Thematic SIPs are therefore likely to have more 
opportunity to influence developments at this level, although the extent this would occur in 
practice is unclear. Area-based SIN on the other hand are more likely to network with 
neighbourhood based developments, which will not , in the main, have as high a policy profile. 

There are several policy messages on the practicalities of partnership working. First, there is a 
need for policy recognition of the role performed by SIPs Mi networking with other 
partnership initiatives Oven that this is a task undertaken 'in place of a formal co-ordination 
function between different partnerships. Indeed, it is not clear how to best achieve formal co- 
ordination of the range of initiatives that exist at the local authority level without giving 
additional responsibilities to local authorities or other public sector agencies to take on this 
task or alternatively by creating another organisation (such as another layer of partnership) 

who would be charged with co-ordinating different partnerships. Secondly, there is a need for 

recognition of the time conmitment and potential for conflict that emerges within partnership 

settings. As conflict emerges because of different expectations by individual partners within 
the partnership setting, there is therefore a need at the development stage for greater 

clarification of what is expected of partners and of what they should expect to gain from their 
i, al and involvement In partnership working. Finally, given that it is not clear what the added - ue 

efficiency gains are to emerge from partnership working (if any), pohcýr makers should 

consider more clearly what it is that they consider the gains to be from this form of working. 
While the study found that people accepted the need to work together as having potential 

gains, that these were not realised in practice means that more understanding is needed of 

what it is that partnership working is realistically expected to deliver. If, as is implied, the aim 

is to encourage agencies to work together more on special initiatives while continuing to 
individual1y hold responsibility for their own area of work, then there is a need for greater 
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acknowledgement of the time that is involved in undertaking this dual task. Alongside this, the 
use of centrally led partnerships to respond to gaps in service pro-'rision also suggests a need to 
review the functions of mainstream service delivery agencies and set realistic goals and targets 
for services that can be met on the funding that is provided. 

Fo=ing on Young People 

The focus on young people taken forward within the case study SEPs has highlighted a dual 

concern with promoting opportunities for involvement in labour market or initiatives leading 

to this aim in the longer term e. g. educational programmes, while also undertaking a more or 
less explicit programme to manage and reduce the problems associated with young people. 
Within the case study SIPs this has led to different approaches being adopted when focusing 

on young people. Both SIPs are explicitly working to promote the inclusion of young people 
into economic and social life as a central aim of their policy programme. Alongside this, at the 

neighbourhood level, Drumchapel SIP are promoting a focus on young people that highlights 

the incidence of anti-social behaviour and the need to address this. This brings with it an 

explicit programme to control the public presence of young people and to fink them into their 
local neighbourhood with the aim of encouraging them to 'invest M their area. 'Me absence of 

a neighbourhood focus to the work of the Big Step means this localised problem emphasis is 

not explicitly evident. In its place are concerns to provide better services to meet the needs of 

excluded young people in order to reduce the incidence of problems experienced by this 

group of young people. 

The focus taken by Drumchapel SIP is likely to be one that is shared by many area-based SEPs 

where there is a focus on young people within their programme of work. Indeed, this is an 

approach that has emerged from other research on youth focused regeneration initiatives. This 

suggests that area-based SIPs are likely to have a greater tendency to problematise young 

people in the context of their relationships with other residents and with their activities within 

the neighbourhood. In contrast, thematic SIN working at the local authority level provide a 

valuable additional perspective on young people that is not centrally concerned with conflict 

between young people and other residents at the neighbourhood level. As a result, thematic 

SIPs are in a stronger position to foreground the interests of young people as a central 

objective of their work. In so doing, they can balance the focus of 'ý%, ork undertaken by area- 

based SIN focusing on young people at the neighbourhood level. 

In terms of the involvement of young people within the case study SEPs, different emphases 

have been put on how to involve people in the work of the SIPs. The reasons for this relate to 
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the view taken on what this involvement was intended to achieve. Thus, Drumchapel SIP 
perceived the involvement of young people to lead to young people making better li_rý-swlth 
service providers in the area, whereas the Big Step identified involvement to centre on 
ensuring young people are consulted on the actions taken by the SIP. The wider applicability 
of these patterns is likely to be less explicitly related to whether the SEP is area-based or 
thematic than to the view taken within the SEP on the motivations for youth involvement. 
Thus, while the policy imperative of ensuring that communities are involved in the work of 
SIPs will drive the presence of young people as one particular community of interest, the viex 
taken on why young people should be involved will play a stronger role in the approach taken. 
For example, the view that young people should take an active role in decision-making will 
lead to more encouragement of involvement in formal decision-making settings where agency 
partners wiH be present, as has been the approach taken forward within Dramchapel SEP. 

The key issue that arises from this discussion of the involvement of young people within the 
SIN is whether direct involvement is the best route to give young people a voice in the work 
of the SIPs. Given the unequal power held within partnership settings, involving young people 
without acknowledging this inequality will likely lead to a position where young people are not 

able to use their voice effectively. However, to not give the opportunity to young people to 
feed their views into the development of services that have a direct impact on their fives is to 

close off the possibilities of their having something specific or additional to add to the 
decision-making process. The solution seems to be to find a way of effectively allowing young 

people to feed into the work of the SIPs without their voice being suppressed by the interests 

of other partners. This could involve allowing young people a forum for feeding in their views 

where they are formally linked to the Partnerships but where they have their own separate 

group that allows them to explore their own interests and represent these within the wider 
Partnership. By supporting young people to articulate their views on the work of the 

Partnership using dedicated youth workers who are responsibile for representing the interests 

of young people rather than the Partnerships, young people could play a more effective role in 
influencing the SIN without their voice being superseded by the 'interests of other partners. 

Conclusion 

The purpose of this final chapter has been to draw out the key findings of this study and to e 
reflect explicitly on the differences and similarities between the case study SIPs. It has also 

suggested possible policy responses to some of the difficulties identified in current practice. It 

is important to stress, however, that the role performed by these Partnerships is not one 

isolated from the wider socio-economic environment within which young people five their 
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lives. Thus, SEPs have a role to play in responding to the exclusion experienced by young 

people, but are not the only policy tool that is in place. Indeed, the existence of wider social 

and economic inequalities relating to class, access to power and resources, including social and 

cultural capital, play a significant role in framing the opportunities open to young people. 
Future research could therefore reflect on the impact of urban policy initiatives on young 

people within this wider socio-economic context in order to better understand the factors that 
facilitate and limit the potential for young people to achieve inclusion; and indeed V%-hat it is 

that they themselves perceive to be required to facilitate their inclusion. 
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Appendix 1 

The Policy Priorities set within the Opportunity for All annual report 
Chddrm and Yowig Pb*k- 
1. Ensuring that children get a high quality education wherever they go to school and providing 

additional help to children in the crucial pre-school years. 
Increasing the proportion of 7 year old Sure Start children achievm*g Level 1 or above m key stage 1 English and Maths. 

Health outcomes in Sure Start areas: 
A reduction in the proportion of low birth-weight babies in Sure Start areas. 
A reduction in the rate of hospital adniissions as a result of serious injury in Sure Start 
areas. 

IncreasMig the proportion of 11 year olds achieving Level 4 in key stage 2 tests for literacy 
and nurneracy. 
Reducing the proportion of truancies and exclusions from school. 
Increasing the proportion of 19-year-olds With at least Level 2 qualifications or equivalent. 

2. Combating famAy poverty and social exclusion through policies to tackle worklessness, 
increasing financial support for families and improving the environment in which children 
grow up. 

" Reducing the proportion of children living 'in workless households" 

" Reducing the proportion of children in households with low incomes in a relative sense* 
" Reducing the proportion of children in households with low incomes in an absolute 

sense', 
" Reducing the proportion of children in households With persistently low incomes* 

" Reducing the proportion of children living in poor housing 

" Reducing the proportion of households with children expenencing fuel poverty 
Reducing the rate at which children are admitted to hospital as a result of an unintentional 
injury resulting in a hospital stay of longer than 3 days 

3. Supporting vulnerable young people, especially in the difficult transition from childhood to 
adult life. 

Reducing the proportion of 16-18 year olds not U*1 education or training 

Improving the educational attainment of children looked after by local authorities 

Reducing the rate of conceptions for those aged under 18 and increasing the proportion 
of teenage parents who are in education, employment or training 

Working Age: 

4. Building a proactive welfare system to help people into work. 

Increasing the proportion of working age people in employment* 

Reducing the proportion of working-age people living in workless households* 

Reduction in the number of working age people living in families claiming* 

Increasing the employment rates of disadvantaged groups: those with disabilities, lone 

parents, ethnic minorities and the over-50s and a reduction *in the difference between their 
employment rates and the overall rate* 
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Making work pay. 
" Reducing the proportion of working-age people with relatively low incomes* 
" Reducing the proportion of working age people with low incomes in an absolute sense* 
" Reducing the proportion of working age people with persistently low Mcomes* 

6. Promoting lifelong learning to ensure people have the skills and education to respond to the 
modem labour market. 
m Increasing the proportion of working age people with a qualification 

7. Supporting vulnerable groups and those at risk of discrimination and disadvantage 

" Reducing the number of people sleeping rough 
" Reducing cocaine and heroin use by young people 
" Reducing the adult smoking rate in all social classes 
s Reducing the death rate from SUlclde and undetermined injury 

Olderpeople. - 
Ensuring that tomorrow's pensioners can retire on a decent income 

Increasing the proportion of working age people are contributing to a non-state pension* 
Increasing the amount contributed to non-state pensions* 
Increasing the proportion of working age people who have contributed to a non-state 
pension in at least three years out of the last four* 

9. Tackling the problems of low income and social exclusion among today's pensioners 

" Reducing the proportion of older people on relatively low *incomes'- 

" Reducing the proportion of older people with low incomes *in an absolute sense" 
" Reducing the proportion of older people with persistently low *incomes* 

" Reducing the proportion of older people experiencirig fuel poverty 
10. Improving opportunities for older people to five secure, fulfilling and active fives 

m Reducing the proportion of older people whose lives are affected by fear of crime 
Increasing healthy life expectancy at the age of 65 

Reducing the proportion of households containing at least one person aged 75 or over 
living in poor housing 

Increasing the proportion of older people being helped to live independently 

Bridging the gap between deprived communities and the rest 

No specific targets were set in 1999, however, in 2000 two priorities of "ensiming that core 
public services address the special needs of deprived areas" and "targeting help to areas with 
the greatest problems" emerged. 

* These represent targets with a UK wide focus, others are to be addressed within devolved administrations. 
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The Policy Priorities set within the Socialjustice annual report 
CI)ddmz: 
1. Defeating cMd poverty in Scotland witfýn a generation 

Reducing the proportion of children living in workless households* 
Reducing the proportion of children hvmg in lo',; v income households* 

2. All children in Scotland can read, write and count at a level appropriate for their 11 ItV Oil leaving prUnary school 
Increasing the proportion of children who attain appropriate levels in reading, N,, -ntin,, 
and maths by the end of Primary 2 and Primary 7 "1 

All children will have access to quality care and early learning before entering school 
Improving the well-being of our young children through reducing the proportion of 
women smoking during pregnancy, the percentage of low birth-weight babies, dental 
decay among 5 year olds and by increasing the proportion of women breastfeeding 
Reducing the number of households, particularly families with children, living III 
temporary accommodation 

Young People. - 
3. Every young person leaves school with the maximum level of skills and qualifications 

possible 
Bringing the poorest performing 20% of pupas, 'in terms of Standard Grade 
achievement closer to the performance of all pupils 

Reducing by a third days lost every year through exclusion from school and truancy 
4. Every 19 year old is engaged in education, training or work 

Halving the proportion of 16-19 year olds who are not in education, training or 
employment 
All our young people leaving local authority care will have achieved at least English 
and Maths Standard Grades and have access to appropriate housing options 

Improving the health of young people through reductions in smoking by 12-15 year olds 
and the rate of suicides among young people 

No-one has to sleep rough 
Fwviý. - 

There will be full employment in Scotland 

'IDXC-ducing the proportion of unemployed working age people" 

Reducing the proportion of working age people with lo,, A, incomes, 

M Increasing the employment rates of groups, such as lone parents and ethnic m1i nonties, 
that are relatively disadvantaged in the labour market* 

6. Everyone N\-Ifl be undertaking some form of learning towiden their knowiedge and sklus 

M Increasing the proportion of students from under- represented, disadvantaged groups 
and areas in higher education compared 'with the overall student population in higher 

education 
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Increasing the proportion of people with learming disabilities able to live at home or in .1 'homely' environment 

Improving the health of families by reducmg smoking, alcohol rrususe, poor diet 'Uld mortality rates from coronary heart disease 
Older People- 

7. Make sure older people are financially secure 
Increasing the number of working age people who are contributing to a non-state 
pension'* 
Reducing the proportion of older people with low incomes* 

8 Increase the number of older people who enjoy active, independent and heAtll)' lives 
Increasing the proportion of older people who are able to five independently by 
doubling the proportion of older people receiving respite care at home and increasing home care opportunities 
Increasing the number of older people taking exercise and reducing the rate of 
mortality from coronary heart disease and the prevalence of respiratory disease 

s Reducing fear of crime among older people 
Carknmities. - 

Reduce inequalities between communities 
Reduclng the gap in unemployment rates between the worst areas and the average rate 
for Scotland" 

Reducing the incidence of drugs rniisuse in general and of injections and sharing 
needles in particular 
Reducing crune rates in disadvantaged areas 

10. Increasing residents' satisfaction with their neighbourhoods and conu-nunities 

m Increasing the quality and variety of homes in our most disadvantaged communities 
Increasing the number of people from all conu-nuMtles taking part in voluntary 
activities 

Accelerating the number of households in disadvantaged areas with access to the 
internet 

* These represent tu-gets,, N, -ith a UK Wide rerrut, the others are the t-,,, sponslbdit%- of the Sý: w,, Ish Parilament. 
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List of all funded SIPs from 2000 

Priority Partnership Areas Regeneration Programmes 
Great Northern, Aberdeen Cambuslang, South Lanarkshire 
Dundee 
Glasgow East End 
Glasgow North 
Greater Easterhouse, Glasgow 
Inverclyde 
Motherwell North, North Lanarkshire 
North Ayr, South Ayrshire 
North Edinburgh 
Craigmiflar, Edinburgh 
Pwsley 
West Dunbartonshire 

Dundee 
Levern Valley, East Renfre,,; k, s hire 
Edinburgh 
Fakrk 
Fife 
North Ayrshire 
North Lanarkshire 
Stirling 

12 Priority Partnership Areas 9 Regeneration Partnerships 

New Area Based PartnershilDs 
Argyll & Bute 
Blantyre/North Hamilton, Sth Lanarkshire 

Alloa South & East, Clackmannanshire 

East Ayrshire Coalfield 

Drumchapel, Glasgow 

Gorbals, Glasgow 
Greater Govan, Glasgow 
Greater Pollok, Glasgow 
Sprmgburn, Glasgow 
Nlilton, Glasgow 
Smaller Areas, Glasgow 
Girvan, South Ayrshire 

South Edinburgh 

Thematic Partnerships 
Dundee Young Carers 

Dundee "Give Youthi Chance" 
Edinburgh Excluded Young Adults 
Fife Ethnic Minorities Capacity Building 
Glasgow Anti-Racist Alliance (GARA) 
Glasgow Care Leavers 
f-Eghland 
Moray YouthStart 
Perth & Kinross Care Leavers 

Routes Out of Prostitution. Glasgo,, A- 
Scottish Borders 

South Coatbridge, North Lanarkshire 

Tranent, East Lothian 

West Lothian 

13 New Area Based SIPs 14 Thematic SIN 
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Appendix 4 

Core baseline data and compulsory indicators of change for SIEPs, * 
Indicator I Description Source(s) Odier ency 

surveys? 
Population. and- " ý*Polds in each neighbourhood 
Total number of Total number of occupied housing Registered Social Landlords Annual homes units by number of bedrooms (1,2, (RSI_S)2, letting agencies and 3,4,5+) estate agents 
Total Number of households (broad RSLs, letting agencies and Annual households description of composition) estate agents 
Total population Total population within the area(s), RSLs, letting agencies and BEFý 

inc. broad age and gender estate agents, local 
breakdowns authorities own estimates 

Size of potential Number of people who are Partnership research BEF 
target group disadvantaged in terms of the 

objectives of the SIP 
Gross inward People and households moving RSLs, letting agencies and Annual 
movement into the area estate agents 
Gross outward People and households moving out Further information may be Annual 
movement of the area available from private 

developers and household 
surveys 

% changein Measure of recent change (over 5 Ditto BEF 
population years) 
Satisfaction with % households saying very or fairly Household surveys BIF 
the area satisfied with local neighbourhood 

SIP area 
Housing 
Satisfaction with E. g. the % of households saying Household surveys and BIF 
social housing that they are very or fairly satisfied management surveys by 
management with repairs to housing units, local agencies 

maintenance of open spaces and 
common areas, rent levels and rent 
collection arrangements 

Type of homes Estimates of the numbers of high- Housing stock surveys, BEF 
rise homes, tenements or other developer and household 
flats, ten-aced homes, serni- surveys. 
detached homes, and detached 
homes 

* information extracted from Scottish Executive (1999b) 

I Where possible or appropriate, data should be disaggregated by gender, ethnicity and disability. 

2Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) include Local Authority Housing Departments, Scottish Homes, Housing 
Associations and Housing Co-oper-atives. 
I BEF = 'Baseline, Interim, Final. ' Baseline data should be collected for ist Apra 1999, or as near as possible to 
that date. 
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Indicator Description Source(s) Other Frequency 
surveys? 

Tenure of homes Estimates of the % of local Housing stock surveys, BIF 
authority homes, Housing developer and household 
Association or other RSL homes, surveys, local authorities 
Scottish Homes properties, own estimates. 
privately rented homes, and 
owner occupied homes. 

Housing change Total numbers of housing units RSLs, development projects Annual 
demolished, unproved, 
modernised, converted, taken out 
of housing use, and newly built 
within the SIP area. 

Void rates In Total numbers of unutilised RSLs, development projects Annual 
social housing social housing stock as a% of 

total stock and total numbers of 
unutilised housing stock as a 
percentage of management stock. 

Desire to move % of households wishing to Household surveys (useful BEF 
outwith the SIP move outside the SIP area(s) to distinguish within 
area City/District and elsewhere) 
Crime 
Movement in Crimes against persons (e. g. Police beat statistics SCS Annual 
recorded crime robbery, violent abuse, racial and 

inter-neighbourhood harassment); 
Crimes against property (e. g. 
housebreaking, graffiti); Crime 
relating to drugs 

Fear of crime Fear of going out at night (by age, Household surveys SCS BIF 
gender) 

Comm, *ity involvement & development 
Social leisure % adults attending social, and Household surveys BIF 
participation leisure event/facility in the local 

community (e. g. faith group, social 
or leisure centre, sports club) 

Social / leisure % of adults acting as volunteers or Household surveys SHS BEF 
organisation organiser in above events/facilities 
Community % of households with one or more Household surveys SHS BEF 
representative member regularly attending 
group community/representative groups 
participation (e. g. tenants association) 
Community % of households with one or more Household surveys SHS BIF 

rep. group member acting as volunteers or 
organisation orgaruser in above groups 
Voluntay (not for, prx)fk) Sector 
Vol. groups % of SIP board and sub-groups Research by Partnership Annual 

involved in SIP who are voluntary sector 
representatives 

Priviti-e(bu-sine-s s), sector 
Involvement of % of SIP d sub-groups Ditto Annual 

private sector who are private sector 
representatives 
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icator Description Source(s) Other Frequency 
surveys? 

Employment ahd mining 
Employment rate of % of working age adults by Household surveys LFS BEF 
adults gender, (male 16-64, female 16-59) 

in employment (infon-nation. on 
full-time/part-time and 
permanent/ temporary) 

Long term claimant Total numbers and % of working Employment Service LFS BIF 
unemployment age adults who have been in for claimants 

receipt of JSA or unemployment Household survey for 
benefits for over 6 months (by working age adults 
gender) 

Qualifications % of adults of working age with Ditto SHS/LFS BIF 
recognised qualifications 
(information on highest level of 
education: degree, HND, 
Higher/SVQ III, Standard SVQ H 
etc. ) 

Claimant Total numbers and % of adults of Employment Service ONVES Annual 
unemployment working age claiming JSA for claimants 

unemployment benefits Household survey for 
working age adults 

Workless % of households where head of Household surveys LFS Annual 
households household is of working age which 

have no one in work 
Routes into Total numbers of 16-17 year olds Local Careers Service Annual 
employment not in employment or education 

registered with Careers Service 
Educ 

% school leavers Percentages by schools in area and Local Education SEED BIF 
without Standard those outwith the SIP area attended Authority data by school 
Grade Maths and by residents 
without Standard 
Grade English at 
levels 1-6 
% of S4 achieving Information will need to be (Where resident data is SEED BIF 
5+ standard grades developed with the schools to not available from the 
at 1-4 identify separately the performance LEA, it may be 

of SIP area residents / target necessary to approach 
groups the school(s) themselves) 

Achievement of 3Rs Percentage of P2 pupils resident in Local Education SEED BEF 
SIP area meeting or exceeding Authority data by school 
attainment level A under national 5- 
14 programme in reading, writing 
and mathematics 

Attendance rates (Information will need to be Ditto SEED BIF 
(including developed with the schools to 
distinction between identify separately the performance 
authorised and of residents / chent groups) 
unauthorised 
absences) 
School intakes % of pupils in schools within the LEA Data SEED Annual 

SIP area who five outside of SIP 

area 
% of school age children fiving in 

Household surveys, the SIP area going to school outside BEF 

the SIP area possibly LEA data 
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Indicator Description Offier 1 Frequency i 
surveys 

H041d 
Long term limiting % local residents saying that they Household surveys SHS/ BIF illness have a long-term illness, health ONS 

problem or disability which limits 
daily activities or the work they 
can do (including problems due to 
old age) 

Access to health % population registered with a GP Household surveys, GPs' SHS BEF 
services records combined with 

overall population figures 
Attendance at SIP Pro)ect monitoring data Annual funded facilities and 
new / extra projects 
Poverty 
Benefits receipt Total numbers and % of Partnership research, BIF 

households in which at least one Benefits Agency 
person is in receipt of Income information 
Support or Housing Benefit 

Disconnection and % of households who have either Household surveys/utility BEF 
self-disconnection been disconnected, or have self- comparueS4 from utilities disconnected from gas or 

electricity 
Access to financial % of those of working age and Household surveys BEF 
services retirement age who feel excluded 

from financial services (current 
savings account, insurance, 
borrowing). 

77 Afts to 
'_4 Access to the % of households with access to Household surveys SHS BEF 

Internet the Internet at home 
% of households where at least Household surveys BEF 
one adult has access to the 
Internet elsewhere. 

Other activity 
SIPs are required to submit as part of their annual reporting a brief description and assessment of other social 
and economic regeneration activity and other events and factors in their area or affecting their target group. This 
should highlight overlaps, interactions and gaps. 

4 There may be particular difficulties obtaining data from private companies for reasons of commercial 
confidentiality. 
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Interview Schedule 
lntmduaion explain 4W intenww is for and uhat mmmmod in fin&rq out n2mv almt .4 

! so or 
anonynity of infom7ationpruuý& 
*Won&zg x-zd order ofquestions uv-ied depa7ding on uay that irý progressed 
ýý, robes andpoý, z ofcontext are mdin& in italics Wgw the questm 

General Questions 
General information about job and responsibilities? 
Introduaory qziestion to get things going and to helpfmd out ulwpwple do/amzs of expmc (if nieliva) 
What form of involvement with SIP/social inclusion agenda? 
How cxm to be iný uko ýný how long inzý 

Views on Social Inclusion Partnerships 
Has move from PPAs to SIPs changed way regeneration taking place in Scotland, 
Is it oný a cholge ofnane or h-ar other cha7W also taken place? 
What is your view on whether SIPs should be service providers or not? 
Should SIPs be encouragi . ng otbm to provide morel"better servm or sbould dx-y be offering SMACCS dxvt'-(ý? 

Do SIPs have a strategic role to play? 
Does this role uork alongside a servie role or is this their only role? 
What would you identO as the main advantages to partnership working through SIPs? 

Does partnership uorking allow ivzýnait of people that unuld not nom7alý get into this lezd of(IX15141- 

72'7. Ainga 

Are there any limitations to the partnership approach being adopted? 
A re tbm things that could be done that are not? A re dxw People bring left out uho should be iný? 

Are SIN undertaking any joined-up working with other SIN or agencies? 
Do you think that this sbouU be ýnorr of a priority of SIPs Am it is at preso-it? Wlbat bumi_7s are stW in 
place to linitjob-xd-up working? 
What do you see this SIP are being here to do? 

nat role do you see this SIP as wick7wking? Hoz,, ý, is it doing As? 

What would you like this SIP to achieve in its fifetimeý 

fe Would you consider the auýiewn" of the SIP taTz to be the most anporiant outcutneý 
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Young People and Social Inclusion Partnerships 

Are the SIP undertaking measures to involve young people in its,; ý-ork? 
If so, uivt o-zd how? 

Is involving young people in the work of the partnership a priority of the SIP? 
If not, uky? 
What is the objective of involving young people in the work of the partnership, 
What uadd you consider the ba4its of thiSform of irýý? 
Views on Area and Thematic SIPs 

Do you think that there are differences between area and thematic SIPs? 
If so, how x-id uhat? A re tky trjmg to do difer" Angs? 
Are there distinct advantages to either approach? 
Do either of ihese appmidxs ofer dings that the od)er does not? 
What strengths and weaknesses are there in having both thematic and area initiatives iri place 
within the same region? 
Does it spread 1ýý resouroas too thý*? Does it awid tmditiý areas of neal gettvN tbc atuntia7 thl, 

need? Does it allow a double sqkty net qfprouýsim? 
Is the thematic focus different from that of area based partnerships? 

1119()d ,;; V-7d city targetz . ng the sa; -ne, Just at diffmnt leEds or is thm a diffctmt ignp"is U7*tbD'l S 77ýh"Tl 
Amatic taTgenýzg? 

[if not clear from previous answers] Do you think that area and thematic SIPs are both 

concerned with achieving the same goals? 

What goals do dx-y both sham? A re tky both cona-m& abmt strateg deuiop"2" or i's one nxpr cona? -? i ed 
semicL 

Views on social inclusion and social justice 

Do you keep up to date with the social inclusion policy agenda? 

e. g. as pan ofyour job, out of i nwwst or througb anohencit in part7zersbip uvrk ? 

Do you think it is significant that we now talk about social inclusion and social justice rather 
than poverty, disadvantage or other ten-ns? 

Is this nwant to rqpw-w? t samd)ing nezv oawnmg? Am " pamtyfit into t6e di-scuss ins 

What does the term social inclusion meant to vou? 

How uuuld you wwkntand the notion of so" ? 

Do you think that social Justice is something different? 

Does it rqpw-smt a choige injociis, oryst a chxýW in nxne? 
zz ax& A sk if haw any od)er issues to disaiss befm intenM ý 

*)"-End of Interview 

7hank for help x7d gaing time to be inwniý- 

lnfi. mn d)at tnvm7ipt'zz7/1 be gr'LIM for cRIP730Z xki rtfOuxr- 1-50 [UPt ol't t1vt if poteC4 , uzd use xz), 
idenufting rj&mcr, ýýn -zzill It, clxckff L 
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Group Interview Schedule for Young People 

Stan uith gmeral o6t introdtKmns x7d uha will happm in inwnww 

1- How long have you been in contact with the partnership? 

2. In what way do you get involved with the partners]-iip? 
e. g. on Partnership Bo=4 go to meetings, go to social ewz etc? 

3. How did you come to be involved? 
e. g. uko got you irzý? 

4. Do you get involved in other things ae this? 
e. g. other managanmt mrrwees or ymth gmups? 

5. What happens at the partnership meetings or events that you go to? 
e. g. uho attmds, uhat takes place, uiwt role do you play? 

6. What do you think that the SIP is here to do? 
e. g. do you think it should be bring nm seruces in or getting people to talk to each odxr n iore? 

7. How do you get involved with that work? 
e. g. atwnd board nwetmgs to approw applicý, discuss strategies etc or gra, fea"ck on zdut )rmg pt ple 
mai or vant? 

8. Would you like to be involved differently from now? 
e. g. uouldpu like to be more (or less) inwhai in daisions, do you uant it to Iv less (or moreffim&d, sl. "dd 
dxm be more soaýal aawazes or clo you uant mom msponsibdi tyl inwhenev in the SIP? 

9. What would you see changed through there being a SIP here? 
e. g. better seruces, more parvxrsbip vork, morefor you to do etc ? 

10. What do you like about the SIP? 

1. What do you not like about the SIP? 

12. What would you like to be different by the time the SIP finishes its funding? 

e. g. mom senwes, better senices, tbiýp to be easierfor od)er)vt#, zg people or sonzedying else? 

13. What do you think social inclusion means? 
Do you think it is unporwa tkat ue are talking aluit social ý7&tsion? 

"End of ii, ý` 

f notes ta ke7 i to alkrcz, c-ann r: 7hankfor tww, ofer to sozd cop, o) 4-. 
Ranind that quotes to mnaz .n anonvnais. 
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Issues of Interest in Fieldwork Observations: 

Main themes are: 
9 Who is in attendance at SIP meetings (members of ;; k-hich orgarusations)? 

* Who leads the group and what issues are discussed? 

qP How issues of concem to the group are dealt with e. g. 
discussion; 

leadership decision-making; 

9 consultation and feedback from others. 

How are new issues introduced to the agenda? 

9 How are conflicts dealt with within this setting? 

o How are developMig practices moriitored wltfýn this settmg? 
How are discussions around the theme of social justice and social inclusion dealt NvIth 
within meetings? 
Is the agenda led by econornic factors of area regeneration or social justice of excluded 
groups? 
How are young people involved in meetings) 

Do the groups and areas being addressed by SIP funding get the chance to pirticipate in 
any meaningful way in the discussions that take place in meetings? 
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Themes for Analysis of Fieldwork Data 

Social inclusion policy: Focusing on young people: 
" Social inclusion Adult views: 
" Social Justice 0 Perceptions of whatyoung people need 
" Poverty 0 How talk about young people 
" New Labour/Scottish politics 0 Priorities for inclusion of young people 
" Glasgow Alliance 0 Problems surrounding young people 
" Scottish Executive 0 Why focus on young people 
" Relations between local 0 How involving young people 

authority and Glasgow Alliance 

Comparing SIN: 

" Partnersl-ýp working 
" Challenges and problems in 

partnership working 
" Views on role performed by 

area based SIP 

" Views on role performed by 
thematic SIP 

" What was new with SIPs 

" Purpose of SIPs 

" Strategic role of SIPs 

" Service role of SIPs 

" Community involvement 

" Conflicts in SIPs 

Young People's views: 

" Views of the SIPs 

" Views of SIP meetings 

" Relations with adults in SIPs 

" What think SIP are for 

" What want from involvement in SIP 

" What provided to facilitate involvement 

" NEsceflaneous/ other e. g. relevant personiý 
info on young people/their aspirations 
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Core SIP Allocations Between 1998 & 2001 

SIP 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 
Aberdeen Great Northern 1,040,000 809)000 844,000 850,000 
Argyle & Bute 206,000 280,000 369,216 
Edinburgh North 3,111,000 2,877,000 2,589,575 2,387,000 
Edinburgh South 740,000 990,938 1,129,000 
Edinburgh Stragetic Prog. 2,277,000 1,178,000 550,450 529,250 
Edinburgh Youth SIP 205,000 567,000 574,000 
Edinburgh Craigmillar 2,201,000 1)723,000 1)755,335 1,765,000 
Alloa Sth & East 750,000 1,017,000 1,038,000 
Dundee Young Carers 56,000 105,000 104,000 
Dundee SIP 1 2,835,000 2,512,000 2,119,000 2)090,000 
Dundee SIP2 1,004,000 792,000 453,000 417,850 
Dundee Xplore 300,000 500,000 592,250 
East Ayr Coalfields 741,000 1,042,250 1,376,000 
Tranent, East Lothian 94,000 128,000 156,000 
Levem Valley 661,000 433,000 446,000 464,443 
Falkirk 550,000 550,000 578,750 585,600 
Fife 1,178,000 751,000 630)000 640,500 
Fife Frae 94,000 164,750 131,000 
Glasgow Smaller Area 1,128,000 1,818,125 
Glasgow Anti Racist 593,325 7801500 783,250 
Glasgow Big Step 378,000 722,328 590,443 
Glasgow Drumchapel 1,875,000 2,755,280 29756,466 
Glasgow East End 2,800,000 2,800,000 2,868,000 2,907,000 
Glasgow Gorbals 562,500 764,000 7799000 
Glasgow Gtr Easterhouse 3,400,000 3,400,000 3,491,000 3,539,000 
Glasgow Gtr Govan 375,000 509,000 896)981 
Glasgow Gtr Pollock 1)725,000 2,343,000 3,008,530 
Glasgow Milton 200,074 764,000 942,125 
Glasgow North 2,500,000 3,300,000 2)987,000 3)047,000 
Glasgow Routes Out 187,500 353,000 325,552 
Glasgow Springbum 200,316 764,000 825,000 
Highland Well Being 603,000 886,825 8909500 
Inverclyde 3,302,225 2,998,000 2,421,000 2,421,000 
Moray Youthstart 424,000 576,000 447,000 
North Ayrshire 789,000 776)000 730,000 742,675 
Motherwell North 1)530,000 1,530,000 1,629,500 11640,750 
North Lanarkshire 850,000 850,000 8867250 904,325 
South Coatbridge 250,000 716,000 793,000 
Perth & Kinross 128,000 194,761 228,055 
Renfrew Paisley 3,189,000 2,981,000 2)947,000 2,692,154 
Scottish Borders 215,000 235,000 252,000 
Girvan 315,000 428,000 364,600 
North Ayr 1,709,000 1,508,000 1,545,938 1,5579000 

Blantyre/North Hamilton 500,000 1,019,000 29116,710 

Cambuslang 600)000 600,000 625,000 631,350 

Stirling 799,000 583,000 526,000 5301700 

West Dunbartonshire 2,587,000 2,193,000 2)087,000 2,076,000 

West Lothian 188,000 256,000 209,000 

Total 38,912,225 479049,715 52,699,430 55,914,400 
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Strategic Aims of Drumchapel SIP: 

Empowering the Community: to cmae an animrywx uhm lmd peop& aye pnxided uitb sippon 
mzd qpponunitzý to play a fiX pan in dadopiig od iy&mdT the ddimy of xnja? s in the 

Developing innovative mechanisms to encourage members of the community ,; %-ho are 
excluded from existing community structures to influence the activities of the partnership. 
Estabhshing and supporting a community/voluntary representative forum to provide a 
formal link between the partnership and community organisation. 

Enhancing Educational Opportunities: to proude a q=14 of 1#&aig et&o6bnal qppom"w 
ubicb wiff equip peaple uith the skills to aaess apponwmw auvIaMe 

Providing a co-ordinated strategy of support for children during their pre-school years. 
Identifying, assessing and providing additional support to meet the needs of children with 
social and educational difficulties as they enter prUnary and secondary school. 
Improving punctuality, attendance and attairunent for primary and secondary school 
pupas. 
IncreasMg the number of school leavers who go into further education, higher education, 

training or employment and providing the opportunity for lifelong learning for adult 

retumers. 

Providing affordable and flexible childcare to allow Drumchapel parents to train for work, 
to take up employment opportunities or return to education. 

Meviating Poverty: to maiia the kd ofpom-ty by enhanang the Ibcd emmy x-dpnn"ng nwde? ts 

uith the skifis to obtain and retain mpkyn" opponwnuzes; maxvnuvV access to opporuouw pmuiaW 
dxmgh advice Od i#&7nauýý ubde offaiT mff on systmfor those not able to be exnankalý actize 

Providing personal development careers guidance, pre-vocation and vocational training 

opportunities for excluded Drumchapel residents to improve their employment prospects. 

Creating and developing an enterprise culture *in Drumchapel through assisting local 

people to become self-employed, developing a sustainable business base, creating 

employment opportunities via supporting local company growth, maximising inward 

investment and utilising local commercial and industrial property. 

Maximising the econornic impact of the third sector in Drumchapel by developing social 

economy organisations to offer volunteering and employment opportunities for local 

people. 
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Providing temporary employment opportunities in Intermediate Libour Market projects 
in Drumchapel for long term unemployed and other excluded individuals as a teppillg 
stone to quality)obs. 
Improving the employability of young people 'in Drumchapel through remedial activity 
focusing on unemployed 16-17 year olds and activity preventing young people becomilh, 
disengaged and long term unemployed in the future. 

Alleviating the effects of poverty and facilitating access to new opporturUties and sen-ices 
for those who have been socially excluded. 

Improving Health &Well-Being: to cw" the condimmfor good bealth to dkdopvzd1r"1aZ'? amzd 
and thus mpumg bealth, udl being and quality of lifefor mwlaz 

" Improving child, adolescent and family health. 

" Improving the mental health and well-being of Drumchapel residents. 

" Improving levels of physical activity. 

" Reducing smoking prevalence and dependence on alcohol and illegal drugs. 

Engaging with Young People: to awowage young people to mgage in the pmcess qJ'anrivaý, 

panýqpatzon to rff&w social exclusion by addressing issues that qýýI d)eir lixs 

DevelopMig a co-ordinated approach towards young people maki iig a greater contribution 

to decision-making processes. 

Developing and increasing the range of social activities available to young people, making 

these activities as attractive and accessible as possible to maximise participation. 

Tackling anti-social behaviour and the incidence of vandalism. 
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Strategic Aims of the Big Step: 

Health & Well-being: 
Cyawral Healib 

Ensuring that appropriate and sensitive health needs assessments and health care pixis are 
made available to each young person focusing on their physical, mental and eniotiona-I 
needs. 
Promoting increased participation of young people in their own health choices. 
Further developing relevant and appropriate social support networks to preveiit soci. ý 
isolation. 

Mental Health 

ImproVMg mental health services to children and young people "; vlio have beeii looked 
after by the local authority and ensuring that these services are meeting identified need. 

Drugs 

Ensurmig young people have access to relevant and appropriate drug education, 
information, advice and support. 

Sexual Health 
Ensuring that young people have access to relevant and appropriate sexual healtli 

education , information and advice, including contraceptive services. 
Crý? ýisation 

Reclucig the numbers of young people in the target group exhibiting offending 
behaviour and reducing the numbers who re-offend. 

Education, Training & Employment 

Ensunng that all young people in the target group receive and take up their entitlement to 
basic education. 
Ensuring a co-ordinated approach to the development of employment and advice ser-Vices 

and improve joint working. 
Ensuring access to mainstream employment related support from aged 15 onwards and 

therefore to access employment related opportunities from aged 16 onwards. 

Providing specialised employment- related support in cases wliere mainstream provision is 

absent or not appropriate or where the young people are experiencing difficulties in 

accessing and sustaining employment- related opportunities. 

Raising the profile of the employment- related needs of care leaver'; to ensure support is 

responsive to their needs. 
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Housing & Accommodation 

" ensuring that young people receive support and accommodation to meet their needs 

" ensuring that young people have the skills to five independently 

" preventing young people who have been looked after by the local authontý- from having 

to present as homeless. 
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Drumchapel SIP's Partnership Structures: 

Partnership 
Support Te. -Jam 

Economic 
Implementation 
Group 

Drumchapel Partnership Board 

Funding 
Sub-Group 

Health & Social Issues 
Implementation Group 

Officer's 
Group 

Education 
Implementation 
Group 

Community Fonnn 

Community 
Support Unit 

Youth 
Implementation 
Group 

This represents a complex set of structures. Thus, brief descriptive information on the key 

aspects of this structure are set out below for clarification/information. 

Manbership & Purpose of the SIP Groups 

The SIP Board is the highest level of the Partnership and has final decision-making 

responsibility for all spending and strategic decisions made by the partners within the other 
SIP Groups. The membership of the SIP Board consists of the representatives as set out 

at the time of setting the SIP strategy document. The only change from then was that the 
Business Support Group member left and was later replaced by a representative from 

Scottish Enterprise (previously Glasgow Development Agency). 

Implementation Groups (IG) are Chaired as follows: Education IG by an officer from 

the local high school; Economic IG by an officer from the Local Economic Development 

(LED) company; Health IG by an officer from Greater Glasgow Health Board; and the 

Youth IG by a local young person. All Chairs of IG's were also members of the main SIP 

Board. Membership of the IG's linked to the thematic focus of the Group. For example, 

the Education IG representatives were from relevant local authority Departments e. g. 

Education, Community Education and Social work as well as from locally based education 

projects. Similarly, the Youth IG was attended by young people, local authority 
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representatives (Education, Community Education and Social Work Department), as well 
as those from local community and voluntary sector groups. 

The purpose of the IG's was to review applications for funding relevant to the thematic 
focus of the Group and to make recommendations on which to fund. In addition, the 
development of the SIP's wider work programme under each thematic heading was also to 
be discussed within the IG's. 

The Officer's Group was made up of one nominated member from each of the IG's 
(someone other than the IG Chair) and members of the main Board. This group's role 
was to progress and review the strategic aims of the SIP over time and reflect on how the 
work of the IG was taking forward the wider plans of the SIP. Recommendations from 
this Group were reported to the Board for approval. Thus, as the diagram shows this 
group sits between the IG's and the SEP Board and, thus, provides a link between the IG's 
and the Board. 
The Funding Sub-Group consisted of various members of the Partnership Board. This 
group was charged with co-ordinating the funding aspects of the SIP's work and making 
recommendations to the Board about the use of the pannership's funds. This group was 
Chaired by the Chair of the SIP Board. All applications for funding went first to the IG's 
then were discussed, prioritised and a report was made on which should get funding. This 

report went to the SIP Board for final approval. As with the Officer's Group this Sub- 
Group played a role in linking the IG's with the SIP Board. 

The Community Forum was a partnership of community representatives (including 

young people and the local voluntary sector network) (15 members in total). This group 
was the main body feeding community input to the SIP. All members of the Community 
Forum were also members of the SIP Partnership Board. 

The Community Support Unit consisted of the Cornmuruty Forum's support staff who 

performed a similar role to that performed by the SIP support staff for the SIP Board, 

through providing support to the community members of the SIP and developing 

community capacity in the wider local community. 

The SIP Support Staff consisted of 5 people: partnership manager; youth inclusion 

officer, development officer and two clerical/administrative staff. Their role was to 

support the work of the SIP. 

Repramution wd)in the SIP GuWs 

As the diagram above shows, all of these forums feed into the SIP Board, who are the bodv 

with final decision-making authority over all developments undertaken by the SIP. All 

members of the Board were elected locally. The Chair of the SIP Board Is a local councillor, 
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the Vice-Chair is a local community representative. The other Board members are also 
representatives who either five in or work in the local area. For example, the Strathclyde Police 
representative is a senior officer with responsibility for the Mar), hill sub-division, -. %, hjch 

includes Drumchapel. The Education Department representati I ", -e is the Head Teacher at 
Drumchapel High School. The Scottish Homes representative is the operations manager for 
North & North West Glasgow. Similarly, those involved in the IG's represent agencies and 
individuals working or living in the local area. For example, officers from Community 
Education and Social Work Department are from area offices in the West of Glasgow, a-rid the 
local community and voluntary sector representatives are either local residents or work on 
initiatives focusing on the local area. Due to this localised focus, many of the officers taking 
part in the partnership, at both Board and Implementation group level, were operational 
rather than management level staff. 

In ten-ns of community involvement, by the end of the first year there was comrnunity in all 

of the IG's, on the Funding Sub-Group and on the Housing Sub-Commi'ttee, as well as on the 
SIP Board. The five community places on the SIP Board was formally set facilitating 

representation from 3 local community representatives, one young person and one member of 

the local voluntary sector. Each of these five members also has a 'second' who stands in for 

the Board member if they are not able to attend SIP meetings. All of these places ; N-err t"illed at 

the time of this study. 
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The Big Step's Partnership Structures: 

'Research & 

Young People's Big Step partnership Board Information 

Consultation Group Group 

Partnership 
Staff Team Colleges Working 

Group 

Employment Health Working Accommodation 
Working Group Group Working Group 

-o 

Each of these Groups requires further mformation to explam their membership and role: 

The SIP Board had overarching responsibifity for decision-making in terms of spending 
the SIP budget and taking forward the SIP's planned activities. The membersl-iip of the 
SIP consisted of the original membership as set out at the time of applying for funding in 

addition to four other agency partners joining the Board: Glasgow City Council CHousing 

Department), Benefits Agency, Employment Service and Vhitbread in the Community". 

The Working Groups were taking forward plans for the SIP under each of the three 

thematic headings identified in the strategy document. The membership of each of these 

groups related to the specific area of work being developed. For example, the 

Accom. modation Working Group had representation from Quarriers, Glasgow Council for 

Single Homeless and both Addiction Services and Leaving Care Services within the Social 

Work Department. The Colleges Working Group was a temporary group set up during the 

first year and disbanded after approximately a year that was focusing on taking forward a 

specific work programme to link young people into further education opporturuties at 

Glasgow based colleges. 

The Research & Information Group was a group focusing on building a baseline 

picture of the position on young people Mi care Mi Glasgow collating data held within the 

statutory agencies and tracking the progress of young people over tune. 

1 This is the community arm of this private sector leisure and hotel chain. They fund and provide staff tune on a 

range of community initiatives. 
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Appendix 13 

The Young Person's Consultation Group was a youth group led by the SIP's youth 
worker. It provided a focus for young people's involvement in the SIP. This Group both 

allowed a forurn for young people to feed their views into the SIP In an informal/sOCIal 

setting and was used to get young people involved in a range of other elements of the 
SIP's work e. g. created the partnership's name and logo, recruiting staff, and participating 
in the SEP Board. 

The Partnership Staff Team grew over the first year from the recrWtment of a 
partnership manager to also add: a youth worker; social support officer:; health 
development officer; accommodation officer; two research/pohcy staff; and a part-time 
admiriistrator3. During the second year the staff was further expanded through the 
employment of a mental health development officer and an employment development 

officer. The large staff team was initially intended to deliver a range of new services, but 
later changed to support a range of policy and practice developments occurring elsewhere. 

Repm-wrawn uidxýz the Groups 

Perhaps as a result of its city-wide focus, the Big Step Board members tended to be senior 
management level staff Within organisations, for example, the Head of Children & Family 
Services from the Social Work Department and an Assistant Head of Children's Services at 
Barnardo's. Other Board members were, however, selected for their specialism or 'interest in 
the group rather than seniority e. g. the Young Person's Worker for Glasgow from Who Cares? 

Scotland and a member of the youth housing strategy team from GCC Housing Department. 

In addition, the Board consisted of a large number of agency partners; by the end of the first 

year a total of 11 'agency' members, including a local councillor and a representative from the 

private sector, while the involvement of young people remained at two/three representatives 
for at least the first year. 

Within the Working Groups, representation tended to be from operational level staff. The 

presence of the Social Work Department in all of the different Groups did mean that there 

was a clear demarcation of responsibility between operational level staff at the Working 

Group level and management involvement at the SIP Board. There were also no young people 

present in any of the Working Groups. 
ýe 

2Staff member responsible for taking forward the Princes Trust Leaving Care Initiative Mentoring Prolect ujiicb 
focused on improving social outcomes for care leavers through a mentoring programme. 

I In year two a further two staff were recruited (a mental health development officer and an eMploN-ment 
development officer) taking the team up to ten people. 
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Appendix 14 

SIPs' Request for Funding: first year" 

Drumchapel SIP: funding request 1999-2000 

Empowering the community: 

Enhancing Educational Opportunities L367, ýC00' 
AHeviating Poverty L88C, CC2, 

Improvmg Health and Well-bemg L341,000 

Engaging with Young People L572, 'ý C " "0 

Partnership Support (staff) L 160,000 

Total L2,500,000 

*******) **)******** 

The Big Step: funding request 1999-2000 

Partnership Manager L38,000 

Team Leader & Deputy L67,000 

Project Workers x6L 157,000 

Resource Worker &2 Assistant Pro)ect Workers f 59,000 

Sessional Workers L 117,500 

Accommodation L30,000 

Monitoring & Evaluation L20, CCa, -) 

Total L489,500 

Data extracted from SIP straten, documents prumchapel SIP 1999; Lý. gStcp 1999) 
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